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Abstract
This thesis discusses hidden symmetries within N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–
Mills theory or its AdS/CFT dual, string theory in AdS5 ˆ S5. Here, we focus on the
Maldacena–Wilson loop, which is a suitable object for this study since its vacuum ex-
pectation value is finite for smooth contours and the conjectured duality to scattering
amplitudes provides a conceptual path to transfer its symmetries to other observables.
Its strong-coupling description via minimal surfaces in AdS5 allows to construct the
symmetries from the integrability of the underlying classical string theory. This ap-
proach has been utilized before to derive a strong-coupling Yangian symmetry of the
Maldacena–Wilson loop and describe equiareal deformations of minimal surfaces in
AdS3. These two findings are connected and extended in the present thesis.
In order to discuss the symmetries systematically, we first discuss the symmetry
structure of the underlying string model. The discussion can be generalized to the
discussion of generic symmetric space models. For these, we find that the symmetry
which generates the equiareal deformations of minimal surfaces in AdS3 has a central
role in the symmetry structure of the model: It acts as a raising operator on the
infinite tower of conserved charges, thus generating the spectral parameter, and can
be employed to construct all symmetry variations from the global symmetry of the
model. It is thus referred to as the master symmetry of symmetric space models.
Additionally, the algebra of the symmetry variations and the conserved charges is
worked out.
For the concrete case of minimal surfaces in AdS5, we discuss the deformation of
the four-cusp solution, which provides the dual description of the four-gluon scatter-
ing amplitude. This marks the first step toward transferring the master symmetry
to scattering amplitudes. Moreover, we compute the master and Yangian symme-
try variations of generic, smooth boundary curves. The results leads to a coupling-
dependent generalization of the master symmetry, which constitutes a symmetry of
the Maldacena–Wilson loop at any value of the coupling constant. Our discussion
clarifies why previous attempts to transfer the deformations of minimal surfaces in
AdS3 to weak coupling were unsuccessful. We discuss several attempts to transfer
the Yangian symmetry to weak or arbitrary coupling, but ultimately conclude that a
Yangian symmetry of the Maldacena–Wilson loop seems not to be present.
The situation changes when we consider Wilson loops in superspace, which are the
natural supersymmetric generalizations of the Maldacena–Wilson loop. Substantial
evidence for the Yangian invariance of their vacuum expectation value has been pro-
vided at weak coupling and the description of the operator as well as its weak-coupling
Yangian invariance were subsequently established in parallel to the work on this thesis.
We discuss the strong-coupling counterpart of this finding, where the Wilson loop in
superspace is described by minimal surfaces in the superspace of type IIB superstring
theory in AdS5 ˆ S5. The comparison of the strong-coupling invariance derived here
with the respective generators at weak coupling shows that the generators contain a
local term, which depends on the coupling in a non-trivial way.
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Additionally, we find so-called bonus symmetry generators. These are the higher-
level recurrences of the superconformal hypercharge generator, which does not provide
a symmetry itself. We show that these symmetries are present in all higher levels of
the Yangian.
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Zusammenfassung
In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden versteckte Symmetrien innnerhalb der N “ 4
supersymmetrischen Yang–Mills Theorie oder der nach der AdS/CFT Korrespondenz
dualen Beschreibung durch eine String-Theorie in AdS5 ˆ S5 besprochen. Dabei be-
trachten wir die Maldacena–Wilson Schleife, die sich fu¨r diese Untersuchungen beson-
ders eignet, da ihr Vakuum-Erwartungswert fu¨r glatte Kurven nicht divergiert und
die vermutete Dualita¨t zu Streuamplituden wenigstens konzeptionell eine Mo¨glichkeit
bietet, etwaige Symmetrien zu anderen Observablen zu u¨bertragen. Ihre Beschreibung
durch Minimalfla¨chen in AdS5 erlaubt es, Symmetrien mithilfe der Integrabilita¨t der
zugrunde liegenden klassischen String-Theorie zu konstruieren. Dieser Zugang wurde
bereits in der Herleitung der Yang’schen Symmetrie der Maldacena–Wilson Schleife
bei starker Kopplung sowie in der Beschreibung von Deformationen gleiches Fla¨chen-
inhalts von Minimalfla¨chen in AdS3 verwendet. Diese beiden Ergebnisse werden in
der vorliegenden Arbeit miteinander verbunden und erweitert.
Im Sinne einer systematischen Herangehensweise besprechen wir zuna¨chst die Sym-
metriestruktur der zugrunde liegenden String-Theorie. Diese Diskussion la¨sst sich auf
die Diskussion von String-Theorien in symmetrischen Ra¨umen verallgemeinern. Dabei
zeigt sich, dass die Symmetrie, welche die Deformationen gleiches Fla¨cheninhalts in
AdS3 erzeugt, in der Symmetriestruktur dieser Modelle eine zentrale Rolle einnimmt:
Sie wirkt als Aufsteige-Operator auf den unendlich vielen erhalten Ladungen und
generiert somit den Spektralparameter. Weiterhin la¨sst sie sich anwenden, um aus-
gehend von der globalen Symmetrie sa¨mtliche Symmetrien des zugrunde liegenden
Modells zu konstruieren. Sie wird daher als die Master-Symmetrie dieser Modelle
bezeichnet. Zusa¨tzlich wird die Algebra der Symmetrie-Variationen sowie der erhal-
tenen Ladungen ausgearbeitet.
Fu¨r den konkreten Fall von Minimalfla¨chen in AdS5 diskutieren wir die Deforma-
tion der Minimalfla¨chenlo¨sung fu¨r den Fall eines lichtartigen Vierecks. Diese liefert
die duale Beschreibung der Streuamplitude fu¨r vier Gluonen. Damit unternehmen
wir einen ersten Schritt zur U¨bertragung der Master-Symmetrie auf Streuamplituden.
Weiterhin berechnen wir die Variation der Randkurven der Minimalfla¨chen unter der
Master- und Yang’schen Symmetrie fr allgemeine, glatte Randkurven. Das Ergeb-
nis dieser Rechnung fu¨hrt auf eine Verallgemeinerung der Master-Symmetrie zu einer
Variation, die von der Kopplungskonstanten abha¨ngt und fu¨r beliebige Werte der
Kopplungskonstanten eine Symmetrie der Maldacena–Wilson Schleife darstellt. Un-
sere Diskussion erkla¨rt das Scheitern vorheriger Versuche, die entsprechende Symme-
trie im Spezialfall von Minimalfla¨chen in AdS3 zu schwacher Kopplung zu u¨bertragen.
Wir besprechen verschiedene Ansa¨tze, die Yang’sche Symmetrie zu schwacher oder be-
liebiger Kopplung zu u¨bertragen, schlussfolgern aber letztendlich, dass eine Yang’sche
Symmetrie der Maldacena–Wilson Schleife nicht vorzuliegen scheint.
Die Situation a¨ndert sich, wenn wir Wilson Schleifen in Superra¨umen betrachten.
Diese sind die natu¨rlichen supersymmetrischen Erweiterungen der Maldacena–Wilson
Schleife. Fu¨r die Yang’sche Invarianz ihres Vakuum-Erwartungswerts wurden wichtige
Anhaltspunkte gefunden und sowohl die Beschreibung dieser Operatoren als auch der
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Beweis der Yang’schen Invarianz bei schwacher Kopplung wurden parallel zur Arbeit
an der vorliegenden Dissertation vervollsta¨ndigt. Wir diskutieren das Gegenstu¨ck zu
diesem Ergebnis bei starker Kopplung. Dort wird die Wilson Schleife durch eine Mini-
malfla¨che beschrieben, welche im Superraum der Superstring-Theorie vom Typ IIB
in AdS5 ˆ S5 liegt. Der Vergleich der bei starken Kopplung etablierten Invarianz mit
den entsprechenden Generatoren bei schwacher Kopplung zeigt, dass die Symmetrie-
Generatoren einen lokalen Anteil enthalten, der auf nicht-triviale Weise vom Wert der
Kopplungskonstanten abha¨ngt.
Zusa¨tzlich finden wir sogenannte Bonus-Symmetrien. Diese sind die analogen Ge-
neratoren in den ho¨heren Ordnungen zum Hyperladungs-Generator, der selbst keine
Symmetrie darstellt. Wir zeigen, dass diese Symmetrien in allen ho¨heren Ordnungen
der Yang’schen Algebra vorliegen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Our current understanding of the microscopic world is based on Yang–Mills gauge
theories [7], which describe the fundamental interactions between elementary particles.
The gauge theory descriptions of the electromagnetic, weak nuclear and strong nuclear
force are combined in the Standard Model of particle physics, which has the gauge
group SUp3q ˆ SUp2q ˆ Up1q. The Standard Model describes all known elementary
particles and since the discovery of the Higgs boson [8–10] all particles which it predicts
have been observed.
Despite its great success in the description of scattering experiments, it does not
explain all of the observed phenomena that a theory of all fundamental interactions
should explain. Apart from the lack of a description of gravity, it does for example
neither predict the observed neutrino oscillations or the neutrino masses inferred from
them, nor does it provide appropriate candidate particles for the dark matter needed
to explain astrophysical observations.
The incompleteness of the Standard Model is however not the only challenge the-
oretical physicist face in the description of gauge theories. A different challenge lies in
the mathematical problem of obtaining predictions from these models and concerns
gauge theories in general. Indeed, our understanding of gauge theories in the full
range of energy scales is disappointingly limited, since we have to refer to pertur-
bation theory in order to obtain results. In the case of quantum chromodynamics
(QCD), which describes the strong nuclear force, this method only provides reliable
results in the case of high-energy collisions where the running coupling constant is
small. For other phenomena — or even the time spans shortly after the scattering
events, when the scattered constituents again combine into hadrons — we must rely
on numerical results in combination with experimental data.
The most promising approach to reach an analytic understanding beyond pertur-
bation theory is the study of a particular class of gauge theories, which allow for exact
results. The prime example for such a theory is N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–Mills
(SYM) theory, an SUpNq gauge theory which one may view as a theoretical labora-
tory for QCD, with which it shares a similar field content. The similarity to QCD
can be exemplified by the possibility to compute certain tree-level QCD scattering
amplitudes within N “ 4 SYM theory or by the fact that parts of the anomalous
dimensions appearing in the study of infrared singularities can be transferred also
at higher loop orders. While N “ 4 SYM theory was already discussed in the late
70’s [11, 12], the interest in it grew considerably after the advent of the AdS/CFT
11
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correspondence [13]. The conjectured correspondence relates the four-dimensional
(conformal) gauge theory to a superstring theory with target space AdS5 ˆ S5. It
connects the strong-coupling regime of the gauge theory to the weak-coupling regime
of the string theory and vice versa and can thus be employed to gain insights in either
theory at values of the coupling constant that are otherwise inaccessible.
The appeal of N “ 4 SYM theory is further raised by the availability of two
additional methods which allow to look beyond the perturbative curtain: localization
and integrability. Either of these methods can be applied to derive exact results.
The technique of localization is based on the supersymmetry of the theory and can
be applied to reduce the path integrals appearing for certain observables to ordinary
integrals, see reference [14] for a recent review. In this way, one can for example derive
an exact result for the circular Wilson loop [15, 16], which we encounter later on in
this thesis.
In the planar limit, where one sends the Yang–Mills coupling constant g to zero
and the parameter N of the gauge group to infinity in such a way that the ’t Hooft
coupling constant λ “ g2N is kept fixed, the theory appears to be integrable. Inte-
grability is not conceptually tied to the presence of supersymmetry, although it does
appear within a supersymmetric theory in the present case. Integrable structures
were first observed within N “ 4 SYM theory in the study of spectral problem, which
could be reformulated as an integrable spin chain [17]. This reformulation allowed for
spectacular progress [18, 19] in the study of two-point functions within N “ 4 SYM
theory, see also [20] for an overview.
It is a common belief that the availability of exact results is linked to the presence
of an underlying hidden symmetry. Such symmetries have indeed been observed
for different objects in N “ 4 SYM theory, e.g. the symmetries of the dilatation
operator [21], which are relevant for the solution of the spectral problem, as well as
the dual superconformal or Yangian symmetry of scattering amplitudes [22,23].
Much like the study of the integrable structures itself, the investigation of the
associated symmetry structures is typically a case-by-case study, although an inter-
esting attempt has been made recently [24] to study the symmetry of the action or
equations of motion of N “ 4 SYM theory directly. Here, we aim at finding hidden
symmetries within N “ 4 SYM theory in a systematic way. The object of study for
this investigation is the Maldacena–Wilson loop, which is a specific generalization of
the Wilson loop considered in generic Yang–Mills theories and naturally appears in
N “ 4 SYM theory. The Wilson loop is a central object in any gauge theory, but
possibly even more so in N “ 4 SYM theory and we will see shortly, why it is a
particularly suitable observable for the investigation of hidden symmetries.
Concretely, the Maldacena–Wilson loop over a contour γ is given by [25,26]
W pγq “ 1
N
tr
ÐÝ
Pexp
ˆ
i
ż
γ
`
Aµ dx
µ ` iΦI | 9x|nI
˘˙
. (1.1)
Here, the gauge fields Aµ couple to the curve γ, which is described by the para-
metrization xµpσq, whereas the scalar fields ΦI of N “ 4 SYM theory couple to a
six-vector nIpσq, which has unit length and thus describes a point on S5. We note
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that for space-like contours, the Maldacena–Wilson loop is no longer a phase [27]
due to the appearance of the factor i in front of the scalars. A remarkable aspect
of the Maldacena–Wilson loop is that, due to cancellations between the gauge and
scalar fields, its expectation value is finite for smooth contours. This is a welcome
property for the study of symmetries, since it implies that potential symmetries are
not overshadowed by renormalization effects.
Another intriguing feature of the (Maldacena–)Wilson loop1 in N “ 4 SYM theory
is the conjectured duality to scattering amplitudes [28–30], which relates certain scat-
tering amplitudes to Wilson loops over specific, light-like polygons. Due to the cusps
of these contours, the Wilson loops are divergent, corresponding to the infrared diver-
gences of the scattering amplitudes. This implies that any symmetry found for smooth
Maldacena–Wilson loops could become anomalous for these contours. Nonetheless,
the correspondence provides a conceptual path to transfer any symmetry found for
the Maldacena–Wilson loop to other observables within N “ 4 SYM theory.
In the strong-coupling limit, the Maldacena–Wilson loop is described by the area
of a minimal surface ending on the conformal boundary of AdS5,
xW pγqy λ"1“ exp
´
´
?
λ
2π
Arenpγq
¯
. (1.2)
Here, we have restricted to the case where the vector nI is constant, the general case
will be discussed later on. In order to describe the boundary value problem, we use
so-called Poincare´ coordinates pXµ, yq for AdS5. In these coordinates, the metric is
given by
ds2 “ dX
µ dXµ ` dy dy
y2
,
and the conformal boundary, which corresponds to infinity in AdS5, is given by the
Minkowski space located at y “ 0. The minimal surface is then specified by the
boundary conditions
Xµpτ “ 0, σq “ xµpσq , ypτ “ 0, σq “ 0 .
The strong-coupling description of the Maldacena–Wilson loop is particularly suitable
for the study of hidden symmetries, since the minimal surface is described by classical
string theory in AdS5, which is known to be integrable. The symmetries of the string
theory induce symmetry transformations of the boundary curve, which can then be
studied also at weak coupling.
This approach has been discussed in reference [1], where it was shown that the
Maldacena–Wilson loop is Yangian invariant in the strong-coupling limit. The weak-
coupling side of this finding was reported on also in reference [1] as well as the author’s
master’s thesis [31]. A Yangian invariance of the one-loop expectation value of the
Maldacena–Wilson loop could not be established, but it was observed that an exten-
sion of the Maldacena–Wilson loop into a non-chiral superspace is Yangian invariant.
1Since the contours under consideration are light-like in this case, the Maldacena–Wilson and the
ordinary Wilson loop are the same object.
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Interestingly, a similar situation was observed for the lambda-deformations of mini-
mal surfaces in Euclidean AdS3, which were found by Kruczenski and collaborators
in references [32, 33]. These deformations were studied at weak coupling by Dekel in
reference [34], where it was also found that they are not symmetries of the one-loop
expectation value of the Maldacena–Wilson loop.
The aim for this thesis is to complete the picture sketched above. In particular, we
establish the connection between the Yangian symmetry and the lambda-deformations
and lift the discussion of the strong-coupling Yangian symmetry to the superspace Wil-
son loop. The field theory description of this operator as well as its Yangian symmetry
at the one-loop level were completed in a parallel line of research in references [35,36].
The thesis is structured as follows. We first discuss the foundations for the re-
search presented in this thesis in chapter 2. Here, we mainly focus on the underlying
symmetry structures and the Maldacena–Wilson loop. A short introduction to N “ 4
SYM theory and the AdS/CFT correspondence is also provided.
We then turn to the study of the Maldacena–Wilson loop at strong coupling. The
discussion of the symmetries of minimal surfaces in AdS5 naturally generalizes to a
class of spaces known as symmetric spaces and so we discuss the symmetry structures
for minimal surfaces or strings in these spaces in general in chapter 3. In addition
to a review of the integrability of symmetric space models, this chapter presents
the research published in references [4, 5], which was carried out in collaboration
with Thomas Klose and Florian Loebbert. In particular, the relation between the
Yangian symmetry and Kruczenski’s lambda deformations is established. In fact, we
observe that the symmetry behind the lambda deformation is fundamental for the
integrability structure of symmetric space models and can be employed to construct
all other symmetry variations and hence we refer to it as the master symmetry. The
connections to the literature on symmetric space models, where parts of the results
had already been discussed, are discussed as well.
The application of the symmetries derived for generic symmetric space models to
minimal surfaces in AdS5 is discussed in chapter 4. Also this chapter is based on
references [4,5], although it includes a discussion of the large master symmetry trans-
formations of some analytically-known minimal surfaces, which was not published
before. Moreover, we discuss the variations of the boundary curves that follow from
the symmetries discussed before.
With the symmetry variations of the contours established, we address the ques-
tion, if and how these symmetries can be extended to weak or even arbitrary values
of the ’t Hooft coupling constant λ in chapter 5. The variation of the boundary
curve obtained in the previous chapter explains why the same transformation was not
observed to be a symmetry also at weak coupling in reference [34]. It turns out, how-
ever, that the master symmetry variation can be generalized to a coupling-dependent
variation which does provide a symmetry of the Maldacena–Wilson loop at any value
of the coupling constant λ. Furthermore, we discuss the continuation of the Yangian
symmetry generators from strong to weak coupling. In their original form as employed
in reference [1], the Yangian generators are not cyclic and this finding alone predicts
that they are not symmetries of the one-loop expectation value of the Maldacena–
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Wilson loop. While there exists a possibility to adapt the generators in such a way
that they become cyclic [37], also the adapted generators do not form symmetries of
the one-loop expectation value of the Maldacena–Wilson loop, such that the result of
reference [1] still holds.
This concludes the discussion of the Maldacena–Wilson loop and we turn to the
discussion of Wilson loops in superspace. In this case, the underlying symmetry alge-
bra is the superconformal algebra psup2, 2|4q, such that potential Yangian symmetry
generators are automatically cyclic due to the vanishing of the dual Coxeter number
of psup2, 2|4q. As in the field-theory construction of reference [1], the strong-coupling
description of the Wilson loop in superspace arises from the supersymmetric extension
of the respective description of the Maldacena–Wilson loop. Instead of minimal sur-
faces in AdS5ˆS5, we thus consider minimal surfaces of the superstring in AdS5ˆS5,
i.e. in the superspace appearing in the description of the Green-Schwarz superstring
in this space [38]. Appropriate boundary conditions for these minimal surfaces which
generalize the conformal boundary of AdS5 have been discussed in reference [39].
The symmetry variations of the boundary curves again follow from the integrability
of the string theory that describes the minimal surface in the bulk space [40], which
we discuss in chapter 6. Here, we generalize the discussion to a class of models known
as semisymmetric space models. In addition to reviewing the construction of the
conserved charges, we also introduce the master symmetry for these models, which was
formulated for the pure spinor superstring in reference [41]. Moreover, we construct an
infinite tower of so-called bonus symmetry charges. Inspired by the master symmetry,
we find a more elegant approach than the one described in reference [3] by the author.
The results, however, remain unaltered.
The application to minimal surfaces in the AdS5 ˆ S5-superspace is considered
in chapter 7, where we construct the expansion of the minimal surface around the
boundary curve in order to derive the Yangian symmetry generators for the super-
space Wilson loop at strong coupling. This chapter describes the results published in
reference [2], which were obtained in collaboration with Jonas Pollok.
The thesis is concluded by a summary of the results and an outlook on their
implications for possible future works in chapter 8. Technical aspects of some of the
topics which are important for our discussion are collected in appendices A-E.
15
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Chapter 2
Symmetries, Fields and Loops
This chapter provides a more detailed introduction to the aforementioned concepts
and objects which form the foundation of the research on which this thesis reports.
The focus lies on the discussion of the Maldacena–Wilson loop as well as the various
symmetry structures that will be interesting with respect to it. As a prerequisite
for the discussion of the Maldacena–Wilson loop, brief introductions to N “ 4 su-
persymmetric Yang–Mills theory as well as the AdS/CFT correspondence are also
given.
2.1 Symmetries
Symmetries are one of the most fundamental concepts of theoretical physics and have
served as an important guiding principle in the construction of new theories. Since
the research described in this thesis focuses on symmetry structures, it seems fitting
to begin with the basic symmetry structures that underlie our discussion.
2.1.1 Conformal Symmetry
We first discuss conformal transformations of d-dimensional Minkowski space Rp1,d´1q
both for infinitesimal and large transformations. The discussion of the large conformal
transformations and their singularities leads us to discuss the concept of the conformal
compactification, which will also be important in the discussion of the AdS/CFT
correspondence.
Conformal transformations are generalized isometries, which leave the angle be-
tween two vectors invariant while generically changing their length. Stated more
formally, a conformal transformation is a map f : U Ă Rp1,d´1q Ñ Rp1,d´1q, which
satisfies f˚η “ e2ση, or in coordinates
Bfpxqρ
Bxµ
Bfpxqσ
Bxν ηρσ “ e
2σpxq ηµν , (2.1)
where σpxq denotes an arbitrary, smooth function and η denotes the mostly-plus
metric of d-dimensional Minkowski space. We will see below that generic conformal
transformations have singularities in Rp1,d´1q, and we have thus restricted their defini-
tion to an open subset U of Rp1,d´1q. In order to find the conformal transformations of
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Minkowski space we first consider infinitesimal transformations. These are described
by vector fields ξ which satisfy the conformal Killing equation
2 pBµ ξν ` Bν ξµq “ pBρ ξρq ηµν . (2.2)
Here, we have already taken a trace to express the arbitrary function appearing in
the infinitesimal version of equation (2.1) in terms of the vector field ξ. The large
transformations associated to these vector fields are given by the flows associated to
them: To each vector field ξ we can associate a set of integral curves γξx0 , which are
defined by
Bτ γξx0pτq “ ξpγξx0pτqq , γξx0p0q “ x0 . (2.3)
The flow of the vector field ξ is then given by the map
σξpτ, x0q “ γξx0pτq , (2.4)
and for fixed values of τ it gives a diffeomorphism between open subsets of Minkowski
space. The conformal Killing equation ensures that these diffeomorphisms are con-
formal transformations. We note that it may not be possible to extend the interval
on which the integral curves are defined to all of R and this would in turn restrict
the domain of the flows. This behavior is related to the singularities of the conformal
transformations we encounter below.
Let us however stay with the infinitesimal transformations for a moment. From
the conformal Killing equation one may show that for d ą 2 the vector fields ξpxq are
polynomials with maximal degree two and based on this finding it is easy to see that
any conformal Killing field can be written as
ξ “ aµ pµ ` ωµν mµν ` s d` cµ kµ . (2.5)
Here, we have introduced the following basis of vector fields for the conformal algebra
pµpxq “ Bµ ,
dpxq “ xµBµ ,
mµνpxq “ xµBν ´ xνBµ ,
kµpxq “
`
x2δνµ ´ 2xµxν
˘ Bν . (2.6)
The vector fields pµ and mµν generate translations and Lorentz-transformations and
span the Lie algebra of the Poincare´ group. The non-vanishing commutators between
these generators are given by
rmµν ,mρσs “ ηµσmνρ ` ηνρmµσ ´ ηµρmνσ ´ ηνσmµρ ,
rmµν , pλs “ ηνλ pµ ´ ηµλ pν . (2.7)
In addition to the Poincare´ generators, we have the dilatation generator d as well
as the generators kµ of special conformal transformations. With these generators
included, we have the additional commutation relations
rd, pµs “ ´pµ ,
rd, kµs “ kµ ,
rmµν , kλs “ ηνλ kµ ´ ηµλ kν ,
rpµ, kνs “ 2mµν ´ 2ηµν d . (2.8)
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Here, we have again only written out the non-vanishing commutators. A noteworthy
aspect of the above commutation relations is that the commutator with d is diagonal
in the given basis, i.e. we have
rd, tas “ dimptaq ta , (2.9)
where ta is one of the basis elements (2.6) and the dimensions of the generators are
given by
dimppµq “ ´1 , dimpkµq “ 1 , dimpmµνq “ 0 . (2.10)
This aspect will prove to be crucial in the explicit construction of coset representa-
tives in chapter 4. One may show that the conformal algebra specified by the above
commutation relations is isomorphic to the Lie algebra sop2, 4q.
We employ this isomorphism in order to construct a matrix representation of the
conformal algebra, which will be used in chapter 4. We note that we choose the basis
tTau for this representation in such a way that we have the commutation relations
rTa, Tbs “ f cba Tc “ f cab Tc ,
where f cab denote the structure constants of the conformal Killing fields introduced
above, rta, tbs “ f cab tc, and the above relation defines the structure constants f cab of
the matrix generators. The reason for choosing this difference in the commutation
relation will become clear in chapter 4, where we obtain the above conformal Killing
fields from a coset construction involving the basis tTau. We begin by defining the
generators in the fundamental representation of SOp2, dq, for which we note
pMIJqα β “ ηIβ δαJ ´ ηJβ δαI . (2.11)
Here, the metric is given by ηIJ “ diagp´1, 1, . . . , 1,´1q and the indices I, J, α and β
take values in t0, 1, . . . , d` 1u. The above matrices satisfy the commutation relations
rMIJ ,MKLs “ ηIKMJL ´ ηILMJK ` ηJLMIK ´ ηJKMIL . (2.12)
We employ the trace to introduce a metric on the Lie algebra, which is given by
xMIJ ,MKLy “ tr pMIJMKLq “ 2 ηIL ηJK ´ 2 ηIK ηJL . (2.13)
The basis elements introduced above may be related to the usual basis elements of
the conformal algebra by
Pµ “Mµ,N`1 ´Mµ,N , Kµ “Mµ,N`1 `Mµ,N , D “ ´MN,N`1 . (2.14)
Here, the index µ extends from 0 to d ´ 1. Apart from the commutation relations
(2.12), the non-vanishing commutators are given by
rD,Pµs “ Pµ , rMµν , Pλs “ ηµλPν ´ ηνλPµ , rPµ, Kνs “ 2ηµν D ´ 2Mµν ,
rD,Kµs “ ´Kµ , rMµν , Kλs “ ηµλKν ´ ηνλKµ . (2.15)
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In addition to (2.13), we note the remaining non-vanishing elements of the metric
tr pPµKνq “ 4 ηµν , tr pDDq “ 2 . (2.16)
We can introduce a Z2-grading on the conformal algebra by considering the auto-
morphism
ΩpXq “ KXK´1 , where K “ diagp1, . . . , 1,´1q . (2.17)
The Z2-grading will be important for the coset construction discussed in the following
chapters. Here, we note that Ω is an involution, Ω2 “ id, and hence it has eigenvalues
˘1. We can then decompose the algebra into the eigenspaces,
h “ tX P sop2, dq : ΩpXq “ Xu , m “ tX P sop2, dq : ΩpXq “ ´Xu . (2.18)
Since Ω is an automorphism, the above decomposition gives a Z2-grading, i.e. we have
rh, hs Ă h , rh,ms Ă m , rm,ms Ă h . (2.19)
In terms of the generators introduced above, the subspaces h and m are given by
h “ span tMµν , Pµ ´Kµu , m “ span tPµ `Kµ, Du . (2.20)
The fundamental representation of the Euclidean conformal group SOp1, d`1q can
be constructed in the same way, and the corresponding relations follow by replacing
ηµν Ñ δµν .
Let us then turn to the discussion of the large conformal transformations. It is
easy to see that the dilatation d generates the scaling transformation xµ ÞÑ e2sxµ.
The transformations associated to the generators kµ can be obtained by combining
the inversion map
Ipxqµ “ x
µ
x2
(2.21)
with translations. One may show by explicit calculation that Ipxq is a conformal
transformation and hence conclude that so is its concatenation with translations.
This leads us to consider the special conformal transformations
Kc “ I ˝ Tc ˝ I , Kcpxqµ “ x
µ ` x2cµ
1` 2c ¨ x` c2x2 , (2.22)
where Tcpxqµ “ xµ ` cµ denotes a translation by cµ. Expanding the above transfor-
mation for small c shows that it is indeed the large transformation associated to the
generators kµ. We note that the special conformal transformations become singular
when x approaches the light-cone described by
0 “ 1` 2c ¨ x` c2x2 “ c2
´
x` c
c2
¯2
, (2.23)
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Figure 2.1: Penrose diagram of Rp1,1q. The red, green and blue lines cor-
respond to time-, light- and space-like geodesics, respectively. Their images
in the Penrose diagram approach the time-like past and future infinities i´
and i`, the light-like past and future infinities J ´ and J ` and the space-like
infinity i0.
i.e. the light-cone centered at ´c{c2. The special conformal transformations are hence
not well-defined and thus do not strictly form a subgroup of the diffeomorphism group
of Rp1,3q. In order to address this problem, one considers a conformal compactification
of Minkowski space, which we discuss below following references [42–44]. The basic
idea is to include infinity in the space in a way that is compatible with the conformal
structure. This construction allows to lift the relation between the conformal algebra
and sop2, 4q to the respective symmetry groups and it will also be important for our
discussion of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
In order to gain some intuition for the idea of the conformal compactification,
we discuss the two-dimensional Minkowski space Rp1,1q first. We treat this space
as an example for the higher-dimensional spaces we are interested in and hence we
leave out the conformal transformations that additionally appear in two-dimensional
spacetime and only consider the conformal transformations discussed above, which
appear for any dimension of the spacetime. In order to discuss infinity in spacetime
one typically employs the Penrose diagrams introduced in reference [45] and we begin
by constructing the diagram for two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. We map the
coordinates px0, x1q of Minkowski space Rp1,1q to the region tpz0, z1q P Rp1,1q : ´π ă
z0 ˘ z1 ă πu by setting
z1 “ arctan `x1 ` x0˘` arctan `x1 ´ x0˘ ,
z0 “ arctan `x1 ` x0˘´ arctan `x1 ´ x0˘ , (2.24)
The metrics on the two spaces are then related by
pdx1q2 ´ pdx0q2 “ pdz
1q2 ´ pdz0q2
4 cos2 z
1`z0
2
cos2 z
1´z0
2
, (2.25)
such that the above mapping is conformal. Note that the metric induced by the
mapping diverges upon approaching the boundary of the Penrose diagram, which is
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given by the edges z1 ˘ z0 “ π and z1 ˘ z0 “ ´π. The divergence has to appear
since these edges correspond to infinity in Minkowski space. With infinity captured
in a finite domain, we can identify the different parts of the causal structure. For this
purpose, we consider the images of time-, light- and space-like geodesics of Minkowski
space in the Penrose diagram, cf. figure 2.1. The images of these geodesics approach
different parts of the boundary of the Penrose diagram and we discriminate between
the time-like past and future infinities i´ and i`, the light-like past and future infinities
J ´ and J ` and the space-like infinity i0. The light-like past and future infinities
correspond to the edges of the boundary, the time- and space-like infinities are given
by the cusp points.
To construct the conformal compactification, we drop the conformal factor in
equation (2.25) and consider the closure of the image of Minkowski space, which
is the entire region tpz0, z1q P Rp1,1q : ´π ď z0 ˘ z1 ď πu. However, in order to
have a conformal compactification, we have to be able to analytically continue the
conformal transformations of the original spacetime to the boundary. In order to
see which conditions this requirement entails, let us consider the special conformal
transformations, which are the only conformal transformations that map points inside
Minkowski space to infinity and vice versa.
We consider the special conformal transformation Kc and take y to lie on the
critical light-cone, i.e. py ` c{c2q2 “ 0. For xϵ “ y ` ϵv, we find
Kcpxϵqµ “ 1
2ϵ
yµ ` cµy2
c2pvyq ` vc `
vµ ` 2cµpyvq
2 pc2pvyq ` vcq `Opϵq ,
where we have assumed that v is not light-like (so that xϵ is not on the critical light-
cone) and y is not the center ´c{c2 of the critical light-cone. We observe that for
ϵ Ñ 0, Kcpxϵq is asymptotically a straight line and a short calculation reveals that
it is light-like. We thus conclude that for ϵ Ñ 0` and ϵ Ñ 0´, Kcpxϵq approaches
opposite points in the light-like past and future infinity. For the case y “ ´c{c2, we
get
Kcpxϵqµ “ 1
ϵ
c2vµ ´ 2pvcqcµ
c4v2
` 1
c2
,
which is again a straight line and we find that the direction is either time-like or
space-like, depending on the sign of v2. Thus we find that Kcpxϵq approaches the
time- and space-like infinities i0, i´ and i`.
In order for analytic continuations of the special conformal transformations to
exist, the different points approached by Kcpxεq on the conformal boundary upon
approaching the same point y on the critical light-cone have to be identified with each
other. Schematically, we thus have the identification
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and turn the Penrose diagram into a torus S1 ˆ S1.
In order to generalize the above construction to d-dimensional Minkowski space
Rp1,d´1q, we map it into the (periodically identified) Einstein static universe ESUd,
which is the product manifold S1 ˆ Sd´1. We use an angular coordinate z0 P r´π, πq
for the one-dimensional sphere and embedding coordinates pz1, . . . , zdq for Sd´1, such
that the metric is given by
ds2ESU “ ´pdz0q2 ` dΩ2d´1 . (2.26)
If we iteratively introduce spherical coordinates in Sd´1 by
zd “ cosϑ , zj “ sinϑwj ,
d´1ÿ
j“1
pwjq2 “ 1 , (2.27)
we obtain the metric
ds2ESU “ ´pdz0q2 ` dϑ2 ` sin2 ϑ dΩ2d´2 . (2.28)
We introduce spherical coordinates for the space-like part of Rp1,d´1q as well, i.e. we
introduce the radius r “apx1q2 ` . . . pxd´1q2 and obtain the metric
ds2MS “ ´pdx0q2 ` dr2 ` r2 dΩ2d´2 . (2.29)
A conformal mapping of Minkowski space into ESUd is then given by
z0 “ arctan `r ` x0˘´ arctan `r ´ x0˘ ,
ϑ “ arctan `r ` x0˘` arctan `r ´ x0˘ , (2.30)
and identifying the respective coordinates for the pd ´ 2q-dimensional spheres Sd´2.
Since we have r ą 0, this mapping does not cover ESUd entirely but only the region
described by
´π ă z0 ă π , zd ` cos z0 ą 0 . (2.31)
Inverting the above mapping gives the relations
x0 “ sin z
0
cos z0 ` zd , x
j “ z
j
cos z0 ` zd , (2.32)
and we see that we can extend this map to the region zd ` cos z0 ‰ 0 to obtain a
double cover of Minkowski space. Alternatively, we can identify antipodal points on
the two spheres by setting
z0 „ z0 ˘ π , zj „ ´zj , zd „ ´zd ,
and obtain a one-to-one mapping to Minkowski space with the conformal boundary
identified as the set of points described by zd ` cos z0 “ 0. Below, we describe an
equivalent construction of the conformal compactification. The one described above
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is of particular interest for the discussion of the conformal boundary of Anti-de Sitter
space AdSd.
We consider the light-cone in projective space also known as the Dirac cone, cf.
reference [46], where it was first considered. We identify points w P Rp2,dq by the
equivalence relation
w „ w1 ô Dℓ ‰ 0 : w “ ℓw1 , (2.33)
and consider the image of the null cone,
Np1,d´1q “ ␣w ‰ 0 : w2´1 ´ w20 ` w21 ` . . .` w2d “ 0(L„ , (2.34)
under the projection onto the equivalence classes. The conformal map to Minkowski
space can be written as
xµ “ w
µ
w´1 ` wd . (2.35)
Note that the right-hand side is scale-invariant, such that it is indeed well-defined on
the equivalence classes rws P Np1,d´1q. The region corresponding to w´1 ` wd ‰ 0 is
mapped to Minkowski space in one-to-one fashion and Np1,d´1q is indeed identified as
the conformal compactification in Minkowski space, such that the region w´1`wd “ 0
corresponds to the conformal boundary. The conformal transformations of Minkowski
space can be analytically continued there, cf. reference [43] for more details.
Using the above construction, we can map isometries Λ P SOp2, dq of Rp2,dq to maps
ΦΛ : N
p1,d´1q Ñ Np1,d´1q, which correspond to conformal transformations in Minkowski
space. In fact, these are the sought-after analytic continuations and they clarify the
relation between the conformal group of Minkowski space and SOp2, dq. Due to the
equivalence relation (2.33), we note that ΦΛ “ Φ´Λ and hence the conformal group is
identified as1 SO`p2, dq or SO`p2, dq{t˘Ed`2u, respectively, depending on whether or
not d is even.
2.1.2 N “ 4 Superconformal Symmetry
We now turn to the discussion of theN “ 4 supersymmetric extension of the conformal
algebra sop2, 4q. We follow the approach of reference [47], where the superconformal
algebra is obtained by including Poincare´ supersymmetry generators in the confor-
mal algebra and repeatedly applying the Jacobi identity in order to deduce the other
generators and commutators. It is also instructive to discuss the fundamental repre-
sentation of the superconformal algebra in terms of p4|4q ˆ p4|4q supermatrices as in
reference [48,49]. As a prerequisite for our discussion of strings or minimal surfaces in
semisymmetric spaces, we also discuss the fundamental representation of the super-
conformal algebra below. More details on our conventions and the choice of generators
are collected in appendix B.
1The subscript ` denotes the connected component of the unit element.
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The supersymmetry generators carry spinor indices and in order to be able to write
the commutation relations in a compact fashion it is convenient to use spinor indices
for the generators of the conformal algebra as well. Using the conventions introduced
in appendix A, we note the following generators:
p 9αα “ σµ 9αα pµ , kα 9α “ sσµα 9α kµ , m βα “ pσµνq βα mµν , sm 9α 9β “ psσµνq 9α 9βmµν . (2.36)
The commutation relations of these generators can be carried over straight-forwardly
from the commutation relations given above by applying the spinor identities provided
in appendix A. The commutation relations of the generators m and sm can be written
out conveniently by noticing that they only depend on the spinor indices and their
position,“
m βα , Jγ
‰ “ ´2i δβγJα ` iδβαJγ ,“ sm 9α 9β , J 9γ‰ “ ´2i δ 9γ9βJ 9α ` iδ 9α9βJ 9γ
“
m βα , J
γ
‰ “ 2i δγαJβ ´ iδβαJγ ,“ sm 9α 9β , J 9γ‰ “ 2i δ 9α9γ J 9β ´ iδ 9α9βJ 9γ . (2.37)
Additionally, we note the commutator“
p 9αα , kβ 9β
‰ “ 2i δ 9α9β m αβ ´ 2i δαβ sm 9α 9β ` 4 δ 9α9β δαβ d . (2.38)
We then include the supersymmetry generators q αA and sq 9αA, whose anti-commutator
gives the translation generator,␣
q αA , sq 9αB( “ ´2i δBA p 9αα . (2.39)
Here, we consider an extension that does not contain central charges ZAB, i.e. we have␣
q αA , q
β
B
( “ 0 , ␣sq 9αA , sq 9βB( “ 0 . (2.40)
The transformation of the spinor charges with respect to the slp2,Cq generators m βα
and sm 9α 9β can be read off from equation (2.37) and we note that the supersymmetry
generators have half of the dimension of p, i.e. we have the commutation relations
(2.9) with
dimpqq “ dimpsqq “ ´1
2
. (2.41)
An additional set of superconformal generators arises from calculating the commutator
with kα 9α, which gives“
kα 9α , q
β
A
‰ “ `2i δβα sA 9α , “kα 9α , sq 9βA‰ “ ´2i δ 9β9α s Aα . (2.42)
These generators are the counterparts of the supersymmetry generators associated to
k, ␣
sAα , sB 9α( “ ´2i δAB kα 9α , (2.43)
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and hence we note that in addition to the commutation relations (2.37) they have half
of the dimension of k,
dimpsq “ dimpsq “ 1
2
. (2.44)
In analogy to the commutation relations (2.42), we note the commutators“
p 9αα , s Aβ
‰ “ ´2i δαβ sq 9αA , “p 9αα , sA 9β‰ “ `2i δ 9α9β q αA . (2.45)
The non-vanishing commutators between the supersymmetry and special supercon-
formal generators are given by␣
q αA , s
B
β
( “ ´2i δBA m αβ ´ δαβ rBA ´ 2 δBA δαβ pd` cq ,␣sq 9αA , sB 9β( “ ´2i δAB sm 9α 9β ´ δ 9α9β rAB ` 2 δAB δ 9α9β pd´ cq . (2.46)
Here, c is the central charge of the superconformal algebra sup2, 2|4q, which commutes
with all other generators. Representations of the above algebra, in which the central
charge is absent, c “ 0, are denoted by psup2, 2|4q. The above anti-commutator more-
over produces the R-symmetry generators rAB , which correspond to the R-symmetry
group SUp4q. As for the Lorentz generators, their commutation relations with the
other generators of the algebra only depend on the set of indices and their positions,“
rAB , J
C
‰ “ ´4 δCBJA ` δABJC , “rAB , JC‰ “ 4 δACJB ´ δABJC . (2.47)
The commutation relations also show that
ř
A r
A
A “ 0, such that we indeed have 15
linearly independent R-symmetry generators for the R-symmetry group SUp4q. A cru-
cial aspect of the superconformal algebra is noted in reference [47]: The R-symmetry
generators form a part of the superconformal algebra and are not merely outer auto-
morphisms of it. They are thus necessarily symmetries of a superconformally invariant
action, which is not generically the case for super Poincare´ algebras.
It is a difficult task in general to extend the representation (2.6) of the confor-
mal algebra in terms of vector fields on Minkowski space to a representation of the
superconformal algebra on a superspace containing this space as the bosonic base.
In fact, reference [1] failed to do this correctly. We will construct such a representa-
tion explicitly in chapter 7, where it follows automatically from the superstring coset
model.
We now turn to the discussion of the fundamental representation of up2, 2|4q, for
which we follow reference [48]. The representation is based on p4|4q supermatrices,
i.e. matrices
N “
ˆ
m θ
η n
˙
, (2.48)
for which the entries of the off-diagonal blocks θ and η are Graßmann odd2 numbers.
The set of all such supermatrices satisfying the reality condition
N “
ˆ
m θ
η n
˙
“
ˆ´Hm:H´1 ´H η:
´θ:H´1 ´n:
˙
“ ´
ˆ
H 0
0 14
˙
N :
ˆ
H´1 0
0 14
˙
(2.49)
2Here, we follow the conventions of reference [48]. One may also introduce supermatrices without
referring to Graßmann odd numbers, cf. references [49,50].
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is denoted by up2, 2|4q and we note that the lower left block gives a representation
of up4q. For the complex conjugation of the Graßmann odd numbers, we note the
conventions
pc θq˚ “ c˚ θ˚ , θ˚˚ “ θ , pθ1 θ2q˚ “ θ˚2 θ˚1 , (2.50)
where c denotes an ordinary complex number and θ a Graßmann odd number. These
conventions ensure that commutators of supermatrices satisfying the reality constraint
(2.49) again satisfy (2.49). The matrix H is given by
H “
ˆ
0 12
12 0
˙
, (2.51)
and since it has split signature, we note that the upper right blocks of the matrices N
form a representation of up2, 2q. The choice of the matrix H differs from the one made
in reference [48] and is better adapted to the choice of generators that are typically
used on the field theory side, cf. also reference [49]. The different choices for the
matrix H are related by a unitary transformation.
We can introduce a Z4-grading on up2, 2|4q by using the map
N ÞÑ ΩpNq “ ´KN stK´1 , K “
ˆ
K 0
0 K
˙
, K “
ˆ´iσ2 0
0 ´iσ2
˙
, (2.52)
Here, N st denotes the super-transpose
N st “
ˆ
mt ´ηt
θt nt
˙
, (2.53)
and we note that Ω4 “ id. The map Ω gives an automorphism of glp4|4q and introduces
a Z4-grading by decomposing glp4|4q into its eigenspaces,
glp4|4q “ glp4|4qp0q ‘ glp4|4qp2q ‘ glp4|4qp1q ‘ glp4|4qp3q ,
glp4|4qpkq “ ␣N P glp4|4q : ΩpNq “ ikN( . (2.54)
We can project any element of glp4|4q onto the eigenspace for the eigenvalue ik with
the projectors
P pkqpNq “ N pkq “ 1
4
`
N ` i3kΩpNq ` i2kΩ2pNq ` ikΩ3pNq˘ . (2.55)
While the automorphism Ω clearly does not map up2, 2|4q to itself, the projectors P pkq
do, and we can hence carry over the above Z4-grading to up2, 2|4q, i.e. we have
up2, 2|4q “ gp0q ‘ gp2q ‘ gp1q ‘ gp3q , gpkq “ ␣P pkqpNq |N P up2, 2|4q( ,“
gpkq , gplq
‰ Ă gpk`lqmod4 . (2.56)
In appendix B, we introduce a basis of generators for up2, 2|4q. As already for the
conformal algebra discussed above, the generators are chosen in such a way that they
satisfy the commutation relations
rTa, Tbs “ f cba Tc “ f cab Tc ,
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where f cab denote the structure constants of the generators introduced in the beginning
of this subsection, rta, tbs “ f cab tc . Here, we only note two of the generators, the
central charge C and the hypercharge generator B, which are given by
C “ 1
2
ˆ
14 0
0 14
˙
, B “ ´1
2
ˆ
0 0
0 14
˙
. (2.57)
The algebra sup2, 2|4q is reached by restricting to elements with vanishing supertrace,
strpNq “ trpmq ´ trpnq “ 0 ,
which corresponds to leaving out the hypercharge generator B. A representation in
which additionally the central charge C vanishes is denoted by psup2, 2|4q. In these
two cases, the bosonic subalgebras are given by sup2, 2q‘sup4q‘up1q or sup2, 2q‘sup4q,
respectively.
We can employ the supertrace to introduce a metricGab “ strpTaTbq on the algebra.
The metric satisfies the symmetry property Gab “ p´1q|a|Gba, where |a| “ degpTaq
denotes the Graßmann degree of a homogeneous basis element, i.e. |a| “ 0 or 1 for
an even or odd generator, respectively. The components of the metric for a set of
generators of up2, 2|4q are collected in appendix B. Here, we note that
strpB Cq “ 1 (2.58)
and all other components of the metric that involve the generators B or C vanish.
The metric is hence degenerate for the superalgebra sup2, 2|4q, but not for up2, 2|4q or
psup2, 2|4q.
2.1.3 Yangian Symmetry
A typical feature of many integrable models is the appearance of Yangian symmetry,
which can be viewed as a generalization of Lie algebra symmetries. The Yangian
Yrgs over a simple Lie algebra g was introduced by Drinfeld in references [51,52] and
has played an important role in the study of integrable systems since. While it was
first mainly studied in the context of integrable two-dimensional field theories, cf. e.g.
references [53–55], it has also been encountered within N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–
Mills theory both in the context of anomalous dimensions or the associated integrable
spin chains [17–19,21,56] as well as for scattering amplitudes [23,57–59].
Below, we give a short and introductory review to the so-called first realization
of the Yangian, which is based on references [60, 61] as well as the author’s master’s
thesis [31], where the reader may find an accessible account of some of the algebraic
prerequisites which are not elaborated on below. Other interesting accounts of Yan-
gian symmetry can be found in references [62–65] as well as [66], which contains many
technical details.
The Yangian Yrgs is an infinite-dimensional extension of the underlying Lie algebra
g and we can organize the generators in levels, beginning with the level zero, which is
spanned by the generators J
p0q
a of g. The full algebra can be obtained by additionally
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specifying the generators J
p1q
a , which span the level one. The higher levels can then
be obtained from repeated commutators of the level-1 generators.
In order to discuss the algebraic structure of the Yangian, it is perhaps simplest
not to consider the completely abstract setting right away. Rather, we consider an
N -site space, which could arise from e.g. a spin chain or a color-ordered amplitude
describing the interaction of N particles. This has the advantage that the meaning of
the product of two generators is clear and we do not have to introduce an enveloping
algebra to define it. At each site i, we have a representation of the underlying Lie
algebra g in terms of generators Ja,i, for which we note the commutation relations“
Ja,i , Jb,k
‰ “ δik f cab Jc,i . (2.59)
In this situation, the level-0 and level-1 Yangian generators typically have the form
Jp0qa “
Nÿ
i“1
Ja,i , J
p1q
a “ f cba
ÿ
iăk
Jb,i Jc,k , (2.60)
and a simple calculation shows that they obey the commutation relations“
Jp0qa , J
p0q
b
‰ “ f cab Jp0qc , “Jp0qa , Jp1qb ‰ “ f cab Jp1qc . (2.61)
The commutators of two level-1 generators are more involved and contain the level-2
generators. We see directly that it contains terms which act on three sites. A crucial
aspect of the above generators is that they obey the Serre relation3
fdrab
“
J
p1q
cs , J
p1q
d
‰ “ 1
12
f dag f
e
bh f
f
ck f
ghk J
p0q
pd J
p0q
e J
p0q
fq . (2.62)
This was shown in reference [56] in the case of the underlying Lie algebra being
given by supNq. Let us elaborate on this relation for a moment. It is instructive to
compare the Yangian algebra to the polynomial algebra grus over the Lie algebra g. An
appropriate basis for the polynomial algebra is given by the generators J
pnq
a “ unJa,
where Ja are the generators of g. For these generators, we note the commutation
relations “
J pnqa , J
pmq
b
‰ “ f cab J pn`mqc . (2.63)
The polynomial algebra is sometimes referred to as half of a loop algebra, since above
we are assuming m and n non-negative. For the above algebra, we note that the
left-hand side of the Serre relation (2.62) vanishes due to the Jacobi identity. In
this sense, the Serre relation is sometimes referred to as a generalized Jacobi identity
and the Yangian algebra may be viewed as a deformation of the universal enveloping
algebra of the polynomial algebra. The Serre relation constrains the construction of
3The brackets denote the symmetrization or anti-symmetrization of the enclosed indices, specif-
ically we define Xpi1...inq “ 1n!
ř
σPSn Xiσp1q...iσpnq as well as Xri1...ins “ 1n!
ř
σPSn signpσqXiσp1q...iσpnq .
We note moreover that in the case of g “ sup2q, the Serre relation is replaced by another relation,
which is otherwise implied, cf. reference [62].
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higher-grade elements of the Yangian algebra. If we define an element of grade two
by4
Jp2qa “ 12c f
bc
a
“
Jp1qc , J
p1q
b
‰
,
the commutator of the level-1 generators can be expressed as“
J
p1q
b , J
p1q
c
‰ “ f dbc Jp2qd `Xbc ,
where f cba Xbc “ 0. The imposition of the Serre relation then uniquely determines
Xbc, cf. reference [62] for details.
Abstractly, one may define the Yangian algebra as the algebra generated by J
p0q
a
and J
p1q
a , such that the commutation relations (2.61) and the Serre relation (2.62)
hold true. The explicit construction is similar to the construction of the universal
enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra, which we review now.
The idea behind this construction is to embed a Lie algebra into an algebra in
such a way that the Lie bracket and the algebra product are compatible, i.e. we have
ι prA,Bsq “ ιpAq b ιpBq ´ ιpBq b ιpAq , (2.64)
whereA,B are elements of the Lie algebra and ι denotes the inclusion map from the Lie
algebra into the universal enveloping algebra and b denotes the algebra product. The
universal enveloping algebra can be constructed by appropriately identifying elements
in the tensor algebra
T pgq “à
ně0
gbn . (2.65)
Here, gbn denotes the n-fold tensor product of g and we have set gb0 “ R, assuming
we are considering a real Lie algebra. The algebra product in the tensor algebra is
simply given by the tensor product. The Lie algebra is naturally embedded in the
tensor algebra by simply mapping it to the copy of g in the direct sum in equation
(2.65). The appropriate way to achieve the identification (2.64) is to factor out a
two-sided ideal I, which contains all elements of the form
rx, ys ´ xb y ` y b x ,
with x, y P g. A two-sided ideal I is a subspace of the algebra for which the multipli-
cation with algebra elements from either side lies again in I. This structure is needed
to ensure that when we carry over the algebra structure of T pgq to the factor algebra
T pgq{I the definitions do not depend on the representatives of the equivalence classes.
Here, we could write it explicitly as the set of all linear combinations of elements of
the form
r b prx, ys ´ xb y ` y b xq b s
4Here, c denotes the dual Coxeter number, which arises in the contraction f bca f
d
cb “ 2cδda.
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with r, s P T pgq and with x, y P g as before. We have thus simply enforced the desired
relation (2.64) by factoring out I and note that the universal enveloping algebra is
precisely the factor algebra T pgq{I.
The Yangian Yrgs can be constructed similarly by considering an enveloping al-
gebra of g‘ spantJp1qa u and enforcing the commutation relations (2.61) as well as the
Serre relation (2.62) e.g. in the way we have discussed above. In this construction,
the product of level-0 generators on the right-hand side of the Serre relation is just
given by the product in the enveloping algebra.
An important aspect of the Yangian algebra is that it can be equipped with a Hopf
algebra structure with the coproduct ∆ : Yrgs Ñ Yrgs bYrgs satisfying the relations
∆
`
Jp0qa
˘ “ Jp0qa b 1` 1b Jp0qa ,
∆
`
Jp1qa
˘ “ Jp1qa b 1` 1b Jp1qa ` 12 f cba Jp0qb b Jp0qc . (2.66)
A Hopf algebra contains more structure than the coproduct specified above, the reader
is invited to consult reference [31, 61] for a short introduction to Hopf algebras and
more details on the specific Hopf algebra structure of the Yangian. Here, we will
be satisfied with just pointing out the implications of the above coproduct structure.
Along with the trivial coproduct ∆p1q “ 1 b 1, the above definitions completely
specify the coproduct on Yrgs. This is due to the facts that the coproduct is required
to be an algebra morphism in a Hopf algebra and that we can obtain any element of
the Yangian as linear combinations of products of the level-0 and level-1 generators.
The algebra constraints (2.61) and (2.62) are compatible with this requirement. It is
shown explicitly in reference [66] that when we require the relations (2.61), we must
also include the Serre relation (2.62) in order for ∆ to become an algebra morphism.
The coproduct also motivates the level-1 generators given in equation (2.60). If
we begin with some representation of the Yangian on a single-site space, we may
employ the coproduct to obtain a representation on a two-site space. The two-site
representation of the level-1 generators would then contain the contribution
f cba J
p0q
b b Jp0qc
and in fact the level-1 generator in equation (2.60) is obtained by summing these
contributions over all pairs of two sites.
We note that the Yangian algebra is invariant under the map J
p1q
a ÞÑ Jp1qa ` αJp0qa .
This is easy to see for the commutation relation (2.61) and follows from the Jacobi
identity for the Serre relation (2.62). For the N -site space discussed above, we can
more generally add a local contribution of the form
J
p1q
a,lo “
Nÿ
i“1
vi Ja,i (2.67)
to the level-1 generators J
p1q
a without altering the Yangian algebra relations. We will
see in chapter 5 that this local contribution can be employed to control the starting-
point dependence of the level-1 generators, cf. reference [37].
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2.2 N “ 4 Supersymmetric Yang–Mills Theory
We introduce N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–Mils (SYM) theory, which is the unique
gauge theory in four dimensions with this amount of supersymmetry. This is the
maximal amount of supersymmetry in four dimensions, since any theory with N ą 4
would have to contain particles with spin s ą 1 and would hence not be renormalizable.
A convenient way to derive the action of N “ 4 SYM theory is given by considering
the dimensional reduction of ten-dimensional N “ 1 SYM theory to four dimensions.
This approach was first described in reference [11]. The ten-dimensional gauge theory
contains the gauge field Am and a ten-dimensional Majorana–Weyl spinor Ψ. We take
the gauge group to be SUpNq, such that all fields take values in the Lie algebra supNq,
Am “ Aam ta , Ψ “ Ψa ta . (2.68)
Here, the generators ta denote a basis of supNq, for which we choose the convention
2 trpta tbq “ δab. We note the expressions for the covariant derivative and the field
strength,
DmΨ “ BmΨ´ i rAm,Ψs , Fmn “ BmAn ´ BnAm ´ i rAm, Ans . (2.69)
The conventions are chosen in such a way that the fields have classical mass dimen-
sions rAs “ 1 and rΨs “ 3{2, whereas the Yang–Mills coupling constant g10 in ten
dimensions has dimension rg10s “ ´3. The action then takes the form
S “ 1
g210
ż
d10x tr
`´1
2
Fmn F
mn ` iΨ¯ ΓmDmΨ
˘
. (2.70)
Here, the matrices Γm are ten-dimensional Dirac matrices, which satisfy the Clifford
algebra for Rp1,9q,
tΓm,Γnu “ ´2ηmn 1 . (2.71)
Note that we are working with the mostly-plus convention η “ diagp´,`, . . . ,`q.
Apart from the gauge invariance under the transformations
Am ÞÑ Upxq pAm ` i BmqUpxq: , Ψ ÞÑ UpxqΨUpxq: , (2.72)
the action is invariant under the supersymmetry transformations
δξAm “ i ξ¯ ΓmΨ , δξΨ “ i2Fmn Γmn ξ . (2.73)
The supersymmetry parameter ξ is a constant, ten-dimensional Majorana–Weyl spinor
and the matrices Γmn are defined by Γmn “ i2 rΓm,Γns.
The dimensional reduction to four dimensions is obtained by demanding that the
fields only depend on the coordinates xµ of Rp1,3q Ă Rp1,9q. The remaining volume
integrals in the action, V “ ş dx4 . . . dx9, are absorbed by a redefinition of the coupling
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constant, g “ V ´1{2g10, which is then dimensionless. The independence of the fields
on the coordinates x4 to x9 implies in particular that
BmAnpxq “ 0 , BmΨpxq “ 0 , BmUpxq “ 0 , (2.74)
for m taking values in t4, 5, . . . , 9u. Since also the gauge transformations only depend
on the first four coordinates, we note that the fields
ΦI “ AI`3 , I P t1, 2, . . . , 6u, (2.75)
no longer transform as gauge fields, but transform simply in the adjoint representation,
ΦI ÞÑ UpxqΦIUpxq: . (2.76)
These are scalar fields from the four-dimensional viewpoint, i.e. with respect to the
Lorentz group in Rp1,3q. The discussion of the spinor fields is facilitated by choosing
an appropriate representation of the ten-dimensional Clifford algebra, which discrim-
inates naturally between the four- and six-dimensional spinor indices. For the choice
introduced in appendix A, the left-handed Weyl spinor Ψ takes the form
Ψ “ `Ψ Aα , 0, 0, Ψ˜ 9αA ˘T . (2.77)
The Majorana condition then implies that Ψ Aα “ pΨ˜A 9αq˚. The original spinor indices
in ten dimensions are split up into the four-dimensional spinor indices α, 9α and the R-
symmetry indices labeled by A P t1, . . . , 4u above. They correspond to the subgroup
SOp6q „ SUp4q of the ten-dimensional Lorentz group. From the four-dimensional
viewpoint we are thus considering a set of four four-dimensional Majorana spinors.
In order to write out the action (2.70) in terms of the fields
`
Aµ,ΦI ,Ψ
A
α , Ψ˜
9α
A
˘
, it
is convenient to employ the matrices ΣI and sΣI , which are introduced in appendix A
as the blocks of the six-dimensional Dirac matrices, to associate R-symmetry indices
to the scalar fields,
ΦAB “ 1?
2
ΣI AB ΦI , sΦAB “ 1?
2
sΣIAB ΦI “ 12 ϵABCD ΦCD . (2.78)
The contractions of the different indices are related by the identitysΦAB ΦAB “ 2ΦI ΦI . (2.79)
Writing out the action (2.70) in terms of the fields discussed above, we find the action
of N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–Mils theory in four dimensions to be given by
S “ 1
g2
ż
d4x tr
´
´ 1
2
FµνF
µν ` 1
2
`
DµsΦAB˘ `DµΦAB˘` 18 “ sΦAB, sΦCD‰ “ΦAB,ΦCD‰
` 2i Ψ˜A 9αD 9αβ Ψ Aβ `
?
2 Ψ˜A 9α
“
ΦAB, Ψ˜ 9αB
‰´?2ΨαA “sΦAB,Ψ Bα ‰ ¯. (2.80)
The above action inherits the invariance under the supersymmetry transformations
(2.73) from the ten-dimensional theory, which appears as N “ 4 supersymmetry after
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decomposing the ten-dimensional spinor into four-dimensional spinors as for the gluino
fields above. In addition to the Poincare´ and supersymmetry invariance, the action is
classically invariant under the scale transformations
x ÞÑ e´s x , A ÞÑ esA , Φ ÞÑ esΦ , Ψ ÞÑ e3s{2Ψ ,
and indeed also invariant under conformal transformations, such that the N “ 4
Poincare´ supersymmetry is extended to the superconformal symmetry psup2, 2|4q.
However, the conformal symmetry of a theory is often broken by the introduction of
a renormalization scale µ in the quantum theory. The observables of the theory then
become scale-dependent due to the scale dependence of the parameters of the theory.
The scale dependence of the coupling constant g, which is the only parameter of the
theory for fixed N , is described by the beta function
β “ µ dg
dµ
. (2.81)
The beta function of N “ 4 SYM theory is believed to vanish to all orders in perturba-
tion theory and also non-perturbatively, cf. references [67–72]. This implies that the
conformal symmetry of the classical theory also holds true for the quantum theory,
which thus still has the full psup2, 2|4q-invariance.
Since the coupling constant is not running, the theory is described by two freely
tunable parameters: the coupling constant g and the parameter N describing the
dimension of the gauge group SUpNq. The two parameters are often combined to the
’t Hooft coupling constant
λ “ g2N , (2.82)
such that observables can be described in the double expansion in λ and N´1. In
this thesis, we will mainly consider the limit of large N , in which we send N Ñ 8
and g Ñ 0 in such a way that the ’t Hooft coupling constant λ is kept fixed [73].
This limit is known as the planar limit, since the dominant diagrams in this limit
are planar in the double-line notation. It is in this limit that the aforementioned
integrable structures in N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory appear.
2.3 The AdS/CFT Correspondence
Another important aspect of N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory is the conjec-
tured duality to type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 ˆ S5, which was proposed in
references [13] and further elaborated in references [74,75]. This duality provided the
first concrete realization of ’t Hooft’s idea of a string/gauge duality [73], which was
based on the finding that the 1{N -expansion in a large-N field theory can be viewed
as a genus expansion for the discrete surfaces arising from the theory’s Feynman di-
agrams. Below, we give a brief overview over the conjectured duality. For a detailed
introduction, the reader is referred to the reviews [76–78] or the textbook [79].
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2.3.1 Anti-de Sitter Space
The duality betweenN “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory and superstring theory
on AdS5 ˆ S5 is called holographic, since the field theory is considered to live in the
(conformal) boundary of Anti-de Sitter space. We discuss this relation explicitly
below.
Anti-de Sitter space AdSd`1 can be introduced as the hyperquadric in Rp2,dq defined
by
´Z2´1 ´ Z20 ` Z21 ` . . .` Z2d “ ´R2 , (2.83)
where R is the radius of AdSd`1, which we will set to R “ 1 in our below discussion
of different coordinates systems of AdSd`1 and the conformal compactification. A
frequently-used coordinate system is formed by the global coordinates, which are
introduced by
Z´1 “ cosh ρ cos τ , Z0 “ cosh ρ sin τ , Zj “ sinh ρ vj , (2.84)
where vj are embedding coordinates for a pd ´ 1q-dimensional sphere Sd´1, i.e. they
satisfy the constraint
řd
j“1 v
2
j “ 1. In these coordinates, the AdS-metric is given by
ds2AdS “ dZµdZµ ´ dZ´1dZ´1 ` dZddZd
“ ´ cosh2 ρ dτ 2 ` dρ2 ` sinh2 ρ dΩ2d´1 . (2.85)
Alternatively, one often uses Poincare´ coordinates pXµ, yq, which are given by
Zµ “ X
µ
y
, Z´1 ` Zd “ 1
y
, Z´1 ´ Zd “ X
µXµ ` y2
y
, (2.86)
where µ takes values in t0, 1, . . . , d´1u. It is easily checked that this parametrization
satisfies the embedding relation (2.83) and for the induced metric, we have
ds2AdS “ dX
µdXµ ` dy2
y2
. (2.87)
Note that the Poincare´ patch given by y ą 0 covers only one half of AdSN , which is
described by Z´1 ` Zd ą 0.
For the construction of the conformal compactification, we initially work with
global coordinates and map AdSd`1 into the Einstein static universe ESUd`1, where
we again introduce spherical coordinates for the space-like part by setting
zd`1 “ cosϑ , zj “ sinϑuj . (2.88)
The map from AdSd`1 into the Einstein static universe ESUd`1 is then described by
τ “ z0 , sinh ρ “ tanϑ , vj “ uj , (2.89)
and one may show that it is conformal by direct calculation. We see that the conformal
boundary is assumed at the equator ϑ “ π{2 of the sphere Sd, which corresponds to
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the Einstein static universe ESUd of one dimension less. In our above discussion of
the conformal compactification, we have seen that ESUd gives a double cover of d-
dimensional Minkowski space. More precisely, we have mapped Minkowski space to
the region cos z0 ` zd ą 0, which covers one half of this space.
The relation between AdSd`1 and its conformal boundary is clearest when we use
Poincare´ coordinates. These cover the region Z´1`Zd ą 0, which corresponds to the
region
cos z0 ` tanϑ
sinϑ
?
1` tan2 ϑ z
d ą 0 (2.90)
in the Einstein static universe ESUd`1. In the boundary limit 2ϑ Ñ π´, we thus
approach the region cos z0` zd ą 0, in which we have mapped Minkowski space. The
boundary limit y Ñ 0 in Poincare´ coordinates thus approaches the Minkowski space
located at y “ 0 as the form of the metric suggests.
The Wick rotation to Euclidean AdSd`1 is subtle but again one reaches the con-
clusion that in Poincare´ coordinates one approaches a flat Euclidean space Rd in the
boundary limit. A discussion of the Euclidean case can be found e.g. in reference [75].
2.3.2 The Correspondence
The correspondence between N “ 4 SYM theory and type IIB superstring theory on
AdS5 ˆ S5 was proposed based on the consideration of N parallel D3 branes, which
extend along a p3 ` 1q-dimensional plane in p9 ` 1q-dimensional Minkowski space,
and the study of the low-energy limit of this system. The branes are separated by a
distance r and the low-energy limit can be considered as the limit of taking pr, α1q Ñ 0
in such a way that the ratio between them is kept fixed [13]; this procedure is known
as the Maldacena limit.
The system can be viewed in two different ways. In one approach, the low-energy
limit leads to two decoupled systems, free type IIB supergravity in the ten-dimensional
bulk space and N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory on the (3+1)-dimensional
brane. The second approach is based on an insight of Polchinski [80] and again leads
to two decoupled systems. The first is again given by free type IIB supergravity in
the the ten-dimensional bulk space, the second is the geometry near the horizon of
the D3 branes, which turns out to be given by AdS5 ˆ S5.
The conjecture then arises from identifying the second systems appearing in the
two descriptions, concretely the conjecture states the duality:
N “ 4 supersymmetric SUpNq Yang–Mills theory
in four-dimensional Minkowski space
ÐÑ
type IIB superstring theory on AdS5 ˆ S5 with equal
radii R and N corresponding to the flux of the
five-form Ramond–Ramond field strength on S5.
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An immediate consistency check of this identification is to note that both systems
have an underlying PSUp2, 2|4q-symmetry. We have seen this above for N “ 4 super-
symmetric Yang–Mills theory; for the string theory on AdS5 ˆ S5 it arises from the
inclusion of supersymmetry in the isometry algebra sop2, 4q‘ sop6q » sup2, 2q‘ sup4q
of AdS5 ˆ S5.
The parameters of the two theories are related by
g2 “ 4π g2s , 2πT “
?
λ “ R
2
α1
, (2.91)
where gs denotes the string coupling constant and T the string tension. We note
that only the combination R2{α1 appears as a parameter of the string theory. In
supergravity calculations it can be convenient to set the radii of AdS5 and S
5 to one
and we will also do this below.
In its strongest form, the conjecture is valid for the full parameter region of both
theories, but also the restriction to limiting cases is interesting to study. Considering
the planar limit implies gs Ñ 0, such that the splitting and joining of strings is
suppressed and we are hence considering free string theory. In this case, a small
gauge theory coupling constant λ corresponds to a strongly curved background in
string units and a weakly curved background corresponds to a strongly coupled gauge
theory. This makes the conjecture both hard to test and powerful, since it allows
insights into strongly coupled gauge theory.
The precise relations between the different objects of the string and gauge theory
form the so-called AdS/CFT dictionary; for these relations the reader is referred to
the above-mentioned reviews. Below, we only discuss the dual description of the
Maldacena–Wilson loop, which we introduce in the next section.
2.4 The Maldacena–Wilson loop
We are now in a position to introduce the Maldacena–Wilson loop operator in N “ 4
supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory. We begin by introducing Wilson loops in Yang-
Mills theories and obtain the Maldacena–Wilson loop from the dimensional reduction
of light-like Wilson loops in the ten-dimensional N “ 1 supersymmetric Yang–Mills
theory. As an example for a test of the AdS/CFT correspondence, we discuss the
Maldacena–Wilson loop over the circle, which has been exactly calculated on the
gauge theory side.
2.4.1 Wilson loops in gauge theories
The Wilson loop was first introduced by Kenneth Wilson in reference [81] in the
study of quark confinement using gauge theory on a lattice. Here, we introduce the
Wilson loop from general considerations of gauge invariance following reference [82].
Consider for example a quark field ψ in the fundamental representation evaluated on
two points x, y P Rp1,3q. We cannot compare the fields directly, since the difference
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does not transform appropriately under gauge transformations
ψpxq ÞÑ Upxqψpxq , ψpyq ÞÑ Upyqψpyq . (2.92)
This problem is similar to the comparison of tangent vectors at different points on a
manifold and requires to introduce a parallel transport or Wilson line in the context
of Yang–Mills theories. We consider a curve γ, denoted also by xpσq, from y to x
and introduce the Wilson line Vγ from the requirement that it be covariantly constant
along γ, i.e. it satisfies 9xµDµVγ “ 0 or more explicitly
Bσ Vγpxpσq, yq “ i 9xµpσqAµpxpσqqVγpxpσq, yq . (2.93)
Along with the initial condition Vγpy, yq “ 1, the above differential equation com-
pletely determines V due to the uniqueness theorem for ordinary differential equa-
tions. Under a gauge transformation Aµ ÞÑ A1µ “ U pAµ ` iBµqU´1, the Wilson line
transforms as
Vγpx, yq ÞÑ V 1γpx, yq “ UpxqVγpx, yqU´1pyq . (2.94)
In order to prove this behavior, we only need to show that V 1γ satisfies the gauge
transformed version of the definition (2.93), which follows from a short calculation:
BσV 1γpxpσq, yq “ Upxpσqq ri 9xµpσqAµpxpσqq ´ 9xµpσqBµsU´1pxpσqqV 1γpxpσq, yq
“ i 9xµpσqA1µpxpσqqV 1γpxpσq, yq .
Noticing that V 1γpy, yq “ 1 concludes the proof. With the gauge transformation of
the Wilson line established, we note that we can now compare the fields ψpxq and
Vγpx, yqψpyq, since they transform in the same way under gauge transformations.
Moreover, if we have e.g. scalar fields Φ in the adjoint representation as in N “ 4
supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory, we can construct non-local gauge invariant oper-
ators such as
tr
`
ΦpxqVγpx, yqΦpyqV ´1γ py, xq
˘
.
We can also construct a non-local gauge invariant operator from the Wilson line itself.
For a closed curve γ, we note that the Wilson line transforms as
Vγpx, xq ÞÑ UpxqVγpx, xqUpxq´1 , (2.95)
and we define the gauge-invariant Wilson loop as
Wpγq “ 1
N
tr pVγpx, xqq . (2.96)
The normalization factor N´1 ensures that in a UpNq or SUpNq gauge theory, the
trivial loop over a constant curve gives Wpγq “ 1. We note that the gauge transfor-
mation behavior (2.95) allows to construct other gauge invariants than the trace, since
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all eigenvalues of Vγpx, xq are invariant. Considering other combinations of eigenval-
ues amounts to studying the Wilson loop in different representations of the gauge
group. Here, we focus on the Wilson loop in the fundamental representation, where
the gauge field, while it transforms in the adjoint representation, takes values in the
fundamental representation.
A better-known expression for the Wilson loop is obtained by rewriting the defining
equation (2.93) as an integral equation,
Vγpxpσq, yq “ 1` i
σż
0
dσ1 9xµ1Aµpx1qVγpx1, yq , (2.97)
where we have abbreviated xpσ1q “ x1. Plugging this recursion into itself, we obtain
the formal solution
Vγpxpσq, yq “ ÐÝPexp
ˆ
i
ż σ
0
dσ1 9xµ1Aµpx1q
˙
, (2.98)
where the arrow indicates that in the expansion of the path-ordered exponential,
greater values of σ are ordered to the left. For the Wilson loop we thus have the
expression
Wpγq “ 1
N
tr
ÐÝ
Pexp
ˆ
i
ż
γ
dσ 9xµAµpxq
˙
, (2.99)
which also allows us to carry out perturbative calculations.
Physically, we may interpret the Wilson loop to describe the insertion of heavy
external quarks into the theory. In order to motivate this interpretation, we consider
the path integral in a Up1q gauge theory with a source term specified by
Jµpyq “
ż
dσ 9xµpσq δp4qpy ´ xpσqq . (2.100)
The partition function including the source term is then given by
ZrJs “
ż
rdAs exp
ˆ
iS ` i
ż
d4x JµAµ
˙
, (2.101)
and we find that
xWpγqy “ ZrJs
Zr0s . (2.102)
Here, γ denotes the contour appearing in the prescription for the current Jµ. A
particularly interesting result is obtained for a rectangular contour γR,T with side
length T in the time direction and R ! T in some spatial direction, for which one
finds
xWpγR,T qy » e´T V pRq , (2.103)
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where T is considered to be asymptotically large. The above conclusion is based on
the fact that the path integral for large Euclidean times is dominated by the ground
state energy and that for R ! T we may neglect the spatial parts of the loop, such
that we are considering a quark-antiquark pair separated by a distance R. We note
that, while we have only motivated the above result for a Up1q gauge theory, it also
holds in non-Abelian Yang–Mills theory, cf. e.g. reference [83] for more details. The
calculation of the expectation value of the Wilson loop is thus crucial in the study of
confinement, which is the problem Wilson originally addressed in reference [81]. We
note that in a conformal field theory scale invariance requires that the expectation
value is of the form e´T {R, such that we obtain the Coulomb potential.
The perturbative calculation of the expectation value of the Wilson loop leads
to divergences which require renormalization. These divergences were noted first in
reference [84], the renormalization properties were established in references [85, 86].
We discuss the divergences for the one-loop approximation of the expectation value,
which is given by
xWpγqy “ 1´ g
2pN2 ´ 1q
16π2N
Lż
0
dσ1 dσ2
9x1 9x2
px1 ´ x2q2 `Opg
4q , (2.104)
Here we have taken the gauge group to be given by SUpNq and have plugged in the
gauge field propagator in Feynman gauge,@
Aaµpx1qAνb px2q
D “ g2
4π2
ηµν δ
ab
px1 ´ x2q2 (2.105)
In the following, we will demand that the parametrization satisfy 9x2 “ 1 and we have
indicated the use of such a parametrization above by using the integration boundaries
0 and L. We employ a cut-off regularization to discuss the divergence of the one-loop
contribution and find
Lż
0
ds
L´sż
´s
dt
9xpsq 9xps` tq
rxps` tq ´ xpsqs2 ` a2 “
Lż
0
ds
L´sż
´s
dt
1
t2 ` a2 ` pfiniteq
“ πL
a
` pfiniteq . (2.106)
This linear divergence appears in all orders of perturbation theory and Gpγq “ xWpγqy
can be renormalized as
Gpγq “ e´cL{aGrenpγq , (2.107)
which we may interpret as a mass renormalization of the test particle prescribed by
the Wilson loop. It was further noted in reference [84] that the Wilson loop has
additional divergences for cusped contours. In order to discuss these divergences,
we switch to dimensional regularization where the above linear divergence is absent.
The cusp divergence depends only on the intersection angle at the cusp and we can
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hence compute the divergence for the intersection of two straight lines intersecting at
a hyperbolic angle ρ. The relevant integral for the one-loop contribution is given by5
Lż
0
dσ1 dσ2 coshpρq
rσ21 ` σ22 ` 2σ1σ2 coshpρqs1´ϵ
“
Lż
0
dℓ
ℓ1´2ϵ
1ż
0
dz coshpρq
z2 ` z¯2 ` 2zz¯ coshpρq `Opϵ
0q
“ ρ cothpρq
2ϵ
`Opϵ0q .
Here, we have used the substitution σ1 “ ℓz, σ2 “ ℓz¯ “ ℓp1 ´ zq in order to cap-
ture the divergence in the scale integral over ℓ. The cusp divergence is renormalized
multiplicatively through a ρ-dependent Z-factor
GRpγq “ ZpρqGpγq , (2.108)
where we have omitted the dependence on the regulator which the quantities appearing
on the right-hand side have. The renormalization prescription for the Wilson loop
was completed in reference [86], where they additionally discussed the case of self-
intersecting Wilson loops. These are still renormalized multiplicatively, but now the
Z-factor mixes between correlators of Wilson loops taken over the same contour with
different orderings around the intersection point.
The anomalous dimensions associated to the cusp and cross divergences are known
as the cusp and cross or soft anomalous dimension and are of phenomenological rele-
vance in the description of infrared divergences of scattering amplitudes. Intuitively,
we can understand the connection as follows: If an outgoing quark emits a soft gluon
of zero momentum, it will not recoil and follow the straight-line trajectory that also
describes the associated Wilson line which accounts for the acquired phase factor.
The connection between soft singularities of scattering amplitudes and Wilson loops
was established soon after the study of Wilson loops was initiated [88,89] and is still
widely applied today, see e.g. reference [90] for a recent review or [91] for a pedagogical
introduction. We note that the cusp anomalous dimension has been calculated to two
loops [92] and more recently to three loops [93] in QCD. In N “ 4 supersymmetric
Yang–Mils theory, it is known up to four loops [94–96].
2.4.2 The Maldacena–Wilson loop
Let us now turn to N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory, where one considers a
generalization of the Wilson loop known as the Maldacena–Wilson loop. Maldacena’s
original motivation was based on considering pN ` 1q five-branes and separating one
of them from the others and thus studying the Higgs mechanism for the symmetry
breaking UpN ` 1q Ñ UpNq ˆ Up1q. For this reasoning, the reader is referred to the
original papers [25,26] or the textbook [79]. Here, we motivate the Maldacena–Wilson
loop by referring to the dimensional reduction and considerations of supersymmetry.
5In dimensional regularization, the momentum space propagators are unaltered, but the Fourier
transformation is carried out in D “ 4´ 2ϵ dimensions. This leads to the alteration of the two-point
function noted here, cf. e.g. reference [87].
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We begin by considering the Wilson loop in ten-dimensionalN “ 1 supersymmetric
Yang–Mills theory which is given by
Wpγq “ 1
N
tr
ÐÝ
Pexp
ˆ
i
ż
γ
Am dx
m
˙
. (2.109)
We note now that if the ten-dimensional curve γ is light-like, the linear divergence
of the Wilson loop discussed in equation (2.106) is absent since the length of the
curve vanishes. Choosing a light-like contour also has implications for supersymmetry.
Consider the supersymmetry variation of the Wilson loop, which we find using the
field variation (2.73) to be given by
δξWpγq “ ´ 1
N
tr
ÐÝ
P
„ż
dσ
`sΨ 9xmΓm ξ˘ expˆi ż Am dxm˙ȷ . (2.110)
The light-likeness of 9xm implies that the matrix coupling the supersymmetry param-
eter ξ to the fermionic fields squares to zero,
p 9xmΓmq2 “ 12 9xm 9xn tΓm,Γnu “ 0 , (2.111)
such that its rank is at most half of its dimension. Hence, if we allow the supersym-
metry variation to be local for a moment, we find at least eight linearly independent
supersymmetry parameters ξpσq for which the supersymmetry variation vanishes. The
property of being locally supersymmetric carries over to the counterpart of the light-
like Wilson loop in the dimensionally reduced theory, which is the Maldacena–Wilson
loop
W pγq “ 1
N
tr
ÐÝ
Pexp
ˆ
i
ż
γ
`
Aµ dx
µ ` iΦI | 9x|nI
˘˙
. (2.112)
Here, nI is a six-dimensional unit vector, which can in general depend on the curve
parameter σ. This ensures that the constraint of light-like tangent vectors in ten
dimensions is satisfied,
9xmpσq “ ` 9xµpσq, i nIpσq| 9xpσq|˘ ñ 9xm 9xm “ 9x2 ´ | 9x|2 “ 0 . (2.113)
Note that here we have defined
| 9x| “
#?
9x2 if 9x2 ě 0 ,
i
a| 9x2| if 9x2 ă 0 , (2.114)
such that the Maldacena–Wilson loop is only a phase if 9xµ is time-like. For a space-like
tangent vector, we cannot obtain a light-like vector in ten dimensions by adding space
directions and we are thus forced to consider the additional components imaginary.
As pointed out above, the Maldacena–Wilson loop inherits the local supersym-
metry property6 of the ten-dimensional Wilson loop. Of course, the action is not
6We note that if 9xm has imaginary components, it is not possible to find solutions to 9xmΓm ξ “ 0,
which satisfy the Majorana condition for spinors in ten dimensions. For more details, the reader is
referred to reference [31].
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invariant under local supersymmetry variations and supersymmetry only has conse-
quences for the expectation value of the Maldacena–Wilson loop, if we are able to
find constant supersymmetry parameters for which the supersymmetry variation van-
ishes. The simplest case in which this is possible, is the straight line for which the
Maldacena–Wilson loop is a 1/2 BPS object. This implies that its expectation value
is finite and does not receive quantum corrections,
xW p qy “ 1 . (2.115)
We can apply this result to convince ourselves that the linear divergences of Wilson
loops are indeed absent for smooth Maldacena–Wilson loops. These divergences arise
from the limit where all integration points along the Wilson line are close to each
other. In this limit, the curvature of the considered curve is not relevant and the
finiteness hence carries over to generic smooth curves.
It was noted in reference [97] that also for other curves than the straight line,
some of the supersymmetry can be preserved globally, leading to 1/4, 1/8 or 1/16
BPS operators, depending on the amount of supersymmetry which can be preserved.
The construction involves a coupling between the S5-vectors nIpσq and the contour
xµpσq. Further classes of contours were found in reference [98] by considering also
superconformal variations of the Maldacena–Wilson loop. A classification of loops,
for which at least one supersymmetry can be preserved, was obtained in [99,100].
For the expectation value of the Maldacena–Wilson loop, we find
xW pγy “ 1´ λ p1´N
´2q
16π2
ż
dσ1 dσ2
9x1 9x2 ´ n1n2 | 9x1|| 9x2|
px1 ´ x2q2 `Opλ
2q , (2.116)
Here, we have used the result@
ΦaIpx1qΦbJpx2q
D “ g2
4π2
δIJ δ
ab
px1 ´ x2q2 , (2.117)
for the scalar propagator in order to find the one-loop contribution to the above
expectation value. We can observe the finiteness of the expectation value for the one-
loop contribution by considering the integrand in the limit σ2 Ñ σ1. Since n2 “ 1
implies that n ¨ 9n “ 0, we find that the denominator is of order pσ2 ´ σ1q2, such that
the integrand is indeed finite in this limit.
2.4.3 The Strong-Coupling Description
The strong-coupling description of the Maldacena–Wilson loop was obtained in refer-
ence [25]. On the string theory side of the correspondence, the Maldacena–Wilson loop
is described by the string partition function, with the string configuration bounded
by the Wilson loop contour on the conformal boundary of AdS5. In the limit of
large λ, the partition function is dominated by the classical action and the AdS/CFT
prescription for the Maldacena–Wilson loop at strong coupling is given by
xW pγqy λ"1“ exp
´
´
?
λ
2π
Arenpγq
¯
. (2.118)
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Here, Arenpγq denotes the area of the minimal surface ending on the contour γ, which
is situated at the conformal boundary. The boundary value problem is simplest to
describe in Poincare´ coordinates pXµ, yq, for which we recall the metric
ds2 “ dX
µ dXµ ` dy dy
y2
, (2.119)
and note that the conformal boundary corresponds to y “ 0. For suitably chosen
coordinates τ and σ, we thus impose the boundary conditions
Xµpτ “ 0, σq “ xµpσq , ypτ “ 0, σq “ 0 . (2.120)
The area of the minimal surface is obtained from the area functional or Nambu–Goto
action
A “
ż
dτ dσ
b
det pΓijq , (2.121)
where Γij “ y´2 pBiXµ BjXµ ` Biy Bjyq is the induced metric on the surface. The
minimal surface described by the above boundary conditions is divergent due to the
divergence of the AdS-metric. We regulate the area of the minimal surface by intro-
ducing a cut-off ε for the y-direction, i.e. we integrate only over the region y ě ε. Since
the minimal surface leaves the conformal boundary perpendicularly due to the diver-
gence of the AdS-metric, we can identify the divergence to be given by Lpγq{ε and we
note that the AdS/CFT prescription (2.118) contains the renormalized minimal area
Arenpγq “ lim
εÑ0
"
Apγqˇˇ
yěε ´
Lpγq
ε
*
. (2.122)
Let us point out again that the Maldacena–Wilson loop over a smooth contour is
finite and does not require renormalization. The above renormalization of the area of
the minimal surface stems from considering the Legendre transformation with respect
to the loop variables coupling to the scalar fields, see reference [27] for more details.
The above description is restricted to the case of constant nI . For the general case
of nIpσq describing a closed curve on S5, the strong-coupling description contains a
minimal surface in AdS5 ˆ S5, which is bounded by xµpσq in the conformal boundary
of AdS5 and n
Ipσq in S5.
2.4.4 The Circular Maldacena–Wilson loop
As an example, we now discuss the Maldacena–Wilson loop over the circle. This
contour is of particular interest, since the expectation value of the Maldacena–Wilson
loop can be calculated exactly on the gauge theory side, which allows to compare
with the AdS/CFT prediction at strong coupling. The circular Maldacena–Wilson
loop is a 1/2 BPS operator. The supersymmetry variations discussed above are not
sufficient to establish this fact, rather one also needs to include special superconformal
variations to find linear combinations which leave the operator invariant [98].
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The minimal surface for the circular Wilson loop in Euclidean space was obtained
soon after the AdS/CFT proposal in reference [101]. Assuming that the sections
of the minimal surface at constant y are still circular, one may use the following
parametrization of the minimal surface:
Xµpr, σq “ pr cosσ, r sinσq , y “ yprq . (2.123)
The area of the surface is then given by
A “
ż
dr dσ
r
a
1` y1prq2
yprq2 , (2.124)
such that we have the equations of motion
Br
˜
r y1prq
yprq2a1` y1prq2
¸
` 2r
a
1` y1prq2
yprq3 “ 0 . (2.125)
Due to the large amount of symmetry and the particular parametrization used above,
the equations of motion have reduced to an ordinary differential equation for the
function yprq. For the circle of radius 1, we note the boundary condition yp1q “ 0.
There is, however, a simpler way to find the minimal surface for the circle than to
solve the above equation, which was used in reference [101]. Note that the inversion
map on R2,
Ipxqµ “ x
µ
x2
,
maps the circle to a straight line and vice versa. Specifically, we consider the boundary
curves
xpσq “ pcosσ, sinσ ` 1q , Ipxpσqq “
ˆ
cosσ
2p1` sinσq ,
1
2
˙
.
The inversion map can be extended to the AdS-isometry
IAdSpX, yq “
ˆ
Xµ
X2 ` y2 ,
y
X2 ` y2
˙
, (2.126)
which can be used to map the (formal) minimal surface attached to the straight line
to the one attached to the circle. Writing the minimal surface for the straight-line7 as
Xµpτ, σq “ `σ, 1
2
˘
, ypτ, σq “ τ , (2.127)
we obtain the surface
Xµpτ, σq “
ˆ
4σ
1` 4pσ2 ` τ 2q ,
1´ 4pσ2 ` τ 2q
1` 4pσ2 ` τ 2q
˙
, ypτ, σq “ 4τ
1` 4pσ2 ` τ 2q . (2.128)
7It is straight-forward to check that this intuitive solution indeed solves the equations of motion.
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Here, we have employed a translation by p0,´1q in addition to the inversion such that
the circle is centered around the origin. The parametrization obtained above is not
well suited for the further study of this minimal surface. We note that the surface
described by equation (2.128) satisfies the equation
X2 ` y2 “ 1 . (2.129)
For the parametrization (2.123) employed at the beginning of our discussion, we thus
find
yprq “ ?1´ r2 , (2.130)
which indeed solves the equations of motion (2.125). An often-used parametrization
is given by
X1pτ, σq “ cosσ
cosh τ
, X2pτ, σq “ sinσ
cosh τ
, ypτ, σq “ tanh τ . (2.131)
For this parametrization, the induced metric is conformal to the flat metric such that
it solves the equations of motion in conformal gauge, if one chooses to work with a
Polyakov rather than Nambu–Goto action.
In order to calculate the area of the minimal surface, we introduce a cut-off at
y “ ε, which corresponds to r “ ?1´ ε2. Then, we get
Aren p q “ lim
εÑ0
" 2πż
0
dσ
?
1´ε2ż
0
r dr
p1´ r2q3{2 ´
2π
ε
*
“ ´2π . (2.132)
We have thus found that the circular Maldacena–Wilson loop has the following asymp-
totic behavior at strong coupling:
xW p qy λ"1“ e
?
λ. (2.133)
Remarkably, the expectation value of the circular Maldacena–Wilson loop has been
calculated exactly on the gauge theory side, beginning with the calculation of reference
[87], which we sketch below.
Let us first consider the one-loop order of the expectation value (2.116). For the
circle parametrized by xpσq “ pcosσ, sinσq and constant nI , we find
9x1 9x2 ´ | 9x1|| 9x2|
px1 ´ x2q2 “
cosσ1 cosσ2 ` sinσ1 sinσ2 ´ 1
2´ 2pcosσ1 cosσ2 ` sinσ1 sinσ2q “ ´
1
2
.
This finding renders the integral appearing in the calculation of the one-loop coefficient
trivial and we obtain (in the planar limit)
xW p qy “ 1` λ
8
`Opλ2q . (2.134)
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(a) Double-Propagator (b) Self-Energy (c) Three-Vertex
Figure 2.2: Examples of the double-propagator, self-energy and three-vertex
diagrams appearing in the two-loop calculation of the expectation value of the
Maldacena–Wilson loop.
At the two-loop order, the calculation becomes more intricate, since in addition to the
diagrams consisting of two gluon or scalar propagators, diagrams with three-vertices
and the self-energy correction to the propagators appear, see figure 2.2. These di-
agrams are divergent and require regularization. The regularization scheme used in
reference [87] is known as the dimensional reduction scheme. It is a version of dimen-
sional regularization which is particularly well-suited for supersymmetric theories.
Here, N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory is viewed as the theory obtained
from dimensionally reducing ten-dimensional N “ 1 supersymmetric Yang–Mills the-
ory to D dimensions. The regularized theory hence has a D-component vector field
Aaµ as well as 10´D scalar fields ΦaI , see reference [102] for more details. The expec-
tation value of the Maldacena–Wilson loop is finite for smooth contours and indeed
one observes that the divergences of the self-energy and three-vertex diagrams cancel
each other for generic (smooth) contours. The calculation in reference [87] showed
that these diagrams cancel each other exactly for the circular Wilson loop in D “ 4
dimensions.
The authors of reference [87] then conjectured that these cancellations occur at all
loop orders. This conjecture can be interpreted by again referring to the conformal
mapping of the straight line to the circle. For the straight line the gluon and scalar
propagators ending on the line cancel each other individually since 9x1 ∥ 9x2. Moreover,
since the expectation value is identically 1, all contributions containing interaction
vertices cancel each other at any given loop order. The transformation mapping the
straight line to the circle is anomalous, since it maps one point on the circle to infinity.
Indeed, the gluon and scalar propagators do no longer cancel each other for the circle
as we have seen above. The conjecture then states that the cancellations between
the diagrams containing interaction vertices do carry over to the circular Maldacena–
Wilson loop.
Given this conjecture, the expectation value of the circular Maldacena–Wilson loop
can be calculated from diagrams containing propagators ending on the circle, such as
diagram (a) in figure 2.2. Moreover, if we consider the planar theory, the propagators
do not cross each other. In order to calculate these diagrams, it is sensible to combine
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the gluon and scalar contributions as in the one-loop contribution, such that each
propagator contributes a factor of
´ 9x1 9x2 ´ | 9x1|| 9x2|px1 ´ x2q2 “
1
2
.
The color factors are obtained by applying the identity 2T aT a “ N 1 and we note
that the ordered 2n-fold integral over the interval r0, 2πs contributes a factor of
p2πq2n
p2nq! .
Each individual diagram at the n-th loop order thus contributes the factor
1
2n
p2πq2n
p2nq!
g2
4π2
ˆ
N
2
˙n
“ λ
n
4n p2nq! . (2.135)
We need hence only count all possible rainbow-like diagrams consisting of n propa-
gators, which are not crossing each other. Any diagram of this type can be drawn in
the following form:
Here, the grey blob denotes a generic rainbow-like diagram containing n propagators.
It is then easy to see that the number An of the rainbow-like diagrams satisfies the
recursion relation
An`1 “
nÿ
k“0
An´k Ak , A0 “ 1 . (2.136)
This recursion relation may be solved by finding a generating function
fpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
An z
n . (2.137)
In terms of this generating function, the recursion relation (2.136) translates to the
functional equation
fpzq2 “ fpzq ´ 1
z
, fp0q “ 1 , (2.138)
which is solved by
fpzq “ 1´
?
1´ 4z
2z
“
8ÿ
n“0
p2nq!
pn` 1q!n! z
n . (2.139)
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We have hence found the number of rainbow-like diagrams containing n propagators
to be given by
An “ p2nq!pn` 1q!n! . (2.140)
It was noted in reference [87] that An can also be calculated from a matrix model
introduced in reference [103]. Combining the above finding with the factor (2.135)
contributed by each individual diagram, we find (assuming the conjecture of reference
[87] holds true)
xW p qy “
8ÿ
n“0
λn
4n pn` 1q!n! “
2?
λ
I1
`?
λ
˘
. (2.141)
Here, I1 is the modified or hyperbolic Bessel function Iν of the first kind for the value
ν “ 1, cf. e.g. reference [104] for more details on this function. The asymptotic
expansion for large λ is given by
xW p qy λ"1“
c
2
π
e
?
λ
λ3{4
, (2.142)
which agrees with the AdS/CFT prediction (2.133) within the limits of its accuracy.
The calculation of the circular Maldacena–Wilson loop was extended by Drukker
and Gross [105] to include all non-planar corrections. They studied the anomaly
arising from the singular mapping of the straight line to the circle also relying on the
conjecture that all diagrams containing interaction vertices cancel against each other.
The conjecture was later proven by Pestun [15], who used localization techniques
to reduce the calculation of the circular Maldacena–Wilson loop to a matrix model
calculation.
At the strong coupling side, the one-loop string correction to the circular Wilson
loop was also considered [106, 107], but a mismatch to the localization result was
observed, cf. e.g. reference [108] for more details. In this light, it is interesting to
consider the ratio between the circular 1/2 BPS Maldacena–Wilson loop and a 1/4
BPS Maldacena–Wilson loop known as the latitude Wilson loop, for which some of
the potential ambiguities of the string one-loop calculation drop out. The mismatch
between the localization result and the string correction observed there [109,110] was
recently resolved in reference [111].
2.4.5 The Duality to Scattering Amplitudes
In the description of Wilson loops in generic Yang–Mills theories, we have touched
upon the relation between the ultraviolet (cusp) divergences of Wilson loops and
the infrared divergences of scattering amplitudes. In N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–
Mills theory, the connection between scattering amplitudes and Wilson loops goes
even further, cf. the reviews [112,113] on which the below discussion is mainly based.
The first signs for the conjectured duality between these observables were found by
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Alday and Maldacena in reference [28], who found that gluon scattering amplitudes
at strong coupling are described by the area of certain minimal surfaces. Concretely,
the boundary curves for these minimal surfaces are given by polygons with light-like
edges, where the cusp points are related to the momenta of the gluons by
xi`1 ´ xi “ pi . (2.143)
The strong-coupling description of the scattering amplitudes is thus the same as for
the Wilson loop over the polygon with cusp points xi. The calculation of the minimal
surface in the four-cusp case lead to a result in agreement with the BDS-ansatz for
the four-gluon amplitude, which is a conjecture for color-ordered, maximally helicity
violating n-gluon amplitudes that was put forward in reference [114] based on a 3-loop
calculation.
Let us shortly explain the nature of the duality in more detail. We are considering
maximally helicity violating (MHV) gluon amplitudes in the planar limit of N “ 4
supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory, where one considers color-ordered amplitudes, see
references [115,116] for an introduction. For MHV amplitudes, two of the gluons have
one helicity while all other gluons have the opposite helicity. In this case, the same
function of the helicity variables appears at all loop orders, and the amplitude can be
written as
An “ Atreen Mn , (2.144)
where Mn is a function only of the momentum invariants ppi ` pjq2 and the helicity
information is contained in the tree-level amplitude Atreen . The conjectured duality
states [29] that the function Mn is related
8 to the expectation value xWny of the
Wilson loop over the associated polygon by
xWny “Mn ` d . (2.145)
Here, d is a constant which does not depend on the kinematical information. This
conjecture was tested further in references [30, 117], where it was found to hold true,
while both the Wilson loop and the scattering amplitude begin to deviate from the
BDS-ansatz starting from six gluons and two loops.
The appearance of these deviations can be understood from symmetry consider-
ations, which one may motivate from the above duality. From the viewpoint of the
scattering amplitudes, the conformal symmetry of the Wilson loop appears as a dual
conformal symmetry in the dual variables xi; this symmetry had indeed been obtained
in reference [118,119]. The dual conformal symmetry is very restrictive in the case of
four- and five-point scattering amplitudes, for which one cannot construct conformally
invariant combinations of the dual variables xi. Starting from six points however, one
8Since the duality relates ultraviolet and infrared divergent quantities, both the regularization
parameters ϵUV and ϵIR and the renormalization constants µUV and µIR have to be related to each
other. This can in general be done in such a way that the divergent pieces of the amplitude and the
Wilson loop match, cf. e.g. reference [113] for a more detailed explanation.
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Figure 2.3: Graphical representation of the duality between Wilson loops
and scattering amplitudes.
may consider the conformally invariant cross-ratios
uijkl “ pxi ´ xjq
2pxk ´ xlq2
pxi ´ xkq2pxj ´ xlq2 ,
and both Wilson loop and scattering amplitude contain a functional dependence on
the respective cross-ratios, which the BDS ansatz does not account for.
The amplitudes of N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory can be organized
conveniently by introducing an auxiliary superspace containing the Graßmann odd
variables ηAi for each external leg of the amplitude, see reference [116] for more details.
The original amplitudes can then be obtained as the coefficients in the η-expansion of
the superamplitudes. It was noted in reference [22] that the dual conformal symmetry
extends to a dual superconformal symmetry of the color-ordered superamplitudes, see
also the review [120]. The combination of the dual with the ordinary superconfor-
mal symmetry yields a Yangian symmetry of tree-level superamplitudes, which was
observed in reference [23].
Attempts have been made to extend the duality between Wilson loops and MHV
amplitudes to a duality between superamplitudes and corresponding supersymmetric
extensions of light-like Wilson loops [121, 122]. However, at the one-loop order the
proposed correspondence seems to fail due to singularities appearing for the super-
symmetric extensions of the light-like Wilson loop, cf. references [123–125].
Still, the combination of the Yangian symmetry found for the scattering amplitudes
with the conjectured dualities hints that a Yangian symmetry could be present for
(Maldacena–)Wilson loops or possibly supersymmetric extensions of these. Indeed it
was found that an extension of smooth Maldacena–Wilson loops into smooth Wilson
loops in superspace possesses a Yangian symmetry [1, 35, 36]. We will discuss the
strong-coupling counterpart of this object as well as its symmetries in chapter 7.
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We have seen above that the Maldacena–Wilson loop is described by the string action
in AdS5ˆ S5 at strong coupling and it thus inherits the symmetries of the underlying
string theory, which is known to be classically integrable. One can employ the classi-
cal integrability of the theory to derive symmetries of the minimal surface problem;
this approach was applied in reference [1] to derive Yangian Ward identities for the
Maldacena–Wilson loop at strong coupling.
Apart from finding strong-coupling symmetries, we are interested in transferring
these symmetries from strong coupling to weak or even arbitrary coupling. Since it is
a priori unclear for which symmetries this is possible and what formulation is suitable
for it, we discuss different approaches to construct the symmetries of string theory in
AdS5. In fact, our discussion is not limited to Anti-de Sitter spaces but extends to a
class of spaces known as symmetric spaces, which can be described by a specific class
of coset spaces. The group-theoretic approach makes the integrability of the theory
and the associated symmetries particularly transparent without needing to refer to
the specific underlying space.
The explicit application of the symmetries found for these models to minimal
surfaces in AdS5 is discussed in chapter 4. In the present chapter, the fact that the
focus lies on minimal surfaces rather than closed strings appears in the assumption
that the surface is simply connected, which is crucial for the discussion of conserved
charges. We discuss the differences to the theory of closed strings or two-dimensional
field theory at various points.
The present chapter consists partly of an extensive review of the integrability of
symmetric space models and partly of the original results obtained in references [4,5],
which highlight the role of themaster symmetry in the construction of the symmetries.
We begin by discussing the geometric aspects of symmetric spaces in section 3.1 and
go on to discuss the string action in a symmetric space as well as its integrability
in sections 3.2 and 3.3. We then turn to the discussion of the master symmetry
in section 3.4. This symmetry was discussed in reference [32, 33] as the spectral
parameter deformation of minimal surfaces in Euclidean AdS3 and much earlier in
reference [126] in the context of two-dimensional field theories. In the latter reference
it was applied to derive an infinite set of conserved charges, thus establishing the
model’s integrability. We initially focus on the deformations of minimal surfaces and
establish the properties of these transformations. We then go on to show in section
3.6 that in addition to the construction of conserved charges, one can also apply
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the master symmetry to construct one-parameter families of symmetry variations,
justifying its name. The algebra relations of the symmetry variations so obtained as
well as the Poisson algebra of the conserved charges are established in section 3.7.
3.1 Symmetric Spaces
A general symmetric space M can be described as a homogeneous or coset space G{H
with appropriate Lie groups G and H. The condition of being a symmetric space is
then entailed in an algebraic restriction which the Lie algebras g and h obey. This
algebraic approach to the study of symmetric spaces goes back to the work of E´lie Car-
tan [127,128], who applied it to give a classification of Riemannian symmetric spaces.
It provides an extremely efficient description of symmetric spaces which is widely
applied in the literature. However, in order to explain what is symmetric about sym-
metric spaces, we will initially take a geometric viewpoint. Here, we are not aiming for
a complete and rigorous mathematical introduction to the subject of symmetric spaces
such that most proofs are omitted below. For a complete mathematical introduction,
the reader is referred to reference [129] and in particular reference [130, chapters 8-11],
on which the account given below is based.
In a rough sense, a symmetric space is a space for which the set of isometries is
large enough to make the space regular. To reach a more precise description, let us
first consider the example of n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn. Apart from rotations
and translations, the point reflections Ra with respect to a certain fixed point a P Rn
are isometries. The set of point reflections Ra : x ÞÑ 2a´ x generates all translations,
since the concatenation of two point reflections is given by Ra ˝Rb : x ÞÑ x` 2pa´ bq.
The generalization of the point reflections to manifolds leads us to the concept of a
symmetric space.
Definition 3.1. We call a smooth, connected semi-Riemannian manifold M a sym-
metric space if for each p P M there is an involutive isometry ξp (i.e. an isometry
satisfying ξ2p “ idM) with isolated fixed point p. The isometry ξp is called the global
symmetry of M at p.
Since ξp is an involution, it follows that pdξpqp : TpMÑ TpM is also an involution
and hence it must have eigenvalues ˘1. Remembering that a geodesic is entirely spec-
ified by its tangent vector in a given point, we realize that if pdξpqp has an eigenvalue
`1, then the geodesic through p which is tangent to the respective eigenvector is
mapped to itself by ξp, in contradiction to p being an isolated fixed point. Hence we
have pdξpqp “ ´idTpM, such that ξp reverses all geodesics passing through p. In this
way, the global symmetries provide a natural generalization of the point reflections of
Euclidean space.
As an example, we consider the three-dimensional sphere S3, which we describe in
embedding coordinates as
S3 “ tpX1, X2, X3, X4q P R4 : X21 `X22 `X23 `X24 “ 1u.
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The global symmetry at the pole N “ p0, 0, 0, 1q is given by the map
ξNpX1, X2, X3, X4q “ p´X1,´X2,´X3, X4q , (3.1)
which is clearly an involution on S3 and has isolated fixed points N and ´N .
Spaces of constant curvature such as the example above are symmetric spaces.
While the converse is not true in general, the condition of being a symmetric space
implies that the covariant derivative of the curvature tensor vanishes, ∇R ” 0, where
∇ denotes the Levi–Civita connection on M. The vanishing of the covariant derivative
of the curvature tensor in turn only implies that M is locally symmetric, which means
that for each p P M there is a neighbourhood Up of p on which a map with the
properties of ξp can be defined.
With the geometric definition of a symmetric space discussed, we turn to the
representation of a symmetric space as a coset space G{H. In order for M to be a
homogeneous space, the action of the set of isometries of M must be transitive. We
can argue that this is the case similarly to the example of Euclidean space, where
we found that the set of point reflections generates translations. The appropriate
generalization of translations to manifolds is given in the following definition.
Definition 3.2. An isometry ξ : MÑ M is called a transvection along a geodesic γ,
provided that
(i) ξ is a translation along γ, that is ξpγpsqq “ γps` cq for all s P R and some c P R,
(ii) dξ gives parallel translation along γ, i.e. if v P TγpsqM, then dξγpsqpvq P Tγps`cqM
is the parallel translate of v along γ.
The global symmetries of M at p generate transvections in the same way the point
reflections of Euclidean space generate translations. For a given geodesic γ, consider
the isometry ξγpcq˝ξγp0q constructed from the global symmetries of M at γpcq and γp0q.
We have already seen that ξp reverses the geodesics through p, i.e. ξγp0qpγpsqq “ γp´sq,
and since c is the midpoint of r´s, s` 2cs, we have ξγpcq ˝ ξγp0qpγpsqq “ γps` 2cq. The
second property above can be proven similarly.
Since M is connected, two points p and q can be connected by a (broken) geodesic.
The composition of the transvections along the smooth pieces of the geodesic then
provides an isometry which maps p to q. We have thus seen that the isometry group
IpMq acts transitively on M. One can then show that also the identity component
I0pMq of the isometry group IpMq acts transitively on M. We then define G “ I0pMq
and take H to be the isotropy or stabilizer group of some point p P M,
H “ tg P G : g ¨ p “ pu. (3.2)
Concerning the manifold structures of M and G{H, we note that since H is a closed
subgroup of G, there is a unique way to equip G{H with a manifold structure, such that
the canonical projection becomes smooth. With this structure, the map j : G{HÑ M,
gH ÞÑ g ¨ p becomes a diffeomorphism.
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For the example of the three-dimensional sphere S3, the identity component of the
isometry group is SOp4q and the isotropy group of the pole N “ p0, 0, 0, 1q is given by
H “
"ˆ
A 0
0 1
˙
: A P SOp3q
*
» SOp3q . (3.3)
We can hence identify the sphere S3 with the coset space SOp4q{SOp3q.
We have seen above that we can represent any symmetric space as a coset space
G{H. The additional structure provided by the global symmetry has profound conse-
quences for the Lie algebras h and g of H and G. Consider the map σpgq “ ξp ¨ g ¨ ξp,
where ξp is the global symmetry of M “ G{H at the fixed point of the action of H.
Since ξp “ ξ´1p , we find that σ : GÑ G is an involutive automorphism of G. Moreover,
one can show that the set
Gσ “ tg P G : σpgq “ gu
of fixed points of σ is a closed subgroup of G in such a way that pGσq0 Ă H Ă Gσ.
The derivative of σ at the unit element e gives rise to a Lie algebra automorphism
Ω : gÑ g,
ΩpXq “ dσepXq “ d
dt
σ pexp ptXqq |t“0 . (3.4)
It follows that Ω2 “ idg and thus Ω has eigenvalues ˘1. We can identify the Lie
algebra h with the eigenspace of Ω for the eigenvalue `1,
h “ tX P g : ΩpXq “ Xu . (3.5)
In order to prove the above relation, suppose first that X P h. Since σ acts as the
identity on H, we have dσepXq “ X. Conversely, suppose that ΩpXq “ X. We
consider the one-parameter subgroup αtpXq “ expptXq. Then the set σpαtpXqq is
also a one-parameter subgroup with the same initial velocity,
d
dt
σpαtpXqq|t“0 “ ΩpXq “ X ,
such that σpαtpXqq “ αtpXq. Hence we have αtpXq P pGσq0 Ă H, such that X P h.
The Lie algebra g can then be written as the direct sum of h and the subspace
m “ tX P g : ΩpXq “ ´Xu . (3.6)
The projections onto the components h and m are given by
PhpXq “ 12 pX ` ΩpXqq , PmpXq “ 12 pX ´ ΩpXqq . (3.7)
Since Ω is a Lie algebra automorphism, it follows that the decomposition g “ h ‘ m
gives a Z2-grading on g,
rh, hs Ă h , rh,ms Ă m , rm,ms Ă h . (3.8)
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These are the sought-after algebraic relations for the Lie algebra g “ h ‘ m that
guarantee that the coset G{H becomes a symmetric space.
Let us once more return to our example of the three-dimensional sphere S3. The
global symmetry given in equation (3.1) induces the automorphism σpgq “ KgK with
K “ diag p´1,´1,´1, 1q. Then we have
SOp4qσ “
"ˆ
g 0
0 1
˙
: g P SOp3q
*
“ H » SOp3q , (3.9)
as before. The Lie algebra automorphism Ω “ dσe is then given by ΩpXq “ KXK
and we find
h “
"ˆ
X 0
0 0
˙
: X P sop3q
*
» sop3q , m “
"ˆ
0 v
´vT 0
˙
: v P R3
*
. (3.10)
By direct matrix multiplication one may then show that the relations (3.8) are indeed
satisfied.
So far, we have seen that a symmetric space can be identified with a coset space
G/H and studied the implications which the global symmetries of M have on G. Rather
than having a metric only on M, it is more convenient to work with a metric on G
such that we can express all quantities through coset representatives. The subspace m
of the Lie algebra g corresponds to the tangent space TpM. If we identify m as usual
with the set of subspaces of tangent spaces obtained by left-multiplication in G, the
correspondence between m and the tangent spaces of M extends to arbitrary points.
If we now fix an Ad(H)-invariant1 scalar product on m, it corresponds to a metric
on M for which the G-action gives isometries. A natural choice for a scalar product
like this is given by the Killing metric B on G, which is given by the trace in the
adjoint representation: With adXpY q “ rX, Y s, we have
BpX, Y q “ tr padX ¨ adY q . (3.11)
The Killing metric is in fact invariant under all automorphisms of G, such that we
have in particular
BpX, Y q “ BpΩpXq,ΩpY qq @X, Y P g , (3.12)
which implies that h and m are perpendicular, h K m. If the Lie algebra g is simple,
the Killing metric is proportional to the trace in the fundamental representation,
BpX, Y q “ c tr pX Y q . (3.13)
In the case of AdSN , we are dealing with a simple Lie algebra g and in the general
discussion of symmetric space models below, we will employ the fundamental rep-
resentation with the scalar product on g given by the trace. This will simplify the
notation considerably as we can e.g. use direct matrix multiplication instead of the
differential of some group action. We need not, however, assume that we are working
with a simple Lie-algebra g. It is sufficient for us that the trace gives a non-degenerate
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Figure 3.1: Depiction of the coset space G/H.
scalar product, which is invariant under the automorphism Ω; this can also be seen
directly from the form of Ω discussed above.
With a metric on G established, we are now in a position to work directly with
group elements without referring to the original space M. Concretely, for each q P M
we choose a coset representative gpqq in a smooth way. A natural choice for the set
of coset representatives is given by exponentiating the subspace m Ă g, but we are
free to right-multiply with elements of H at each point. Indeed, a different choice
of coset representatives will prove to be convenient in the coset description of AdS5,
which we discuss in chapter 4. If we now consider two tangent vectors X, Y P TqM,
then by virtue of our choice of coset representatives we have corresponding tangent
vectors XG, YG P TgpqqG, see also figure 3.1. Since the metric on G is left-invariant
by construction, we can express it in terms of the scalar product on TeG. The scalar
product of X and Y can then be expressed in terms of the corresponding quantities
on G as
xX, Y yq “ tr
`
Pm
`
gpqq´1XG
˘
Pm
`
gpqq´1YG
˘˘
. (3.14)
In particular, for a parametrization qpτ, σq of a surface on M, we have a corresponding
parametrization gpτ, σq on G and the scalar product of the tangent vectors Bτq and
Bσq can be expressed in terms of gpτ, σq as
xBiq, Bjqyq “ tr
`
Pm
`
g´1Big
˘
Pm
`
g´1Bjg
˘˘
. (3.15)
This allows us to describe the string action for the surface described by qpτ, σq entirely
in terms of the corresponding parametrization gpτ, σq, which will be the starting point
of our discussion in the next section.
1For some h P H, the map Adh : g Ñ g is defined as the differential of the conjugation map
Chpgq “ hgh´1.
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3.2 The String Action
We now turn to the discussion of the string action or area functional in a symmetric
space. In the last section, we found that we can describe a surface in M “ G{H by
a map gpτ, σq from the worldsheet Σ to G. The relevant quantities for the action are
the Maurer–Cartan current Ui “ g´1Big as well as its projections
ai “ Pm
`
g´1Big
˘
, Ai “ Ph
`
g´1Big
˘
. (3.16)
In terms of these currents, the Polyakov action is given by
Srg, hs “ ´T
2
ż
Σ
dτ ^ dσ?hhij tr `ai aj˘. (3.17)
Here, we introduced the Euclidean worldsheet metric hij and denoted h “ detphijq
and the inverse of the metric hij. Moreover, we have set pσ1, σ2q = pτ, σq. The bound-
ary curve of the minimal surface is situated at τ “ 0 and we have periodic boundary
conditions in the σ-variable. The worldsheet metric is subject to the Virasoro con-
straints
tr
`
ai aj
˘´ 1
2
hij h
kl tr
`
ak al
˘ “ 0 . (3.18)
If we fix conformal gauge and introduce a complex worldsheet coordinate z “ σ ` iτ ,
the Virasoro constraints take the form
tr
`
az az
˘ “ tr `az¯ az¯˘ “ 0 . (3.19)
It is customary in string theory to fix conformal gauge, but in the study of minimal
surfaces one may work with the Nambu-Goto action and not all minimal surface
solutions are necessarily given in a conformal parametrization. We will hence avoid
fixing a gauge condition for the parametrization of the surface and work with a general
parametrization. This can be achieved without creating additional complications by
employing the language of differential forms on the worldsheet. An introduction to the
use of differential forms in the case at hand as well as a collection of helpful identities
is provided in appendix C. In calculating with these differential forms it is important
to remember that their components take values in a Lie algebra g and hence do not
commute. For two general one-forms ω and ρ we have e.g.
ω ^ ρ` ρ^ ω “ rωi, ρjs dσi ^ dσj . (3.20)
The worldsheet metric is incorporated in the Hodge star operator, which maps a k-
form to a p2 ´ kq-form, since the worldsheet is two-dimensional. On one-forms, the
Hodge star operator acts as
˚ dσi “ ?hhij ϵjk dσk. (3.21)
Here, we fix the convention ϵτσ “ ϵ12 “ 1 for the Levi-Civita symbol and note the
identities
˚ ˚ w “ ´ω , ω ^ ˚ρ “ ´ ˚ ω ^ ρ , (3.22)
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for two general one-forms ω and ρ. The notation using differential forms and the
Hodge star operator is related to index notation by
ω ^ ˚ρ “ ?hhijωi ρj pdτ ^ dσq , d ˚ ω “ Bi
`?
hhijωj
˘ pdτ ^ dσq .
We can hence write the Polyakov action (3.17) in a compact way as
Srg, hs “ ´T
2
ż
Σ
tr pa^ ˚aq . (3.23)
The variation of the action with respect to g gives the equations of motion. Vary-
ing the embedding qpτ, σq with a fixed set of coset representatives would not give a
completely general δg, but since the choice of coset representatives does not carry
any physical information allowing for a general δg does not imply additional re-
strictions. Since the subspaces h and m are perpendicular to each other, we have
δ tr pa^ ˚aq “ 2 tr pδU ^ ˚aq and using that δU “ dpg´1δgq ` rU, g´1δgs, we obtain
the variation of the action as
δS “ ´T
ż
Σ
tr
“`
dpg´1δgq ` rU, g´1δgs˘^ ˚a‰
“ T
ż
Σ
tr
“pd ˚ a` ˚a^ U ` U ^ ˚aq g´1δg‰´ T ż
BΣ
tr
`
g´1δg ˚ a˘ , (3.24)
where we have used equation (C.3) and integrated by parts. For a minimal surface, we
keep the boundary fixed and thus we demand that the variation g´1δg takes values in
h at the boundary, such that the boundary term above vanishes. Inserting U “ A`a,
we see that the a-part drops out of the first term, which leaves us with the equations
of motion
d ˚ a` ˚a^ A` A^ ˚a “ 0 . (3.25)
We have constructed the coset model to have a gauge redundancy associated to the
isotropy group H, which we will call the gauge group from now on. In terms of the
functions gpτ, σq, the gauge transformations are given by right multiplication of g with
local elements Rpτ, σq P H. Then, the Maurer–Cartan form transforms as
U ÞÑ R´1UR `R´1dR
and since rh, hs Ă h and rh,ms Ă m, we can conclude that its components transform
as
A ÞÑ R´1AR `R´1dR , a ÞÑ R´1aR ,
such that the action is invariant, as it should be. The global G-Symmetry acts on g by
left-multiplication with a constant L P G. The Maurer–Cartan form then transforms
as
g´1dg ÞÑ g´1L´1dpLgq “ g´1dg ,
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such that the action is invariant. Of course, this symmetry was built in by choosing G
to be the isometry group of M. In writing the action in the form (3.23), we have already
applied the G-invariance of the metric on G, which then appears as the invariance of
the Maurer–Cartan form under left-multiplication.
In order to derive the Noether current associated to this symmetry, we consider
the infinitesimal transformation
δg “ ϵg (3.26)
with ϵ P g. We can derive the Noether current by introducing a local parameter in
the variation, which can be achieved here by allowing ϵ to depend on the worldsheet
coordinates. Then, since for constant ϵ we are considering a symmetry variation, the
variation of the action can be written in the form δS “ ş ˚j ^ dϵ. If we impose the
equations of motion, any variation of the action will vanish such that the current j has
to be conserved, d ˚ j “ 0. In the present case, the variation of g implies δU “ g´1dϵg
and thus the variation of the action is given by
δS “ T
ż
trp˚a^ g´1dϵgq “ T
ż
trpg ˚ ag´1 ^ dϵq. (3.27)
We have thus found the Noether current and the associated charge to be given by
j “ ´2gag´1 , Q “
ż
˚j . (3.28)
We can convince ourselves that the Noether current is indeed conserved by employing
equation (C.2) to find
d ˚ j “ ´2g pd ˚ a` A^ ˚a` ˚a^ Aq g´1 “ 0 , (3.29)
where we have inserted the equations of motion (3.25). A crucial feature of symmetric
space models is that the Noether current is also flat, i.e. dj ` j ^ j “ 0. This follows
from the flatness of the Maurer–Cartan form, which is flat by construction,
dU “ d `g´1dg˘ “ dg´1 ^ dg “ ´g´1dg ^ g´1dg “ ´U ^ U .
For the projections A and a, this implies the relations
dA` A^ A` a^ a “ 0 , da` a^ A` A^ a “ 0 . (3.30)
Here, we made use of the fact that the combination pa ^ A ` A ^ aq is given by a
commutator of the components of A and a and employed the grading (3.8) of g to
obtain the projections. The flatness of the Noether current j then follows from a short
calculation,
dj ` j ^ j “ ´2g pda` A^ a` a^ A` 2a^ a´ 2a^ aq g´1 “ 0 . (3.31)
It allows to construct an infinite hierarchy of conserved charges and hence indicates
the integrability of the model. We review the construction of the infinite tower of
conserved currents and charges in the next section.
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3.3 Integrability and Conserved Charges
Given a flat and conserved current, an infinite tower of conserved charges may be
obtained from an iterative procedure introduced by Bre´zin, Itzykson, Zinn–Justin and
Zuber (BIZZ) in reference [131]. In reviewing their construction we begin by defining
the covariant derivative D which contains the Noether current j as a connection and
acts on g-valued functions f and one-forms ω as
Df “ df ´ fj , D ω “ dω ` ω ^ j . (3.32)
With these definitions, we find the identities
DDf “ d2f ´ df ^ j ´ fdj ` pdf ´ fjq ^ j “ ´f pdj ` j ^ jq “ 0 , (3.33)
as well as
d ˚Df “ d ˚ df ´ df ^ ˚j ´ fd ˚ j “ d ˚ df ` ˚df ^ j “ D ˚ df . (3.34)
Here, we have applied that the Noether current is conserved, d ˚ j “ 0, such that
the above relation only holds on-shell. Let us now suppose that we have a conserved
current j˜pnq which can be written as j˜pnq “ Dχpn´1q for some function χpn´1q. Since
j˜pnq is conserved, we can calculate a potential defined by j˜pnq “ ˚dχpnq. Given this
potential, we define a higher current by
j˜pn`1q “ Dχpnq . (3.35)
The crux of the construction is that the new current is conserved,
d ˚ j˜pn`1q “ d ˚Dχpnq “ D ˚ dχpnq “ Dj˜pnq “ DDχpn´1q “ 0 . (3.36)
We can hence construct an infinite set of conserved currents beginning with j˜p0q “ ´j
which can indeed be expressed as j˜p0q “ Dχp´1q with χp´1q “ 1. The first two currents
obtained from this recursion take the form
j˜p0q “ ´j , j˜p1q “ ˚j ´ χp0qj , j˜p2q “ j ` χp0q ˚ j ´ χp1qj . (3.37)
A different method to construct an infinite tower of conserved charges is to intro-
duce a Lax connection, which here is a family of flat connections parametrized by a
spectral parameter u P C. We can obtain such a connection by considering the ansatz
Lu “ A` α a` β ˚ a , (3.38)
and fixing the coefficients from the requirement that Lu is flat when the equations of
motion are enforced. Using the flatness condition (3.30) for a as well as the equations
of motion (3.25), we find
dLu ` Lu ^ Lu “ dA` A^ A`
`
α2 ` β2˘ a^ a . (3.39)
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The comparison with the flatness condition for A then shows that we need to require
α2 ` β2 “ 1 in order for Lu to be flat. We then have the Lax connection
Lu “ A` 1´ u
2
1` u2 a´
2u
1` u2 ˚ a “ A` cospθq a` sinpθq ˚ a . (3.40)
Here, we have introduced two different parametrizations by u and θ, which are related
to each other by
eiθ “ 1´ iu
1` iu. (3.41)
Depending on the context, either the u- or the θ-parametrization will be more conve-
nient. The undeformed case is reached by setting u or θ to zero, respectively. We note
that the h-part of the Maurer–Cartan current remains unaltered, while the transfor-
mation of the m-part is reminiscent of a worldsheet rotation, which is particularly
apparent using the θ-parametrization and in conformal gauge, where we can write the
deformation as
a ÞÑ aθ “ e´iθaz dz ` eiθaz¯ dz¯ . (3.42)
This transformation is not an honest rotation, however, since the h-valued part is not
transformed and the argument of az is kept fixed.
In order to derive conserved charges in this approach, we consider the monodromy
over the Lax connection L, which is given by
Tu “ ÝÑPexp
ˆż
γ
Lu
˙
. (3.43)
Here, γ is a closed curve wrapping the worldsheet, which we typically assume to lie
at constant τ and cover the whole period of the σ-coordinate.
The conserved charges obtained from the BIZZ recursion can be extracted from
Tu by expanding around the undeformed case u “ 0. However, in the form given
above, Tu is completely non-local at u “ 0, which complicates the expansion. We can
circumvent this issue by considering the transformed Lax connection
ℓu “ gLug´1 ´ dg g´1 “ gpLu ´ Uqg´1 . (3.44)
The flatness of ℓu follows directly from the flatness of U and Lu. Making use of
equation (C.2), we have
dℓu “ g pU ^ U ´ Lu ^ Lu ` U ^ pLu ´ Uq ` pLu ´ Uq ^ Uq g´1
“ ´g ppLu ´ Uq ^ pLu ´ Uqq g´1 “ ´ℓu ^ ℓu .
In terms of the Lax connection ℓu, we find that Tu is given by
Tu “ g0 tu g´10 , tu “ ÝÑPexp
ˆż
γ
ℓu
˙
, (3.45)
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where g0 is the value of g at the base point z0 of the curve over which we consider the
monodromy. For a proof of the above transformation behaviour, the reader is referred
to appendix C, where we discuss flat connections and path-ordered exponentials in
more detail. The transformation is similar to the gauge transformation of a Wilson
loop and it is sometimes referred to as a gauge transformation, although strictly it is
not a gauge transformation in this context since g does not take values in the gauge
group H. Inserting the explicit form of Lu from (3.40), we see that the Lax connection
ℓu represents a flat deformation of the Noether current j:
ℓu “ u
1` u2
`
u j ` ˚j˘ . (3.46)
In particular, the transformed connection ℓu vanishes at u “ 0 such that we may
expand around u “ 0 to find
tu “ 1` u
ż
γ
˚j `Opu2q . (3.47)
In order to compare the charges obtained from the BIZZ recursion to the ones obtained
from the expansion of tu, it is convenient to consider the quantity χu which is defined
by
dχu “ χuℓu , χupz0q “ 1 . (3.48)
The above relation is known as the auxiliary linear problem for the connection ℓu.
The existence of a solution follows from the flatness of ℓu, which implies that
d2χu “ d pχuℓuq “ χu pℓu ^ ℓu ` dℓuq “ 0 .
We can then apply the Poincare´ lemma to infer that a unique solution exists. To be
more precise, applying the lemma requires that the underlying space is contractible,
which implies in particular that it is simply connected. In the case of closed strings,
where the string embedding is not simply connected, we may work on the worldsheet
Σ extending over a single period. This prohibits considering multiply wound contours
and leads to a unique solution. If the connection ℓu were not flat, a solution would
not exist. We could then restrict the defining relation (3.48) to a curve and solve the
resulting ordinary differential equation along the curve. The solution can formally be
written as the path-ordered exponential of the contour-integral over the connection as
for the monodromy above. In the case of a flat connection, the existence of a solution
of equation (3.48) shows that the monodromy becomes path independent. This holds
for any two contours which can be deformed continuously into each other. Since the
minimal surfaces are simply connected, we can in particular shrink any closed contour
into a point and hence the monodromy is trivialized, tu “ 1, in this case. This implies
in particular that all conserved charges vanish.
The quantity χu, however, also allows to extract the conserved currents. We can
then convince ourselves that the conserved currents derived from the auxiliary linear
problem for ℓu are the same as the ones obtained from the BIZZ recursion. This was
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established in reference [132]. Concretely, the quantity χu is the generating function
for the BIZZ potentials χpnq introduced above,
χu “
8ÿ
n“0
χpn´1qun . (3.49)
In order to prove this relation, we express the BIZZ recursion as a recursion relation
for the potentials,
˚dχpn`1q “ Dχpnq . (3.50)
It is then easy to see that the defining equation (3.48) implies the above recursion
relation. We invert (3.46) to obtain
j “ ℓu ´ u´1 ˚ ℓu ñ ˚ℓu “ upℓu ´ jq , (3.51)
which shows that χu satisfies
˚dχu “ χu ˚ ℓu “ uχu pℓu ´ jq “ u pdχu ´ χujq “ uDχu . (3.52)
Expanding this equation in powers of u results in the BIZZ recursion (3.50). Noting
that ℓu“0 “ 0 implies χu“0 “ 1 concludes the proof. However, there is a subtle
difference between the charges obtained from the BIZZ recursion and the ones obtained
from the expansion of the monodromy tu, which will become clear in the following
discussion.
We have seen above that the monodromy is trivial in the case of minimal surfaces,
since they are simply connected, such that all conserved charges obtained from the
expansion of the monodromy vanish. In the case of closed strings, the situation is
more complicated. The difference becomes particularly apparent when considering
the charge
Q˜p1q “
ż
˚jp1q “ ´
ż `
χp0q ˚ j ` j˘ . (3.53)
For simplicity, we restrict to conformal gauge and consider the contour to be at
constant τ . Then we have
Bτ Q˜p1q “ jp1qσ pτ, 2πq ´ jp1qσ pτ, 0q “
`
χp0qpτ, 2πq ´ χp0qpτ, 0q˘ jσpτ, 0q , (3.54)
where we have used the periodicity of jσ in the last step. We observe that in order
for Q˜p1q to be a conserved charge, the function χp0qpτ, σq has to be periodic as well.
This corresponds to the vanishing of the Noether charge
Qp0q “
ż
˚j ,
which happens for the minimal surfaces but not in general in the case of closed strings
as we discussed above.
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However, one can still extract an infinite set of conserved charges for the closed
strings using the expansion of the monodromy. Here, the difference to the charges
obtained from the BIZZ recursion becomes important. We have seen above that the
expressions for the charges derived from both formalisms in terms of the Noether
current j and the potentials χpnq are the same. The difference between the charges is
due to the initial conditions we impose on the functions χpnq. For example in the case
of the charge Q˜p1q,
Q˜p1q “ ´
ż `
χp0q ˚ j ´ j˘ ,
we impose the initial conditions
χ
p0q
BIZZpτ0, 0q “ 0 , χp0qmonpτ, 0q “ 0 ,
for the BIZZ recursion and the expansion of the monodromy, respectively. Here, τ0
correspond to some fixed point, at which we impose the initial condition in determining
the potential χ
p0q
BIZZ. In contrast, the integration in calculating Q˜
p1q is taken at constant
τ and the initial condition we impose for χ
p0q
mon changes accordingly. The two versions
of χp0q are then related by
χp0qmonpτ, σq “ χp0qBIZZpτ, σq ´
ż pτ,0q
pτ0,0q
˚j ,
such that the level-1 charges are related by
Q˜p1qmonpτq “ Q˜p1qBIZZpτq ´
´ ż pτ,0q
pτ0,0q
˚j
¯
Qp0q ,
which implies that
Bτ Q˜p1qmonpτq “
“
Qp0q , jσpτ, 0q
‰
. (3.55)
The above relation differs from the respective relation (3.54) for the BIZZ construction
by the appearance of the commutator, which is crucial for the construction of the
conserved charges in the case of the closed string. In order to discuss this construction,
we consider the τ -derivative of the monodromy tu, which can be obtained from noting
that tu is the monodromy for the auxiliary linear problem, i.e.
χupτ, 2πq “ χupτ, 0q tu . (3.56)
Here, we have used that tu is constructed from the solution of the auxiliary linear
problem along γ and that multiplying with χupτ, 0q ensures the appropriate initial
condition. We can now take the τ -derivative to find
χupτ, 0q tu ℓu,τ pτ, 0q “ χupτ, 0q ℓu,τ pτ, 0q tu ` χupτ, 0q Bτ tu , (3.57)
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which implies the evolution equation for the monodromy tu,
Bτ tupτq “ rtupτq , ℓu,τ pτ, 0qs . (3.58)
Equations of this type are well-known in the study of integrable systems, where they
appear for the Lax pair. We can formally solve the above relation by noting that the
monodromies for different values of τ are related by a similarity transformation,
tupτq “ Supτ, τ0q´1 tupτ0qSupτ, τ0q , (3.59)
where Supτ, τ0q is defined by the relations
BτSupτ, τ0q “ Supτ, τ0q ℓu,τ pτ, 0q , Supτ0, τ0q “ 1 . (3.60)
This shows that the spectrum of tupτq is τ -independent, and we can hence employ the
u-dependent eigenvalues of tu to construct the conserved charges. The expansion of
the monodromy tu or its eigenvalues is the typical approach to construct an infinite
tower of conserved charges in an integrable string theory and is important in the
construction of the spectral curves employed in integrability calculations on either
side of the AdS/CFT correspondence, cf. e.g. references [133–137].
Let us conclude by noting that in a two-dimensional field theory the vanishing
of the currents at spatial infinity implies that tu (taken from ´8 to `8) is con-
served. The study of minimal surfaces is thus in some sense more similar to the
two-dimensional field theory than to string theory.
3.4 Master Symmetry
In this section, we introduce the master symmetry, which maps a solution g of the
equations of motion to another solution gu of the equations of motion. Such transfor-
mations are often called Ba¨cklund or dressing transformations. However, the precise
relation between the master symmetry and the Ba¨cklund transformations considered
in the literature remains to be made explicit. The starting point for this analysis
was the observation made in references [32,33], which constructed spectral parameter
deformations for minimal surfaces in Euclidean AdS3 based on a Pohlmeyer reduction
of the corresponding string theory. The symmetry had however been discussed earlier
in reference [126] for general symmetric space models, where it was used to construct
an infinite set of conserved charges. In fact, the master symmetry can be applied to
derive an infinite set of symmetry variations as well; this is discussed in section 3.6.
Here, we study the map g ÞÑ gu and discuss its properties.
The symmetry is based on the observation that the action, the equations of motion
and the Virasoro constraints remain unaltered upon replacing U ÞÑ Lu. For the action,
this follows immediately by replacing
a ÞÑ au “ 1´ u
2
1` u2 a´
2u
1` u2 ˚ a , (3.61)
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which implies that
Su “ ´T
2
ż
trpau ^ ˚auq “ ´T
2
p1´ u2q2 ` 4u2
p1` u2q2
ż
tr pa^ ˚aq “ S . (3.62)
In the case of the Virasoro constraints, we restrict to conformal gauge and employ
relation (3.42) to find
tr paθ,z aθ,zq “ e´2iθ tr paz azq “ 0 , tr paθ,z¯ aθ,z¯q “ e2iθ tr paz¯ az¯q “ 0 . (3.63)
The invariance of the equations of motion follows by making use of the flatness con-
dition (3.30):
d ˚ au ` ˚au ^ Au ` Au ^ ˚au “1´ u
2
1` u2 pd ˚ a` ˚a^ A` A^ ˚aq “ 0 . (3.64)
We can carry over the transformation U ÞÑ Lu to the fundamental fields g by imposing
the differential equation
g´1u dgu “ Lu , gupz0q “ gpz0q , (3.65)
where we have have demanded that the transformation has a fixed point z0 on the
worldsheet. We note that in order to think of the deformation (3.42) as a symmetry
transformation of physical solutions, we need to impose a reality condition on Lu
which leads to the restriction that u P R. In the following, we will refer to this
transformation as the master symmetry due to its property to map conserved charges
to conserved charges and to generate infinite towers of nonlocal symmetries of the
model.
A convenient description of the transformed solution is obtained by writing the
deformed solution as the left-multiplication of g by some G-valued function χu that
mediates between the original and the transformed solution. A quick analysis shows
that this function is indeed given by χu. The transformation described by equation
(3.65) can thus be rewritten as
gu “ χu g , dχu “ χu ℓu , χupz0q “ 1 . (3.66)
In this form, the transformation was described for general symmetric space models in
reference [126].
The infinitesimal version of the master symmetry transformation is thus given by
pδg “ 9gu|u“0 “ 9χu|u“0 g “ χp0qg , (3.67)
where we introduced the dot to denote u-derivatives. The symbol χp0q represents the
coefficient of the linear term in the Taylor expansion (3.49), which satisfies
dχp0q “ ˚j . (3.68)
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We have thus identified the function χp0q, which generates the master symmetry as
the potential of the G-symmetry Noether current. We note that the master symmetry
acts on the Maurer–Cartan form U as
pδ U “ ´ ˚ a “ ´pPm ˝ ˚qU . (3.69)
It hence reproduces the map Σ, which was employed in reference [138] to construct the
Lax connection of symmetric space models by exponentiation. There, it was observed
that the exponentiation construction can be extended to a wider class of models.
Before turning to the discussion of infinitesimal symmetries, we consider the prop-
erties of large master symmetry transformations. Changing the base point where the
initial condition is imposed from z0 to z1 corresponds to a global G-transformation
of the solution from the left by χupz1q´1. This can be shown by using the uniqueness
of the solution to equation (3.66). If we denote by χz1u the function defined by the
differential equation
dχz1u “ χz1u ℓu , χz1u pz1q “ 1 , (3.70)
and likewise for χz0u , we see that both χ
z1
u and χ
z0
u pz1q´1χz0u satisfy relation (3.70).
The uniqueness of the solution to this equation then leads us to conclude that the two
solutions are equal.
We can study the relation of the master symmetry to G-symmetries as well as the
concatenation of two master symmetry transformations in a similar fashion. For this
purpose, it is convenient to denote the map g ÞÑ gu by gu “ Mupgq. Let us first note
that the master symmetry commutes with the G-symmetry transformations of the
model, i.e. that we have
MupLgq “ LMupgq . (3.71)
This may be concluded from the fact that the Maurer–Cartan current U “ g´1dg is
invariant under g ÞÑ Lg using again the uniqueness of the solution to (3.65), once a
boundary condition is specified.
The structure appearing for the concatenation of two master symmetry transfor-
mations is particularly clear in terms of the angular spectral parameter θ introduced
in equation (3.41). If we take Lθ1 to be the Maurer–Cartan current of a deformed
solution gθ1 and calculate the Lax connection for a different angle θ2, we obtain the
Lax connection
pLθ1qθ2 “ A` cos θ2 pcos θ1 a` sin θ1 ˚ aq ` sin θ2 ˚ pcos θ1 a` sin θ1 ˚ aq “ Lθ1`θ2 .
This structure can again be carried over to the solutions gθ by using the uniqueness of
the solution of the defining relation (3.65), for which we correspondingly obtain the
relation
pMθ1 ˝Mθ2q pgq “Mθ1`θ2pgq . (3.72)
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In order to express this relation in terms of the parameter u, Mu1 ˝Mu2 “ Mu3 , we
need to solve
eiθ1`iθ2 “ 1´ iu1
1` iu1
1´ iu2
1` iu2 “
1´ iu3
1` iu3 “ e
iθ3 (3.73)
to find the following composition rule for the spectral parameter u:
u3 “ u1 ‘ u2 “ u1 ` u2
1´ u1u2 . (3.74)
From this rule, we obtain a formula for the variation of the deformed solution gu,
pδgu “ d
du1
gu‘u1
ˇˇˇˇ
u1“0
“ dgu
du
d
du1
u` u1
1´ uu1
ˇˇˇˇ
u1“0
“ p1` u2q d
du
gu . (3.75)
We can translate this relation into an expression for the variation of χu under pδ,
pδ pχu gq “ p1` u2q d
du
pχu gq ñ pδχu “ `1` u2˘ d
du
χu ´ χu ¨ χp0q . (3.76)
Let us conclude again by commenting on the master symmetry in the case of closed
strings. As we have noted before, the key difference there is that the solution χu of the
auxiliary linear problem is no longer periodic. The deformed solutions gu would thus
typically violate the periodic boundary conditions. In other words, applying a master
symmetry transformation breaks open the closed strings. However, this finding does
not exclude the possibility that the master symmetry generates a recursion on the
conserved charges obtained from the eigenvalues of the monodromy also for the case
of closed strings.
3.5 Master Symmetry of Principal Chiral Models
We take a short excursion and discuss the master symmetry for principal chiral models,
which will be employed in the discussion of certain minimal surfaces in AdS3. Principal
chiral models are a well-known class of integrable models. In the case of a string theory,
the target space is given by a group manifold G. The basic variables of a principal
chiral model are matrices gppτ, σq taking values in some representation of a Lie Group
G. We define the left and right Maurer–Cartan forms to be given by
U rp “ g´1p dgp , U lp “ ´dgpg´1p . (3.77)
Both currents are flat by construction, dU
r{l
p `U r{lp ^U r{lp “ 0. The classical principal
chiral model is defined by the action
S “ ´T
2
ż
tr
`
U rp ^ ˚U rp
˘ “ ´T
2
ż
tr
`
U lp ^ ˚U lp
˘
. (3.78)
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The action is invariant under left- and right-multiplication of g by elements of G and
the currents U rp and U
l
p can be identified as the respective Noether currents. The
equations of motion for the action (3.78) are given by
d ˚ U rp “ 0 ô d ˚ U lp “ 0 . (3.79)
Both currents can be deformed to obtain a Lax connection, which is flat if the equa-
tions of motion are satisfied,
Lr{lp u “ u
2
1` u2 U
r{l
p ` u1` u2 ˚ U
r{l
p . (3.80)
For the symmetric space model, the master symmetry transformation is obtained from
deforming g to gu in such a way that the Maurer–Cartan current associated to gu is
the Lax connection. If one defines the master transformation for the principal chiral
model in the same way, one does not obtain a symmetry of the action since
tr
`
Lrp u ^ ˚Lrp u
˘ ‰ tr `U rp ^ ˚U rp˘ .
In order to obtain the appropriate definition for the master symmetry transformation,
we consider a specific symmetric space model, which reproduces the principal chiral
model on G. This connection was explained in reference [126] and is based on consid-
ering a symmetric space model with Lie group Gs “ G ˆ G. The basic variables are
matrices gs, which we represent as
gs “
ˆ
g1 0
0 g2
˙
.
Here, g1 and g2 take values in G. We introduce an automorphism σ : Gs Ñ Gs given
by
σ pgsq “MgsM´1 “
ˆ
g2 0
0 g1
˙
, M “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
. (3.81)
The set of fixed points of σ is the diagonal subgroup
H “
"ˆ
g 0
0 g
˙
: g P G
*
,
which appears as the gauge group in this context. We have
as “ 1
2
ˆ
U1 ´ U2 0
0 U2 ´ U1
˙
,
and correspondingly the Lagrangian of the symmetric space model is given by
Ls “ tr
`
as ^ ˚as
˘ “ 1
2
tr
` pU1 ´ U2q ^ ˚ pU1 ´ U2q ˘ .
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We can hence identify the symmetric space model with a principal chiral model by
setting
gp “ g2g´11 . (3.82)
This leads to U rp “ g1 pU2 ´ U1q g´11 and thus we have
Lp “ tr
`
U rp ^ ˚U rp
˘ “ 2Ls . (3.83)
For symmetric space models, large master symmetry transformations can be formu-
lated as
gs,u “ χu ¨ gs , dχu “ χuℓu .
Here, ℓu is the Lax connection
ℓu “
ˆ
u2
1` u2 `
u
1` u2 ˚
˙`´2gs as g´1s ˘ (3.84)
“
ˆ
u2
1` u2 `
u
1` u2 ˚
˙ˆ
g1 pU2 ´ U1q g´11 0
0 g2 pU1 ´ U2q g´12
˙
“
ˆ
Lrp 0
0 Llp
˙
.
Correspondingly we have
g1u “ χru ¨ g1 , g2u “ χlu ¨ g2 ,
where χ
r{l
u are defined by the auxiliary linear problems
dχru “ χru ¨ Lrp u , dχlu “ χlu ¨ Llp u .
The master symmetry transformation for the principal chiral model is thus given by
gp u “ χlu ¨ gp ¨ χru´1 , (3.85)
and for the associated variation we havepδgp “ χl,p0q ¨ gp ´ gp ¨ χr,p0q , (3.86)
where χr{l,p0q are the potentials for the left and right Noether currents,
χr{l,p0q “
ż
˚U r{lp . (3.87)
3.6 Integrable Completion
In section 3.3, we have outlined different methods to obtain an infinite tower of con-
served charges for symmetric space models. In this section, we discuss another option,
namely to employ the master symmetry discussed above to construct towers of con-
served charges, which is the approach taken in reference [126]. We derive the relation
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between these charges and the ones obtained from the BIZZ recursion below. More-
over, we demonstrate explicitly that the master symmetry can be employed to deform
any symmetry variation δ0 into a one-parameter family of symmetries δ0,u. Given
some symmetry variation δ0 with associated conserved current j0, we can then apply
the master symmetry to deform both the symmetry variation δ0 and the associated
conserved current j0 into one-parameter families of variations δ0,u and conserved cur-
rents j0,u, respectively. It is then natural to ask whether the deformed variations and
currents are related by the Noether procedure. However, since the deformed varia-
tions are typically on shell and an off-shell continuation is not always known, we can
establish this relation only formally. In a sense which we will make more explicit later
on, we have the following picture:
δ0 Q0
δ0,u Q0,u
Noether
C
om
p
letion
M
aster
Noether
Since the parameter u generated by the master symmetry is the spectral parameter
underlying the integrability of the model, we refer to this procedure as the inte-
grable completion of the symmetry δ0 and its associated current j0, respectively. In
particular, this procedure applies to the master symmetry itself, which results in a
one-parameter family of master symmetries pδu with associated conserved charges.
3.6.1 Generic Symmetries
We begin by discussing the integrable completion of a generic symmetry. In particular,
we show how to obtain a one-parameter family of symmetry variations from a given
symmetry variation δ0.
Completion of conserved currents and charges. The symmetry variation of
a Noether current must also be a conserved current. This is due to the fact that
the equations of motion are invariant under the variation and that the conservation
of the Noether current is equivalent to the equations of motion. In particular this
holds for the master variation pδ applied to any conserved current j0, i.e. we have the
conservation equation
d ˚ pδj0 “ 0 , (3.88)
which implies that the charge
pδQ0 “ ż ˚pδj0 (3.89)
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associated with this current is time-independent, at least if the current pδj0 is again
periodic, which we have seen to be the case for minimal surfaces. Instead of act-
ing multiple times with the master symmetry variation, we can apply a large master
symmetry transformation to the respective currents and charges by making the re-
placement g ÞÑ gu “ χug in the definition of any current j0 or charge Q0, respectively.
This gives a one-parameter family of conserved currents and charges,
j0 ÞÑ j0,u “ j0|g ÞÑgu , Q0 ÞÑ Q0,u “ Q0|g ÞÑgu . (3.90)
We will refer to the above currents and charges as the integrable completions of the
current j0 or the charge Q0, respectively.
Completion of Symmetry Variations. For any given variation δ0g of the field
g, we introduce a one-parameter family of variations δ0,ug, which we define by
δ0,ug “ χ´1u δ0pχugq. (3.91)
Below, we show that if δ0g is a symmetry of the equations of motion, then δ0,ug will
be a symmetry of the equations of motion as well, i.e. we show that
d ˚ δ0j “ 0 ñ d ˚ δ0,uj “ 0 . (3.92)
We note that the quantity χu is inherently on shell since its definition requires the Lax
connection ℓu to be flat, which is equivalent to the equations of motion. Consequently,
we are not in a position to study the invariance of the action and rather study the
equations of motion.
We begin by deriving a necessary and sufficient criterion for a given variation δg
to be a symmetry. We define η “ δg g´1 so that we can write the variation as δg “ ηg
and the induced change of the Maurer–Cartan form as δU “ g´1dη g. In order to
calculate the variation of the Noether current, it is convenient to write it in the form
j “ ´2gPmpUqg´1 “ g
`
ΩpUq ´ U˘g´1 . (3.93)
Since Ω is a linear map on g, its action and the variation commute and we find
δj “ ´dη ´ rj, ηs ` gΩ`g´1dη g˘g´1 . (3.94)
Hence, we have a symmetry of the equations of motion, d ˚ δj “ 0, if and only if
d ˚ `dη ` rj, ηs˘ “ d`gΩ`g´1 ˚ dη g˘g´1˘ . (3.95)
In order to reach a more convenient form, we need to rewrite the right hand side of
the above relation. Abbreviating ω “ g´1 ˚ dηg, we have
dω “ g´1d ˚ dηg ´ U ^ ω ´ ω ^ U
and we find
d
`
gΩpωqg´1˘ “ g `U ^ Ωpωq ` Ωpωq ^ U ` Ω `g´1d ˚ dηg ´ U ^ ω ´ ω ^ U˘˘ g´1 .
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We can rewrite this further by noting that since ω^ ρ` ρ^ω leads to a commutator
and Ω is an involutive automorphism on g, we have
U ^ Ωpωq ` Ωpωq ^ U “ Ω pΩpUq ^ ω ` ω ^ ΩpUqq ,
such that
d
`
gΩpωqg´1˘ “ gΩ `g´1 pd ˚ dη ` j ^ ˚dη ` ˚dη ^ jq g˘ g´1
“ gΩ `g´1d ˚ pdη ` rj, ηsq g˘ g´1 ,
where we have used the conservation of j in the last step to find
d ˚ rj, ηs “ ´ ˚ j ^ dη ´ dη ^ ˚j “ j ^ ˚dη ` ˚dη ^ j .
We have thus rewritten the condition (3.95) as
g´1d ˚ pdη ` rj, ηsq g “ Ω`g´1d ˚ pdη ` rj, ηsq g˘ , (3.96)
which states that
g´1d ˚ pdη ` rj, ηsq g P h . (3.97)
This is the sought-after necessary and sufficient condition for δg “ ηg to be a symme-
try of the model. In most of the cases we consider, this condition is actually satisfied
in the stronger form
d ˚ pdη ` rj, ηsq “ 0 . (3.98)
With this criterion at hand, we return to the variation (3.91) which is given by
δ0,ug “ χ´1u δ0pχugq. By Leibniz’ rule we obtain
δ0,ug “ δ0g ` pχ´1u δ0χuqg . (3.99)
Hence, the total variation splits into a part δ0g, which is a symmetry by assumption,
and the part δ10,ug “ ηg with η “ χ´1u δ0χu. We now demonstrate that also the second
part is a symmetry by showing that (3.98) is satisfied. We begin by noting that
dη “ dpχ´1u δ0χuq “ ´χ´1u dχu χ´1u δ0χu ` χ´1u δ0dχu “ δ0ℓu ` rη, ℓus , (3.100)
where we used dχu “ χuℓu as given in (3.66). Then, it follows that
dη ` rj, ηs “ δ0ℓu ` rη, ℓu ´ js “ δ0ℓu ` 1
u
rη, ˚ℓus , (3.101)
using equation (3.51), ˚ℓu “ upℓu ´ jq, in the last step. Taking the divergence of this
equation yields the terms
d ˚ pdη ` rj, ηsq “ d ˚ δ0ℓu ´ 1
u
drη, ℓus
“ d ˚ δ0ℓu ´ 1
u
pdη ^ ℓu ` ℓu ^ dηq ´ 1
u
rη, dℓus . (3.102)
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Within the middle terms on the right hand side of the above relation, we replace dη
again with the help of (3.100), which gives
dη ^ ℓu ` ℓu ^ dη “ δ0ℓu ^ ℓu ` ℓu ^ δ0ℓu ` rη, ℓus ^ ℓu ` ℓu ^ rη, ℓus
“ δ0 pℓu ^ ℓuq ` rη, ℓu ^ ℓus “ ´δ0 dℓu ´ rη, dℓus . (3.103)
Using once more that ˚ℓu “ upℓu ´ jq or equivalently ℓu ` u ˚ ℓu “ ˚j, we then find
d ˚ pdη ` rj, ηsq “ d δ0
´
˚ ℓu ` 1
u
ℓu
¯
“ 1
u
d ˚ δ0j “ 0 . (3.104)
Thus, the condition (3.98) is satisfied and the integrable completion (3.91) of a sym-
metry variation δ0 indeed furnishes a one-parameter family of symmetry variations.
Let us note here that the only symmetry variation which only satisfies the criterion
(3.97) rather than the stronger form (3.98) is the master symmetry variation itself,
for which we have
g´1d ˚ `dχp0q ` “j, χp0q‰˘ g “ ´4 a^ a P h . (3.105)
Noether procedure and on-shell symmetries. We would now like to derive
conserved charges, which are associated to the nonlocal symmetry transformations
discussed above. Let us point out that due to the definition of χu all of the higher
symmetry transformations are inherently on shell. Carrying out Noether’s procedure
strictly would require to continue the symmetry variations to off-shell symmetries of
the action. This was done in references [139–141] for the Yangian-like symmetries
of principal chiral models and it seems plausible that it could also be done for sym-
metric space models. Here, we will be satisfied with deriving on-shell expressions for
conserved currents. Let us clarify, how these currents are related to the currents one
would derive from a (hypothetical) off-shell continuation of the underlying symmetry
via Noether’s procedure.
Suppose we had found a way to extend the symmetry transformations discussed
above off shell. This would involve finding off-shell expressions for the quantity χu,
which can e.g. be done as in references [139, 141] by fixing specific paths from any
point on the worldsheet (or spacetime in their case) to a common starting point and
by defining χu to be the solution of dχu “ χuℓu along this path. This implies that
the continued χu satisfies
dχu “ χuℓu ` fu ,
where fu is some one-form which vanishes on-shell. By assumption, the variation of
the Lagrangian can be written as a total derivative, δL “ d˚k. Hence, k represents the
contribution to the Noether current which would follow from the off-shell symmetry.
Since we do not have an off-shell continuation of the above symmetries at hand,
we simply perform a formal calculation where we use dχu “ χuℓu, but we will not
use the equations of motion otherwise. For the symmetries we consider, one can show
that in this way we obtain δL “ d ˚k1. That is, k1 represents the on-shell contribution
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to the current following from our formal procedure. It is then clear that d ˚ pk ´ k1q
will be proportional to fu, which vanishes on-shell. Hence, pk ´ k1q vanishes on shell
up to the usual freedom in reading off ˚k from d ˚ k. We thus see that the conserved
current we derive would agree on shell with the Noether current one would find if one
continued the symmetry off shell and carried out Noether’s procedure.
3.6.2 Yangian Symmetry
In this subsection we discuss the first nontrivial example of the above integrable com-
pletion via the master symmetry. In particular, we demonstrate that the completion of
the Lie algebra symmetry (3.26) of symmetric space models yields a tower of nonlocal
Yangian symmetries.
Completion of conserved currents and charges. The application of the master
symmetry variation to the conserved current j introduced in (3.28) yieldspδj “ ´2 ˚ j ` rχp0q, js, (3.106)
which is indeed a nonlocal conserved current. The corresponding charge
Qp1q :“
ż
˚pδ j “ 2 ż j ` ż
σ1ăσ2
r˚j1, ˚j2s (3.107)
takes the standard form of a level-1 Yangian charge. We will demonstrate in section
3.7 that these charges indeed obey the commutation relations of the Yangian algebra.
Higher conserved currents and charges can be constructed by repeated application ofpδ. However, since we know the large transformation generated by pδ, we need not carry
out this cumbersome procedure. Exponentiating the variation pδ essentially transforms
g into gu and all derived quantities like the Noether current j transform accordingly.
The higher charges to be constructed from Q by repeated application of pδ should
thus be contained in the one-parameter family of conserved charges obtained from
the transformed solutions gu,
Qu “
ż
˚ju , ju “ ´2gu au g´1u “ 1´ u
2
1` u2 χu j χ
´1
u ´ 2u1` u2 χu ˚ j χ
´1
u . (3.108)
A more precise relation can be established by applying equation (3.75) to obtain a
recurrence relation for the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of Qu. Since Ω is a
linear map on g the variation pδ acts on au “ Pmpg´1u dguq in the same way as on gu,
such that pδ Qu “ p1` u2q d
du
Qu . (3.109)
The relation takes a simpler form for the angular spectral parameter θ introduced in
(3.41) via the relation eiθ “ 1´iu
1`iu . In terms of this parameter, the relation reads
pδ Qθ “ d
dθ
Qθ , (3.110)
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which makes manifest that the master symmetry generates the spectral parameter.
Defining the charges Qpnq to be the coefficients in the Taylor expansion
Qθ “
8ÿ
n“0
θn
n!
Qpnq ,
we find the recurrence relation
pδ Qpnq “ Qpn`1q. (3.111)
Relation to BIZZ charges. It is evident from comparing the expressions (3.107)
and (3.53) that the charges obtained from the application of the master symmetry
and the BIZZ recursion differ from each other. However, since both charges are based
on the quantity χu, one should expect that they are related to each other. In fact,
such a relation can be established using the variation pδ. Since the charges themselves
vanish, we compare the expressions for the conserved currents integrated over open
contours. The generating functional for the BIZZ currents is given by j˜u “ ˚dχu and
hence the function χu describes the integrals over open contours. The relation to the
respective integral over ju is given by
`
1` u2˘ 9χupz, z¯qχ´1u pz, z¯q “ zż
z0
˚ju . (3.112)
Note first that the two sides of this equation are the same for u “ 0 since dχp0q “ ˚j. In
order to prove equality for any value of u, we can employ the variation pδ to construct
a recurrence relation for the Taylor coefficients on either side of equation (3.112). We
have already seen that
pδ ju “ `1` u2˘ d
du
ju (3.113)
and a simple application of equation (3.76) shows that
pδ “`1` u2˘ 9χuχ´1u ‰ “ `1` u2˘ ddu “`1` u2˘ 9χuχ´1u ‰ ,
which proves the relation (3.112) and hence shows that the charges Qpnq carry the
same information as those obtained from the BIZZ procedure.
Completion of symmetry variations. It is in general not straightforward to
obtain nonlocal symmetries associated to nonlocal charges. However, the integrable
completion of the symmetry variation δϵ provides a natural candidate for the symmetry
variations associated to the charges discussed above. In order to find the variation δϵ,u,
we need to calculate the variation δϵχu. We can find this variation e.g. from noting
that since the left-multiplication g ÞÑ Lg induces gu ÞÑ Lgu, we have χu ÞÑ LχuL´1
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and hence δϵχu “ rϵ, χus. The integrable completion of the symmetry variation δϵ is
thus given by
δϵ,u g “ χ´1u δϵ pχu gq “ χ´1u ϵχu g “ ηϵ,u g. (3.114)
These variations were considered in reference [142], where they were uplifted from
known symmetry variations of principal chiral models [132,139,140,143].
Noether procedure for Yangian symmetry. We now turn to the derivation of
the conserved current for the nonlocal symmetries of Yangian type, which are given
by (3.114). As for the derivation of the G-symmetry Noether current, we allow ϵ to
vary over the worldsheet. We thus find the variation of the Maurer–Cartan current
to be
δϵ,uU “ g´1
`rηϵ,u, ℓus ` χ´1u dϵ χu˘ g . (3.115)
For the variation of the action2 we obtain
δϵ,uS “
ż
tr
`˚j ^ `rηϵ,u, ℓus ` χ´1u dϵ χu˘˘
“ ´
ż
tr
`p˚j ^ ℓu ` ℓu ^ ˚jq ηϵ,u ´ χu ˚ j χ´1u ^ dϵ˘
“ ´
ż
tr
ˆ
2u
1` u2 pj ^ jq ηϵ,u ´ χu ˚ j χ
´1
u ^ dϵ
˙
“
ż
tr
ˆ
2u
1` u2
`
χu dj χ
´1
u
˘
ϵ` χu ˚ j χ´1u ^ dϵ
˙
, (3.116)
where we have inserted the explicit expression (3.46) for ℓu. Note now that
d
`
χu j χ
´1
u
˘ “ χu pℓu ^ j ` j ^ ℓu ` djqχ´1u “ 1´ u21` u2 χu dj χ´1u . (3.117)
Consequently we have
δϵ,uS “
ż
tr
ˆ
2u
1´ u2 d
`
χu j χ
´1
u
˘
ϵ` χu ˚ j χ´1u ^ dϵ
˙
, (3.118)
and dropping boundary terms, we find
δϵ,uS “
ż
tr
ˆ
χu
ˆ
˚j ` 2u
1´ u2 j
˙
χ´1u ^ dϵ
˙
. (3.119)
The Noether current associated to the nonlocal symmetry δϵ,u is thus given by
ju “ χu
ˆ
j ´ 2u
1´ u2 ˚ j
˙
χ´1u . (3.120)
Comparing this expression with the G-symmetry Noether current (3.108) of the trans-
formed solution, we find the relation
ju “ 1` u
2
1´ u2 ju . (3.121)
2For brevity, we drop the factor containing the string tension T in the calculations of the Noether
currents.
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3.6.3 Master Symmetry
We consider the second nontrivial example of an integrable completion via the master
symmetry and apply the completion to the master variation pδ itself, yielding a one-
parameter family of master transformations pδu and associated charges pQu.
Completion of conserved currents and charges. We begin by deriving the
conserved current for the master symmetry, for which we utilize the same method as
before and introduce a coordinate-dependent transformation parameter ρ “ ρpz, z¯q
into the variation, pδg “ ρχp0qg, such that we can read off a conserved current pj frompδS “ ş ˚pj ^ dρ. As a first step we note the variationpδ U “ g´1dpρχp0qqg “ ´2ρ ˚ a` dρ g´1χp0qg , (3.122)
where we used equations (3.68) and (3.28). The first term leaves the action invariant
while the second term producespδS “ 2 ż trpdρ g´1χp0qg ^ ˚aq “ ´2 ż trpg ˚ ag´1χp0qq ^ dρ “ ż trp˚jχp0qq ^ dρ ,
such that we find the conserved currentpj “ tr `jχp0q˘. (3.123)
The associated conserved charge takes the formpQ “ ż ˚pj “ 1
2
trpQQq , (3.124)
and is recognized as the quadratic Casimir of G. The interesting aspect of this result
is not that trpQQq is conserved, which is obvious since Q is conserved, but the fact
that there is a symmetry transformation that has the Casimir as a conserved charge.
We now consider the integrable completion of the conserved charge associated to
the master symmetry. Acting with pδ on the current pj of (3.123) gives the conserved
master current of level one:pδ pj “ tr `j`2χp1q ´ χp0q 2˘´ 2 ˚ jχp0q˘ . (3.125)
The structure of the conserved quantities, however, turns out to be more transparent
if one considers the charges directly. Applying the master symmetry variation pδ the
conserved charge pQ defined in (3.124) gives the conserved master charge of level one:pQp1q “ tr `QQp1q˘ . (3.126)
Employing a large master transformation provides the generating functionpQu “ 12 tr `QuQu˘ , (3.127)
and switching to the angular spectral parameter θ, we again find the relationpδ pQθ “ d
dθ
pQθ
such that the Taylor coefficients pQpnq of pQθ satisfy the recurrence relationpδ pQpnq “ pQpn`1q . (3.128)
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Completion of symmetry variations. Employing relation (3.76) for the action
of the master symmetry pδ on χu, we find the integrable completion of the master
symmetry to be given by
pδug “ 1
1` u2 χ
´1
u
pδ pχu gq “ χ´1u 9χu g . (3.129)
Again, similar variations were considered by Schwarz in reference [142], who did not,
however, consider the master symmetry pδ itself. Curiously, some Yangian-like vari-
ations δϵ,u can be obtained from the above variations. Shifting the base point of χu
amounts to left-multiplying χu by χupz1q´1, χ1u “ χupz1q´1 ¨ χu, such that we havepδ 1u “ pδu ` δϵ,u , (3.130)
with ϵ “ ´ 9χupz1qχupz1q´1.
Noether procedure. We now derive the Noether current associated to the one-
parameter family of master symmetries:
pδug “ ρ ηu g “ ρχ´1u 9χu g . (3.131)
Here, we have again introduced a coordinate-dependent transformation parameter ρ
in order to derive the Noether current. Making use of pδU “ g´1pdηuρ ` ηudρqg we
find the variation of the action to be
pδS “ ż ttr p˚j ^ dηuq ρ` tr p˚jηuq ^ dρu . (3.132)
By using that dηu “ rηu, ℓs ` 9ℓ, we can recast
tr p˚j ^ dηuq “ ´ tr pp˚j ^ ℓ` ℓ^ ˚jq ηuq ` tr
´
˚j ^ 9ℓ
¯
“ 2u
1` u2 tr
ˆ
dj ηu ` 1
1` u2 ˚ j ^ j
˙
,
and comparing with
d tr pjηuq “ 1´ u
2
1` u2 tr
ˆ
dj ηu ` 1
1` u2 ˚ j ^ j
˙
yields
pδS “ ż " 2u
1´ u2 d tr pj ηuq ρ` tr p˚j ηuq ^ dρ
*
“
ż
tr
„ˆ
˚j ` 2u
1´ u2 j
˙
ηu
ȷ
^ dρ .
From this we read off the Noether current
pj “ tr `ju 9χuχ´1u ˘ “ 1` u21´ u2 tr `ju 9χuχ´1u ˘ . (3.133)
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Level-0 Level-1 Completion
Y
an
gian
Variation δϵg “ ϵg δp1qϵ g “ rϵ, χp0qsg δϵ,ug “ χ´1u ϵχu g
Charge Qp0q ” Q “ ş˚j Qp1q “ şăr˚j1, ˚j2s ` 2 şj Qu “ ş˚ju
M
aster
Variation pδg “ χp0qg pδp1qg “ r2χp1q ´ pχp0qq2sg pδug “ χ´1u 9χu g
Charge pQp0q “ 1
2
tr
`
QQ
˘ pQp1q “ tr `QQp1q˘ pQu “ 12 tr `QuQu˘
Table 3.1: Summary of the symmetries and charges obtained from the inte-
grable completion. The symbol
ş
ă denotes the ordered double-integral.
By virtue of equation (3.112), we conclude that
pju pz, z¯q “ 1
1´ u2 tr
ˆ
ju pz, z¯q
ż z
z0
˚ju
˙
, (3.134)
such that the Noether charge is identified asż
˚pju “ 1
1´ u2
pQu . (3.135)
Note that pδu yields the charge pQu up to a u-dependent factor.
3.6.4 Spacetime or Worldsheet Symmetries
The principle to conjugate a known symmetry δ0 of the model with χu can also
be applied to spacetime or worldsheet symmetries. A general worldsheet symmetry
δ0 “ δWS is described by
δWS g “ bipτ, σqBig , (3.136)
where the specific form of bi depends on the specific symmetry. The conjugation with
χu then leads to the variations
δWS,u g “ bi lu,ig “ bi
ˆ
u2
1` u2 ji ´
u
1` u2
?
h ϵij h
jkjk
˙
g , (3.137)
where for convenience we write the currents j and ˚j in terms of their components.
Note now that
ji ¨ g “ ´2gPm
`
g´1Big
˘
g´1g “ ´2Big ` 2gPh
`
g´1Big
˘
. (3.138)
We thus observe that the variations (3.137) are merely u-dependent linear combina-
tions of the original worldsheet symmetries and gauge transformations.
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We conclude this section with a summary of the symmetry variations and charges
found from the integrable completion of the Lie algebra and master symmetry, see
also table 3.1. The integrable completion of the G-symmetry yields the nonlocal
Yangian-like symmetries
δϵ,ug “ χ´1u ϵχu g . (3.139)
The associated conserved charges are (up to a u-dependent factor) given by
Qu “
ż
˚ju , ju “ ´2gu au g´1u “ 1´ u
2
1` u2 χu j χ
´1
u ´ 2u1` u2 χu ˚ j χ
´1
u , (3.140)
which are the charges obtained from the integrable completion of the G-symmetry
Noether charge Q. From the integrable completion of the master symmetry we obtain
the higher master symmetry variationspδug “ χ´1u 9χu g , (3.141)
for which we find (up to a u-dependent factor) the charges obtained from the integrable
completion of the Casimir charge of the G-symmetry,pQu “ 12 tr `QuQu˘ . (3.142)
3.7 The Symmetry Algebra
We now turn to the discussion of the algebra of the symmetries obtained in the last
section. We discuss the algebra of the symmetry variations in section 3.7.1 and the
Poisson algebra of the Noether charges in section 3.7.2. In the latter discussion, we
restrict to the case of a 2-dimensional field theory in order to make contact to the
results of reference [54], upon which the discussion builds.
3.7.1 The Algebra of the Variations
We provide the commutation relations for the variations δϵ,u and pδu given in (3.114)
and (3.129), respectively. The commutation relations of similar nonlocal symmetries
were derived by Schwarz [142] and we follow the methods explained there. Note
however, that Schwarz’ discussion does not include the symmetry pδ ” pδp0q.
Let us begin by considering two generic variations δ1, δ2, which are the infinitesimal
variations associated to some transformations g ÞÑ F ti pgq “ f ti pgq ¨g (i “ 1, 2). Taking
t to be infinitesimal, we have the variations
δig “ d
dt
F ti pgq
ˇˇ
t“0 “
d
dt
f ti pgq
ˇˇ
t“0 ¨ g “ ϕipgq ¨ g .
The concatenation of two such variations is given by
δ1 pδ2gq “ d
dt2
`
ϕ1
`
f t22 pgq ¨ g
˘ ¨ f t22 pgq ¨ g˘t2“0 “ ϕ1pgq ¨ ϕ2pgq ¨ g ` pδ2 ϕ1q ¨ g ,
and hence we have the commutator
rδ1 , δ2s g “ prϕ1, ϕ2s ` δ2ϕ1 ´ δ1ϕ2q g . (3.143)
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The Variations of χu. All arising terms of the form δiϕj can be inferred from the
variations δϵ1,u1χu2 and
pδu1χu2 . To reduce the amount of writing, we introduce the
abbreviations
δϵi,uig “ δi g “ ηi g “ χ´1i ϵi χi g , pδuig “ ψig “ χ´1i 9χig .
The variations are constructed from the solution χu to the auxiliary linear problem
dχu “ χu ℓu , χupz0, z¯0q “ 1 , (3.144)
and their variations can be derived from the varied auxiliary linear problem
χ´1u pd pδχuq ´ pδχuq ℓuq “ δℓu , δχupz0, z¯0q “ 0 . (3.145)
We first consider the variation δ1χ2 and begin by calculating δ1ℓ2. We recall that
ℓi “ p1` u2i q´1 pu2i j ` ui ˚ jq and use equation (3.94) to find
δ1j “ ´dη1 ´ rj, η1s ` gΩ
`
g´1dη1g
˘
g´1 .
We can further simplify this expression by noting that dη1 “ rη1, ℓ1s and rewriting
gΩpg´1rj, η1sgqg´1 “ ´2gΩpra, g´1η1gsqg´1 “ 2gra,Ωpg´1η1gqsg´1 “ ´rj, η˜1s.
Here, we introduced the abbreviation η˜ “ gΩ pg´1ηgq g´1. Note that the above rela-
tion extends to ℓ1, since it is given by a linear combination of j and ˚j. Thus we find
that
δ1j “ rℓ1 ´ j, η1s ` rℓ1, η˜1s “ 1
1` u21
`r´j ` u1 ˚ j, η1s ` “u21 j ` u1 ˚ j, η˜1‰˘ , (3.146)
which implies that the variation δ1ℓ2 may be written as
δ1ℓ2 “ 1
1` u22
`
u22 δ1j ` u2 ˚ δ1j
˘
“ u2
u1 ´ u2 rℓ2 ´ ℓ1, η1s `
u1u2
1` u1u2 rℓ2 ` ℓ1 ´ j, η˜1s . (3.147)
We now construct the solution to equation (3.145) from the ansatz
δ1χ2 “ γ1 pδ1χ2q1 ` γ2 pδ1χ2q2 , pδ1χ2q1 “ χ2η1 ´ ϵ1χ2 , pδ1χ2q2 “ χ2η˜1 ´ ϵ11χ2 .
Here, ϵ1 is defined by
ϵ1 “ η˜pz0, z¯0q “ g0Ω
`
g´10 ϵg0
˘
g´10 , g0 “ gpz0, z¯0q ,
such that both pδ1χ2q1 and pδ1χ2q2 satisfy the boundary condition δ1χ2pz0, z¯0q “ 0.
By using similar arguments as in the discussion preceding equation (3.96), we find
that
dη˜1 “ gΩ
`
g´1 pdη1 ` rj, η1sq g
˘
g´1 “ rℓ1 ´ j, η˜1s , (3.148)
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and thus we obtain
χ´12 pd pδ1χ2q ´ pδ1χ2q ℓ2q “ γ1 rℓ2 ´ ℓ1, η1s ` γ2 rℓ2 ` ℓ1 ´ j, η˜1s ,
from which we can read off the solution to equation (3.145) as
δ1χ2 “ u2
u1 ´ u2 pχ2η1 ´ ϵ1χ2q `
u1u2
1` u1u2 pχ2η˜1 ´ ϵ
1
1χ2q . (3.149)
We proceed similarly for the calculation of pδu1χ2 and begin by calculating pδu1ℓ2. Using
equation (3.94) as well as the relation dψ “ rψ, ℓs ` 9ℓ, we have
pδu1 j “ “ℓ1 ´ j, ψ1‰` “ℓ1, ψ˜1‰´ 2 9ℓ1 , (3.150)
abbreviating ψ˜ “ gΩ pg´1ψgq g´1 as before. The above relation implies that
pδu1 ℓ2 “ u2u1 ´ u2 “ℓ2 ´ ℓ1, ψ1‰` u1u21` u1u2 “ℓ2 ` ℓ1 ´ j, ψ˜1‰´ 21` u22
´
u22
9ℓ1 ` u2 ˚ 9ℓ1
¯
.
Making use of the relation
dψ˜ “ gΩ `g´1 pdψ ` rj, ψsq g˘ g´1 “ “ℓ´ j, ψ˜‰´ 9ℓ , (3.151)
one may then show that the defining relation (3.145) for pδu1χ2 is solved by
pδu1 χ2 “ u2u1 ´ u2 χ2ψ1 ` u1u21` u1u2 χ2ψ˜1 ´ u2p1` u
2
2q
pu1 ´ u2qp1` u1u2q χ2ψ2 . (3.152)
Note that the boundary condition pδu1χ2pz0q “ 0 is automatically satisfied since we
have ψipz0q “ 0.
The Commutators. The above results allow us to compute the commutators of
the variations δ
puq
ϵ and pδu. In order to compute the commutator rδ1, δ2s we note that
δ1η2 “
“
η2, χ
´1
2 δ1χ2
‰ “ u2
u1 ´ u2
`rη2, η1s ´ χ´12 rϵ2, ϵ1sχ2˘
` u1u2
1` u1u2
`rη2, η˜1s ´ χ´12 rϵ2, ϵ11sχ2˘ ,
such that
rδ1, δ2s g “ prη1, η2s ` δ2η1 ´ δ1η2q g “ u1 δrϵ1,ϵ2s,u1 ´ u2 δrϵ1,ϵ2s,u2
u1 ´ u2 g
`u1u2
`rη1, η˜2s ´ rη2, η˜1s ´ δrϵ1,ϵ12s,u1 ` δrϵ2,ϵ11s,u2˘
1` u1u2 g . (3.153)
Noting that
prη1, η˜2s ´ rη2, η˜1sq g “ gPh
“
g´1η1g,Ω
`
g´1η2g
˘‰
, (3.154)
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we thus have”
δϵ1,u1 , δϵ2,u2
ı
“ u1 δrϵ1,ϵ2s,u1 ´ u2 δrϵ1,ϵ2s,u2
u1 ´ u2 `
u1u2
1` u1u2
`
δrϵ2,ϵ11s,u2 ´ δrϵ1,ϵ12s,u1
˘
, (3.155)
up to gauge transformations. In order to compute the commutator
”pδu1 , pδu2ı, we
employ equation (3.152) to find
pδu1ψ2 “ ´χ´12 `pδu1χ2˘ψ2 ` χ´12 BBu2 `pδu1χ2˘
“ u2
u2 ´ u1
“
ψ1, ψ2
‰´ u1u2
1` u1u2
“
ψ˜1, ψ2
‰´ u2p1` u22qpu1 ´ u2qp1` u1u2q 9ψ2
´
ˆ B
Bu2
u2
u2 ´ u1
˙
ψ1 `
ˆ B
Bu2
u1u2
1` u1u2
˙
ψ˜1 ´
ˆ B
Bu2
u2p1` u22q
pu1 ´ u2qp1` u1u2q
˙
ψ2 .
Using equations similar to (3.154) and noting that
ψ˜1 g “ gΩ
`
g´1ψ1g
˘ “ ´ψ1 g ` g 2Ph `g´1ψ1g˘ “ ´pδu1g ` δhg , (3.156)
we find the commutator”pδu1 , pδu2ı “ 2ÿ
i“1
p1` u2i q puiBui ` 1q pδui
pu1 ´ u2qp1` u1u2q `
2p1` u21qp1` u22q
`
u2pδu2 ´ u1pδu1˘
pu1 ´ u2q2p1` u1u2q2 , (3.157)
where we have again left out the gauge transformations. In order to compute the
commutator
”pδu1 , δϵ2,u2ı, we use equations (3.149) and (3.152), to find the variations
pδu1η2 “ u2u1 ´ u2 “η2, ψ1‰` u1u21` u1u2 “η2, ψ˜1‰´ u2p1` u
2
2q
pu1 ´ u2qp1` u1u2q Bu2η2 , (3.158)
δϵ2,u2ψ1 “ u1u2 ´ u1
“
ψ1, ηϵ2,u2
‰` u1u2
1` u1u2
“
ψ1, η˜ϵ2,u2 ,
‰
(3.159)
`
ˆ B
Bu1
u1
u2 ´ u1
˙
pηϵ2,u2 ´ ηϵ2,u1q `
ˆ B
Bu1
u1u2
1` u1u2
˙`
η˜ϵ2,u2 ´ ηϵ12,u1
˘
.
By making use of identities similar to (3.154) and (3.156) we then obtain the commu-
tator”pδu1 , δϵ,u2ı “ u2`δϵ,u2 ´ δϵ,u1˘pu1 ´ u2q2 ´ u2
`
δϵ,u2 ` δϵ1,u1
˘
p1` u1u2q2 `
u2p1` u22q Bu2δϵ,u2
pu1 ´ u2qp1` u1u2q . (3.160)
Expanded Algebra. The underlying algebra takes a more intuitive form after per-
forming an expansion around u “ 0. We define the coefficients δpnqϵ and pδpnq by
δϵ,u “
8ÿ
n“0
un δpnqϵ , pδu “ 8ÿ
n“0
un pδpnq , (3.161)
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and we set δ
pnq
ϵ “ 0 “ pδpnq for n ă 0 . The expansion of all commutators can be
performed by making repeated use of the identity
un`11 ´ un`12 “ pu1 ´ u2q
nÿ
k“0
un´k1 u
k
2 .
Expanding the commutation relations of the Yangian-type symmetries leads to the
relations
”
δpnqϵ1 , δ
pmq
ϵ2
ı
“
$&%δ
pm`nq
rϵ1,ϵ2s if n “ 0_m “ 0,
δ
pm`nq
rϵ1,ϵ2s ` p´1qn δpm´nqrϵ2,ϵ11s ´ p´1q
m δ
pn´mq
rϵ1,ϵ12s if n,m ‰ 0 .
(3.162)
The first term represents the commutation relations of a loop algebra, which is the
symmetry algebra of principal chiral models. The additional terms can be simplified
if we fix the condition g0 “ 1, such that ϵ1 “ Phϵ ´ Pmϵ. Discriminating the cases
ϵi P h and ϵi P m one then reaches the following commutation relations for n,m ‰ 0:
”
δpnqϵ1 , δ
pmq
ϵ2
ı
“
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
δ
pm`nq
rϵ1,ϵ2s ´ p´1qn δpm´nqrϵ1,ϵ2s ´ p´1qm δpn´mqrϵ1,ϵ2s ϵ1 P h, ϵ2 P h ,
δ
pm`nq
rϵ1,ϵ2s ´ p´1qn δpm´nqrϵ1,ϵ2s ` p´1qm δpn´mqrϵ1,ϵ2s ϵ1 P h, ϵ2 P m ,
δ
pm`nq
rϵ1,ϵ2s ` p´1qn δpm´nqrϵ1,ϵ2s ´ p´1qm δpn´mqrϵ1,ϵ2s ϵ1 P m, ϵ2 P h ,
δ
pm`nq
rϵ1,ϵ2s ` p´1qn δpm´nqrϵ1,ϵ2s ` p´1qm δpn´mqrϵ1,ϵ2s ϵ1 P m, ϵ2 P m .
(3.163)
If the additional terms with varying signs were absent, the symmetry algebra would
be half of a loop algebra pG. Due to the dependence of the signs on the discrimination
between h and m, Schwarz denotes the symmetry of symmetric space models by pGH
in reference [142].
For the commutator of the higher master and Yangian-like variations, we find”pδpnq, δpmqϵ ı “ ´mδpm`n`1qϵ ` p´1qmmδpn`1´mqϵ1 ´ p´1qnmδpm´n´1qϵ . (3.164)
We observe that all of the higher master variations commute with the generators δϵ of
the G-symmetry. Moreover, the raising operator structure observed for the action of
the master variation pδ on the conserved charges is also present. Given the variations
δ
p1q
ϵ and pδ all of the higher Yangian-like variations follow from the above commutation
relations.
The commutator of two higher master variations can be shown to take the form”pδpnq, pδpmqı “ pn´mq pδpn`m`1q ` p´1qmpn´ 3m´ 2q pδpn´m´1q
´ p´1qnpm´ 3n´ 2q pδpm´n´1q . (3.165)
Note that the knowledge of the first two generators pδ and pδp1q is sufficient to construct
all of the higher master symmetry generators as it is the case for the Yangian-like
variations δϵ and δ
p1q
ϵ as well.
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The algebra of the nonlocal symmetries of symmetric space models has been dis-
cussed by Schwarz in reference [142], who obtained the symmetry transformations
by generalizing the known nonlocal symmetries of principal chiral models, which had
been obtained in references [132, 139, 140, 143]. He described two types of nonlocal
symmetries. The first one corresponds to the Yangian-like symmetry δϵ,u. The second
is named “Virasoro-like” by Schwarz, since the algebraic properties of its generators
resemble those of linear combinations of Virasoro generators. It is similar to the higher
master variations pδu.
In order to put Schwarz’ Virasoro symmetry into the context of our discussion, we
note that he uses the following variation for the Virasoro-like symmetries (translated
to the conventions used within this thesis)
δV,u g “
`p1` u2qχ´1u 9χu ´ χp0q˘ g “ χ´1u ` pδχu˘g “: ηV,u g . (3.166)
The above symmetry action is the natural symmetric space generalization of the
nonlocal symmetries of the principal chiral model discussed in the same paper. Let
us compare this to the variation (3.129), which is given by
pδug “ χ´1u 9χu g “: ηu g . (3.167)
We see that the two variations are related by
δV,u g “
`p1` u2qpδu ´ pδ ˘g . (3.168)
The master symmetry pδ is thus absent in the discussion of Schwarz since the variation
δV,u becomes trivial in the limit u Ñ 0. Note also that the variation pδ cannot be
extracted for u P C at u2 “ ´1 since χu has poles at these points. In fact, there is a
simple argument which shows that pδ is not contained in the family of variations given
by (3.166). Since the variation δV,u is of the form χ
´1
u δ0χu, the proof given in section
3.6.1 shows that
d ˚ pdηV,u ` rj, ηV,usq “ 0 , (3.169)
which can also be seen from the proof given in reference [142]. In contrast, the
variation pδ only satisfies the necessary condition (3.97), since
g´1d ˚ `dχp0q ` “j, χp0q‰˘ g “ ´4 a^ a P h . (3.170)
In the case of the principal chiral model, Schwarz gives an interpretation of the ana-
logue of the algebra given by the commutation relations (3.165). He shows that the
respective generators can be related to half of a Virasoro algebra by considering suit-
able linear combinations and thus refers to this symmetry as “Virasoro-like”. In the
case of symmetric space models and for the variations pδpnq, a similar relation to the
Virasoro algebra seems not to be present.
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3.7.2 The Algebra of the Charges
In this section, we discuss the Poisson algebra of the conserved charges associated to
the nonlocal symmetries of symmetric space models. We find that up to ambiguous
boundary terms, which commonly appear in the study of such Poisson algebras [144],
the Poisson algebra of the charges Qpnq is given by the classical analogue of a Yangian
algebra. Similar results hold for principal chiral and Gross–Neveu models [54]. Since
the form of the current algebra for symmetric space models is close to the one of
principal chiral models, the analysis is simplified and many of the results of reference
[54] can be transferred. As the charges associated to the master symmetry turn out
to be compositions of the Yangian charges, their Poisson algebra is inherited from
the latter. For convenience, the calculations within this subsection are performed
in components instead of differential forms. Also, in order to be compatible with
reference [54], we switch to a field theory point of view in this subsection. That is,
we view the symmetric space model to describe the internal degrees of freedom of
a two-dimensional field theory rather than the target space of a string theory. In
particular, the conserved charges are integrated over an infinite line rather than a
closed cycle. In order to emphasize this point, we also switch the notation from pτ, σq
to pt, xq within this subsection.
The Poisson algebra of the conserved charges of symmetric space models can be
obtained from the respective algebra for principal chiral models, which was derived in
reference [54]. We have introduced principal chiral models in section 3.5. The action
can be written as
S “ ´T
2
ż
tr pj ^ ˚jq , (3.171)
where j “ g´1dg is the Noether current corresponding to the G-symmetry of left-
multiplication. The components of the the Noether current,
jpt, xq “ ja0 pt, xqTa dt` ja1 pt, xqTa dx,
are constrained by the fact that the current is both flat and conserved,
Bt ja0 ` Bx ja1 “ 0 , Bt ja1 ´ Bx ja0 ` fabc jb0 jc1 “ 0 . (3.172)
Here, fabc denote the structure constants of the generators Ta,
rTa, Tbs “ f cab Tc .
The Poisson brackets for the components of the Noether current were derived in
reference [145] by regarding qa “ ja1 as generalized coordinates. Due to the flatness of
the Noether current, the time derivatives of the coordinates can be expressed as
Btqa “ Bxja0 ` fabc qbjc0 “ pDj0qa , (3.173)
and the conjugate momenta can be identified as
πa “ ´ `D´1j0˘a . (3.174)
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The Poisson algebra for the Noether current can then be derived from the canonical
Poisson brackets for the variables πa and qa and is found as␣
ja0 pt, xq , jb0pt, yq
(
PCM
“ fabc jc0pt, xq δpx´ yq ,␣
ja0 pt, xq , jb1pt, yq
(
PCM
“ fabc jc1pt, xq δpx´ yq `Gab Bxδpx´ yq , (3.175)␣
ja1 pt, xq , jb1pt, yq
(
PCM
“ 0 .
Here, Gab “ tr `T aT b˘ denotes the metric on the group G. Moreover, following the
conventions introduced in section 2.1, we are using the structure constants of the
symmetry variations here,
rta, tbs “ fabc tc , fabc “ fbac . (3.176)
The metric Gab, which we use lower the group indices, is the same for the generators
Ta and ta.
It is tempting to transfer the above algebra for the Noether currents to symmetric
space models, since the action of these models can also be written in the form (3.171)
employing the Noether current of symmetric space models, which is flat and conserved
as well. Note however, that in the case of symmetric space models the Noether current
j has dimpgq components corresponding to only dimpmq degrees of freedom, such that
the components are not independent and should hence not be considered as a set of
generalized coordinates. The above Poisson algebra for the components of the Noether
current can hence not be transferred directly to symmetric space models.
The Poisson algebra of the Noether currents for symmetric space models was
derived in a different approach in reference [146]. They found the Poisson-brackets␣
ja0 pt, xq , jb0pt, yq
(
SSM
“ fabc jc0pt, xq δpx´ yq , (3.177)␣
ja0 pt, xq , jb1pt, yq
(
SSM
“ fabc jc1pt, xq δpx´ yq ` kabpt, yq Bxδpx´ yq , (3.178)␣
ja1 pt, xq , jb1pt, yq
(
SSM
“ 0 . (3.179)
Here, the quantity kab is given by
kab “ tr `T ak`T b˘˘ “ tr `Pm`g´1T ag˘Pm`g´1T bg˘˘ , (3.180)
with k : gÑ g being a map from g to itself defined by
k “ Adpgq ˝ Pm ˝ Adpgq´1 , kpXq “ gPm
`
g´1Xg
˘
g´1 . (3.181)
The map k is related to the Noether current j by the relations
adpjµq “ k ˝ adpjµq ` adpjµq ˝ k , jcµ fcab “ jcµ
`
fc
adkd
b ´ fcbdkda
˘
, (3.182)
which follow from a short calculation:
pk ˝ adpjµq ` adpjµq ˝ kq pXq “ gPm
`
g´1 rjµ, Xs g
˘
g´1 ` “jµ, gPm `g´1Xg˘ g´1‰
“ gPm
`“´2aµ, g´1Xg‰˘ g´1 ` g “´2aµ, Pm `g´1Xg˘‰ g´1
“ g `“´2aµ, Ph `g´1Xg˘` Pm `g´1Xg˘‰˘ g´1 “ rjµ, Xs .
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The Poisson algebra closes if one includes kabpt, xq. The additional Poisson brackets
take the form␣
ja0 pt, xq , kbcpt, yq
(
SSM
“ `fabd kdcpt, xq ` facd kdbpt, xq˘ δpx´ yq ,␣
ja1 pt, xq , kbcpt, yq
(
SSM
“ 0 , (3.183)␣
kabpt, xq , kcdpt, yq(
SSM
“ 0 .
Yangian charges. Given the above Poisson brackets for the components of the
Noether current, we turn to the calculation of the Poisson brackets of the conserved
charges Qpnq, for which we note the explicit expressions
Qp0q a “
8ż
´8
dx ja0 pt, xq ,
Qp1q a “ facb
8ż
´8
dx1dx2 θpx2 ´ x1q jb0px1qjc0px2q ` 2
8ż
´8
dx ja1 pxq . (3.184)
We now demonstrate that the Poisson algebra of these charges represents the classical
counterpart of a Yangian algebra, i.e. that the charges satisfy the relations␣
Qp0q a , Qp0q b
( “ fabcQp0q c , ␣Qp0q a , Qp1q b( “ fabcQp1q c , (3.185)
as well as the classical counterpart of the Serre relations:
fd
rab ␣Qp1qcs , Qp1qd( “ 1
2
faip f
b
jq f
c
kr f
ijkQp0qpQp0qqQp0qr. (3.186)
For the Gross–Neveu and the principal chiral model, the Serre relations for the con-
served charges were shown by MacKay [54]. Due to the similarity of the Poisson
brackets for the principal chiral and symmetric space model, the most part of the cal-
culation for the symmetric space model has already been performed there. In order
to show that the result can be transferred, we only need to evaluate the difference in
the Poisson brackets, which can be done by employing the following notation:␣
ja0 pt, xq , jb0pt, yq
(
SSM´PCM “ 0 ,␣
ja0 pt, xq , jb1pt, yq
(
SSM´PCM “
`
kabpt, yq ´Gab˘ Bxδpx´ yq , (3.187)␣
ja1 pt, xq , jb1pt, yq
(
SSM´PCM “ 0 .
We begin by studying the Poisson bracket between a level-0 and a level-1 charge.
The calculation of this bracket gives rise to boundary terms, which depend on the
precise way in which the upper and lower integration boundaries are taken to infinity
in (3.184), cf. reference [144]. They arise for both the principal chiral and symmetric
space model from integrating out the Bxδpx ´ yq contributions. The problem stems
from the fact that both Gab and kab are not suitable test functions as they do not
vanish when x approaches infinity.
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In order to keep the discussion general for the moment, we consider the charges
Qp0q and Qp1q with the following boundaries:
Qp0q a “
L2ż
´L1
dxja0 pxq (3.188)
Qp1q a “ facb
L4ż
´L3
dx1dx2 θpx2 ´ x1qjb0px1q jc0px2q ` 2
L6ż
´L5
dx ja1 pxq . (3.189)
Since the Poisson bracket of two 0-components of the Noether current j is the same
as in the case of the principal chiral model (see (3.187)), the Lie algebra commutator
for the level-0 charges follows trivially. For the Poisson bracket of a level-0 with a
level-1 charge we find
␣
Qp0q a , Qp1q b
(
SSM´PCM “
L2ż
´L1
dx
L6ż
´L5
dy
`
kabpyq ´Gab˘ Bxδpx´ yq
“
L6ż
´L5
dy
`
kabpyq ´Gab˘ pδpL2 ´ yq ´ δp´L1 ´ yqq
“ `kabpL2q ´Gab˘ θpL6 ´ L2q ´ `kabp´L1q ´Gab˘ θpL5 ´ L1q. (3.190)
The result shows the difference between the boundary terms for the principal chiral
and symmetric space model. In the case of the principal chiral model, it has been
noted in reference [54] that the ambiguous boundary terms disappear if one sets the
upper and lower boundaries equal, L1 “ L2 and L5 “ L6. This prescription is not
sufficient in the case of the symmetric space model, since kabpL1q generically differs
from kabp´L1q. For the boundary terms to disappear — and the Yangian algebra to
be satisfied — we have to require L1 ą L5 and L2 ą L6.
In order to study the Serre relations (3.186) next, let us now turn to the Poisson
bracket of two level-1 charges Qp1q a. Making use of equation (3.187), we find
␣
Qp1q a, Qp1q b
(
SSM´PCM “
L4ż
´L3
dx1dx2 θpx2 ´ x1q
L6ż
´L5
dx3ˆ
ˆ
”
fadc
␣
jc0px1qjd0px2q, jb1px3q
(
SSM´PCM ` f bdc
␣
ja1 px3q, jc0px1qjd0px2q
(
SSM´PCM
ı
“
L4ż
´L3
dx1dx2 ϵpx2 ´ x1q
L6ż
´L5
dx3
”
jc0px1q
´
fadc
`
kdbpx3q ´Gdb
˘
´ f bdc
`
kdapx3q ´Gda
˘ ¯Bx2 δpx2 ´ x3qı , (3.191)
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where we defined ϵpx2 ´ x1q “ θpx2 ´ x1q ´ θpx1 ´ x2q in the last line. Integrating by
parts gives the boundary term
Bab “
´
fadc
`pkdbpL4q ´GdbqθpL6 ´ L4q ` pkdbp´L3q ´GdbqθpL5 ´ L3q˘
´ f bdc
`pkdapL4q ´GdaqθpL6 ´ L4q ` pkdap´L3q ´GdaqθpL5 ´ L3q˘ ¯Qp0q c . (3.192)
Again, the result shows the difference between the boundary terms arising for the
principal chiral and the symmetric space model. In the case of a principal chiral
model, the boundary terms are not relevant for the Serre relations due to the Jacobi
identity fb
rcdfasbe “ 0. The situation is different for a symmetric space model, where
the above result shows that generically we have
fb
rcdBasb ‰ 0 , (3.193)
such that the Serre relations (3.186) are violated by the boundary terms. We must
hence require L4 ą L6 and L5 ą L3 in order for the Yangian algebra to hold true.
In this case, the boundary terms are absent and we only have the bulk term, which
takes the following form after taking Li to infinity in the appropriate order:␣
Qp1q a, Qp1q b
(
SSM´PCM “ ´2
ż
dx jc0pxq
`´2fabc ` fcadkdbpxq ´ fcbdkdapxq˘
“ 2 fabcQp0q c. (3.194)
Here, we have used the relation (3.182) to eliminate the terms involving k. Hence,
the difference to the result for the principal chiral model is given by a term which
drops out of the Serre relations. We can thus conclude that the Serre relations for
symmetric space models are satisfied if a particular ordering prescription is chosen for
taking the boundaries of the integration domains to infinity. The Yangian relations
for a symmetric space model can hence be understood to fix a limit-ambiguity in the
definition of the charges. The situation is thus slightly different from the principal
chiral model, where the order of L4, L6 and L3, L5 is not relevant to establish the Serre
relation.
Master charges. The conserved charges associated with the master symmetry are
compositions of the Yangian charges, see e.g. table 3.1. Hence, the respective algebra
relations are inherited from the Yangian algebra. For instance, the level-0 Yangian
charge Q and the level-1 master charge pQp1q “ tr `QQp1q˘ given in (3.126), commute
due to (3.185):
tQa, pQp1qu “ QbtQa, Qp1qb u ` tQa, QbuQp1qb “ 0. (3.195)
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Chapter 4
Minimal Surfaces in AdS
We now turn to the discussion of minimal surfaces in Anti-de Sitter spaces of various
dimensions, which all arise as submanifolds of AdS5. Since AdSN is a symmetric
space, we can apply the symmetries discussed in the previous chapter. We begin by
showing that a given symmetry of the area functional also leaves the renormalized area
appearing in the strong-coupling description of the Maldacena–Wilson loop invariant.
The symmetries of the area functional discussed in the last chapter are thus also
symmetries of the Maldacena–Wilson loop. In order to gain further insight into these
symmetries, we study their action on the boundary curves directly. As a prerequisite
for this, we discuss the coset parametrization for AdSN in detail in section 4.2.
We then turn to the study of large master symmetry transformations in section
4.3. The calculation of the master symmetry transformation requires the knowledge
of the minimal surface and the analysis is thus limited to cases, where a minimal
surface solution is known. We discuss the four-cusp solution in detail, which is of
particular interest, since it describes the four-gluon scattering amplitude at strong
coupling. Generic minimal surfaces can be treated numerically and we recall some of
the numerical results found in reference [5].
The variations of the boundary curve can again be studied analytically and we de-
rive the variations of a generic boundary curve under the master and level-1 Yangian-
like symmetry in section 4.4. We make contact with the results of reference [1], where
the vanishing of the level-1 charge Qp1q was used to derive the Yangian symmetry of
the Maldacena–Wilson loop at strong coupling.
4.1 Symmetry and Renormalization
We have seen in section 2.4 that the Maldacena–Wilson loop at strong coupling is
described by the renormalized area of the minimal surface ending on the respective
boundary curve. It is then natural to ask whether also the renormalized area is
invariant under the master symmetry. In fact, we show that any symmetry of the
area functional and the equations of motion is also a symmetry of the renormalized
minimal area Arenpγq. The proof given below is an adaptation of the proof of the
conformal invariance of the renormalized minimal area which is briefly1 described in
reference [147].
1I would like to thank Harald Dorn for sharing his notes on that proof with me.
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An important tool in the argument is the known expansion of the minimal surface
around the conformal boundary, which was first derived in reference [148, 149]. The
expansion can be derived from the equations of motion and Virasoro constraints by
treating the boundary value problem as an initial value problem in the τ -coordinate
and expanding around the boundary located at τ “ 0. The boundary conditions are
given by
Xµpτ “ 0, σq “ xµpσq , ypτ “ 0, σq “ 0 . (4.1)
Since the equations of motion are second-order differential equations, they are under-
determined as an initial value problem. Hence, we do not expect that the equations
of motion allow to fix all coefficients of the τ -expansion. The expansion would be
determined completely, if one provided the conjugate momentum δA{δxµpσq. For
the minimal surface problem, the conjugate momenta are determined from the re-
quirement that the minimal surface closes, which cannot be studied in the expansion
around the conformal boundary. The conjugate momentum would usually be given
by the first coefficient in the τ -expansion and all higher coefficients would be deter-
mined in terms of it. The situation is different for minimal surfaces in AdS due to the
divergence of the metric on the conformal boundary, which forces the minimal surface
to leave the boundary perpendicularly.
For the determination of the Polyakov–Rychkov expansion we fix conformal gauge,
such that the area functional takes the form
A “ 1
2
ż
dτ ^ dσ BiX
µBiXµ ` Biy Biy
y2
. (4.2)
The equations of motion are then given by
B2Xµ ´ 2 BiX
µ Biy
y
“ 0 , B2y ` pBXq
2 ´ pByq2
y
“ 0 , (4.3)
and we note the Virasoro constraints
pBτXq pBσXq ` Bτy Bσy “ 0 , pBτXq2 ` pBτyq2 ´ pBσXq2 ´ pBσyq2 “ 0 . (4.4)
With these equations at hand, we turn to the determination of the τ -expansion. We
fix the following convention for the τ -expansion of a generic function fpτ, σq:
fpτ, σq “
8ÿ
n“´m
fpnqpσq τn . (4.5)
Here, we have allowed for a Laurent-expansion, which appears e.g. for the Noether
current. The parametrization of the minimal surface is not divergent in the limit
τ Ñ 0 and from the equations of motion we find the coefficients
Xµp1qpσq “ 0 , Xµp2qpσq “
1
2
9x2pσq Bσ
ˆ
9xµpσq
9x2pσq
˙
, (4.6)
yp1qpσq “ | 9x| , yp2qpσq “ 0 . (4.7)
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The third-order coefficients are not fixed by the equations of motion. From our above
discussion we thus expect that the third-order coefficient of Xµ is related to the
functional derivative of the minimal area. We hence consider a variation δxµpσq of
the boundary curve. The variation of the boundary curve induces a variation pδXµ, δyq
of the parametrization of the minimal surface. Let us then compute the variation of
the renormalized minimal area,
Arenpγq “ lim
εÑ0
"
Apγqˇˇ
yěε ´
Lpγq
ε
*
, (4.8)
which is regulated by demanding y ě ε, or equivalently τ ě τ0pσq, where τ0pσq is
defined by ypτ0pσq, σq “ ε, which we can rewrite as
τ0pσq “ ε| 9xpσq| `Opε
3q, (4.9)
employing the coefficients of y derived above. Since we are varying around a minimal
surface solution, we may employ that pXµ, yq satisfy the equations of motion and
hence the variation is given by a boundary term,
δA
ˇˇ
yěε “
2πż
0
dσ
cż
τ0pσq
dτ Bi BiX
µ δXµ ` Biy δy
y2
“ 1
ε2
2πż
0
dσ rτ 10pσq BσXµδXµ ´ BτXµδXµs .
Here, we used that δypτ0pσq, σq “ 0 due to the definition of τ0 and employed the
periodicity of the solutions in σ. Inserting the results (4.7) we then find
δA
ˇˇ
yěε “
δLpγq
ε
´
2πż
0
dσ
3Xµp3q
9x2
δxµ ,
from which we read off that
Xµp3qpσq “ ´
9x2
3
δArenpγq
δxµpσq . (4.10)
To fix the higher coefficients in the τ -expansion, it is convenient to restrict the para-
metrization of the boundary curve to satisfy 9x2 ” 1. The residual reparametrization
invariance in conformal gauge is sufficient to do so. We have worked with a general
parametrization so far to avoid possible problems in calculating the variation above.
In the text below, we will indicate working with an arc-length parametrization by
using boundaries r0, Lpγqs for the variable σ, whereas we use the boundaries r0, 2πs
for generic parametrizations.
The third-order coefficient of ypτ, σq can be obtained from the Virasoro constraints,
which gives
yp3qpσq “ ´ :xpσq
2
3
. (4.11)
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the minimal surfaces associated to the boundary
curves γ and γ˜.
The fourth-order coefficient of Xµpτ, σq can also be obtained from the equations of
motion, but we will not need it for our analysis. In summary, we have found the
following expansion for the minimal surface solutions:
Xµ pτ, σq “ xµpσq ` τ
2
2
9x2pσq Bσ
ˆ
9xµpσq
9x2pσq
˙
´ τ
3
3
9x2pσq δArenpγq
δxµpσq `O
`
τ 4
˘
, (4.12)
y pτ, σq “ τ | 9xpσq|`Opτ 3q . (4.13)
If we choose an arc-length parametrization, the above expansion simplifies to
Xµ pτ, σq “ xµpσq ` τ
2
2
:xµpσq ´ τ
3
3
δArenpγq
δxµpσq `O
`
τ 4
˘
, (4.14)
y pτ, σq “ τ ´ τ
3
3
:xpσq2 `Opτ 4q . (4.15)
With the above expansion established, we can now turn to the question whether a
generic symmetry of the area functional leads to a symmetry of the renormalized
minimal area. Since we are considering a symmetry transformation, the transformed
surface tX˜µpτ, σq, y˜pτ, σqu ending on the transformed boundary contour γ˜ is also a
solution of the equations of motion in conformal gauge and thus we have
X˜µpτ, σq “ x˜µpσq `Opτ 2q , y˜pτ, σq “ τ | 9˜xpσq|`Opτ 3q .
We note now that the cut-off of the original surface at y “ ε is not necessarily mapped
to the cut-off of the transformed surface, which is situated at y˜ “ ε, see figure 4.1. In
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parameter space, the cut-off of the transformed surface corresponds to τ˜0pσq, where we
have again defined y˜ pτ˜0pσq, σq “ ε. Using now that we are discussing a symmetry of
the area functional, the transformed surface covers the same area in a given parameter
region, i.e. we have
Aminpγq
ˇˇ
τěτ0pσq “ Aminpγ˜q
ˇˇ
τěτ0pσq .
Correspondingly, the difference between the minimal areas for the original curve γ
and the transformed curve γ˜ is given by integrating over the surface between the two
cut-offs situated at τ0pσq and τ˜0pσq,
Aminpγq
ˇˇ
yěε ´ Aminpγ˜q
ˇˇ
y˜ěε “
1
2
2πż
0
dσ
τ˜0pσqż
τ0pσq
dτ
BiX˜µBiX˜µ ` Biy˜Biy˜
y˜2
“
2πż
0
dσ
τ˜0pσqż
τ0pσq
dτ
ˆ
1
τ 2
`Opτ 0q
˙
“
2πż
0
dσ
| 9xpσq|
ε
´
2πż
0
dσ
| 9˜xpσq|
ε
`Opεq “ Lpγq
ε
´ Lpγ˜q
ε
`Opεq . (4.16)
Inserting the definition (4.8) of the renormalized minimal area, we thus find that it is
invariant under the map γ ÞÑ γ˜ induced by any symmetry of the model.
4.2 Coset Space Construction
In order to transfer the symmetries discussed in chapter 3, we describe AdSd as a coset
space and introduce a particular set of coset representative, which will be convenient
later on. We begin with the space AdS3, which is special since it can be identified
with the Lie group SLp2,Rq. Generically, the coset spaces G/H cannot be equipped
with a group structure. We then turn to the coset space construction for the higher-
dimensional AdS-spaces, considering both Euclidean and Lorentzian signature. The
isometry groups are given by SOp2, d ´ 1q or SOp1, dq, respectively, and we have the
coset spaces
AdSd » SOp2, d´ 1q{SOp1, d´ 1q , EAdSd » SOp1, dq{SOpdq . (4.17)
Due to the gauge freedom, there are different ways to describe the above spaces by
choosing a set of coset representatives on G. In order to read off the corresponding
point on M “ G{H from an element of G without first determining to which coset
representative it is related by a gauge transformation, one can employ the gauge-
invariant quantity given by
G “ σpgq g´1 . (4.18)
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The gauge invariance follows directly from the fact that σ acts as the identity on H.
Note also that G is related to the Noether current (which is also gauge-invariant) by
j “ G´1dG . (4.19)
4.2.1 The Group Manifold for AdS3
The identification of AdS3 with the Lie group SLp2,Rq is easiest to describe in em-
bedding coordinates, where we map Rp2,2q to GLp2,Rq by
pZ´1, Z0, Z1, Z2q ÞÑ
ˆ
Z´1 ` Z2 Z1 ` Z0
Z1 ´ Z0 Z´1 ´ Z2
˙
“ gpZq . (4.20)
With this identification, we have
detpgpZqq “ 1 ô ´Z2´1 ´ Z20 ` Z21 ` Z22 “ ´1 , (4.21)
such that AdS3 is identified with SLp2,Rq. It is then easy to see that left and right
multiplication by elements of SLp2,Rq give isometries of AdS3. As we have seen in
section 2.3, the embedding coordinates for AdS3 are related to Poincare´ coordinates
by
Z0 “ X0
y
, Z1 “ X1
y
, Z´1 ` Z2 “ 1
y
, Z´1 ´ Z2 “ y
2 `X21 ´X20
y
, (4.22)
and hence the identification of AdS3 with SLp2,Rq takes the following form in Poincare´
coordinates:
gpX, yq “ 1
y
ˆ
1 X1 `X0
X1 ´X0 y2 `X21 ´X20
˙
. (4.23)
We can then convince ourselves that the trace on SLp2,Rq reproduces the AdS-metric.
With Ui “ g´1Big, we find
tr pUi Ujq “ 2 BiX1 BjX1 ´ BiX0 BjX0 ` Biy Bjy
y2
. (4.24)
We can hence describe string theory in AdS3 as the principal chiral model on SLp2,Rq,
S “ ´T
4
ż
tr pU ^ ˚Uq . (4.25)
This is of course equivalent to the description as the symmetric space model on
SLp2,Rq ˆ SLp2,Rq{SLp2,Rq. The description as a principal chiral model is more
convenient in our case due to the absence of the three gauge degrees of freedom. We
have seen in section 3.5 that the master symmetry can be formulated also for these
models.
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4.2.2 The Coset Space for AdSd
For the higher-dimensional AdS-spaces, we employ a coset construction based on the
respective isometry groups. We have discussed our conventions for the fundamental
representations of the isometry groups SOp2, d ´ 1q and SOp1, dq in section 2.1 and
we recall the commutation relations
rMµν ,Mρσs “ ηµρMνσ ´ ηµσMνρ ` ηνσMµρ ´ ηνρMµσ , (4.26)
as well as
rD,Pµs “ Pµ , rMµν , Pλs “ ηµλPν ´ ηνλPµ , rPµ, Kνs “ 2ηµν D ´ 2Mµν ,
rD,Kµs “ ´Kµ , rMµν , Kλs “ ηµλKν ´ ηνλKµ . (4.27)
For the trace metric, we recall the expressions
tr pMµνMρσq “ 2 ηµσ ηνρ ´ 2 ηµρ ηνσ , tr pPµKνq “ 4 ηµν , tr pDDq “ 2 , (4.28)
and the Z2 grading of the algebra led to the decomposition
h “ span tMµν , Pµ ´Kµu , m “ span tPµ `Kµ, Du . (4.29)
The Lie algebra h of the gauge group is isomorphic to sopdq or sop1, d´1q, respectively.
A convenient choice of coset representatives is given by
gpX, yq “ eX¨P yD ñ U “ g´1 dg “ dX
µ
y
Pµ ` dy
y
D , (4.30)
and for the projections of the Maurer–Cartan form, we note
A “ dX
µ
2y
pPµ ´Kµq , a “ dX
µ
2y
pPµ `Kµq ` dy
y
D . (4.31)
The metric of the coset space is obtained from the group metric introduced above and
the projection a of the Maurer–Cartan form as
tr pai ajq “ 2 η
µνBiXµ BjXν ` Biy Bjy
y2
. (4.32)
This shows that the parametrization gpX, yq provides Poincare´ coordinates for EAdSN
or AdSN , respectively. Correspondingly, we may describe the string action in these
coordinates by
S “ ´T
4
ż
tr pa^ ˚aq . (4.33)
In order to get acquainted with our above choice of coset representatives, we derive
the coordinate expressions for the G-Symmetry of the model. The transformations
are described by left-multiplication of the coset representatives by a constant L P G,
g pX, yq ÞÑ L ¨ g pX, yq “ g pX 1, y1q ¨R . (4.34)
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Here, we need to allow for a general gauge transformation R P H. For an infinitesimal
transformation, we replace L by the generators Ta of G, which implies the variation
Bµg pX, yq δaXµ ` Byg pX, yq δay “ Ta ¨ g pX, yq ´ g pX, yq ¨ ha , (4.35)
where ha P h is an element of the gauge Lie algebra. A more convenient expression
in order to read off the variations pδaXµ, δayq is given by the components of the
Maurer–Cartan form,
UµδaX
µ ` Uyδay “ g pX, yq´1 ¨ Ta ¨ g pX, yq ´ ha . (4.36)
Inserting equation (4.30), we thus have
δaX
µ Pµ ` δay D “ y
`
g pX, yq´1 ¨ Ta ¨ g pX, yq ´ ha
˘
. (4.37)
As the right hand side of this equation only contains the generators Pµ and D, the
gauge transformation ha can be determined from the terms proportional to Kµ and
Mµν in g
´1Tag, which gives
ha “ 1
4
tr
`
g´1Ta g P µ
˘ pKµ ´ Pµq ´ 1
4
tr
`
g´1Ta gMµν
˘
Mµν .
Using the expressions (4.28) for the group metric we then have
δaX
µ “ y
4
`
tr
`
g´1Tag Kµ
˘` tr `g´1Tag P µ˘˘ , δay “ y
2
tr
`
g´1Tag D
˘
. (4.38)
We are particularly interested in the variation of the coordinates xµ at the conformal
boundary y “ 0. In order to take the boundary limit y Ñ 0, we employ the definition
of gpX, yq as given in (4.30) and compute the conjugation of any generator with yD.
This can be done by noting that our choice of basis is such that the commutation
with D is diagonal,
rD,Tas “ ∆ pTaq Ta , (4.39)
which implies that
yD Ta y
´D “ y∆pTaq Ta . (4.40)
The above relation follows from a simple application of Hadamard’s lemma. With the
n-fold commutator defined by rA,Bspnq “ rA, rA,Bspn´1qs and rA,Bsp0q “ B, we have
yD Ta y
´D “ elnpyqD Ta e´ lnpyqD “
8ÿ
n“0
1
n!
“
lnpyqD,Ta
‰
pnq
“
8ÿ
n“0
plnpyq∆ pTaqqn
n!
Ta “ y∆pTaq Ta .
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Using the cyclicity of the trace in (4.38) as well as ∆pKµq “ ´1, ∆pP µq “ 1 and
∆pDq “ 0, we thus have
δay
yÑ0ÝÑ 0 ,
which ensures that AdS-isometries map the conformal boundary to itself and the
variation of the boundary coordinates is given by
δax
µ “ 1
4
tr
`
e´x¨PTa ex¨PKµ
˘ “ ξµa pxq . (4.41)
Here, ξµa pxq form a basis of conformal Killing vectors of the flat boundary space, as
expected. Concretely, we find the expressions
ξµa pxq “
␣
δµν , xνδ
µ
ρ ´ xρδµν , xµ, x2δµν ´ 2xµxν
(
(4.42)
for the generators
Ta “ tPν , Mνρ, D, Kνu . (4.43)
We note that the conformal Killing vectors ξµa pxq satisfy the algebraic identities
tξa, ξbuµ “ ξνaBν ξµb ´ ξνb Bν ξµa “ fbac ξµc “ fabc ξµc . (4.44)
Here, as before, fab
c denote the structure constants of the underlying Lie group
SOp1, Nq or SOp2, N ´ 1q in the basis of the generators Ta,
rTa, Tbs “ fabc Tc , (4.45)
and fab
c denote the structure constants of the symmetry variations. Moreover, the
vectors ξµa pxq satisfy the conformal Killing equation
Bµξνa ` Bνξµa “ 12 pBρ ξρaq ηµν . (4.46)
4.3 Large Symmetry Transformations
We now turn to the discussion of large symmetry transformations for the circular and
four-cusp solution.
4.3.1 Analytical Deformations
The circular solution. The simplest minimal surface in Euclidean Anti-de Sitter
space is the minimal surface for the boundary curve being a circle, which we have al-
ready discussed in section 2.4. We recall that the minimal surface can be parametrized
(in conformal gauge) by
X1pτ, σq “ cosσ
cosh τ
, X2pτ, σq “ sinσ
cosh τ
, ypτ, σq “ tanh τ . (4.47)
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The master symmetry deformation of this minimal surface was found in reference [34]
to be given by an AdS-isometry. This finding can be explained by the fact that the
circle is a contour, for which the mapping between the boundary curve and the area
of the associated minimal surface reaches a minimum. In order to see this, note that
we have already calculated the variation of the renormalized minimal area for generic
variations of the boundary curve in equation (4.10), where we found that
δArenpγq “ ´
2πż
0
dσ
3Xµp3q
9x2
δxµ . (4.48)
Expanding the above minimal surface solution around the boundary τ “ 0, we see
that the variation around the circle vanishes,
δAren pγ “ q “ 0 . (4.49)
This suggests that the master symmetry deformation — which leaves the renormalized
area invariant — should not lead to a different minimal surface, i.e. one that is not
related to the original surface by an AdS-isometry and a reparametrization. The
above finding is not quite sufficient to prove that there are no minimal surfaces with
the same area as the circular one, since we cannot exclude the possibility of degenerate
minimal boundary curves which are not related by conformal transformations.
The four-cusp solution. Another example of an analytically-known minimal sur-
face is the four-cusp solution discussed in reference [28]. The four-cusp solution is
of particular interest here since it describes the four-gluon scattering amplitude at
strong coupling.
For any minimal surface ending on a light-like polygon, it is an interesting question
whether the master symmetry again yields a light-like polygonal boundary curve and
thus relates gluon scattering amplitudes at strong coupling. Since the minimal surfaces
for polygons with more than four edges are not known analytically, the four-cusp
solution is a natural starting point to address this question. One should point out,
however, that conformal symmetry is very restrictive for light-like polygons with less
than six edges, since no conformal cross ratios can be formed. This implies that all
light-like polygons with four edges are related by conformal transformations. Hence,
if the master symmetry maps the minimal surfaces for light-like polygons to such, it
will be equivalent to an AdS-isometry in the case of the four-cusp solution.
Before we turn to the discussion of the master symmetry, let us briefly discuss the
four-cusp solution. Interestingly, it is quite similar to the circular minimal surface in
Euclidean AdS3. Defining r
2 “ X21 ` X22 , the solution for the circular Wilson loop
can be written as
yprq “ ?R2 ´ r2 , (4.50)
for a circle with radius R, which we have set to one before. It is plausible to expect
that the minimal surface ending on the hyperbola in Minkowski space can be obtained
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from the solution above. If we formally adapt the above solution, we obtain the
parametrization
X0pσ, rq “ r coshσ , X1pσ, rq “ r sinhσ , ypσ, rq “
?
r2 ´R2 , (4.51)
ending on the hyperbola defined by X20 ´ X21 “ R2. Let us check that the above
parametrization gives a solutions of the equations of motion. Assuming that y is a
function only of r, we have the area functional
A “
ż
dr dσ
r
a
y1prq2 ´ 1
yprq2 , (4.52)
where we have assumed that y1prq2 ě 1 as above, such that the induced signature on
the surface is Euclidean. We then find the equations of motion
Br
˜
r y1prq
yprq2ay1prq2 ´ 1
¸
` 2r
a
y1prq2 ´ 1
yprq3 “ 0 , (4.53)
and it is easy to check that the parametrization (4.51) indeed solves the equations of
motion. One might now expect that the solution for the boundary curve being the
light-cone centered at the origin, i.e. the single-cusp solution, can be obtained from
the solution (4.51) by taking the limit RÑ 0. Note however, that the induced metric
becomes degenerate in this limit, such that the area vanishes.
If we then consider surfaces with yprq “ αr, with α ą 1 to ensure Euclidean
signature, we find that the integrand2 in equation (4.52) becomes
?
α2 ´ 1
α2
1
r
, (4.54)
and hence reaches zero in the limits α Ñ 1 and α Ñ 8 and becomes extremal for
α “ ?2. This observation was made in reference [150], where the single-cusp solution
X0pσ, rq “ r coshσ , X1pσ, rq “ r sinhσ , ypσ, rq “
?
2 r , (4.55)
was found. A parametrization solving the equations of motion in conformal gauge is
given by
X0 “ eτ coshpσq , X1 “ eτ sinhpσq , y “
?
2 eτ . (4.56)
It was then noted in reference [28] that the single-cusp solution is related to the four-
cusp solution by an AdS-isometry. In order to discuss the relation, it is convenient
to use embedding coordinates pZ´1, Z0, Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4q for AdS5, for which the AdS-
isometries are given by SOp2, 4q-matrices. The embedding coordinates satisfy the
constraint
´Z2´1 ´ Z20 ` Z21 ` Z22 ` Z23 ` Z24 “ ´1 . (4.57)
2Naturally, the area is divergent since it corresponds to the divergent cusped Wilson loop.
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We translate the equations describing the minimal surface to embedding coordinates.
We recall that they are related to the Poincare´ coordinates by the relations
Zµ “ Xµ
y
, Z´1 ` Z4 “ 1
y
, Z´1 ´ Z4 “ X
µXµ ` y2
y
. (4.58)
It is then easy to see that the equations
y2 “ 2 `X20 ´X21˘ , X2 “ 0 , X3 “ 0 , (4.59)
describing the single-cusp solution in Poincare´ coordinates translate to the equations
Z24 ´ Z21 “ Z2´1 ´ Z20 , Z2 “ 0 , Z3 “ 0 . (4.60)
If we now apply the AdS-isometry
Z 1´1 “ 1?
2
pZ0 ´ Z´1q , Z 10 “ 1?
2
pZ0 ` Z´1q , Z 11 “ 1?
2
pZ1 ` Z4q ,
Z 12 “ 1?
2
pZ1 ´ Z4q , Z 13 “ Z3 , Z 14 “ Z2 ,
the transformed surface satisfies the equations
Z 11Z
1
2 “ Z 1´1Z 10 , Z 13 “ 0 , Z 14 “ 0 . (4.61)
In terms of Poincare´ coordinates, these equations are in turn expressed as
X 10 “ X 11X 12 , y1 2 “
`
1´X 1 21
˘ `
1´X 1 22
˘
, X 13 “ 0 . (4.62)
In this form it is easy to see that the boundary curve is described by the four light-like
edges `
X1 “ ˘1 , X0 “ ˘X2
˘
,
`
X2 “ ˘1 , X0 “ ˘X1
˘
. (4.63)
The four-cusp solution is hence equivalent to the single-cusp solution, and we can use
either one to study the master symmetry, since it commutes with the G-symmetries.
Master symmetry for the single-cusp solution. Since the parametrization is
slightly simpler, we work with the single-cusp solution (4.56). In finding the master
symmetry deformation, we use the identification of AdS3 with SLp2,Rq discussed in
section 4.2. Thus we employ the expressions for the master symmetry of principal chi-
ral models derived in section 3.5. We recall that the master symmetry transformation
is given by
gu “ χlu g χr´1u (4.64)
where χ
r{l
u are defined by the auxiliary linear problems
dχru “ χru ¨ Lrp u , dχlu “ χlu ¨ Llp u . (4.65)
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The left- and right Lax connection L
r{l
u appearing above are deformations of the left-
and right Maurer–Cartan currents U r “ g´1dg and U l “ ´dgg´1, which are both flat
and conserved. Explicitly, we have the expressions
Lr{lp u “ u
2
1` u2 U
r{l
p ` u1` u2 ˚ U
r{l
p . (4.66)
With gpX, yq as defined in equation (4.23) and the single-cusp solution (4.56), we
have the parametrization
gpτ, σq “ 1?
2
ˆ
e´τ eσ
´e´σ eτ
˙
, (4.67)
and for the Maurer–Cartan current U r “ g´1dg, we have
U rτ “ 12
ˆ ´1 ´eτ`σ
´e´τ´σ 1
˙
, U rσ “ 12
ˆ ´1 eτ`σ
e´τ´σ 1
˙
. (4.68)
With ˚U r “ U rσ dτ ´ U rτ dσ, the Lax connection
Lr “ u
1` u2 p˚U
r ` uU rq
has the components
Lrτ “ u1` u2 pU
r
σ ` uU rτ q , Lrσ “ u1` u2 p´U
r
τ ` uU rσq . (4.69)
Even though we are only dealing with p2 ˆ 2q matrices and the functions appearing
in the Lax connections are fairly simple, the auxiliary linear problems (4.65) are non-
trivial to solve. Note however that
U rσ ` U rτ “
ˆ´1 0
0 1
˙
, U rσ ´ U rτ “
ˆ
0 eτ`σ
e´τ´σ 0
˙
,
and moreover that
p1´ uqLrτ ` p1` uqLrσ “ u pUσ ´ Uτ q ,
´p1` uqLrτ ` p1´ uqLrσ “ ´u pUσ ` Uτ q .
We can thus simplify the differential equations by changing coordinates according toˆ
τ
σ
˙
“
ˆ
1´ u ´p1` uq
1` u 1´ u
˙ˆ
x
y
˙
, (4.70)
such that we have
Bx “ p1´ uqBτ ` p1` uqBσ , By “ ´p1` uqBτ ` p1´ uqBσ ,
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and correspondingly the auxiliary linear problem takes the form
Bx χru “ χru
ˆ
0 u e2x´2uy
u e´2x`2uy 0
˙
, By χru “ χru
ˆ
u 0
0 ´u
˙
. (4.71)
Imposing the initial condition χrup0, 0q “ 1, we then find the solution
χrupx, yq “ 1α
ˆ
euy´x pα coshpαxq ` sinhpαxqq u ex´uy sinhpαxq
u euy´x sinhpαxq ex´uy pα coshpαxq ´ sinhpαxqq
˙
,
where we have abbreviated α “ ?1` u2. In order to find the deformed solution,
we also need to calculate the function χlu, which is defined by the auxiliary problem
for the Lax connection Llu. The solution can however be constructed from the above
solution from χrupx, yq. In order to see this, note that from gU rg´1 “ ´U l we find
g pLru ´ U rq g´1 “ g
ˆ ´1
1` u2 U
r ` u
1` u2 ˚ U
r
˙
“ 1
1` u2 U
l ´ u
1` u2 ˚ U
l “ Ll´1{u .
We can thus identify (see appendix C)
χlu “ g0 χr´1{u g´1 . (4.72)
The deformed solution gu is thus given by
gu “ g0 χr´1{u χr´1u , (4.73)
and we can read off the coordinates of the deformed solution from the general form
(4.23) of gpX, yq. In this way, we find
X0,upτ, σq “ p1` u
2q coshpσu´ q
p1` u2q coshpσu` q ´
?
1` u2pu sinhpσu´ q ` sinhpσu` qq
,
X1,upτ, σq “
?
1` u2psinhpσu´ q ´ u sinhpσu` qq
p1` u2q coshpσu` q ´
?
1` u2pu sinhpσu´ q ` sinhpσu` qq
, (4.74)
yupτ, σq “
?
2 p1` u2q
p1` u2q coshpσu` q ´
?
1` u2pu sinhpσu´ q ` sinhpσu` qq
,
where we have introduced the abbreviations
σ`u “ τ ` uσ?
1` u2 , σ
´
u “ σ ´ uτ?
1` u2 .
The deformed solution given above indeed arises from the single-cusp solution (4.56)
by the composition of an AdS-isometry and a reparametrization, but this is difficult
to see in the form above. A more convenient way to describe the deformed surface
is to use an equation such as equation (4.59), which does not refer to a specific
parametrization. It is not difficult to see that the deformed solution given above
satisfies the equation`
u
`
X21 ´X20 ` y2 ´ 1
˘` 2X1˘2 ´ 2 `u2 ` 1˘ `2X20 ´ y2˘ “ 0 . (4.75)
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(a) Boundary Curve (b) Minimal Surface
Figure 4.2: Display of the deformed boundary curve and minimal surface for
u “ 1. The dashed lines in the picture of the boundary curve mark the parts of
the solution of equation (4.76), which are not reached by the parametrization
(4.74) from y ą 0.
While the parametrization of the deformed solution satisfies the above equation, it
does not cover the whole space of solutions. However, while technically cumbersome,
it is not difficult to find the branches of the space of solutions of the above equation,
which are covered by the parametrization (4.74). We note that the deformed surface
also covers negative values of y. This is not surprising since AdS-isometries do not
commonly map the two regions covered by Poincare´ coordinates to themselves. The
deformed minimal surface for y ą 0 and u “ 1 is depicted in figure 4.2. Another
advantage of working with an equation such as (4.74) is that the boundary limit
y Ñ 0 can be obtained easily. For the boundary curve we thus find the equation`
u
`
x21 ´ x20 ´ 1
˘` 2x1˘2 ´ 4 `u2 ` 1˘x20 “ 0 , (4.76)
which describes the union of two light-cones centered at x0 “ 0 and
x`1 “ ´1`
?
1` u2
u
, x´1 “ ´1´
?
1` u2
u
, (4.77)
respectively. The center of the first light-cone moves from 0 to 1 as u increases from 0
to 8, whereas the center of the second moves from ´8 to ´1. Again, not the whole of
the boundary curve described here is covered by the parametrization of the deformed
surface, see figure 4.2.
It was pointed out above that the deformed surface is related to the original one by
an AdS-isometry, i.e. the boundary curves are related by a conformal transformation,
which is indicated by the transformed boundary curve being light-like everywhere.
Equation (4.75) in principle allows to find the AdS-isometry relating the two surfaces,
but it is simpler to study this question infinitesimally. For an infinitesimal transforma-
tion, any variation tangential to the surface can be accounted for by an infinitesimal
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reparametrization. Hence, we only need to consider the part of the variation, which
is parallel to the normal vector
pXn0 pτ, σq, Xn1 pτ, σq, ynpτ, σqq “
´?
2eτ coshpσq,?2eτ coshpσq, eτ
¯
. (4.78)
We compare this piece of the variation to a generic AdS-isometry, which can be
parametrized by
δX0 “ a0 ` ωX1 ` sX0 ` c0
`
X21 ´X20
˘´ 2X0 pc1X1 ´ c0X0q ,
δX1 “ a1 ` ωX0 ` sX1 ` c1
`
X21 ´X20
˘´ 2X1 pc1X1 ´ c0X0q , (4.79)
δy “ sy ´ 2y pc1X1 ´ c0X0q .
Here, the parameters paµ, ω, s, cµq correspond to generators pPµ,M01, D,Kµq, respec-
tively. Comparing the projection of the master symmetry variation
pδ pX0, X1, yq “ d
du
pX0,u, X1,u, yuq
ˇˇ
u“0 (4.80)
onto the normal vector (4.78) shows that it can be accounted for by an AdS-isometry
with all of the above parameters set to zero, except
a1 “ c1 “ 1
2
. (4.81)
We have hence found that the minimal surface described by the parametrization (4.74)
is related to the single-cusp solution by an AdS-isometry.
4.3.2 Numerical Deformations
The examples discussed above could lead to the impression that the master symmetry
transformation is typically given by a combination of a G-symmetry and a repara-
metrization. This is however only the case for the particularly symmetric boundary
curves, for which minimal surface solutions are known. More complicated boundary
curves have been studied in references [32] and [34] and there one observes deforma-
tions, which cannot be related to conformal transformations of the boundary curves.
Not many minimal surfaces in Euclidean or Lorentzian Anti-de Sitter space are
known analytically and for generic boundary curves we need to rely on numerical
results in order to approximate the deformations. For the Euclidean case, a numerical
approach to the calculation of the master symmetry deformation of minimal surfaces
has been developed and described in reference [5] and the numerical results obtained
therein3 are shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4.
In short, the algorithm that created the images referenced above works as follows:
The original boundary curve is provided to the program Surface Evolver [151] in
3While an author of this paper, the author of the present thesis has participated little in the work
that lead to the algorithm described here.
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Figure 4.3: Minimal surfaces arising from the master symmetry deformation
of the minimal surface for an elliptical boundary curve. The values of the
spectral parameter θ range from 0 to π in uniform steps. For values ranging
from π to 2π, the deformation continues until the original shape is reached
again. This figure has been reproduced from reference [5].
parametric form along with the AdS metric and an initial (crude) approximation of
the minimal surface. The program then returns an approximate discrete minimal
surface, from which a discrete approximation of the Maurer–Cartan current can be
calculated. After finding a parametrization satisfying conformal gauge, the Maurer–
Cartan current U is deformed into the Lax connection Lu and the deformed surface
is approximated by integrating the defining relation (3.65),
g´1u dgu “ Lu , gupz0q “ gpz0q ,
where the initial condition is taken at a point far away from the boundary, which has
proven to give better numerical results. The coordinates of the deformed minimal
surface can the be read off the group elements gu by employing the form (4.18).
4.4 Infinitesimal Symmetry Transformations
In the last section we have derived the master symmetry transformations for certain
boundary curves, for which the minimal surfaces were known either analytically or nu-
merically. For generic boundary curves, one could hope to bypass the minimal surface
problem and find the transformed boundary curve directly from the original one, e.g.
by finding a differential equation for the transformed boundary curve. Unfortunately,
this seems not to be possible. We thus consider the infinitesimal transformations of
generic boundary curves, focusing on the master and level-1 Yangian-like symmetry.
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Figure 4.4: Minimal surfaces arising from the master symmetry deformation
of the minimal surface for the boundary curve being a square. The values
of the spectral parameter θ range from 0 to π in uniform steps. For values
ranging from π to 2π, the deformation continues until the original shape is
reached again. This figure has been reproduced from reference [5].
Here, we consider two approaches. We begin by calculating the variation of the bound-
ary curves from the variations discussed in section 3.6 using the Polyakov–Rychkov
expansion. The variations obtained in this way include the third-order coefficient
of the expansion, which cannot be fixed from the expansion around the boundary.
This shows that calculating the transformation of the boundary curve indeed requires
finding a minimal surface solution.
Since we consider the variations on shell, the variation of the area is in general
given by a boundary term, which is absent for the master symmetry itself but generi-
cally non-vanishing. The identity arising from equating the action of the variation on
the minimal area and the corresponding boundary term is comprised in the Noether
charge associated to the respective variation. The vanishing of these charges encodes
the global information that the minimal surface closes and they thus contain informa-
tion which is not captured in the expansion around the boundary curve. We evaluate
the level-1 Yangian charge explicitly in order to obtain the corresponding Ward iden-
tity at strong coupling. This approach was already discussed in reference [1], where
the level-1 Yangian Ward identity for the Maldacena–Wilson loop at strong coupling
was first derived. The result appears in new light due to the underpinning of the
associated variation and the calculation of the variation of the boundary curve. The
re-derivation presented here also serves the purpose of preparing the similar calcula-
tion for the Wilson loop in superspace, which we consider in chapter 7. The further
interpretation of the symmetries is postponed to chapter 5, where we discuss the
possible continuations to weak or arbitrary coupling.
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4.4.1 Variations of the boundary curves
We first consider the variation of the boundary curve under the bilocal symmetries
discussed in section 3.6, i.e. for the level-0 master and the level-1 Yangian symmetry.
Level-0 master symmetry. We have already discussed the G-symmetry variations
of generic boundary curves in section 4.2. This discussion can be generalized to
arbitrary variations δg “ ηg by replacing Ta by η in the variations (4.38),
δXµ “ y
4
`
tr
`
g´1ηg Kµ
˘` tr `g´1ηg P µ˘˘ , δy “ y
2
tr
`
g´1ηg D
˘
. (4.82)
Making use of these relations, we now turn to the master variation, which is given by
pδg “ χp0q ¨ g , χp0q “ ż ˚j . (4.83)
As we are aiming for the variation of the boundary curve, we only need to compute
χp0q in the vicinity of the boundary. More precisely, we calculate χp0q at y “ ϵ in
an expansion in ϵ. The expansion (4.12) of the minimal surface solution close to the
conformal boundary is sufficient to do so. For the Noether current j “ ´2gag´1, we
note
j “ ´2 eXP
ˆ
dXµ
2y2
pKµ ` y2Pµq ` dy
y
D
˙
e´XP , (4.84)
and by inserting the Polyakov–Rychkov expansion (4.12), we find that jσ takes the
form
jσ “ 1
τ 2
jσp´2q ` jσp0q `Opτq . (4.85)
By using current conservation, we can then fix all components of jτ except for jτp0q,
jτ “ 1
τ
Bσjσ p´2q ` jτ p0q ´ τ Bσjσp0q `Opτ 2q . (4.86)
In the discussion below we will need the coefficients jσ p´2q and jτ p0q. For the first
coefficient, we note that
jσ p´2q “ ´exP
ˆ
9xµ
9x2
Kµ
˙
exP “ ´4 9xµ
9x2
ξˆµpxq . (4.87)
Here, the quantity ξˆµpxq is related to the conformal Killing vectors (4.41) by
ξˆµpxq “ ξµa pxqT a “ 14 e
xPKµe´xP . (4.88)
For the computation of the coefficient jτ p0q, we note that the τ´1-coefficient in
BτXµ
2y2
pKµ ` y2Pµq ` Bτy
y
D
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does not get mixed with the τ 0-coefficient by the conjugation with eXP , since the
expansion of the X-coordinates is given by X “ x ` Opτ 2q. Hence we find the
expression
jτ p0q “ 4 δArenpγq
δxµ
ξˆµpxq . (4.89)
With these coefficients calculated, we turn to the calculation of χp0q for y “ ϵ which
corresponds to the point pτ0pσq, σq in parameter space. The definition of χp0q requires
to choose some starting point on the worldsheet, which we take to be pτ “ c, σ “ 0q.
Since χp0q is path-independent, we may use any path connecting the points pc, 0q and
pτ0pσq, σq. We choose the composed path γ “ γ1 ˚ γ2, where γ1 connects pc, 0q to
pτ0pσq, 0q along σ “ 0 and γ2 connects pτ0pσq, 0q to pτ0pσq, σq along the σ-direction.
We findż
γ1
˚j “
τ0pσqż
c
dτ jσpτ, 0q “ ´ 1
τ0pσqjσ p´2qp0q ` ζ `Opϵq ,ż
γ2
˚j “
σż
0
dσ1 p´jτ pτ0pσq, σ1qq “ 1
τ0pσq
`
jσ p´2qp0q ´ jσ p´2qpσq
˘´ σż
0
dσ1jτ p0qpσ1q .
Here, ζ is some σ-independent element of g and we may neglect the conformal trans-
formation which it parametrizes. Combining the two results we find
χp0qpτ0pσq, σq “ 4
ϵ
9xpσqµ
| 9xpσq| ξˆ
µpxpσqq ` ζ ´ 4
σż
0
dσ1
δArenpγq
δxµpσ1q ξˆ
µpxpσ1qq `Opϵq . (4.90)
We can then determine the variation of the coordinates. Let us first convince ourselves
that the master symmetry does not move the boundary into the bulk, i.e. we havepδy Ñ 0 as y approaches 0. Making use of equation (4.82) with η “ χp0q, we find
pδy “ y
2
tr
`
g´1χp0qgD
˘ “ 2 9xpσqµ| 9xpσq| tr´y´De´X¨P ξˆµeX¨PyDD¯`Opyq
“ 2 9xpσqµ| 9xpσq| tr pK
µDq `Opyq “ Opyq , (4.91)
which shows that the master symmetry maps the conformal boundary to itself. For
the variation of the X-coordinates we find
pδXµ “ 1
4
tr
`
e´X¨Pχp0qeX¨PKµ
˘`Opyq “ tr´χp0qξˆµpxq¯`Opyq
“ 1
4y
9xpσqν
| 9xpσq| tr pK
νKµq ` δζXµ
´ 4Gab
σż
0
dσ1
δArenpγq
δxνpσ1q ξ
ν
apxpσ1qq ξµb pxpσqq `Opyq . (4.92)
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As the first term vanishes due to tr pKνKµq “ 0, we can safely take the limit y Ñ 0.
We neglect the conformal variation parametrized by ζ as it is independent of the
point along the contour and depends on our choice of a starting point on the minimal
surface. Then we obtain
pδxµpσq “ ´4Gab σż
0
dσ1
δArenpγq
δxνpσ1q ξ
ν
apxpσ1qq ξµb pxpσqq . (4.93)
The appearance of the third-order coefficient of the expansion (4.12) indicates that
it is indeed necessary to compute the minimal surface solution in order to determine
the master transformation of the boundary curve as it was done in references [33,34,
152,153].
From the considerations of chapter 3 and the proof given in section 4.1 it is clear
that the above variation is a symmetry of the minimal area. In fact, this is easy to see
directly from the variation and without referring to the formalism introduced before,
pδArenpγq “ 2πż
0
dσ
δArenpγq
δxµpσq
pδxµpσq
“ ´4Gab
2πż
0
dσ
σż
0
dσ1
δArenpγq
δxµpσq ξ
µ
b pxpσqq
δArenpγq
δxνpσ1q ξ
ν
apxpσ1qq
“ ´2Gab δb pArenpγqq δa pArenpγqq “ 0 . (4.94)
It is intriguing that the invariance of the minimal area under the master symmetry,
which can be employed to construct all nonlocal conserved charges and their associated
symmetry transformations, follows without referring to integrability. This corresponds
to the finding that the conserved charge associated with the master symmetry itself
is the Casimir of the G-symmetry charges.
Level-1 Yangian-like symmetry. The procedure described above for the master
symmetry variation can in principle be carried out for any of the variations described
in section 3.6, although that would require to extend the expansion (4.13) to higher
orders. Here, we study the level-1 Yangian-like variation δ
p1q
ϵ .
Noting that the master variation is given by pδg “ Gbcχp0qb Tcg, whereas a level-1
Yangian variation is given by
δp1qa g “
“
Ta, χ
p0q‰ g “ fabcχp0qb Tcg , (4.95)
suggests that the variation of the boundary curve can be obtained from (4.93) by
replacing Gbc by fa
bc to obtain
δp1qa x
µpσq “ ´4 fabc
σż
0
dσ1
δArenpγq
δxνpσ1q ξ
ν
b pxpσ1qq ξµc pxpσqq . (4.96)
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However, we still need to discuss the divergent terms contained in the expression given
for χp0q in equation (4.90), which did not contribute to the master variation pδ. For
the variation of the original boundary curve, we find the additional term
9xν
| 9x|ϵ tr
´”
Ta , ξˆ
νpxq
ı
ξˆµpxq
¯
“ 9xν| 9x|ϵ tr
´”
ξˆνpxq , ξˆµpxq
ı
Ta
¯
“ 0 , (4.97)
which shows that our expectation (4.96) is indeed correct. For the variation of y,
however, we have
δp1qa y “ 2 9xµ| 9x| tr
´
e´x¨P
”
Ta , ξˆ
µpxq
ı
ex¨PD
¯
“ 2 9xµ| 9x| tr
´”
e´x¨P ξˆµpxqex¨P , D
ı
e´x¨PTaex¨P
¯
“ 2 9xµ| 9x| ξ
µ
a pxq . (4.98)
We thus see that the level-1 Yangian-like variation δ
p1q
a generically shifts the boundary
curve into the bulk. This behaviour is accompanied by a divergent boundary term
arising from the application of δ
p1q
a to the minimal area Arenpγq. Let us also note that
for certain choices of the boundary curve γ and ϵ, the boundary curve is not shifted
into the bulk. The simplest example corresponds to ϵ “ D and the boundary curve
being a circle. In this case we find
δ
p1q
D y “
2 9xµxµ
| 9x| `Opyq “ Opyq .
4.4.2 Evaluation of Conserved Charges
In order to obtain the Ward identity for the level-1 Yangian-like variations, we evaluate
the conserved charge Qp1q on the minimal surface by employing the Polyakov–Rychkov
expansion (4.12). Let us begin by considering the conserved charge associated to the
conformal symmetry,
Qp0q “ ´
2πż
0
dσ jτ . (4.99)
If we consider the Laurent expansion of the above charge in τ , all of the coefficients
expect Q
p0q
p0q vanish due to the equations of motion, and hence we have
Qp0q “ Qp0qp0q “ ´
2πż
0
dσ jτ p0q “ ´4
2πż
0
dσ
δArenpγq
δxµpσq ξˆ
µpxpσqq , (4.100)
where we have inserted the expression (4.89) for jτ p0q. The vanishing of the charge
thus encodes the conformal symmetry of the minimal surface problem,
2πż
0
dσ
δArenpγq
δxµpσq δax
µpσq “ 0 . (4.101)
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We then turn to the level-1 Yangian charge
Qp1q “ 1
2
Lż
0
dσ1 dσ2 ε pσ2 ´ σ1q rjτ pσ1q, jτ pσ2qs ` 2
Lż
0
dσ jσpσq . (4.102)
Here, we have introduced the notation εpσq “ θpσq ´ θp´σq and restricted to a
parametrization by arc-length, which will simplify the calculations below. As for
the level-0 charge, we focus on the τ 0-coefficient, since all other coefficients vanish
automatically due to the equations of motion. Making use of the expansion of jτ as
given in equation (4.86), we find the τ 0-coefficient of Qp1q to be
Qp1q “ 1
2
Lż
0
dσ1 dσ2 ε pσ2 ´ σ1q
“
jτ p0qpσ1q, jτ p0qpσ2q
‰`Qp1qlocal , (4.103)
where the local term includes contributions that arise from the first term of Q1 after
integration by parts,
Q
p1q
local “
Lż
0
dσ
`
2jσ p0q ´ rjσ, Bσjσsp´2q
˘
. (4.104)
We can further simplify the calculation of the local term by using jσ “ ´2gaσg´1 to
get
2jσ p0q ´ rjσ, Bσjσsp´2q “ ´4
␣
g
`
aσ ` τ 2 raσ, Bσaσ ` rUσ, aσss
˘
g´1
(
p0q . (4.105)
Here, it is preferable to do the conjugation with eXP last. Noting that
yDUσy
´D “ 9XµPµ ` 9y
y
D , yDaσy
´D “ 9X
µ
2y2
`
Kµ ` y2Pµ
˘` 9y
y
D ,
we find the intermediate result
yD
`
aσ ` τ 2 raσ, Bσaσ ` rUσ, aσss
˘
y´D “ 2 9x
µ ` τ 2 p 9xµ:x2 ` ;xµq
2τ 2
Kµ ´ 9xµ:xνMµν `Opτq.
Here, we have made use of the arc-length parametrization, which e.g. allows to con-
clude that
9y “ Opτ 3q , 9x ¨ :x “ 0 , 9x ¨ ;x “ ´:x2 .
The conjugation with eXP is now simplified by the finding
9xµXνp2q rPν , Kµs ´ 9xµ:xνMµν “ 0 ,
which implies that "
eXP
ˆ
9xµ
τ 2
Kµ ´ 9xµ:xνMµν
˙
e´XP
*
p0q
“ 0 .
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We have hence found the local term to be
Q
p1q
local “ ´2
Lż
0
dσ exP
`
9xµ:x2 ` ;xµ
˘
Kµe´xP “ ´8
Lż
0
dσ
`
9xµ:x2 ` ;xµ
˘
ξˆµpxq . (4.106)
The full level-1 Yangian charge is hence given by
Qp1q “ 8
Lż
0
dσ1 dσ2 ε21
”
ξˆµ1 , ξˆ
ν
2
ı δAren
δxµ1
δAren
δxν2
´ 8
Lż
0
dσ
`
9xµ:x2 ` ;xµ
˘
ξˆµpxq , (4.107)
where we have abbreviated ε21 “ εpσ2´ σ1q and ξˆµi “ ξˆµpxpσiqq. The vanishing of the
level-1 charge hence encodes the identity
f cba
Lż
0
dσ1 dσ2 ε21 ξ
µ
1b
δAren
δxµ1
ξν2c
δAren
δxν2
´
Lż
0
dσ ξµa
`
9xµ :x2 ` ;xµ
˘ “ 0 . (4.108)
We can interpret the above identity as the result of acting with the variation (4.96)
of the boundary curve on Arenpγq to obtain the local term as a boundary term. Note
that the boundary term obtained in this way is not simply the boundary term arising
from applying the variation δ
p1q
a to the area functional, since we are not considering
exactly this variation but rather only the variation (4.96) of the boundary curve with
y “ 0 fixed. A different interpretation of the identity (4.108) is that it arises from the
application of the Yangian level-1 generator
Jp1qa “ f cba
Lż
0
dσ1 dσ2 ε21 ξ
µ
1b ξ
ν
2c
δ2
δxµ1δx
ν
2
´ λ
4π2
Lż
0
dσ ξµa
`
9xµ :x2 ` ;xµ
˘
(4.109)
to the expectation value of the Maldacena–Wilson loop at strong coupling,
xW pγqy “ exp
´
´
?
λ
2π
Arenpγq
¯
. (4.110)
This interpretation has been proposed in reference [1] and we discuss it in more detail
in the next chapter.
4.5 Minimal Surfaces in S5
So far, we have exclusively considered minimal surfaces in AdS5. For Maldacena–
Wilson loops with non-constant sphere vectors nI , however, the strong-coupling de-
scription also includes a minimal surface in S5 bounded by the curve nIpσq. Since S5 is
a symmetric space as well, we can again employ the symmetries discussed in chapter
3. In fact, since the S5-metric does not diverge upon approaching the boundary curve,
the discussion is significantly simplified.
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As a preparation for our discussion of minimal surfaces in superspace in chapter
7, we describe the sphere S5 by using a coset construction based on SUp4q-matrices.
The Lie algebra sup4q is decomposed into a gauge and coset part as
h “ span ␣γrs “ 1
4
rγr , γss , γr6 “ 1
4
“
γr , γ5
‰
: r, s P t1 , . . . , 4u( » sop5q ,
m “ span ␣γr5 “ i
2
γr , γ56 “ ´ i
2
γ5 : r P t1 , . . . , 4u( . (4.111)
Here, the matrices γIJ “ ´γJI are constructed from the Dirac matrices tγ1, . . . , γ5u,
which are introduced in appendix B. They satisfy the Clifford algebra
tγr, γsu “ 2δrs 1 , ␣γr, γ5( “ 0 , ␣γ5, γ5( “ 21 . (4.112)
A suitable choice of coset representatives can be adapted from reference [48],
mpϕ, zq “ exp ` i
2
ϕγ5
˘ `
1` z2˘´1{2 p1` i zrγrq . (4.113)
For the Maurer–Cartan form U “ m´1dm “ A`a, we find using basic gamma-matrix
manipulations
A “ 2 z
rdzs
1` z2 γ
rs ` 2 z
rdϕ
1` z2 γ
r6 , a “ ´1´ z
2
1` z2 dϕ γ
56 ` 2 dz
r
1` z2 γ
r5 . (4.114)
For the metric of the coset space, we note
ds2 “ ´ tr pa aq “ 4 dz
2
p1` z2q2 `
ˆ
1´ z2
1` z2
˙2
dϕ2 “ dN I dN I . (4.115)
Here, we are using the trace metric with a factor of ´1, since this factor will arise
from the supertrace when we are considering the supercoset based on SUp2, 2|4q. The
coordinates pϕ, zrq are related to the embedding coordinates of the sphere by
N r “ 2 z
r
1` z2 , N
5 ` iN6 “ 1´ z
2
1` z2 e
iϕ . (4.116)
For z ď 1, we get a one-to-one map between the coordinates. We are particularly
interested in the Noether current j “ ´2mam´1, for which we find the expression
j “ 2
ˆ
1´ z2
1` z2
˙2
dϕ γ56 ` 4 cosϕ p1´ z
2qzr dϕ´ sinϕ rp1´ z2qdzr ` 2pzdzqzrs
p1` z2q2 γ
r6
´ 4 cosϕ rp1´ z
2qdzr ` 2pzdzqzrs ` sinϕp1´ z2qzrdϕ
p1` z2q2 γ
r6 ` 8z
rdzs
p1` z2q2 γ
rs
“ 2N I dNJ γIJ . (4.117)
We note that the Noether current is not divergent when we approach the boundary
curve. This simplifies the calculation of the τ 0-coefficient of the conserved charges. In
fact, we only need to find the first coefficient in the τ -expansion of the parametrization
of the minimal surface,
N Ipτ “ 0, σq “ nIpσq , N Ipτ, σq “ nIpσq ` τ N Ip1qpσq `Opτ 2q . (4.118)
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This coefficient can be identified with the variation of the minimal area, for which we
note the functional4
ArN, hs “ ´1
2
ż
tr pa^ ˚aq “ 1
2
ż
dτ ^ dσ hij BiN I BjNJ (4.119)
In order to determine the coefficient N Ip1q, we consider a variation δn
I of the boundary
curve, which induces a variation δN I of the parametrization of the minimal area.
Using that the parametrization of the minimal area satisfies the equations of motion,
one only picks up a boundary term in computing the variation of the area and thence
(we use conformal gauge)
δAmin “ ´
ż
dσ N Ip1q δn
I . (4.120)
Due to the use of embedding coordinates N I we have nIδnI “ 0 and we conclude that
δAmin
δnIpσq “ ´N
I
p1qpσq ` αpσqnIpσq .
The coefficient αpsq is determined from the condition nIN Ip1q “ 0 and we find
N Ip1qpσq “ ´ δAminδnIpσq `
ˆ
nJpσq δAmin
δnJpσq
˙
nIpσq . (4.121)
With this information, we can go on to evaluate the conserved charges Qp0q and Qp1q.
For the components of the Noether current, we have
jτ p0q “ nIpσq δAmin
δnJpσq γ
IJ , jσ p0q “ nIpσq 9nJpσq γIJ . (4.122)
and the vanishing of the conserved charges thus encodes the conditionż
dσ
ˆ
nIpσq δAmin
δnJpσq ´ n
Jpσq δAmin
δnIpσq
˙
“ 0 , (4.123)
corresponding to the SOp6q-invariance of the surface, as well as the non-local conditionż
dσ1 dσ2 ϵ21
ˆ
nK1
δAmin
δnK2
ˆ
nI2
δAmin
δnJ1
´ nJ2 δAminδnI1
˙
` nK1 nK2 δAminδnI1
δAmin
δnJ2
` nI1nJ2 δAminδnK1
δAmin
δnK2
˙
“
ż
dσ
`
nI 9nJ ´ nJ 9nI˘ . (4.124)
4One should add a Lagrange multiplier term when working with embedding coordinates in order
to enforce the constraint N2 “ 1. This term will not be relevant for our further considerations and
so it is left out here.
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Away from Strong Coupling
It is natural to ask if and how the symmetries discussed in the last chapter can be
extended to any value of the coupling constant λ. Even if a proof of the symmetry
property for any value of the coupling constant is out of reach, establishing the sym-
metry for both large and small values of the coupling constant would show that it is
not merely a specialty of either approximation. Below, we discuss different options
to transfer the symmetries of minimal surfaces in AdS5 to arbitrary values of the
coupling constant λ and indicate which of these are successful.
5.1 Transferring Variations
The most direct approach to extend the strong-coupling symmetries to smaller values
of the coupling constant is to use the same transformations or variations at any value.
One could then calculate a variation or large transformation for a specific boundary
curve and check whether the one-loop expectation value (2.116) of the Maldacena–
Wilson loop over this curve is invariant. This approach was discussed by Dekel in
reference [34] for the spectral-parameter deformation introduced in reference [32,33],
which is the realization of the large master symmetry transformation in Euclidean
AdS3. Building on the wavy expansion studied in references [148,154], he considered
elliptical boundary curves as perturbations of the circle and computed the deforma-
tions of these curves to high orders. The weak-coupling analysis showed that the
invariance observed at strong coupling is broken beyond a certain order in the expan-
sion in the waviness.
This finding shows that the master variation (4.93) is generically not a symmetry
of the Maldacena–Wilson loop,
pδ xW pγqy “ ´4Gab 2πż
0
dσ
σż
0
dσ1
δ xW pγqy
δxµpσq ξ
µ
b pxpσqq
δArenpγq
δxνpσ1q ξ
ν
apxpσ1qq ‰ 0 .
The variation can, however, be adapted in such a way that it becomes a symmetry.
By the same reasoning as in (4.94) the variation defined as
pδpλqxµpσq “ ´4Gab σż
0
dσ1
δ ln xW pγqy
δxνpσ1q ξ
ν
apxpσ1qq ξµb pxpσqq (5.1)
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constitutes a symmetry of the Maldacena–Wilson loop,
pδpλq xW pγqy “ ´ 2xW pγqy Gab δb xW pγqy δa xW pγqy “ 0 . (5.2)
While the derivation of the invariance is trivial, the action of the variation on different
curves should be similarly non-trivial as in the numerical examples of the last chapter.
One can adapt the level-1 Yangian-like symmetry variation (4.96) similarly to obtain
the variation
δ
p1q
pλqax
µpσq “ ´4 fabc
σż
0
dσ1
δ ln xW pγqy
δxνpσ1q ξ
ν
b pxpσ1qq ξµc pxpσqq . (5.3)
Given that the strong-coupling limit of this variation gives a boundary term when
acting on the area of the minimal surface, one would not expect the above variation to
give a symmetry, but only that its action on the expectation value of the Maldacena–
Wilson loop might be local as well. Unfortunately, such a behavior is difficult to
see and could not be established at weak coupling for the one-loop expectation value
(2.116).
5.2 Transferring Generators
A different approach to extend the symmetries found at strong coupling is to carry over
their generators rather than the variations; this approach was discussed in reference
[1]. The conformal symmetry can (at any value of λ) be written as the invariance
under the action of the level-0 generators
Jp0qa “
ż
dσ ξµa pxpσqq δδxµpσq . (5.4)
The master symmetry becomes trivial in this approach, since it corresponds to the
Casimir of the level-0 generators, GabJ
p0q
a J
p0q
b . We have seen above that the vanishing
of the level-1 Yangian chargeQp1q can be rewritten as the invariance of the Maldacena–
Wilson loop under the level-1 Yangian generator
Jp1qa “ f cba
Lż
0
dσ1 dσ2 ε21 ξ
µ
1b ξ
ν
2c
δ2
δxµ1δx
ν
2
´ λ
4π2
Lż
0
dσ ξµa
`
9xµ :x2 ` ;xµ
˘
, (5.5)
which we decompose into a bi-local and a local part, J
p1q
a “ Jp1qa,bi´lo ` λJp1qa,lo. The
application of this generator to the strong-coupling limit of the expectation value of
the Maldacena–Wilson loop,
xW pγqy “ exp
´
´
?
λ
2π
Arenpγq
¯
, (5.6)
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Figure 5.1: Schematic drawing of the parameter regions σ2 ą σ1 for the
generators J
p1q
a and J˜
p1q
a . The difference of the two generators is obtained as
the difference that arises from integrating over the regions and .
gives the identity (4.108). Here, we only consider the leading term in the expansion
in 1{?λ and neglect the double-derivative term appearing at the sub-leading order.
The bilocal part of this generator shows the typical structure of a level-one Yangian
symmetry generator as it is known from two-dimensional integrable field theories or
scattering amplitudes, cf. the discussion in section 2.1. The Poisson algebra of the
associated conserved charges suggests that these generators satisfy a Yangian algebra
and it was indeed shown in references [21,56] that generators of the form J
p1q
a,bi´lo satisfy
the commutation relations of the Yangian algebra,”
Jp0qa , J
p1q
b
ı
“ f cab Jp1qc . (5.7)
The Serre relations were discussed for the special case of the underlying Lie Group
being SUpNq in reference [56]. At least the commutation relation above can be trans-
ferred also to the local term. This follows from noting that
J
p1q
a,bi´lo xW pγqy “
`
λ J
p1q
a,lo `O
`?
λ
˘˘ xW pγqy
implies “
Jp0qa , J
p1q
b,bi´lo
‰ xW pγqy “ `λ “Jp0qa , Jp1qb,lo‰`O`?λ˘˘ xW pγqy ,
such that the commutation relation (5.7) transfers to the local part. We check this
property explicitly in appendix D, since it provides a strong consistency check of
the calculation performed in section 4.4. Even though we cannot apply the above
argument to transfer the validity of the Serre relation for the bi-local pieces to the
full generators, there is strong evidence that the above level-1 generators satisfy the
commutation relations of the Yangian algebra Yrsop2, 4qs.
There is, however, an algebraic problem that prevents this generator from becom-
ing a symmetry at weak coupling. We have noted before that all of the non-local
variations depend on the choice of the point z0 on the worldsheet where the initial
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condition χupz0q “ 1 is imposed. Changing this point amounts to the transformation
χu Ñ L ¨ χu, see section 3.4. For the higher Yangian-like variations this implies
δpuqϵ Ñ δpuqϵ˜ with ϵ˜ “ L´1 ϵ L .
For the generator J
p1q
a , however, the base-point dependence is different. For explicit-
ness, let us consider a curve γ parametrized by x : r0, Ls Ñ Rp1,3q. Instead of xp0q we
could equally well choose a different starting point xp∆q and obtain a different level-1
generator J˜
p1q
a . The difference of the parameter regions for the bi-local integrals of the
two generators is depicted in figure 5.1. For the difference between the two level-1
generators, we find
J˜p1qa ´ Jp1qa “ 2
ˆż L
∆
dσ1
ż ∆
0
dσ2 ´
ż ∆
0
dσ1
ż L
∆
dσ2
˙
f cba jbpσ1q jcpσ2q
“ 2 f cba
´
J
p0q
b j
∆
c ´ j∆b Jp0qc
¯
. (5.8)
Here, we have introduced the abbreviations
j∆a :“
∆ż
0
dσ japσq , japσq “ ξµa pxpσqq δδxµpσq . (5.9)
If we act on an object that is invariant under the level-0 generators, all terms that
contain the generator J
p0q
a at the right-most position can be neglected. Then, we get
J˜p1qa ´ Jp1qa » 2 f cba f dbc j∆d “ 4c j∆a . (5.10)
The index structure appears for any Lie algebra, the numerical factor of c is called
the dual Coxeter number and depends on the underlying algebra; it accounts for the
difference between the Killing metric and the trace metric which we are using to raise
and lower the group indices. For the conformal algebra sop2, 4q, we note that c “ 2.
Since the starting points for the generators J
p1q
a are chosen arbitrarily, both J˜
p1q
a and
J
p1q
a should be symmetries in order to have level-1 Yangian symmetry. Hence, since
∆ is arbitrary, the functional derivative δ{δxµpσq at any point on the loop would
have to annihilate the result, which can clearly not be the case. Note that the base-
point dependence does not contradict the strong-coupling result, since the difference
between the two level-1 generators gives a sub-leading result when applied to (5.6).
We have thus seen that the invariance of the Maldacena–Wilson loop under the
above level-1 generators, which we showed for asymptotically large λ, cannot extend
in an expansion in 1{?λ. This matches well with the finding that the generators
(5.5) do not annihilate the one-loop expectation value of the Maldacena–Wilson loop,
which was obtained in reference [1] by explicit calculation. It is, however, possible
to obtain a cyclic generator of the form (5.5) by adding an appropriate ‘local’ term.
This was noted in reference [37] in the study of loop amplitudes in the bi-scalar field
theory introduced in reference [155].
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In order to find the appropriate local term, it is simpler to consider the level-
1 Yangian generators for the discrete multi-site space discussed in section 2.1. We
consider the generators
Jp1qa “ f cba
Nÿ
iăk
Jb,i Jc,k `
Nÿ
i“1
vi Ja,i “ Jp1qa,bi´lo ` Jp1qa,lo . (5.11)
Here, we have added a generic local term J
p1q
a,lo with coefficients vi. A non-constant
choice for these coefficients would render the local term non-cyclic as well and the idea
is to choose them in such a way that the sum with the bi-local piece J
p1q
a,bi´lo becomes
cyclic under generic shifts of the starting point up to level-0 generators. Transferring
our above result for the continuous case, we see that the bi-local piece transforms as
J
p1q
a,bi´lo
ˇˇ
m`1,N`m ´ Jp1qa,bi´lo
ˇˇ
1,N
» 4c
mÿ
i“1
Ja,i , (5.12)
under a shift of the starting point from 1 to m. Here, we have adapted the notation
of reference [37] to make the starting-point dependence explicit and again left out
terms containing level-0 generators at the right-most position. For the local part of
the level-1 generator, we find the transformation
J
p1q
a,lo
ˇˇ
m`1,N`m ´ Jp1qa,lo
ˇˇ
1,N
“
N`mÿ
i“m`1
vi´mJa,i ´
Nÿ
i“1
viJa,i
“
mÿ
i“1
pvi´m`N ´ viq Ja,i `
Nÿ
i“m`1
pvi´m ´ viq Ja,i . (5.13)
For the full level-1 generator we thus have
Jp1qa
ˇˇ
m`1,N`m ´ Jp1qa
ˇˇ
1,N
“
mÿ
i“1
pvi´m`N ´ vi ` 4 cq Ja,i `
Nÿ
i“m`1
pvi´m ´ viq Ja,i , (5.14)
and we aim to fix the coefficients vi by demanding that
Jp1qa
ˇˇ
m`1,N`m ´ Jp1qa
ˇˇ
1,N
“ bm Jp0qa . (5.15)
Note that we allow the proportionality constant to depend on the length of the shift.
We thus have the conditions
vi´m`N ´ vi ` 4 c “ bm , @i P t1, . . . ,mu , (5.16)
vi´m ´ vi “ bm , @i P tm` 1, . . . , Nu . (5.17)
It is then easy to see that the coefficients vi must be linear, vi “ ri, and solving for r,
we find vi “ ´4ci{N . We have thus found that the level-1 generators
Jp1qa “ f cba
Nÿ
iăk
Jb,i Jc,k ´ 4c
N
Nÿ
i“1
i Ja,i (5.18)
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are indeed cyclic.
In transferring this finding to the continuous generators needed for the discussion of
the Maldacena–Wilson loop, we need to consider the requirement of reparametrization
invariance as well. Note that the addition of a term of the form
´ 4c
Lpγq
ż
dσ σ japσq
is not sensible, since it does not give a reparametrization invariant expression when
applied to one. We can obtain a reparametrization invariant generator by replacing
the above term by the (no longer local) piece
´ 4c
Lpγq
ż
dσ1 dσ2 θ21 | 9x1| japσ2q , (5.19)
which reproduces the initial guess for an arc-length parametrization. By going through
the steps of the calculation (5.8), it is then easy to see that the completed generator
Jp1qa “
ż
dσ1 dσ2 θ21
ˆ
2f cba jbpσ1q jcpσ2q ´ 4cL | 9x1| japσ2q
˙
` Jp1qa,lo (5.20)
is indeed cyclic up to level-0 generators. Here, J
p1q
a,lo denotes a generic local piece of the
form appearing in equation (5.5). We note however, that the above level-1 generator
no longer satisfies the Yangian algebra relation“
Jp0qa , J
p1q
b
‰ “ f cab Jp1qc , (5.21)
since reparametrization invariance required to make the counterpart of the coefficients
vi curve-dependent. A short calculation reveals that the commutator with the special
conformal level-0 generators is no longer of the form above. This indicates that the
generator (5.20) does not provide a symmetry of the Maldacena–Wilson loop. Indeed,
it seems not to be possible to find a local piece J
p1q
a,lo such that the generator (5.20)
becomes a symmetry at weak coupling. We thus have to conclude that, while an
intriguing possibility in general, the restoration of the cyclicity of the level-1 Yangian
generator via the addition of an appropriate local term does not lead to a Yangian
invariance of the Maldacena–Wilson loop.
In the following chapters, the problem of having cyclic generators will be cir-
cumvented in another way, which is also crucial for the Yangian symmetry of super-
amplitudes [23]. For the superalgebra psup2, 2|4q, the Killing metric and hence the
dual Coxeter number c vanishes, such that the level-1 generators for the Yangian over
the superconformal algebra psup2, 2|4q are automatically cyclic.
In order to obtain a Yangian symmetry over the superconformal algebra, one needs
to consider a supersymmetric extension of the Maldacena–Wilson loop into a Wilson
loop in superspace, for which the underlying level-0 symmetry is given by psup2, 2|4q.
It was observed in reference [1] that the Wilson loop in superspace can be constructed
from the requirement of supersymmetry and based on this insight the first two orders
in an expansion in Graßmann degrees were constructed. This was sufficient to show
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the Yangian invariance of the one-loop expectation value at the zero order in the
Graßmann expansion.
The construction of the Wilson loop in superspace was subsequently completed
in reference [35] and the full level-1 Yangian invariance at the one-loop order was
shown in reference [36]. In parallel, the strong-coupling description of the Wilson
loop in superspace as well as its Yangian invariance were worked out in reference
[2]. The extension considered at strong coupling is also based on the requirement of
supersymmetry and thus lifts the minimal surfaces in AdS5 ˆ S5 to minimal surfaces
of the superstring in the coset superspace
PSUp2, 2|4q
SOp1, 4q ˆ SOp5q , (5.22)
in which type IIB superstring theory in AdS5ˆ S5 is constructed [38]. The discussion
of these minimal surfaces and the consequences of the classical integrability [40] of
type IIB superstring theory in AdS5 ˆ S5 are the subject we discuss in the remainder
of this thesis. We begin by studying type IIB superstring theory in AdS5 ˆ S5 and
its classical integrability in chapter 6. Here, we also discuss the master symmetry
appearing in this model. We then go on to discuss minimal surfaces ending on the
superconformal boundary of the above coset space and transfer the symmetries of the
superstring theory to these configurations in chapter 7.
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Chapter 6
Semisymmetric Space Models
As a prerequisite for our discussion of superspace Wilson loops at strong coupling, we
discuss semisymmetric space models, which are the supersymmetric generalizations of
the symmetric space models discussed in chapter 3. In addition to reviewing the action
and integrability following references [48,156,157], we introduce the master symmetry
and discuss the so-called bonus symmetries. These are higher-level recurrences of
charges, which are not conserved at the level zero.
6.1 The String Action
The action for the type IIB Green-Schwarz superstring in AdS5 ˆ S5 was first con-
structed in reference [38] employing a coset construction similar to the one of refer-
ence [158], which discussed the Green-Schwarz superstring in flat space. For a detailed
description, the reader is referred to the review [48], which we follow below.
We consider a semisymmetric space G{H, which means that the Lie superalgebra
g allows for a Z4-grading,
g “ gp0q ‘ gp1q ‘ gp2q ‘ gp3q , “gpkq, gplq‰ Ă gpk`lmod4q . (6.1)
The decomposition is based on an automorphism Ω, for which
gp0q “ tX P psup2, 2|4q : ΩpXq “ Xu “ h , (6.2)
and the other subspaces correspond to the eigenvalues ik. The case we are interested in
here is the supergroup PSUp2, 2|4q, for which we have introduced the above structure
in section 2.1, but the discussion extends to other cases as well. For PSUp2, 2|4q, the
bosonic subgroup is given by SUp2, 2qˆSUp4q and corresponds to the isometry group
SOp2, 4q ˆ SOp6q of AdS5 ˆ S5. We discuss the fundamental representation of the
superconformal algebra in more detail in appendix B and the discussion there shows
that the Lie algebra gp0q of the gauge group is given by sop1, 4q ‘ sop5q, such that the
supercoset indeed describes a superspace with AdS5 ˆ S5 as the bosonic base.
Below, we will actually consider the field g to take values in the supergroup
SUp2, 2|4q, such that we can employ the matrix representation discussed in section
2.1 and appendix B. We will see below that the model nonetheless corresponds to the
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supercoset space
PSUp2, 2|4q
SOp1, 4q ˆ SOp5q . (6.3)
In order to construct the superstring action, we consider the Maurer–Cartan form
U “ g´1dg “ Ap0q ` Ap1q ` Ap2q ` Ap3q , (6.4)
which we again split into its graded components. The action is then given by
S “ ´T
2
ż
tr
`
Ap2q ^ ˚Ap2q ` i κ˜ Ap1q ^ Ap3q˘ . (6.5)
We note that we are considering a Euclidean worldsheet metric, which implies the
appearance of the factor i in front of the fermionic term, corresponding to the Wick-
rotation of the term ϵij [157]. It is important to stress that we are not considering
a Wick rotation in the target space, but consider minimal surfaces for which the
induced metric and hence also the worldsheet metric has Euclidean signature. The
action becomes real after Wick rotating to a Minkowskian worldsheet metric, for
which the reality constraints imposed on g imply that the action is real. The relative
factor κ˜ between the bosonic and fermionic contributions in the action is fixed by
requiring kappa symmetry or integrability to satisfy κ˜2 “ 1 and we will set κ˜ “ 1 in
the following.
We note that the three-form appearing in the non-local description of the Wess–
Zumino term is exact in the case at hand [159], such that it can be reduced to the
two-dimensional integral appearing in the action (6.5).
Since the Wess–Zumino term does not couple to the worldsheet metric, the Vira-
soro constraints only involve the bosonic component Ap2q of the Maurer–Cartan form
and are analogous to the ones for symmetric space models,
str
`
A
p2q
i A
p2q
j
˘´ 1
2
hij h
kl str
`
A
p2q
k A
p2q
l
˘ “ 0 . (6.6)
Let us now discuss the gauge symmetries of the above action. As already for the
symmetric space models, gauge transformations are given by g ÞÑ gR, where Rpτ, σq
is a function taking values in the gauge group H. For these, the Maurer–Cartan form
transforms as
Ap0q ÞÑ R´1Ap0qR `R´1dR , Apiq ÞÑ R´1ApiqR , (6.7)
such that the action of semisymmetric space models is invariant. In the case of g
taking values in SUp2, 2|4q, there is another gauge symmetry, which is given by the
transformation1
g ÞÑ g eiβC “ eiβCg , (6.8)
1Note that the generator C given in appendix B is defined in such a way that iC P sup2, 2|4q.
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where β “ βpτ, σq is local. We note that, since iC P gp2q, this transformation differs
from the gauge transformations described above. The Maurer–Cartan form transforms
as
Ap2q ÞÑ Ap2q ` idβ C , (6.9)
and the invariance of the action follows from the degeneracy of the metric,
str pTaCq “ 0 @ Ta P sup2, 2|4q . (6.10)
Gauge-fixing the above gauge symmetry effectively reduces the model to the super-
coset space with G “ PSUp2, 2|4q.
Indeed, the global symmetry of the model is given by PSUp2, 2|4q, since the left-
multiplication with the exponential of C corresponds to a gauge transformation. The
invariance under these transformations then follows as before from the invariance of
the Maurer–Cartan form under the transformations g ÞÑ Lg.
Importantly, the above action has another gauge symmetry which is known as
kappa symmetry. For the flat-space superstring, kappa symmetry has been observed
in reference [160] and accounts can be found in textbooks on superstring theory such
as [161]. The kappa symmetry of the Green-Schwarz superstring generalizes the local
fermionic symmetries observed for superparticle actions [162, 163], which are also
called kappa symmetries. The appearance of kappa symmetry corresponds to the fact
that half of the fermionic degrees of freedom decouple from the superstring theory
equations of motion.
For the discussion and proof of kappa symmetry in the coset description employed
here, we refer the reader to reference [48], which in turn follows references [164, 165].
Here, we will be satisfied with just stating the kappa symmetry transformations. On
the coset representatives, a kappa symmetry transformation acts by the multiplication
of a local fermionic element from the right,
g ÞÑ g ¨ expκ , δκ U “ dκ` rU , κs . (6.11)
Here, κ takes values in the fermionic part of the superalgebra, κ “ κp1q`p3q. The
kappa symmetry symmetry transformation also includes a variation of the worldsheet
metric, cf. reference [48]. The transformations constitute a local gauge symmetry of
the action provided that the supermatrix κ is given by
κp1q “ Ap2qi,´Kp1q,i` `Kp1q,i` Ap2qi,´ , κp3q “ Ap2qi,`Kp3q,i´ `Kp3q,i´ Ap2qi,` . (6.12)
Here, we employ the projections P ij˘ “ 12 pγij ˘ i ϵijq on the worldsheet and denote
V i˘ “ P ij˘ Vj “ 12
`
γij ˘ i ϵij˘Vj . (6.13)
Moreover, K denotes an arbitrary fermionic one form taking values in psup2, 2|4q and
Kp1q, Kp3q are its projections in the algebra. Again, the appearance of the factor of i
is related to working with a Euclidean world-sheet metric. It implies that the kappa
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symmetry variations in this case typically violate the reality constraint imposed on
the algebra elements. This is not the case if one works with a Minkowskian signature
for the worldsheet metric.
We then turn to the derivation of the equations of motion. For a generic variation
δg, the Maurer–Cartan form transforms as δU “ d pg´1δgq` rU, g´1δgs and hence the
variation of the action is given by
δS “ ´T
ż
tr
“`
d
`
g´1δg
˘` “U, g´1δg‰˘^ `˚Ap2q ´ i
2
Ap1q´p3q
˘‰
.
In this expression we denote
˚Λ “ ˚Ap2q ´ i
2
Ap1q´p3q , (6.14)
and employ (C.3) to get
δS “ T
ż
tr
“pd ˚ Λ` U ^ ˚Λ` ˚Λ^ Uq g´1δg‰ . (6.15)
If we regard the above combination to take values in sup2, 2|4q, the equations of motion
are given by
d ˚ Λ` U ^ ˚Λ` ˚Λ^ U “ iαC , (6.16)
due to the degeneracy of the metric. Here, α is a generic two-form taking values in
R. Over psup2, 2|4q, we have the equations of motion
d ˚ Λ` U ^ ˚Λ` ˚Λ^ U “ 0 . (6.17)
We will work with the psup2, 2|4q-case in our further discussion of the integrability of
the model, but return to the case of sup2, 2|4q in section 6.4.
Let us now derive the Noether current associated to the G-symmetry of the model.
For the variation δϵg “ ϵg we note that δϵU “ g´1dϵg, such that
δS “ ´T
ż
tr
“
g´1dϵg ^ `˚Ap2q ´ i
2
Ap1q´p3q
˘‰
. (6.18)
The associated Noether current is hence given by
j “ ´2g `Ap2q ` i
2
˚ Ap1q´p3q˘ g´1 “ ´2gΛ g´1 . (6.19)
It is simple to check that the above current is indeed conserved,
d ˚ j “ ´2d “g ˚ Λ g´1‰ “ ´2g pd ˚ Λ` U ^ ˚Λ` ˚Λ^ Uq g´1 “ 0 . (6.20)
In contrast to the bosonic case, however, the Noether current is not flat, although a
kappa-symmetry gauge exists in which it becomes flat [166, 167]. However, we prefer
not to exhaust our kappa symmetry gauge freedom in order to reach a flat Noether
current, since we may employ a different approach than the BIZZ construction to
obtain an infinite tower of conserved charges.
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6.2 Integrability
The integrability of semisymmetric space models was shown in reference [40] by con-
structing a Lax connection as a deformation of the Maurer–Cartan form U . With
the Lax connection at hand, we can employ the methods explained in chapter 3 to
construct an infinite tower of conserved charges.
Let us first construct the Lax connection in our conventions. In order to do this,
it is helpful to use the projections of the flatness condition dU ` U ^ U “ 0 and the
equations of motion (6.17) on the various graded components of the algebra. For the
flatness condition, we note the projections
dAp0q ` Ap0q ^ Ap0q ` Ap2q ^ Ap2q ` “Ap1q ,^ Ap3q‰ “ 0 ,
dAp2q ` Ap1q ^ Ap1q ` Ap3q ^ Ap3q ` “Ap0q ,^ Ap2q‰ “ 0 ,
dAp1q ` “Ap0q ,^ Ap1q‰` “Ap2q ,^ Ap3q‰ “ 0 ,
dAp3q ` “Ap0q ,^ Ap3q‰` “Ap2q ,^ Ap1q‰ “ 0 .
(6.21)
Here, we have introduced the notation“
A ,^ B
‰ “ A^B `B ^ A , (6.22)
to abbreviate the frequently-occurring combinations A^ B ` B ^ A, which give rise
to a commutator of the components. In the following, we will sometimes find it useful
to work with the quantities
Ap1q`p3q “ Ap1q ` Ap3q , Ap1q´p3q “ Ap1q ´ Ap3q , (6.23)
rather than Ap1q and Ap3q and we note that the flatness conditions of the latter can
be rewritten as
dAp1q`p3q ` “Ap1q`p3q ,^ Ap0q‰` “Ap1q`p3q ,^ Ap2q‰ “ 0 ,
dAp1q´p3q ` “Ap1q´p3q ,^ Ap0q‰´ “Ap1q´p3q ,^ Ap2q‰ “ 0 . (6.24)
The two equations above are of course equivalent, since their projections on the com-
ponents gp1q and gp3q are the same.
For the equations of motion, we note that the projection on gp0q vanishes. For the
other projections, we find using the flatness condition (6.21)
d ˚ Ap2q ` “Ap0q ,^ ˚ Ap2q‰´ iAp1q ^ Ap1q ` iAp3q ^ Ap3q “ 0 ,“ ˚ Ap2q ,^ Ap3q‰` i“Ap2q ,^ Ap3q‰ “ 0 , (6.25)“ ˚ Ap2q ,^ Ap1q‰´ i“Ap2q ,^ Ap1q‰ “ 0 .
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We can again rewrite the last two equations to find
d ˚ Ap2q ` “Ap0q ,^ ˚ Ap2q‰´ i2“Ap1q`p3q ,^ Ap1q´p3q‰ “ 0 ,“ ˚ Ap2q ,^ Ap1q`p3q‰´ i “Ap2q ,^ Ap1q´p3q‰ “ 0 , (6.26)“ ˚ Ap2q ,^ Ap1q´p3q‰´ i “Ap2q ,^ Ap1q`p3q‰ “ 0 .
Again, we note that either of the above equations is equivalent to the two fermionic
projections of the equations of motion, since both take values in gp1q and g3.
In order to construct a Lax connection Lu, we follow references [40,48] and consider
the ansatz
Lu “ Ap0q ` α1Ap2q ` α2 ˚ Ap2q ` α3Ap1q´p3q ` α4Ap1q`p3q . (6.27)
We note that the above Lax connection has to reduce to the Lax connection (3.40) of
symmetric space models when we set the fermionic components zero, and so we have
α21 ` α22 “ 1, or using the parametrization employed in chapter 3,
α1 “ 1´ u
2
1` u2 , α2 “ ´
2u
1` u2 . (6.28)
We the consider the projections of the flatness condition
dLu ` Lu ^ Lu “ 0 (6.29)
on the graded components of the algebra in order to fix the coefficients α3 and α4.
For the projection on gp0q we get
dAp0q ` Ap0q ^ Ap0q ` Ap2q ^ Ap2q ` `α24 ´ α23˘ “Ap1q ,^ Ap3q‰ “ 0 , (6.30)
and comparing with the flatness condition (6.21) for Ap0q gives the condition
α24 ´ α23 “ 1 . (6.31)
Making use of the flatness condition for Ap2q, we find the projection on the component
gp2q to be given by
α2
`
d ˚ Ap2q ` “Ap0q ,^ Ap2q‰˘` `α23 ` α24 ` 2α3α4 ´ α1˘Ap1q ^ Ap1q
` `α23 ` α24 ´ 2α3α4 ´ α1˘Ap3q ^ Ap3q “ 0 . (6.32)
The comparison with the equations of motion (6.17) then gives the relations
α23 ` α24 ` 2α3α4 ´ α1 “ ´iα2 , α23 ` α24 ´ 2α3α4 ´ α1 “ iα2 , (6.33)
or equivalently
α3 α4 “ ´ i2 α2 , α23 ` α24 ´ α1 “ 0 . (6.34)
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Given the form (6.28) of the coefficients of the bosonic components, we can already
solve for the coefficients α3 and α4 for which we obtain
α3 “ iu?
1` u2 , α4 “
1?
1` u2 . (6.35)
It remains to check that with these coefficients also the fermionic parts of the flatness
condition vanish. Using the flatness conditions (6.24), we find
dLu ` Lu ^ Lu “ α2α4
“ ˚ Ap2q ,^ Ap1q`p3q‰` α3pα1 ` 1q“Ap2q ,^ Ap1q´p3q‰
` α2α3
“ ˚ Ap2q ,^ Ap1q´p3q‰` α4pα1 ´ 1q“Ap2q ,^ Ap1q`p3q‰ . (6.36)
Using the relations pα1`1q “ 2α24 and pα1´1q “ 2α23 as well as α3α4 “ ´ i2α2, we get
iα3pα1 ` 1q “ α2α4 , iα3pα1 ´ 1q “ α2α3 , (6.37)
such that dLu ` Lu ^ Lu indeed vanishes due to the equations of motion (6.27). In
summary, we have found the Lax connection of semisymmetric space models to be
given by
Lu “ Ap0q ` 1´ u
2
1` u2A
p2q ´ 2u
1` u2 ˚A
p2q ` iu?
1` u2 A
p1q´p3q ` 1?
1` u2 A
p1q`p3q. (6.38)
Employing the angular parametrization,
eiθ “ 1´ iu
1` iu , (6.39)
we have the Lax connection
Lθ “ Ap0q ` cos θ Ap2q ` sin θ ˚Ap2q ´ i sin θ2 Ap1q´p3q ` cos θ2 Ap1q`p3q. (6.40)
For the construction of the conserved charges, we can then proceed as before. We
transform the Lax connection to obtain the flat connection
ℓu “ gpLu ´ Uqg´1
“ ´ 2u
2
1` u2 a
p2q ´ 2u
1` u2 ˚a
p2q ` iu?
1` u2 a
p1q´p3q ` 1´
?
1` u2?
1` u2 a
p1q`p3q . (6.41)
Here, we have introduced the abbreviations
apkq “ g Apkq g´1 (6.42)
for the frequently-occurring conjugations of the projections of the Maurer–Cartan
form with g. This form of the Lax connection is convenient to derive an infinite tower
of conserved charges.
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We can also apply it to convince ourselves that the Noether current of semisym-
metric space models is generically not flat. If we express the above Lax connection in
terms of the Noether current, we obtain
ℓu “ u
1` u2 p˚j ` u jq `
i u2
1` u2 ˚a
p1q´p3q
` iup
?
1` u2 ´ 1q?
1` u2 a
p1q´p3q ` 1´
?
1` u2?
1` u2 a
p1q`p3q . (6.43)
Expanding the above expression in u,
ℓu “ u ˚ j ` u2
`
j ` i ˚ ap1q´p3q ´ 1
2
ap1q`p3q
˘`Opu3q
“ u ˚ j ´ 2u2 `ap2q ` 1
4
ap1q`p3q
˘`Opu3q , (6.44)
we find that the flatness condition dℓu ` ℓu ^ ℓu gives current conservation as well as
the relation
dj ` j ^ j “ 1
2
dap1q´p3q ` i d ˚ ap1q´p3q , (6.45)
showing that the Noether current is not flat, as claimed above.
For the construction of the conserved charges, we again consider the auxiliary
linear problem
dχu “ χu ℓu , χupz0q “ 1 . (6.46)
or the associated monodromy
tu “ ÝÑPexp
ˆż
γ
ℓu
˙
. (6.47)
Here, we again consider the curve γ to cover the whole period of σ at constant τ . The
τ -dependence of the monodromy tu is then captured by the evolution equation
Bτ tupτq “ rtupτq , ℓu,τ pτ, 0qs . (6.48)
This equation implies that the matrices tu at different values of τ are related by a
similarity transformation, such that all eigenvalues are conserved charges. In the case
of a minimal surface, we can contract the curve γ to a point, at which we then find
tu “ 1, which extends to all other values of τ by the similarity transformations.
The expansion of the monodromy gives the conserved charges (we restrict to con-
formal gauge)
Qp0q “
ż
dσ jτ , (6.49)
Q˜p1q “
ż
dσ1 dσ2 θ21 jτ pσ1q jτ pσ2q ´ 2
ż
dσ
`
ap2qσ ` 14ap1q`p3qσ
˘
, . . . (6.50)
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6.3 Master Symmetry
The master symmetry discussed for symmetric space models in reference [4] was
extended shortly afterwards to the pure spinor description of the superstring in
AdS5ˆS5 [41]. Indeed, the generalization to semisymmetric space models is straight-
forward, as we shall see below.
As before, we introduce a deformation of the field g by demanding that its asso-
ciated Maurer–Cartan form be the Lax connection Lu,
g´1u dgu “ Lu , gupz0q “ gpz0q . (6.51)
Again, we note that due to the use of a Euclidean world-sheet metric, there is no
value of the spectral parameter except the undeformed case u “ 0, for which the
Lax connection is real. The deformations gu will thus generically violate the reality
constraints for SUp2, 2|4q in the Euclidean case.
We need to show that the above deformation leaves the action, the equations of
motion and the Virasoro constraints invariant as in the bosonic case. The invariance
of the Virasoro constraints (6.6) can be transferred directly, since they only involve
the component Ap2q of the Maurer–Cartan form and the bosonic parts of the Lax
connection are deformed in the same way as for the symmetric space models.
By the same reasoning, we need only consider the fermionic part of the superstring
action to show its invariance. Here, we note that the fermionic components of the
Lax connection are given by
Lp1qu “ 1` iu?
1` u2 A
p1q , Lp3qu “ 1´ iu?
1` u2 A
p3q , (6.52)
such that
str
`
Lp1qu ^ Lp3qu
˘ “ p1` iuqp1´ iuqp1` u2q str `Ap1q ^ Ap3q˘ “ str `Ap1q ^ Ap3q˘ . (6.53)
This establishes the invariance of the superstring action (6.5) under the master sym-
metry transformation (6.51).
The invariance of the equations of motion is similarly direct. We note that upon
deforming the Maurer–Cartan form U into the Lax connection Lu, the quantity Λ
introduced above is deformed to
˚Λu “ ˚Lp2qu ´ i2Lp1q´p3qu
“ 2u
1` u2 A
p2q ` 1´ u
2
1` u2 ˚ A
p2q ´ i
2
?
1` u2 A
p1q´p3q ` u
2
?
1` u2 A
p1q`p3q . (6.54)
We then need to check that the equations of motion are still satisfied,
d ˚ Λu `
“
Lu ,^ ˚ Λu
‰ “ 0 . (6.55)
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In order to see this, it is convenient to split the above combination into two terms,
d ˚ Λu `
“
Lu ,^ ˚ Λu
‰ “ d ˚ Λu ` “Ap0q ,^ ˚ Λu‰` “Lu ´ Ap0q ,^ ˚ Λu‰ .
For the first term, we find
d ˚ Λu `
“
Ap0q ,^ ˚ Λu
‰ “ 2u
1` u2
´
dAp2q ` “Ap0q ,^ Ap2q‰¯
` 1´ u
2
1` u2
´
d ˚ Ap2q ` “Ap0q ,^ ˚ Ap2q‰¯´ i
2
?
1` u2
´
dAp1q´p3q ` “Ap0q ,^ Ap1q´p3q‰¯
` u
2
?
1` u2
´
dAp1q`p3q ` “Ap0q ,^ Ap1q`p3q‰¯ . (6.56)
For the other term, we find using the fermionic parts of the equations of motion (6.27),
“
Lu ´ Ap0q ,^ ˚ Λu
‰ “ 2u
1` u2
`
Ap1q^ Ap1q ` Ap3q^ Ap3q˘´ ip1´ u2qp1` u2q “Ap1q´p3q ,^ Ap1q`p3q‰
` i
2
?
1` u2
“
Ap2q ,^ Ap1q´p3q
‰` u
2
?
1` u2
“
Ap2q ,^ Ap1q`p3q
‰
. (6.57)
We can then employ the flatness conditions (6.21) and (6.24) as well as the bosonic
part of the equations of motion (6.17) in order to see that the two contributions cancel
each other. The master symmetry transformation thus indeed preserves the equations
of motion.
We can then carry over many of the results derived in section 3.4 and section 3.6.
For example, we may rewrite the master symmetry transformation as
gu “ χu g , dχu “ χuℓu , χupz0q “ 1 , (6.58)
and the master symmetry variation is again identified as
pδ g “ χp0q g , dχp0q “ ˚j , χp0qpz0q “ 0 . (6.59)
Moreover we note that the master symmetry transformation again commutes with
the underlying G-symmetry and that changing the point where the initial condition
is imposed, corresponds to a G-symmetry. In order to carry over the property that
the concatenation of two master symmetries gives a master symmetry with different
spectral parameter, we need to consider the deformation of the Lax connection pLθ1qθ2 .
We can show by direct calculation that
pLθ1qθ2 “ Lθ1`θ2 .
In fact, this can be seen from noting that it holds for the bosonic components of the
Lax connection and that the coefficients of its fermionic components are completely
determined by the requirement of flatness. We thus note that
pMθ1 ˝Mθ2q pgq “Mθ1`θ2pgq , (6.60)
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withMθpgq “ gθ. By the same reasoning as the one presented around equation (3.76),
we then find the master variations of gu and χu to be given by
pδgu “ p1` u2q d
du
gu , pδχu “ `1` u2˘ d
du
χu ´ χu ¨ χp0q . (6.61)
We can also apply the master symmetry to obtain a one-parameter family of
conserved currents, which are the Noether currents associated to the deformed solution
gu,
ju “ ´2gu Λu g´1u “ χu
ˆ
2pu2 ´ 1q
1` u2 a
p2q ` 4u
1` u2 ˚ a
p2q
´ i?
1` u2 ˚ a
p1q´p3q ` u?
1` u2 ˚ a
p1q`p3q
˙
χ´1u . (6.62)
The relation between the associated conserved charges
Qu “
ż
˚ju (6.63)
and the charges obtained from the expansion of the monodromy is the same as for
the symmetric space models. Again, we note that the master symmetry variation
acts as a raising operator on the charges obtained from the expansion of the above
one-parameter family,
Qθ “
8ÿ
n“0
θn
n!
Qpnq , pδ Qpnq “ Qpn`1q . (6.64)
Last, we note that the conserved charge associated to the master symmetry itself is
again the Casimir of the G-symmetry charges.
For the symmetric space models, we have discussed an analogous procedure to infer
a one-parameter family of symmetry variations by using the master symmetry, which
was called the integrable completion of the underlying symmetry variations. This
structure is more difficult to transfer to semisymmetric space models and remains to
be studied.
6.4 Bonus Symmetries
Apart from the Yangian Y rpsup2, 2|4qs symmetries [23, 58], the S-matrix of N “ 4
supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory has a so-called bonus symmetry [168], the level-1
recurrence of the hypercharge generator, which is itself not a symmetry. A similar
situation has been observed before the discovery of the bonus symmetry for the AdS5ˆ
S5 worldsheet S-matrix, which is Yangian invariant [169, 170] and also exhibits an
additional symmetry at level-1 [171–173], the so-called secret symmetry.
In the classical string theory, the bonus symmetry corresponds to the part pro-
portional to C of the level-1 Yangian charge. Such charges have been constructed in
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the pure spinor formalism in all odd levels of the Yangian [174]. Below, we construct
conserved charges of this kind in all higher levels of the Yangian. The presentation
differs slightly from the one given in reference [3] as it draws some inspiration from
the master symmetry discussed above.
In order to construct these conserved charges, we enforce no constraint on the
gauge symmetry associated to the central charge C, and hence we have the equations
of motion (6.16),
d ˚ Λ` U ^ ˚Λ` ˚Λ^ U “ i αC . (6.65)
This implies that the C-part of the Noether current j is no longer conserved,
d ˚ j “ ´2g pd ˚ Λ` ˚Λ^ U ` U ^ ˚Λq g´1 “ ´2i αC , (6.66)
and, correspondingly, neither is the C-part of the associated conserved current Qp0q.
For the conserved current Qp1q, however, a direct calculation shows that also the
C-part of this charge is conserved. The charge is given by
Qp1q “
ż
dσ1 dσ2 θ21 rjτ pσ1q, jτ pσ2qs ´ 4
ż
dσ
`
ap2qσ ` 14ap1q`p3qσ
˘
, (6.67)
and its conservation follows from noting that, while the current conservation condition
is altered as above, the condition (6.45) describing the deviation of the Noether current
from the flatness condition is not altered by the inclusion of the central charge. We
may rewrite this condition as
Bτ ap2qσ ´ Bσ ap2qτ ` 14
`Bτ ap1q`p3qσ ´ Bσ ap1q`p3qτ ˘ “ 12 rjτ , jσs , (6.68)
and together with the altered current conservation condition, it is easy to show that
Qp1q is a conserved charge. Here, the appearance of the C-term is not relevant, since
it only appears inside commutators.
In order to generalize the above finding to higher-level charges, we consider the
monodromy tu. We note that the Lax connection is no longer flat given the equations
of motion (6.65) and hence the auxiliary linear problem is no longer well-defined. The
evolution equation for the monodromy thus no longer follows from the auxiliary linear
problem and so we need to take a different approach.
Concretely, we note that the Lax connection (6.38) satisfies the condition
dLu ` Lu ^ Lu “ ´ 2iu
1` u2 αC . (6.69)
In order to see this, note that the Maurer–Cartan form is still flat, dU ` U ^ U “ 0,
and since iC P gp2q, we only need to modify the equation involving d˚Ap2q. The above
finding transfers to the transformed Lax connection ℓu, for which we have
dℓu ` ℓu ^ ℓu “ ´ 2iu
1` u2 αC , (6.70)
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or in coordinates,
Bτ ℓu,σ ´ Bσ ℓu,τ ` rℓu,τ , ℓu,σs “ ´ 2i u
1` u2 αpτ, σqC . (6.71)
Here, we have set α “ αpτ, σq dτ ^ dσ. For the τ -dependence of the monodromy tu,
we then find
Bτ tu “ Bτ ÝÑPexp
ˆż 2π
0
dσ ℓu,σ
˙
“
ż 2π
0
dσ
ÝÑ
Pexp
ˆż σ
0
dσ1 ℓu,σ
˙
Bτ ℓu,σ ÝÑPexp
ˆż 2π
σ
dσ1 ℓu,σ
˙
“
ż 2π
0
dσ Bσ
„ÝÑ
Pexp
ˆż σ
0
dσ1 ℓu,σ
˙
ℓu,τ
ÝÑ
Pexp
ˆż 2π
σ
dσ1 ℓu,σ
˙ȷ
´ 2i u
1` u2
ż
dσ αpτ, σqC ÝÑPexp
ˆż σ
0
dσ1 ℓu,σ
˙ÝÑ
Pexp
ˆż 2π
σ
dσ1 ℓu,σ
˙
“ rtu, ℓu,τ pτ, 0qs ´ 2i u
1` u2 α˜pτqC tu . (6.72)
Here, we have abbreviated
α˜pτq “
ż
dσ αpτ, σq
in the last step. We can use the above evolution equation to show that all expansion
coefficients of the monodromy are proportional to the central charge. We have seen
this explicitly for the coefficient tp1q “ Qp0q above and it follows by induction for the
higher coefficients: For the τ -dependence of the n-th order coefficient, we find
Bτ tpnq “
n´1ÿ
m“1
“
tpmq, ℓ pn´mqτ pτ, 0q
‰´ i α˜pτq n´1ÿ
m“0
cmC t
pmq . (6.73)
By the induction hypothesis and noting that C2 “ C, we thus have Bτ tpnq9C. At
this point, we make use of the fact that we are dealing with a minimal surface2 with
disk topology, which allows us to conclude that tpnq9C as well. With this finding
established, we can simplify the evolution equation to
Bτ tu “ ´ 2i u
1` u2 α˜pτqC tu . (6.74)
We note now that the conserved level-1 charge discussed above was obtained from
the application of the master symmetry to the G-symmetry charge rather than the
expansion of the monodromy, from which it differs by adding a multiple of pQp0qq2. We
2The results presented here extend to the field theory case (i.e. imposing boundary conditions
at spatial infinity), which is discussed in reference [174]. The conservation condition for the quasi-
momenta extracted from the monodromy in the case of closed strings remains to be studied for the
central extension considered here.
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have established the connection between these charges for symmetric space models
in equation (3.112) and building on this finding, it seems sensible to consider the
combination
fu “ p1` u2q 9tu t´1u .
Making use of equation (6.74), we find
Bτ fu “ ´2i u α˜pτq rC, fus ´ 2i p1` u2q Bu
ˆ
u
1` u2
˙
α˜pτqC
“ 1´ u
2
1` u2 Bτ t
p1q , (6.75)
where we have inserted the first order of equation (6.74) in order to replace α˜pτq by
Bτ tp1q, which captures the non-conservation of the C-term of the G-symmetry charge.
We have thus found that also the C-part of the quantity
f˜u “ p1` u2q 9tu t´1u ´ 1´ u
2
1` u2 t
p1q (6.76)
is conserved.
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Minimal Surfaces in Superspace
We now turn to the supersymmetric generalization of the strong-coupling description
of the Maldacena–Wilson loop, which is obtained by replacing the minimal area in
AdS5 ˆ S5 by the area of a minimal surface in the supercoset space
SUp2, 2|4q
SOp1, 4q ˆ SOp5q ,
which we again renormalize appropriately. We thus describe the expectation value of
the super Maldacena–Wilson loop at strong coupling by
xWpγqy “ e´
?
λ
2π
Arenpγq , (7.1)
where the area functional A is based on the superstring action discussed in the last
chapter. Appropriate boundary conditions for this minimal surface have been sug-
gested in reference [39] based on a set of generalized Poincare´ coordinates for the
supercoset space. Following their approach, we assume the boundary curve to take
values in a N “ 4 non-chiral superspace, i.e. we have a parametrization`
xµpσq, θ Aα pσq, sθA 9αpσq, nIpσq˘ . (7.2)
We will then see that the divergence of the minimal area is proportional to the super-
length of the curve, i.e. we have
Aminpγq
ˇˇ
yěε “
Lpγq
ε
`Arenpγq , Lpγq “
ż
dσ|πpσq| . (7.3)
Here, πµ “ 9xµ ` i tr ` 9sθσµθ ´ sθσµ 9θ˘ describes the supermomentum of a superparticle
moving along the respective contour in the boundary superspace and we have regulated
the minimal area by imposing a cut-off ε in the coordinate y of AdS5.
With the description of the minimal surfaces in superspace understood, the Yan-
gian symmetry at strong coupling can be established in the same way as in chapter
4 for the minimal surfaces in AdS5. This requires to determine the first coefficients
of the expansion of the minimal surface around the conformal boundary in order to
evaluate the conserved charges derived in the last chapter.
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7.1 Poincare´ Coordinates for the Supercoset
We begin by introducing a generalization of Poincare´ coordinates for the supercoset
space by employing the coset representatives introduced in reference [39],
gpX,N, y,Θ, ϑq “ eX¨P eΘαAQAα`sΘA 9α sQ 9αA eϑAα SαA`sϑ 9αA sSA 9α MpNq yD . (7.4)
Here pX, yq and N are bosonic coordinates parametrizing the AdS5 and the S5 part,
respectively. The 32 fermionic degrees of freedom are parametrized by the Graßmann
odd coordinates Θ, sΘ, ϑ and sϑ. The spherical part of the coset space is parametrized
in the same way as in section 4.5, but written as a p4|4q supermatrix,
MpNq “
ˆ
14 0
0 mpNq
˙
. (7.5)
This specific choice of coset parametrization is not at all arbitrary. A crucial aspect
is that all exponents have definite weight and that they are ordered by these weights.
Moreover, the y-coordinate, which vanishes on the conformal boundary, is associated
to the dilatation generator and appears at the right-most position. This form is
important for the discussion of the superconformal boundary as we shall see below.
The Maurer–Cartan form for the above choice of coset representatives has been
partially derived in reference [39] in so far as it was required for their discussion of the
superconformal boundary. In order to determine the expansion of the minimal surface
into the bulk space, we need the complete expression and so we derive it below. The
calculation is lengthy but straightforward. Abbreviating
Ω :“ ΘαAQAα ` sΘA 9α sQ 9αA , η :“ ϑAα SαA ` sϑ 9αA sSA 9α , (7.6)
we need to compute
g´1dg “ y´DM´1 e´η `dX ¨ P ` e´ΩdeΩ˘ eηM yD
` y´DM´1 `e´ηdeη˘M yD `M´1dM ` dy
y
D .
We note that
e´ΩdeΩ “ dΩ` i `ΘαA dsΘA 9α ´ dΘαA sΘA 9α˘P 9αα ,
and a similar formula holds for e´ηdeη. Hence, we only have to calculate the remaining
conjugations. Most of them can be carried out by using Hadamard’s lemma,
eAB e´A “
8ÿ
n“0
1
n!
rA,Bspnq , rA,Bspnq “
“
A, rA,Bspn´1q
‰
, rA,Bsp0q “ B .
Here it is crucial that the exponents X ¨ P , Ω and η have a definite non-zero weight,
such that the above expansion breaks off after at most four orders. This follows from
noting that the weights are additive,
rD, rA,Bss “ p∆A `∆Bq rA,Bs ,
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and the fact that for sup2, 2|4q we only have half-integer weights ranging from ´1 to 1.
In order to do the conjugations with MpNq, we consider the supermatrices explicitly.
Using the definitions given in appendix B, we note
M´1
`
Θα
AQA
α
˘
M “
¨˝
12 0 0
0 12 0
0 0 m´1
‚˛¨˝0 0 2Θ0 0 0
0 0 0
‚˛¨˝12 0 00 12 0
0 0 m
‚˛
“
¨˝
0 0 2Θm
0 0 0
0 0 0
‚˛“ `ΘαBm AB ˘QAα “ pΘmqα AQAα . (7.7)
Similarly, one finds:
M´1
`sϑ 9αA sSA 9α˘M “ `sϑm˘ 9αA sSA 9α , M´1 `sΘA 9α sQ 9αA˘M “ `m´1sΘ˘A 9α sQA 9α , (7.8)
M´1
`
ϑA
α Sα
A
˘
M “ `m´1ϑ˘
A
αSα
A , M´1
`
Λ BA R
A
B
˘
M “ `m´1Λm˘ B
A
RAB .
The conjugations with yD again follow from the weights of the generators. For
rD,T∆s “ ∆T∆, we get
y´D T∆ yD “ y´∆ T∆ . (7.9)
Carrying out all conjugations in this way, we arrive at
U “ g´1 dg “ ´rα 9α
2y
P 9αα ` σ
y
D ` 1?
y
`
εα
AQA
α ` sεA 9α sQ 9αA˘` λ βα M αβ ` λ¯ 9β 9α M¯ 9α 9β
` Λ BA RAB ` γ C `?y
`
χA
α Sα
A ` χ¯ 9αA sSA 9α˘´ y
2
κ 9ααKα 9α `M´1dM (7.10)
Here, we defined the coefficients
rα 9α “ dXα 9α ` 2i
`
dΘ sΘ´ΘdsΘ˘ α 9α ,
rµ “ dXµ ´ i tr
`
dsΘσµΘ´ sΘσµdΘ˘ ,
σ “ dy ` 2y tr `dsΘ sϑ` ϑ dΘ˘ ,
γ “ tr `ϑ p2dΘ` ζq ´ `2dsΘ` sζ˘ sϑ˘ ,
λ βα “ ´i rp2dΘ` ζqϑs βα ,
ζα
A “ i rα 9α sϑ 9αA ,sζA 9α “ ´i ϑAα rα 9α ,
εα
A “ rpdΘ` ζqmsα A ,sεA 9α “ “m´1 `dsΘ` sζ ˘‰A 9α ,sλ 9β 9α “ i “sϑ `2dsΘ` ζ¯˘‰ 9β 9α .
(7.11)
The remaining terms are given by
ΛA
B “ “m´1 `ϑ `dΘ` 1
2
ζ
˘´ `dsΘ` 1
2
ζ¯
˘ sϑ˘m‰
A
B ,
χA
α “ “m´1 “`4ϑ `dΘ` 1
3
ζ
˘´ 2 `dsΘ` 1
3
ζ¯
˘ sϑ˘ϑ` dϑ‰‰
A
α ,sχ 9αA “ ““dsϑ` sϑ `4 `dsΘ` 1
3
ζ¯
˘ sϑ´ 2ϑ `dΘ` 1
3
ζ
˘˘‰
m
‰ 9αA
,
κ 9αα “ “´8i sϑ “`dsΘ` 1
4
ζ¯
˘ sϑ´ ϑ `dΘ` 1
4
ζ
˘‰
ϑ´ 2i `dsϑϑ´ sϑ dϑ˘‰ 9αα .
(7.12)
Here and in the further calculations, we have assigned the following canonical index
positions:
Θα
A , sΘA 9α for variables conjugate to QAα , sQ 9αA ,
ϑA
α , sϑ 9αA for variables conjugate to SαA , sSA 9α .
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The raising or lowering of a four-dimensional spinor index is always indicated ex-
plicitly. This notation allows us to write the index contractions in terms of matrix
products as it is done above, see also appendix A. For our further calculations we note
the Z4-decomposition of U “ g´1dg using the formulas given in appendix B for the
graded components of the generators,
Ap0q “ ´rα 9α ´ y
2 κα 9α
4y
`
P 9αα ´K 9αα˘` λ βα M αβ
` sλ 9β 9α ĎM 9α 9β ` `Λ BA RAB `M´1dM˘p0q , (7.13)
Ap2q “ ´rα 9α ` y
2 κα 9α
4y
`
P 9αα `K 9αα˘` σ
y
D ` γ C
` `Λ BA RAB `M´1dM˘p2q , (7.14)
Ap1q`p3q “ 1?
y
`
εα
AQA
α ` sεA 9α sQ 9αA ` y `χAα SαA ` sχ 9αA sSA 9α˘˘ , (7.15)
Ap1q´p3q “ i?
y
´
εα
AKAB S
αB ´ sεA 9αKAB sS 9αB
` y `χAαKAB QBα ´ sχA 9αKAB sQB 9α ˘ ¯. (7.16)
The matrix K “ `KAB˘ “ `KAB˘ appears explicitly in the Z4 decomposition and we
recall that it is given by
K “
¨˚
˚˝0 ´1 0 01 0 0 0
0 0 0 ´1
0 0 1 0
‹˛‹‚ . (7.17)
7.2 The Superconformal Boundary
In the case of the Maldacena–Wilson loop, the minimal surface is required to end on
the respective curve on the conformal boundary of AdS5. We have seen in chapter 2
that the discussion of the conformal boundary is simplified in Poincare´ coordinates,
where it is simply given by, where we simply approach the Minkowski space at y “ 0
in the boundary limit. In order to discuss the boundary conditions for the minimal
surfaces in superspace corresponding to the Wilson loop in superspace, we employ the
generalized Poincare´ coordinates for the supercoset introduced above.
There are two important aspects that need to be considered in the construction of
the conformal boundary of our superspace. The geometric relation between bulk and
boundary space requires that the super-isometries of the bulk space should reduce to
superconformal transformations on the conformal boundary space when taking the
boundary limit. Moreover, we should impose the right number of boundary condi-
tions on the bulk coordinates in order to determine a minimal surface. For the bosonic
coordinates, the equations of motion are second order differential equations and we
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impose a boundary condition for all bosonic coordinates. For the fermionic coordi-
nates, the equations of motion are first order differential equations and we will thus
only impose boundary conditions on half of the fermionic coordinates.
Let us first consider AdS5 once more. As we have seen in chapter 4, the coset
parametrization
g1pX, yq “ eX¨P yD (7.18)
provides Poincare´ coordinates on AdS5 » SOp2, 4q{SOp1, 4q. In this case, the Lie
algebra sop2, 4q is split as
sop2, 4q “ h‘m , h “ span tPµ ´Kµ,Mµνu , m “ span tPµ `Kµ, Du . (7.19)
We can similarly write the boundary Minkowski space as the coset space SOp2, 4q{H,
where H is the subgroup of SOp2, 4q generated by the algebra h “ spantKµ,Mµν , Du.
Note that in this way, we are not employing the coset description of a symmetric space
for the boundary space, and the splitting of the Lie algebra,
sop2, 4q “ spantKµ,Mµν , Du ‘ spantPµu , (7.20)
does not satisfy the algebra relations (3.8). The coset space is naturally parametrized
by
g2pxq “ ex¨P . (7.21)
For either coset, an isometry or conformal transformation is obtained from the left-
multiplication with a generic group element t “ et,
t ¨ g1pX, yq “ g1pX 1, y1q ¨ hpX, yq , t ¨ g2pxq “ g2px1q ¨ hpxq . (7.22)
Here, h “ eh are compensating gauge transformations taking values in the respective
gauge groups. Infinitesimally, we then have
δg1pX, yq “ t ¨ g1 ´ g1 ¨ hpX, yq “ Bµg1 δtXµ ` Byg1 δty ,
δg2pxq “ t ¨ g2 ´ g2 ¨ hpxq “ Bµg2 δtxµ . (7.23)
Consider now for example a transformation parametrized by t “ εµKµ. One computes
easily that the coordinates of the two coset spaces transform as
δε¨KXµ “ X2 εµ ´ 2 pε ¨XqXµ ` y2 εµ , δε¨Ky “ ´2y pε ¨Xq ,
δε¨Kxµ “ x2 εµ ´ 2 pε ¨ xqxµ . (7.24)
We recognize that the transformations indeed agree in the boundary limit y Ñ 0 if
we identify the X coordinates. Before turning to the superspace, we reformulate the
criterion that the isometries of the bulk space reduce to conformal transformations
on the boundary space for a more general situation.
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Assume we have two coset spaces M1 “ G{H1 and M2 “ G{H2 with the same
group G but different stability groups H1 and H2. Correspondingly, we have two
decompositions of the Lie algebra g,
g “ h1 ‘m1 , g “ h2 ‘m2 . (7.25)
We do not assume either of the two cosets to be a symmetric space and impose no
further restrictions on the decomposition. Let us assume that the coset space M1
represents the bulk space and the coset space M2 the boundary space. Then we have
dimpH1q ă dimpH2q, but we will not assume that H1 is a subset of H2. Furthermore,
we assume that we can find coset representatives g1pxm, yiq for M1 and g2pxmq for M2,
which satisfy the relation
g1px, yq “ g2pxqh2px, yq , (7.26)
where h2px, yq P H2. In particular, the Maurer–Cartan forms for the two parametriza-
tions are related by
U1 “ g´11 dg1 “ h2U2h´12 ` h´12 dh2 . (7.27)
Under the left-multiplication by some group element t “ et P G, the coset represen-
tatives transform as
gpZq ÞÑ gpZ 1q “ tgpZqhpZq , δgpZq “ tgpZq ´ gpZqhpZq . (7.28)
In order to extract the coordinate variations δZM , we rewrite the above transformation
as
δZMUM “ δZMgpZq´1BMgpZq “ gpZq´1 ptgpZq ´ gpZqhpZqq . (7.29)
We are interested in the difference of the variations of the coordinates xm and begin
by evaluating the above variation for the first coset space. For the coordinates of the
bulk coset space, ZM “ pxm, yiq, we find using the relation (7.27)
δ1Z
MU1,M “ δ1xm h´12 U2,mh2 ` δ1xm h´12 Bmh2 ` δ1yi h´12 Bih2 , (7.30)
which we rearrange as
δ1x
mU2,m “ δ1ZM h2U1,Mh´12 ´ δ1xm pBmh2qh´12 ´ δ1yi pBih2qh´12 . (7.31)
We can further rewrite the above relation by plugging in (7.29),
δ1x
mU2,m “ h2 g´11 ptg1 ´ g1h1qh´12 ´ δ1xm pBmh2qh´12 ´ δ1yi pBih2qh´12
“ g´12 tg2 ` h2h1h´12 ´ δ1xm pBmh2qh´12 ´ δ1yi pBih2qh´12 . (7.32)
This form is suitable to compare with the variation obtained for the other coset.
Evaluating the relation (7.29) for the coset space M2 gives
δ2x
mU2,m “ g´12 tg2 ´ h2 . (7.33)
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For the difference between the variations of the coordinates we thus have
∆ pδxmqU2,m “ pδ1xm ´ δ2xmqU2,m
“ h2h1h´12 ` h2 ´ δ1xm pBmh2qh´12 ´ δ1yi pBih2qh´12 . (7.34)
We can read off ∆ pδxmq by projecting the above relation on m2. Only the first term
on the right-hand side of the above equation contains contributions in m2 and hence
we have
∆ pδxmqU2,m
ˇˇ
m2
“ h2h1h´12
ˇˇ
m2
. (7.35)
We thus note the following criterion for the condition that the variations obtained
from the two coset constructions agree in the boundary limit y Ñ 0:
∆ pδxmq yÑ0ÝÝÑ 0 ô h2h1h´12
ˇˇ
m2
yÑ0ÝÝÑ 0 . (7.36)
To understand this formulation of the boundary criterion better, let us consider AdS5
once more. The Maurer–Cartan form for the bulk coset space is given by
U1 “ g´11 dg1 “ dX
µ
y
Pµ ` dy
y
D . (7.37)
For the generator t “ ε ¨K, we thus have the variation
δε¨KZM U1,M “ 1
y
pδε¨KXµ Pµ ` δε¨Ky Dq “ y´De´X¨P pε ¨Kq eX¨PyD ´ h1 (7.38)
“ 2 pε ¨XqX
µ ´X2 εµ
y
Pµ ` 2 pε ¨XqD ` 2 εµxνMµν ` y εµKµ ´ h1 .
We read off that
h1 “ 2 εµxνMµν ` y εµ pKµ ´ Pµq (7.39)
in order to cancel the contributions proportional to Kµ and Mµν . For the situation at
hand, we have h1 “ yD and m2 “ spantPµu and hence we have
h2h1h
´1
2
ˇˇ
m2
“ yD p2 εµxνMµν ´ y εµ pKµ ´ Pµqq y´D
ˇˇ
m2
“ y2εµPµ , (7.40)
which indeed vanishes in the boundary limit y Ñ 0.
With these preparations, we turn to the discussion of the conformal boundary of
the supercoset space
PSUp2, 2|4q
SOp4, 1q ˆ SOp5q .
As a candidate for the conformal boundary, we consider the coset PSUp2, 2|4q{H2,
where H2 is the subgroup generated by the subalgebra
h2 “ span
␣
Mµν , D,Kµ, Sα
A, sSA 9α(‘ sop5q . (7.41)
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A suitable coset representative is given by [39],
g2px, θ,Nq “ ex¨P eθαAQAα`sθA 9α sQ 9αA MpNq . (7.42)
The boundary superspace has only half as many fermionic degrees of freedom as the
bulk space, which is due to the fermionic part of the superstring equations of motion
being first order differential equations. They thus require less boundary conditions in
order to determine a minimal surface solution. We will see explicitly in section 7.3
that the respective boundary conditions determine the minimal surface in the bulk
space.
Following reference [39], we now apply the criterion (7.36) to show that the bulk
isometries reduce to superconformal transformations on the boundary space. The
relation between the coset representatives of bulk and boundary space is given by
g “ g2h2, where
h2 “MpNq´1 eϑAα SαA`sϑ 9αA sSA 9α MpNq yD “ epm´1ϑqAα SαA`psϑmq 9αA sSA 9α yD . (7.43)
Consider now an isometry of the bulk space parametrized by t P psup2, 2|4q. The
coset representative transforms according to (7.28),
g´1 δg “ g´1t g ´ h1 , h1 P h1 “ spantMµν , Pµ ´Kµu ‘ sop5q , (7.44)
and we want to show that h2h1h
´1
2
ˇˇ
m2
yÑ0ÝÝÑ 0. For this purpose it is not necessary to
actually compute h1. Rather, decompose h1 as
h1 “ h1
ˇˇ
h2
` h11 ñ h2 h1 h´12
ˇˇ
m2
“ h2 h11 h´12
ˇˇ
m2
. (7.45)
The comparison of h1 and h2 shows that h
1
1 is proportional to Pµ, and we only have
to determine the y-dependence, since
h11 “ yωcµPµ ñ h2 h11 h´12 “ O
`
yω`1
˘
. (7.46)
It is thus sufficient to show that for
h1 “ yωcµ pPµ ´Kµq ` . . . ,
we have ω “ 1. In order to see this, we note that g “ g` g´ with
g` “ eX¨P eΘαAQAα`sΘA 9α sQ 9αA , g´ “ eϑAα SαA`sϑ 9αA sSA 9α MpNq yD , (7.47)
where g` only contains generators with positive weights, while g´ only contains gen-
erators with non-positive weights. The group elements g` can be considered as a set
of coset representatives for a superspace obtained by factoring out the subgroup H`
with Lie algebra
h` “ span
␣
Mµν , D,Kµ, Sα
A, sSA 9α(‘ sup4q . (7.48)
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In particular, h` only contains generators of non-positive weights. The Maurer–
Cartan form for the coset representative g` can be obtained from (7.10) by setting
ϑ “ 0, N constant and y “ 1. We compare the variation of g with the variation of
g`, for which we note g´1` tg` “ g´1` δg` ` h`, where h` P h`. For the variation of g,
we thus have
δZM UM “ g´1 δg “ g´1´
`
g´1` δg` ` h`
˘
g´ ´ h1 (7.49)
In the above formula h1 compensates for those terms of g
´1´
`
g´1` δg` ` h`
˘
g´ which
may not be put into the form δZM UM . In particular, there is no need to compensate
a term proportional to Pµ as these terms are the same in g
´1 δg and g´1´
`
g´1` δg`
˘
g´,
which may be seen easily from the calculation of the Maurer–Cartan form shown in
section 7.1. It is thus clear that the term in h1 proportional to pPµ´Kµq compensates
for a term in g´1´
`
g´1` δg` ` h`
˘
g´, which is proportional to Kµ. This term, however,
is of order Opyq, since Kµ has weight ´1 and we are doing the conjugation with yD
last. We thus see that
h1 “ y cµ pPµ ´Kµq ` . . . ,
as we have claimed above.
This shows that the space parametrized by (7.42) may indeed be viewed as the
superconformal boundary of the space PSUp2, 2|4q{ pSOp4, 1q ˆ SOp5qq. Correspond-
ingly, we impose the following set of boundary conditions on the minimal surface that
describes the superspace Wilson loop at strong coupling:
Xµpτ “ 0, σq “ xµpσq , yp0, σq “ 0 , N Ip0, σq “ nIpσq ,
Θα
Ap0, σq “ θαApσq , sΘA 9αp0, σq “ sθA 9αpσq . (7.50)
7.3 The Bulk Expansion
We have seen in chapter 4 that in order to derive the symmetries of the minimal
surfaces from the classical integrability of the underlying model, we have to determine
the first few coefficients of the expansion of the minimal surface around the boundary.
As before, we will fix them from the equations of motion, the Virasoro constraints
and the functional derivatives of the area of the minimal surfaces.
For the superstring however, half of the fermionic components decouple from the
equations of motion and we only get a unique solution by fixing a kappa symmetry
gauge. In our case, it is convenient to set half of the coefficients of the fermionic part
of U “ g´1dg to zero. Concretely, we fix the conditions
εα
2 “ εα4 “ 0 , sε2 9α “ sε4 9α “ 0 , χ α1 “ χ α3 “ 0 , sχ 9α1 “ sχ 9α3 “ 0 . (7.51)
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Written out for the supermatrix Ap1q`p3q, the above gauge condition takes the form
Ap1q`p3q “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
0 0 0 0 ‚ 0 ‚ 0
0 0 0 0 ‚ 0 ‚ 0
0 0 0 0 0 ‚ 0 ‚
0 0 0 0 0 ‚ 0 ‚
0 0 ‚ ‚ 0 0 0 0
‚ ‚ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ‚ ‚ 0 0 0 0
‚ ‚ 0 0 0 0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
. (7.52)
It is typically difficult to verify that a certain kappa symmetry gauge can be
reached by kappa symmetry transformations, since the transformation involves a so-
lution of the equations of motion and due to the complications arising in multiplying
two exponentials. In order to check whether it is at least plausible that the above
kappa symmetry gauge can be reached, we consider the simple case of a straight-line
boundary curve and work to linear order in Graßmann variables.
We recall that the kappa symmetry transformations are given by
g ÞÑ g ¨ expκ , U ÞÑ U ` dκ` rU, κs , (7.53)
where we have left out the gauge transformations that ensure staying within the given
class of coset representatives. The kappa symmetry parameter κ “ κp1q`p3q is given
by equation (6.12),
κp1q “ Ap2qi,´Kp1q,i` `Kp1q,i` Ap2qi,´ , κp3q “ Ap2qi,`Kp3q,i´ `Kp3q,i´ Ap2qi,` , (7.54)
where we have used the projections V i˘ “ P ij˘ Vj “ 12 pγij ˘ i ϵijqVj. In conformal
gauge, we can write this more conveniently as
κ “ κp1q`p3q “ i ␣Ap2qσ ,Kp1q`p3q(` ␣Ap2qτ ,Kp1q´p3q( . (7.55)
Here, K is again a generic odd supermatrix. For the straight-line boundary curve, we
have the boundary conditions
Xp0, σq “ p0, 0, 0, σq , yp0, σq “ 0 , N Ip0, σq “ nI , (7.56)
where nI is constant. Since we are working up to linear order in Graßmann variables,
the fermionic parts of the minimal surface solution will not be relevant for us. For
the bosonic part, we note that the equations of motion are solved by
Xpτ, σq “ p0, 0, 0, σq , ypτ, σq “ τ , (7.57)
and correspondingly, we obtain
Ap2qσ “ ´
9Xα 9α
4τ
`
P 9αα `K 9αα˘ , Ap2qτ “ 1τ D . (7.58)
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We can then calculate the kappa symmetry parameter κ from equation (7.55). We
parametrize the supermatrix K as
K “ aαAQAα ´ saA 9α sQ 9αA ` bAαSαA ´sb 9αA sSA 9α . (7.59)
This signs above are chosen in such a way that demanding aα
A “ psaA 9αq˚ and similarly
for b would ensure κ P sup2, 2|4q on a worldsheet with Minkowskian signature. In the
Euclidean case, the reality constraint cannot be realized. The anti-commutators of
supermatrices appearing in (7.55) can be related to commutators due to the partic-
ular form of the supermatrix generators given in appendix B. We have the following
identities for P P tPµ, Kµ, Du:
tP , Qu “ rP , Qs , tP , Su “ ´ rP , Ss ,␣P , sS( “ “P , sS‰ , ␣P , sQ( “ ´ “P , sQ‰ .
For the parameter κ, we then find
κ “ 1
2τ
” `
i 9xα 9αsb 9αA `KAB bBα˘QAα ` `´ibAα 9xα 9α ´KAB sb 9αB˘ sQ 9αA
` `isaA 9α 9x 9αα `KAB aαB˘SαA ` `´i 9x 9αα aαA ´KAB sa 9αB˘ sSA 9αı
“ cαAQAα ´ scA 9α sQ 9αA ` dAαSαA ´ sd 9αA sSA 9α . (7.60)
The parameters c,sc, d, sd are related among each other by
c¯A 9α “ i ϵ 9α 9β 9x 9β 9α cαBKBA , d¯ 9αA “ ´iKAB dBα 9xα 9β ϵ 9β 9α . (7.61)
This means that fixing c1 and c¯1 determines c2 and c¯2, fixing c3 and c¯3 determines c4
and c¯4 and likewise for d, d¯. In particular, we observe that the kappa symmetry trans-
formation has half the degrees of freedom of a generic fermionic element, as expected
for this supercoset. Moreover, we observe that we cannot enforce κ P sup2, 2|4q by
constraining K. One may e.g. enforce pcα1q˚ “ c¯1 9α but that leads to pcα2q˚ “ ´c¯2 9α.
We go on to calculate the fermionic part of the transformed Maurer–Cartan form U 1
from the relation
A1p1q`p3q “ Ap1q`p3q ` dκ` “Ap0q`p2q , κ‰ , (7.62)
noting that
Ap0q`p2qτ “ 1τ D , A
p0q`p2q
σ “ ´ 9xα 9α2τ P
α 9α . (7.63)
Then we find the following transformations for the parameters ε and χ:
χ1τA
α “ χτAα `
`Bτ ` 12τ ˘ dAα , sχ1τ 9αA “ χ¯τ 9αA ` `Bτ ` 12τ ˘ sd 9αA ,
χ1σA
α “ χσAα ` Bσ dAα , χ¯1σ 9αA “ χ¯σ 9αA ` Bσ d¯ 9αA ,
ε1τ α
A “ ετ αA `
`Bτ ´ 12τ ˘ cαA , ε¯1τA 9α “ ε¯τA 9α ` `Bτ ´ 12τ ˘ c¯A 9α ,
ε1σα
A “ εσαA ` Bσ cαA ` i2τ 9xα 9α d¯ 9αA , ε¯1σA 9α “ ε¯σA 9α ` Bσ c¯A 9α ´ i2τ dAα 9xα 9α .
(7.64)
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Due to the form of the relations between the parameters c, c¯, d, d¯ explained above, it
is thus clear that we can indeed reach the kappa symmetry gauge (7.51),
εα
2 “ εα4 “ 0 , ε¯2 9α “ ε¯4 9α “ 0 , χα1 “ χα3 “ 0 , χ¯1 9α “ χ¯3 9α “ 0 . (7.65)
While we have motivated that the above kappa symmetry gauge can be reached, we
have seen that the fermionic coefficients, which are not set zero, no longer obey the
reality constraint pεαAq˚ “ ε¯A 9α. This finding is related to working with the Wick
rotated superstring action for a Euclidean worldsheet, which implies the appearance
of a factor i in the kappa symmetry variations. This subtlety does, however, not affect
our further calculation, for which the reality constraint is irrelevant.
7.3.1 Equations of Motion
We begin by studying the equations of motion (6.16). We recall that in conformal
gauge they are given by
δij
´
BiAp2qj `
”
A
p0q
i , A
p2q
j
ı¯
´ i
2
ϵij
”
A
p1q´p3q
i , A
p1q`p3q
j
ı
“ αpτ, σqC , (7.66)
δij
”
A
p2q
i , A
p1q`p3q
j
ı
` i ϵij
”
A
p2q
i , A
p1q´p3q
j
ı
“ 0 . (7.67)
Since the Maurer–Cartan form is of order Opτ´1q when approaching y “ 0, the
equations of motion begin at the order Opτ´2q and we consider them up to the next-
to-leading order Opτ´1q. For this order, not all components of the Maurer–Cartan
form (7.10) are relevant. The R-symmetry components, for example, only appear in
the order Opτ 0q of the bosonic equations of motion and we can hence neglect them
here. This is plausible since we did not need to consider the equations of motion in
the discussion of the minimal surfaces in S5 in section 4.5. The relevant components
of the Maurer–Cartan form for our discussion of the equations of motion are given by
Ap0q “ ´rα 9α
4y
`
P 9αα ´K 9αα˘` λ βα M αβ ` sλ 9β 9α ĎM 9α 9β ,
Ap2q “ ´rα 9α
4y
`
P 9αα `K 9αα˘` σ
y
D ,
Ap1q`p3q “ 1?
y
`
εα
AQA
α ` sεA 9α sQ 9αA ` y `χAα SαA ` sχ 9αA sSA 9α˘˘ ,
Ap1q´p3q “ i?
y
´
εα
AKAB S
αB ´ sεA 9αKAB sS 9αB ` y `χAαKAB QBα ´ sχA 9αKAB sQB 9α ˘ ¯ .
Here, we have also left out the C-part of the projection Ap2q, since the C-part of the
equations of motion provides no additional information. We recall the coefficients
ζα
A “ i rα 9α sϑ 9αA , εαA “ rpdΘ` ζqmsα A , λ βα “ ´i rp2dΘ` ζqϑs βα ,sζA 9α “ ´i ϑAα rα 9α , sεA 9α “ “m´1 `dsΘ` sζ ˘‰A 9α , sλ 9β 9α “ i “sϑ `2dsΘ` ζ¯˘‰ 9β 9α ,
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as well as
rα 9α “ dXα 9α ` 2i
`
dΘ sΘ´ΘdsΘ˘ α 9α ,
σ “ dy ` 2y tr `dsΘ sϑ` ϑ dΘ˘ ,
χA
α “ “m´1 “`4ϑ `dΘ` 1
3
ζ
˘´ 2 `dsΘ` 1
3
ζ¯
˘ sϑ˘ϑ` dϑ‰‰
A
α ,sχ 9αA “ ““dsϑ` sϑ `4 `dsΘ` 1
3
ζ¯
˘ sϑ´ 2ϑ `dΘ` 1
3
ζ
˘˘‰
m
‰ 9αA
.
We begin by considering the leading order Opτ´2q of the bosonic equation (7.66),
from which we find that`pBτyq rτ µ pP µ `Kµq ` `pBτyq2 ´ r2τ ´ r2σ˘D˘p0q “ 0 ,
ñ rµτ p0q “ 0 , pyp1qq2 “
`
rσ p0q
˘2
.
Here, we are using the notation introduced in equation (4.5) for the coefficients of the
τ -expansion. We identify the leading term of rσ with the supermomentum
πµ “ rµσ p0q “ 9xµ ` i tr
´
9sθσµθ ´ sθσµ 9θ ¯ (7.68)
of a superparticle moving along the boundary curve. As y should be positive and
the boundary curve space-like we note that yp1q “
?
π2 “ |π|. We now restrict the
parametrization of the curve to satisfy
|π| “ 1 ñ π ¨ 9π “ 0 ñ 9π2 ` π ¨ :π “ 0 . (7.69)
This is the super analogue of the arc-length condition we employed in section 4.4.
Considering the fermionic equations (7.67) at leading order in τ leads to the following
set of equations:
ετ p0qαA ` iπα 9α ε¯τ p0qB 9αKBA “ 0 (7.70)
ε¯τ p0qA 9α ` i ετ p0qαB πα 9αKBA “ 0 (7.71)
i ε¯σ p0qA 9α π 9αα ` εσ p0qαBKBA “ 0 (7.72)
i π 9ααεσ p0qαA ` ε¯σ p0qB 9αKBA “ 0 (7.73)
The equations (7.70) and (7.71) as well as (7.72) and (7.73) are equivalent to each
other as one would expect as they stem from the coefficients of Q and sQ or S and sS
in (7.67). Moreover, the real and imaginary parts of these equations are equivalent.
Inserting for example (7.70) into (7.71), we obtain
ε¯τ p0qA 9α “ κ˜2 ε¯τ p0qC 9β π 9βα πα 9αKCBKBA “ κ˜2ε¯τ p0qA 9α (7.74)
Here, we have left the parameter κ˜ introduced in the string action (6.5) open in
order to show that the equations are less constraining for κ˜2 “ 1 when one has
kappa symmetry. In this case, a unique solution is only found due to the gauge-fixing
condition (7.51) for the kappa symmetry. Consider for example equation (7.70). Due
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to the kappa symmetry gauge (7.51) either ετ p0qαA or ε¯τ p0qB 9αKBA are vanishing for
any given value of A. Proceeding in the same way for equation (7.72) we conclude
that
ετ p0q “ εσ p0q “ 0 , sετ p0q “ sεσ p0q “ 0 . (7.75)
Note in particular that we do not employ reality conditions such as ε¯A 9α “
`
εα
A
˘˚
as they become problematic for the Wick rotated superstring action. Given that
rτ p0q “ 0 and hence ζτ p0q “ 0, we conclude that
Θp1q “ 0 , sΘp1q “ 0 , Xp1q “ 0 . (7.76)
Setting εσ p0q “ 0 “ ε¯σ p0q enforces that
ϑp0qAα “ i 9sθA 9α π 9αα , sϑp0q 9αA “ ´i π 9αα 9θαA . (7.77)
It is thus indeed inconsistent to specify boundary conditions for the ϑ variables, as
we have claimed before based on the order of the fermionic part of the equations of
motion.
We now turn to the next-to leading order in the bosonic equation (7.66). Due to
our above finding, we have Ap1q˘p3q “ Opτ 1{2q and we can hence neglect the fermionic
contributions also at the next-to leading order. Moreover, we note the following
identities for the coefficients of the Cartan form:
σi “ Biy `Opτ 2q , λτ αβ “ Opτq , λσ αα ´ λ¯σ 9α 9α “ Opτq . (7.78)
Evaluating (7.66) then leads to the following equations:
0 “ δij ppBiyq pBjyq ´ y BiBjy ´ ri ¨ rjqp1q , (7.79)
0 “ δij
´
2 Biy rj α 9α ´ y Bi rj α 9α ` 2iy λ βi α rj β 9α ´ 2iy rj α 9β λ¯
9β
i 9α
¯
p1q
. (7.80)
Making use of the relations (7.76) and (7.77), we find that
r2τ “ Opτ 2q , r2σ “ π2 `Opτ 2q , δij
´
2iy λ βi α rj β 9α ´ 2iy rj α 9β λ¯
9β
i 9α
¯
“ Opτ 2q ,
and we may thus conclude that
yp2q “ 0 , rµτ p1q “ 9πµ ñ Xµp2q “ 9πµ ` i tr
`sΘp2qσµθ ´ sθσµΘp2q˘ . (7.81)
Last, we consider the next-to leading order in the fermionic equation (7.67). We
find the following conditions, this time leaving out equivalent conditions:
sχτ p0qA 9α ´ i π 9ααεσ p1qαA ´ `sεσ p1qB 9α ´ i π 9ααχτ p0qBα˘KBA “ 0 , (7.82)sετ p1qA 9α ´ i χσ p0qAα πα 9α ´ `sχσ p0q 9αB ´ i ετ p1qαB πα 9α˘KBA “ 0 . (7.83)
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Due to the kappa symmetry gauge (7.51), we can decompose these equations into the
conditions
sχτ p0qA 9α `KAB sεσ p1qB 9α “ 0 , εσ p1qαA `KAB χτ p0qBα “ 0 , (7.84)sετ p1qA 9α `KAB sχσ p0q 9αB “ 0 , χσ p0qAα `KAB ετ p1qαB “ 0 . (7.85)
The latter conditions allow to solve for Θp2q and sΘp2q,
Θp2qαA “ ´ 9πα 9α π 9αβ 9θβA ` sK 1AB ´4 ` 9sθπ 9θ˘BC ´ i δCB Bσ¯ `πα 9β 9sθC 9β˘sΘp2qA 9α “ ´ 9sθA 9β π 9βα 9πα 9α ´K 1AB ´4 ` 9sθπ 9θ˘CB ` i δBC Bσ¯ ` 9θβC πβ 9α˘ (7.86)
Here, the matrices sK 1AB and K 1AB are given by
K 1AB “ uAC uBDKCD “
`
uKuT
˘
AB
, sK 1AB “ ` `u´1˘T Ku´1˘AB (7.87)
Due to equations (4.113) and (7.17), this can be rewritten as
K 1AB “
`
n51` n6γ5 ` inrγr˘
A
C KCB ,sK 1AB “ KAC `n51´ n6γ5 ´ inrγr˘
C
B .
(7.88)
From equation (7.84) we find the following condition for ϑp1q:
ϑp1qAα “ iK 1AB πα 9α sϑp1q 9αB , sϑp1q 9αA “ ´i sK 1AB π 9αα ϑp1qBα . (7.89)
The above results are lengthy and it can be cumbersome to use them in the calculations
that follow. For many purposes however, it suffices to note that they can be written
in the form
Ap1q´p3qτ “ ´i Ap1q`p3qσ `Opτ 3{2q , Ap1q´p3qσ “ i Ap1q`p3qτ `Opτ 3{2q . (7.90)
7.3.2 Virasoro constraints
The coefficient yp3q can be determined from the Virasoro constraints (6.6), specifically
from the condition
str
`
Ap2qτ A
p2q
τ
˘´ str `Ap2qσ Ap2qσ ˘ “ 0 . (7.91)
We recall that Ap2q is given by (7.14),
A
p2q
i “ r
µ
i ` y2 κµi
2y
pPµ `Kµq ` σi
y
D ` γiC `
`
Λ BiA R
A
B `M´1BiM
˘p2q
.
The relation required to determine yp3q appears at the order Opτ 0q, such that the
R-symmetry terms are important. From section 4.5, we recall that@
P p2q
`
M´1BiM
˘
, P p2q
`
M´1BjM
˘D “ BiN I BjN I ,
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and noting that Λτ “ Opτq, we find
str
`
Ap2qτ A
p2q
τ
˘ “ 1
y2
`
r2τ ` σ2τ
˘`N2p1q `Opτq . (7.92)
The other term is more involved since Λσ p0q does not vanish,
Λ BσA “ i
`
u´1 9sθ π 9θ u˘
A
B `Opτq “ i`u´1Σσu˘AB `Opτq . (7.93)
Making use of the trace identity (B.17) and the results obtained in section 4.5, we
find
str
`
Λ BσA R
A
B Λ
D
σC P
p2q `RCD˘ ˘ “ Λ BσA Λ DσC `4KDBKAC ´ 4δAD δCB ` 2δAB δCD˘
“ ´4 sK 1AC K 1DB ` 9sθ π 9θ˘AB` 9sθ π 9θ˘CD ` 4 tr ` 9sθ π 9θ 9sθ π 9θ˘´ 2 tr ` 9sθ π 9θ˘2
“ ´4 tr ` sK 1ΣsK 1ΣTs ˘` 4 tr ` 9sθ π 9θ 9sθ π 9θ˘´ 2 tr ` 9sθ π 9θ˘2 , (7.94)
as well as
str
`
Λ BσA R
A
B P
p2q `M´1BσM˘ ˘ “ 4Λ BσA `aσ S5˘ AB “ ´4i nI 9nJ tr ` 9θγIJ 9sθ π˘ . (7.95)
Combining these findings, we have
str
`
Ap2qσ A
p2q
σ
˘ “ r2σ
y2
` 2π ¨ κs p0q ` 9n2 ` 4 tr
` 9sθ π 9θ 9sθ π 9θ˘´ 2 tr ` 9sθ π 9θ˘2
´ 4 tr ` sK 1ΣσK 1ΣTσ ˘´ 4i nI 9nJ tr ` 9θγIJ 9sθ π˘`Opτq . (7.96)
Due to the results obtained in the last section, we can express all coefficients appearing
above in terms of the boundary data,
r2σ “ 1´ τ 2
´
9π2 ´ 2i tr `sΘp2qπ 9θ ´ 9sθπΘp2q˘¯`Opτ 3q ,
r2τ “ τ 2 9π2 `Opτ 3q ,
σ2τ “ 1` τ 2
´
2yp3q ´ 4i tr
`sΘp2qπ 9θ ´ 9sθπΘp2q˘¯`Opτ 3q ,
π ¨ κσ p0q “ 6 tr
` 9sθ π 9θ 9sθ π 9θ˘´ i tr ` 9sθπ:θ ´ :sθπ 9θ˘`Opτq .
(7.97)
Inserting these results into the Virasoro constraint (7.91) allows to solve for yp3q,
yp3q “ ´ 9π2 ` 3i tr
`sΘp2qπ 9θ ´ 9sθπΘp2q˘` 8 tr ` 9sθ π 9θ 9sθ π 9θ˘´ i tr ` 9sθπ:θ ´ :sθπ 9θ˘
´ tr ` 9sθ π 9θ˘2 ´ 2 tr ` sK 1ΣσK 1ΣTσ ˘´ 2i nI 9nJ tr ` 9θγIJ 9sθ π˘` 12 ` 9n2 ´N2p1q˘ . (7.98)
7.3.3 Variation of the Minimal Area
The solutions of the first few orders of the equations of motion allow to extract the
divergence of the minimal area. Using that
r2σ “ π2 `Opτ 2q , r2τ “ Opτ 2q , y “ |π|τ `Opτ 2q ,
σ2τ “ π2 `Opτ 2q , σ2σ “ Opτ 2q ,
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we find the regulated area of the minimal surface in superspace to be given by
Aminpγq
ˇˇ
yěε “
1
2
2πż
0
dσ
cż
τ0pσq
dτ
`
str
`
Ap2qτ A
p2q
τ
˘` str `Ap2qσ Ap2qσ ˘˘
“
2πż
0
dσ
cż
τ0pσq
dτ
ˆ
1
τ 2
`Opτ 0q
˙
“ Lpγq
ε
` pfiniteq . (7.99)
Here, we have defined τ0pσq as before by ypτ0pσq, σq “ ε and introduced the length of
the curve γ in superspace,
Lpγq “
ż
dσ |πpσq| . (7.100)
If we then define the renormalized area as before to be given by
Arenpγq “ lim
εÑ0
"
Aminpγq
ˇˇ
yěε ´
Lpγq
ε
*
, (7.101)
the arguments given in section 4.1 can be applied to infer that the invariance of the
area functional under PSUp2, 2|4q-transformations carries over to the renormalized
minimal area.
With the renormalization prescription established, we turn to the discussion of
the variational derivatives of the area. As before, they are related to the third-order
coefficients ofX and Θ. Using that the parametrization of the minimal surface satisfies
the equations of motion, the variation only contains boundary terms and we have
δAminpγq
ˇˇ
yěε “
bż
a
dσ
cż
τ0pσq
dτ
␣Bτ str `g´1δgΛτ˘` Bσ str `g´1δgΛσ˘( , (7.102)
with Λ given by equation (6.14),
Λi “ δij Ap2qj ´ i2 ϵijAp1q´p3qj .
Since the expression g´1δg does not contain any derivatives which may be restricted
by choosing a special parametrization, we can safely demand that the parametrization
satisfy |π| “ 1. Moreover, due to the kappa symmetry invariance of the action, we
can restrict ourselves to the kappa symmetry gauge (7.51). This allows us to apply
the results derived so far, in particular we have τ0pσq “ ε ` Opε3q. Thus, using the
periodicity of the parametrization in σ, we find that
δAminpγq
ˇˇ
yěε “ ´
Lż
0
dσ str
`
g´1δgΛτ
˘pτ0pσq, σq `Opεq . (7.103)
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To compute the above result explicitly, we use the expression (7.10) for g´1δg and in
particular that
δXpτ, σq “ δxpσq `Opτ 2q , δΘpτ, σq “ δθpσq `Opτ 2q , (7.104)
since the first-order coefficients of X and Θ vanish identically. Applying the trace-
identities given in appendix B, we find
δAminpγq
ˇˇ
yěε “
δLpγq
ε
` pfiniteq , (7.105)
and the finite term is given by
δArenpγq “
Lż
0
dσ
␣
δxµ b
µ ` δθαA
`
4ξA
α ´ i sθA 9α b 9αα˘
` δsθA 9α `4ξ¯ 9αA ´ i b 9αα θαA˘´ δnIN Ip1q( (7.106)
Here, we defined
bµ “ ´1
2
rµτ p2q ´ κµτ p0q ` 2i tr
``sϑp0qϑp1q ´ sϑp1qϑp0q ` 2nINJp1q sϑp0qγIJϑp0q˘σ¯µ˘ , (7.107)
ξA
α “ ϑp1qAα ` nINJp1q
`
γIJϑp0q
˘
A
α , ξ¯ 9αA “ ´sϑ 9αAp1q ` nINJp1q `sϑp0qγIJ˘ 9αA . (7.108)
We read off the functional derivatives of the regulated minimal area from (7.106):
bµpσq “ δArenpγq
δxµpσq ,
N Ip1qpσq “ ´
δArenpγq
δnIpσq `
ˆ
nJpσqδArenpγq
δnJpσq
˙
nIpσq ,
ξA
αpσq “ 1
4
ˆ
δArenpγq
δθαApσq ` i
sθA 9αpσqσ 9ααµ δArenpγqδxµpσq
˙
,
ξ¯ 9αApσq “ 1
4
ˆ
δArenpγq
δsθA 9αpσq ` i σ 9ααµ θαApσq δArenpγqδxµpσq
˙
.
(7.109)
The relations between the functional derivatives of the minimal area and the coor-
dinates Xp3q,Θp3q and ϑp1q take a much more complicated form than for the minimal
surface in AdS5. The important point for us, however, is to identify the above coeffi-
cients in the Noether current j, where they appear naturally. In order to do this, we
do not need to find expressions for Xp3q,Θp3q and ϑp1q in terms of the above functional
derivatives and hence we have made no attempt to derive such relations above.
7.4 Yangian Symmetry
With the expansion of the minimal surface around a generic smooth boundary curve
established, we turn to the evaluation of the conserved charges in order to derive the
Yangian symmetry of the superspace Wilson loop at strong coupling.
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7.4.1 Level Zero
We begin by discussing the G-symmetry charge Qp0q, which encodes the supercon-
formal invariance of the area of the minimal surface. The invariance under large su-
perconformal transformations was already established by generalizing the argument
given in section 4.1. The derivation presented below provides an explicit represen-
tation of the superconformal generators in the boundary superspace and serves as a
preparation for our discussion of the Yangian invariance.
We are thus interested in the τ 0-component of the Noether current j “ ´2gΛg´1.
Making use of relation (7.90), we have
jτ p0q “ ´2
␣
gΛτg
´1(
p0q “ ´2
␣
g
`
Ap2qτ ´ i2Ap1q´p3qσ
˘
g´1
(
p0q
“ ´2 ␣g `Ap2qτ ` 12Ap1q`p3qτ ˘ g´1(p0q . (7.110)
For the last step, notice that the terms within the brackets agree up to terms of order
Opτ 3{2q and the conjugation with g lowers the order of a fermionic term at most by?
τ . The difference is hence not relevant for the τ 0-component. The conjugations can
be done in the same way as in the calculation of the Maurer–Cartan form explained
in section 7.1, and we arrive at
jτ p0q “
!
1
τ
eX¨P`Ω
`´ 9πµKµ ´ 2D ´ `ϑp0qAα SαA ` sϑ 9αAp0q sSA 9α˘˘ e´X¨P´Ω)p0q
` 2
!
eX¨P`Ω
`
1
2
bµKµ ´ ξAα SαA ` sξ 9αA sSA 9α ` nINJp1q ΓIJ˘ e´X¨P´Ω)p0q . (7.111)
The first term above vanishes, since the expansions of the coordinates X and Θ are
of the form X “ x`Opτ 2q and Θ “ θ `Opτ 2q and it remains to compute
jτ p0q “ 2ex¨P`θQ`sθ sQ`12bµKµ ´ ξAα SαA ` sξ 9αA sSA 9α ` nINJp1q ΓIJ˘e´x¨P´θQ´sθ sQ . (7.112)
The coefficients b, ξ and Np1q defined in (7.107) and (7.108) are exactly those that
were identified with the functional derivatives of the minimal area in the last section.
We can thus write the resulting expression in the form
jτ p0qpσq “ 2 japσq pArenpγqq T a . (7.113)
Here, T a “ Gab Tb span the dual basis to the generators defined in appendix B. Note
that we use the inverse of the metric Gab on up2, 2|4q to raise and lower the group
indices. The densities japσq denote functional derivative operators, which act on the
minimal area Arenpγq above. Their form can be read off from the relation
japσq pArenpγqq “ 12 str
`
jτ p0qpσqTa
˘
. (7.114)
The functional derivative operators japσq are given explicitly in appendix E. We note
that the superspace representation obtained in this way also includes the generator
bpσq “ 1
2
ˆ
θ Aa pσq δδθ Aa pσq ´
sθA 9αpσq δ
δsθA 9αpσq
˙
, (7.115)
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which does not give rise to a symmetry of the minimal area, since it corresponds to the
C-part of Qp0q, which is not conserved. Moreover, we also read off the central charge
generator cpσq “ 0 from the B-part of the conserved charge, which vanishes since the
model is constructed on SUp2, 2|4q. The algebra of the generators is compatible with
setting cpσq “ 0 and is given by“
japσq, jbpσ1q
( “ f cab jcpσq δpσ ´ σ1q . (7.116)
Again, the structure constants f cab are related to the structure constants f
c
ab of the
supermatrices Ta by
f cab “ f cba “ ´p´1q|a||b| f cab . (7.117)
We have thus seen that the vanishing of the level-0 charge Qp0q can be rewritten as
the invariance of the superspace Wilson loop under the level-0 Yangian generators
Jp0qa “
ż
dσ japσq . (7.118)
7.4.2 Level One
The level-1 Yangian generators follow from evaluating the level-1 Yangian charge
Qp1q “ 1
2
ż
dσ1 dσ2 ε21 rjτ pσ1q, jτ pσ2qs ´ 4
ż
dσ
`
ap2qσ ` 14ap1q`p3qσ
˘
. (7.119)
Here, we have employed the abbreviation apkq “ gApkqg´1 introduced in equation
(6.42) and we recall that ε21 denotes
εpσ2 ´ σ1q “ θpσ2 ´ σ1q ´ θpσ2 ´ σ1q . (7.120)
Again, we are only interested in the τ 0-component and note that its calculation can
be simplified by using that the τ -component of the Noether current can be written in
the form given in (4.86),
jτ “ 1
τ
Bσjσ p´2q ` jτ p0q ´ τ Bσjσp0q `Opτ 2q , (7.121)
due to current conservation. The τ 0-component is hence given by
Q
p1q
p0q “
1
2
ż
dσ1 dσ2 ε21
“
jτ p0qpσ1q, jτ p0qpσ2q
‰
´
ż
dσ
`
4a
p2q
σ p0q ` ap1q`p3qσ p0q ` rjσ, Bσjσsp´2q
˘ “ Qp1qbi´lo `Qp1qlo . (7.122)
Let us first evaluate the bi-local part. Using the expression (7.113) derived for jτ p0q
above, we find
Qp1qbi´lo “ 2 f bca
ż
dσ1 dσ2 ε21 jbpσ1q pArenpγqq jcpσ2q pArenpγqqT a
“ 2 f cba
ż
dσ1 dσ2 ε21 jbpσ1q pArenpγqq jcpσ2q pArenpγqqT a . (7.123)
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In the last step, we have switched to the structure constants f cab of the functional
derivative operators. The index raising and lowering is then done via the metric
Gab obtained for these generators. In appendix E, we find that it is related to the
components of the metric for the corresponding supermatrices by
Gab “ Gba “ p´1q|a|Gab . (7.124)
Correspondingly, we have
f bca “ GbdGcef gde Gga “ p´1q|b|`|c|`|a|GbdGcef ged Gga “ p´1q|b|`|c|`|a| f bca “ f bca .
Here, we have used that p|b|` |c|` |a|q P t0, 2u for non-vanishing f bca due to the Z2
grading of the Lie super algebra. The bi-local part found above thus shows the typical
structure of a level-1 Yangian generator, as expected.
It remains to compute the local term, for which we note the expression
Q
p1q
lo “ ´4
ż
dσ
␣
g
`
Ap2qσ ` 14Ap1q`p3qσ ` τ 2 rΛσ, BσΛσ ` rUσ,Λσss
˘
g´1
(
p0q . (7.125)
While we have pulled out the conjugations with g in order to make use of the cancel-
lations between the two terms at an earlier stage of the calculation, it turns out to
be convenient to already discuss the conjugations with MyD when considering these
terms individually, in particular because after the conjugation with yD the orders in
τ will not get lowered and we may already discard terms that are of order Opτq. We
recall the expressions found for the components of the Maurer–Cartan form in section
7.1,
Ap2q “ ´rα 9α ` y
2 κα 9α
4y
`
P 9αα `K 9αα˘` σ
y
D ` γ C ` `Λ BA RAB `M´1dM˘p2q ,
Ap1q`p3q “ 1?
y
`
εα
AQA
α ` sεA 9α sQ 9αA ` y `χAα SαA ` sχ 9αA sSA 9α˘˘ ,
as well as the coefficients
σ “ dy ` 2y tr `dsΘ sϑ` ϑ dΘ˘ ,
γ “ tr `ϑ p2dΘ` ζq ´ `2dsΘ` sζ˘ sϑ˘ , (7.126)
ΛA
B “ “m´1 `ϑ `dΘ` 1
2
ζ
˘´ `dsΘ` 1
2
ζ¯
˘ sϑ˘m‰
A
B .
Inserting the solutions (7.77) for the components ϑp0q and sϑp0q, we find
σσ “ 2y tr
` 9sθ sϑp0q ` ϑp0qθ˘`Opτ 2q “ 2i τ tr ` 9sθπ 9θ ´ 9sθπ 9θ˘`Opτ 2q “ Opτ 2q ,
γσ “ 2i tr
` 9sθπ 9θ˘`Opτq . (7.127)
We note moreover that in the above expression for Ap2q, the projections are left implicit
for the R-symmetry part. The part stemming from the M´1dM -term can be inferred
from the result (4.117) for the Noether current in the coset description of S5 discussed
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in section 4.5. For the other term, we make use of the explicit form of the projections
given in appendix B and note that
Λσ A
BP p2q
`
RAB
˘ “ 1
4
`
Λσ A
B ´KBCΛσ CDKDA
˘
RAB . (7.128)
Using that εσp0q “ 0, we thus find
MyD
`
Ap2qσ ` 14Ap1q`p3qσ
˘
y´DM´1 “ ´rσ α 9α ` y
2κσ α 9α
4y2
`
K 9αα ` y2P 9αα˘´ 1
4
ρA
BRAB
` 2i tr ` 9sθπ 9θ˘C ` 1
4
´
pmχσqA αSαA `
`sχσm´1˘ 9αA sSA 9α¯`Opτq . (7.129)
Here, the coefficient of the R-symmetry part is given by
ρA
B “ nI 9nJ `γIJ˘
A
B ´ i` 9sθπ 9θ˘
A
B ` i sK 1BC` 9sθπ 9θ˘
C
DK 1DA ` i2δBA tr
` 9sθπ 9θ˘ . (7.130)
Next, we consider the commutator term in (7.125) and compute
p˚q “ “MyD `τ 2Λσ˘ y´DM´1,MyD pBσΛσ ` rUσ,Λσsq y´DM´1‰ . (7.131)
In this expression we may replace Λσ “ Ap2qσ ` i2Ap1q´p3qτ “ Ap2qσ ` 12Ap1q`p3qσ `O
`
τ 3{2
˘
as the unwanted terms are at least of order τ . Consider then the term on the left-hand
side. As we shall see shortly, the right-hand side of the commutator is of order Opτ´2q
and we can hence neglect all terms that are of order Opτ 3q in the computation of the
expression on the left-hand side. This leads to finding
MyD
`
τ 2Λσ
˘
y´DM´1 “ ´ τ
2
4y2
`
rσ α 9α ` y2κσ α 9α
˘ `
K 9αα ` y2P 9αα˘´ τ 2
4
ρA
BRAB
` τ
2
2
´
pmχσqA αSαA `
`
χ¯σm
´1˘ 9αA sSA 9α¯` pnegl.q . (7.132)
Here, the bracket pnegl.q denotes terms, which can be neglected. Note in particular
that only the term proportional to K 9αα is of order Opτ 0q, while all other terms are of
order Opτ 2q. We need thus only compute the right-hand side of the above commutator
up to Opτ´2q for the generators that commute with K 9αα and to Opτ 0q for those that
don’t. With these simplifications we have
MyD pBσΛσ ` rUσ,Λσsq y´DM´1 “ ´ 9πα 9α
4τ 2
`
K 9αα ` τ 2P 9αα˘` r2σ
y2
D ` pnegl.q , (7.133)
and note that r2σ “ 1`Opτq2. Combining these results, we find
p˚q “ ´τ
2 r2σ
4y4
`
rσ α 9α ` y2κσ α 9α
˘ `
K 9αα ´ y2P 9αα˘´ πµ 9πνMµν
` 1
4
´
pmχσqA αSαA `
`sχσm´1˘ 9αA sSA 9α¯`Opτq . (7.134)
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Accordingly, we have
MyD
`
Ap2qσ ` 14Ap1q`p3qσ ` τ 2
“
Λσ, BσΛσ ` rUσ,Λσs
‰˘
y´DM´1 “
“ ´y
2 ` τ 2r2σ
4y4
`
r 9αασ ` y2κ 9αασ
˘
Kα 9α ´ y
2 ´ τ 2r2σ
4y2
r 9αασ Pα 9α ´ 14 ρABRAB ´ πµ 9πνMµν
` 1
2
´
pmχσqA αSαA `
`sχσm´1˘ 9αA sSA 9α¯` 2i tr ` 9sθπ 9θ˘C `Opτq
“ ´π
9αα
2τ 2
Kα 9α ´ 14
`
r 9αασ p2q ` 2κ 9αασ p0q `
`
π ¨ rσ p2q ´ 2yp3q
˘
π 9αα
˘
Kα 9α
´ 1
4
ρA
BRAB ´ πµ 9πνMµν ` 2i tr
` 9sθπ 9θ˘C
´ 1
2
`
3 9sθπ 9θ 9sθπ ´ i Bσ` 9sθπ˘˘Aα SαA ´ 12`3π 9θ 9sθπ 9θ ` i Bσ`π 9θ˘˘ 9αA sSA 9α `Opτq . (7.135)
Rather conveniently, the terms proportional to Pα 9α have cancelled out. This simplifies
the computation of the conjugations with eη, for which we find
eηMyD
`
Ap2qσ ` 14Ap1q`p3qσ ` τ 2
“
Λσ, BσΛσ ` rUσ,Λσs
‰˘
y´DM´1e´η “ π
µ
τ 2
Kµ ´ πµ 9πνMµν
` 2i tr ` 9sθπ 9θ˘C ` 1
2
pN2p1q πµ ` lµqKµ ´ 14fAα SαA ` 14 sf 9αA sSA 9α ´ 14 ρABRAB . (7.136)
Here, the coefficients lµ, fA
α and sf 9αA are given by (cf. equations (7.86), (7.97) and
(7.130))
lµ “ rµσ p2q `
`
π ¨ rσ p2q ´ 2yp3q ´N2p1q
˘
πµ ´ 4i tr `sϑp0q ρ ϑp0q sσµ˘
´ 3i tr ` 9θ 9sθ` 9πsσµπ ´ πsσµ 9π˘˘
“ :πµ ` ` 9π2 ´ 9n2˘ πµ ´ ´2π ¨ κσ p0q ´ 4i tr ``Θp2q 9sθ ´ 9θsΘp2q ` 9θρ 9sθ˘π˘¯ πµ
` 4i tr ` 9θρ 9sθσµ˘´ 3i tr ` 9θ 9sθ` 9πsσµπ ´ πsσµ 9π˘˘ ,
fA
α “ “6 9sθπ 9θ 9sθπ ´ 2i :sθ π ´ 4i 9sθ 9π ´ 4i ρ 9sθπ‰
A
α ,
f¯ 9αA “ “´ 6 π 9θ 9sθπ 9θ ´ 2i π:θ ´ 4i 9π 9θ ` 4i π 9θρ‰ 9αA .
We have chosen not to absorb the term involving N2p1q into the definition of l
µ, since
this term is the only one of the above terms that contains functional derivatives of
the minimal area. The coefficients are introduced in such a way that the remaining
conjugation with ex¨P`θQ`sθQ leads to an expression that resembles the one found for
jτ p0q in equation (7.112),
jτ p0q “ 2 ex¨P`θQ`sθQ
´
1
2
BµKµ ´ 14
`BAα ` i sθA 9α B 9αα˘ SαA
` 1
4
`B 9αA ` i B 9αα θαA˘ sSA 9α ´ 14 `γIJ˘A B nIBJ RAB¯pArenpγqqe´x¨P´θQ´sθQ
“ 2 japσq pArenpγqq T a
“ 2 ` jµa Bµ ` jaαA BAα ` jaA 9α B 9αA ` jaAB `γIJ˘B A nIBJ ˘ pArenpγqqT a . (7.137)
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Here, we have used the abbreviations
Bµ “ δ
δxµpσq , B
α
A “ δδθAα pσq ,
sBA 9α “ δ
δsθA 9αpσq , BI “ δδnIpσq , (7.138)
for the functional derivatives appearing in the densities japσq. We can thus write a
part of the local term as
ex¨P`θQ`sθ sQ`1
2
lµKµ ´ 14fAα SαA ` 14 sf 9αA sSA 9α ´ 14 ρABRAB˘e´x¨P´θQ´sθ sQ
“ `jµa lµ ` jaαA `fAα ´ i sθA 9α l 9αα˘` jaA 9α `f¯ 9αA ´ i l 9ααθαA˘` jaAB ρBA˘T a . (7.139)
There is an additional term which is similar to the one which evaluated to zero in the
bosonic calculation, see equation (4.106). Here, it does give a contribution which we
denote by
jp1q 1a T
a“
!
eX¨P`ΘQ`sΘ sQ´πµ
τ 2
Kµ ´ πµ 9πνMµν ` 2i tr
` 9sθπ 9θ˘C¯e´X¨P´ΘQ´sΘ sQ)
p0q
. (7.140)
Explicit expressions for the coefficients above are given in appendix E. Combining
these terms with the ones discussed before, we obtain the level-one densities
jp1qa “ jµa lµ ` jaαA
`
fA
α ´ i sθA 9α l 9αα˘` jaA 9α`f¯ 9αA ´ i l 9ααθαA˘` jaAB ρBA ` jp1q 1a . (7.141)
The local part of the level-1 Yangian charge is thus given by
Q
p1q
lo “ ´4
ż
dσ
!
jp1qa pσqT a ` ex¨P`θQ`sθ sQ `12N2p1qπµKµ˘ e´x¨P´θQ´sθ sQ)
“ ´4
ż
dσ
!
jp1qa pσqT a `
`
jµa πµ ´ i jaαA sθA 9α π 9αα ´ i jaA 9α π 9αα θαA˘
PIJ BI pArenpγqq BJ pArenpγqq
)
. (7.142)
Here, we have introduced the projection PIJ “ δIJ ´ nInJ onto the tangent space of
S5 at the point nI . The combination with the bi-local part (7.123) of Qp1q then gives
the full level-1 Yangian charge
Qp1qa “ 2 f cba
ż
dσ1 dσ2 ε21 jbpσ1q pAq jcpσ2q pAq ´ 4
ż
dσ jp1qa pσq
´ 4
ż
dσ
`
jµa πµ ´ i jaαA sθA 9α π 9αα ´ i jaA 9α π 9αα θαA˘PIJ BI pAq BJ pAq . (7.143)
The vanishing of the level-1 charge Qp1q can be rewritten as the level-1 Yangian in-
variance of the Wilson loop in superspace, which is given by
xWpγqy “ e´
?
λ
2π
Arenpγq (7.144)
at strong coupling. The corresponding level-1 Yangian generators are given by
Jp1qa “ f cba
ż
dσ1 dσ2 ε21 jbpσ1q jcpσ2q ´ λ
2π2
ż
dσ jp1qa pσq
´ 2
ż
dσ
`
jµa πµ ´ i jaαA sθA 9α π 9αα ´ i jaA 9α π 9αα θαA˘PIJ δ2δnIδnJ . (7.145)
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Concretely, applying the above generators to the super Wilson loop gives
Jp1qa xWpγqy “ 18π2
`
λQp1qa `O
`?
λ
˘˘ xWpγqy .
In order to further discuss the generators, we consider the level-1 momentum generator
Pp1qµ. Explicitly, we have
Pp1qµ “ 2
ż
dσ1 dσ2 ε21
“pmµνpσ1q ´ dpσ1qηµνq pνpσ2q ` i4qAαpσ1qsσµα 9αsq 9αApσ2q‰
´ 2
ż L
0
dσ πµ PIJ
δ2
δnIδnJ
(7.146)
´ λ
2π2
ż L
0
dσ
!
:πµ ` ` 9π2 ´ 9n2˘ πµ ` 4i tr ` 9θρ 9sθσµ˘´ 3i tr ` 9θ 9sθ` 9πsσµπ ´ πsσµ 9π˘˘
´ tr `12 9sθπ 9θ 9sθπ 9θ ` 2i`:θ 9sθ ´ 9θ:sθ˘π ´ 4i`Θp2q 9sθ ´ 9θsΘp2q ` 9θρ 9sθ˘π˘πµ) .
The expressions for the variables Θp2q and ρ can be found in equations (7.86) and
(7.130). Let us compare this generator to the level-1 momentum generator of the
Yangian Yrsop2, 4qs found for the minimal surfaces in AdS5. From equation (4.109),
we infer that it is given by
P
p1qµ
AdS “
ż
dσ1 dσ2 ε21 pmµνpσ1q ´ dpσ1qηµνq pνpσ2q ´ λ
4π2
ż L
0
dσ
`
9xµ :x2 ` ;xµ˘ . (7.147)
The difference in the normalization of the two generators stems from the use of a
different matrix representation1 for the conformal algebra in chapter 4 and the corre-
sponding subalgebra of the superconformal algebra in the present chapter, cf. appendix
B. This leads to a difference in the metric used to raise and lower the group indices
(compare equations (4.28) and (B.16)), which accounts for the different normalization.
If we set the fermionic variables zero and take nI to be constant, the full generator
will reduce to the AdS-generator above. This shows that the coefficient of the local
term of the bosonic Yangian symmetry generator constructed in reference [1] is not
altered by the inclusion of the fermionic degrees of freedom, which was considered to
possibly lead a matching of the coefficients of the generators obtained at weak and
strong coupling in reference [1]. In fact, this finding can be understood from noting
that the full superspace calculation reduces to the AdS-calculation at every step, when
the fermionic degrees of freedom are set to zero.
However, if we do not restrict nI to be constant, the local term for the generator
Pp1qµ will be different from the one obtained from the AdS-calculation and contain a
structurally new contribution involving two functional derivatives acting on the same
point of the loop. The difference between the generators arises from employing the
Virasoro constraints to determine the coefficient yp3qpσq. The Virasoro constraints
1For the discussion in chapter 4, it is preferable to employ a matrix representation that can easily
be adapted to a different dimension of the space or signature of the metric. In the present discussion,
we have employed a representation that fits well for the discussion of the superconformal algebra.
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include contributions from both Anti-de Sitter space and the sphere and hence the
coefficient yp3qpσq involves the terms N2p1q and 9n2.
It is interesting to compare the level-1 momentum generator obtained here to the
one obtained for the weak coupling side in reference [36]. The bi-local contributions
follow from the same typical structure of a level-1 Yangian generator, but the local
terms are derived differently. Recall that the comparison of the local terms at Graß-
mann order zero showed that the structure of the local terms is the same while the
relative factor between the bi-local and local contribution differs. Unfortunately, this
structure seems not to prevail to the full superspace result as the comparison between
the generator (7.146) and the so-called remainder function for the respective generator
in reference [36] shows.
In addition to the level-1 Yangian Yrpsup2, 2|4qs-generators, the level-1 recurrence
of the hypercharge generator Bp0q was observed to be a symmetry of the Wilson loop
in superspace in the weak coupling analysis of reference [36]. We have constructed
corresponding conserved charges in all higher levels in chapter 6 and the evaluation
of the C-part of the conserved charge Qp1q leads to the bonus symmetry generator2
Bp1q “ 1
4
ż
dσ1 dσ2 ε21
`
qA
αpσ1q sαApσ2q ` sq 9αApσ1q sA 9αpσ2q˘
` 2i
ż
dσ tr
“
θsθπ‰PIJ δ2
δnIδnJ
(7.148)
´ λ
2π2
ż
dσ
!
3 tr
”` 9θsθ ´ θ 9sθ˘π 9θ 9sθπ ` 2θsθ` 9π 9θ 9sθπ ´ π 9θ 9sθ 9π˘ı
` 2i tr
”`
θρ 9sθ ´ 9θρsθ˘πı´ i tr “θsθπ‰ ` 9n2 ´ 9π2˘` 8 tr ”θsθϵ` 9θρ 9sθ˘T ϵı
` i tr “θsθπ‰ tr ”`12 9θ 9sθπ 9θ 9sθ ` 2i` 9θ:sθ ´ :θ 9θ˘` 4i`Θp2q 9sθ ´ 9θsΘp2q ` 9θρ 9sθ˘˘πı ) .
In the discussion in chapter 5, we have noted that the Yangian level-1 generators over
the superconformal algebra are cyclic due to the vanishing of the dual Coxeter number,
which implies that the contraction f cba f
d
bc vanishes over psup2, 2|4q. Indeed, this
argument ensures the cyclicity of the level-1 Yrpsup2, 2|4qs-generators. For the above
level-1 hypercharge generator, we note that the respective contraction in up2, 2|4q
leads to the finding
Bp1q ´ rBp1q9 ∆ż
0
dσ cpσq . (7.149)
Here, the tilded generator again denotes the hypercharge generator with starting point
xp∆q rather than xp0q, as in the discussion of chapter 5. The cyclicity then follows
from the identical vanishing of cpσq.
We have seen in chapter 6 that the conserved charges of the model allow for the
construction of the higher-level recurrences of the hypercharge generator in any higher
2The result in reference [3], where the strong-coupling bonus symmetry was shown, contains an
error, which has been corrected here.
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level of the Yangian. While deriving these generators would likely require to extend
the expansion of the minimal surface solution to higher orders in the τ -expansion,
the procedure described above for the level-1 generator should extend to these levels
as well. In contrast to the Yangian generators in Yrpsup2, 2|4qs, the higher-level
recurrences of the hypercharge generator cannot be obtained from commutators of the
lower-level generators. Each of these infinitely many generators could thus describe
an independent constraint, which the minimal surfaces or Wilson loop in superspace
would have to obey.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Outlook
We have studied hidden symmetries in N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory or
the corresponding string theory in AdS5. Here, we have focused on the Maldacena–
Wilson loop or its strong-coupling description in terms of minimal surfaces. These are
described by classical string theory and we employed the integrability of this theory
in order to construct symmetries of the Maldacena–Wilson loop at strong coupling.
One goal was to extend the results of reference [1] to the superspace Wilson loop and
to establish the connection to the lambda deformations described by Kruczenski and
collaborators [32, 33].
The study of the symmetries of minimal surfaces in AdS5 can be generalized with-
out creating additional complications to the same study in symmetric spaces and we
have discussed the symmetries of symmetric space models in detail in chapter 3. Here,
we have in particular clarified the relation between the Yangian symmetry and the
lambda deformation, which was shown to generalize to the master symmetry. This
symmetry has an important role within the symmetry structure of these models: It
acts as a raising operator on the infinite tower of conserved charges, thus generating
the spectral parameter, and can be employed to construct all symmetry variations
from the underlying global symmetry of the model. Additionally, we have calculated
the symmetry algebra of the symmetry variations as well as the classical Poisson al-
gebra of the conserved charges. The latter calculation closes a gap in the existing
literature by extending the result of reference [54] to symmetric space models.
With this foundation, we have turned to the specific case of minimal surfaces end-
ing in the conformal boundary of AdS5, for which we showed that the renormalization
of the area is compatible with the symmetries of the area functional. While we mostly
considered smooth contours, we have taken a first step toward the study of the master
symmetry for light-like polygons by constructing the master symmetry transforma-
tion of the four-cusp solution. For generic, smooth boundary curves, we have derived
the variations arising from the master symmetry and the variations associated to the
Yangian symmetry charges. Peculiarly, we found that the invariance under the first
master symmetry variation is easily seen without referring to the underlying integra-
bility of the model. This stands in a surprising contrast to its fundamental role in the
symmetry structure of the model.
The form of the variation suggests a natural way to extend the variation to a
coupling-dependent variation, which is (somewhat trivially) a symmetry at any value
of the coupling constant. This explains Dekel’s finding [34] that the transformation
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obtained at strong coupling does not constitute a symmetry at weak coupling, which
is not related to whether or not we consider an extension into superspace in this case.
Furthermore, we have discussed several attempts to transfer the strong-coupling Yan-
gian symmetry to weak coupling. We noted that the key issue here is the cyclicity
of the level-one Yangian generators. Since this problem arises when we read off the
generator from the Yangian Ward identity at strong coupling, and is not present for
the Yangian-like symmetry variations, it is natural to attempt to carry over these
variations to weak coupling. A different attempt utilized the finding of reference [37]
that the Yangian generators can be rendered cyclic by the addition of an appropriate
local term. Unfortunately, both approaches are unsuccessful in establishing a sym-
metry at weak coupling and we conclude that a bosonic Yangian symmetry of the
Maldacena–Wilson loop seems not to be present.
Thus concluding the analysis of the hidden symmetries of the Maldacena–Wilson
loop, we turned to the discussion of Wilson loops in superspace. Substantial evidence
for the Yangian invariance of their one-loop expectation value had been provided in
reference [1] and the Yangian invariance was indeed later established in reference [36].
At strong coupling, following reference [39], we describe the Wilson loop in super-
space by imposing boundary conditions in the conformal boundary of the superspace
appearing in the description of type IIB superstrings in AdS5ˆS5. This is the natural
supersymmetric extension of the strong-coupling description of the Maldcena–Wilson
loop.
The symmetries of the theory describing the minimal surface were discussed in
chapter 6. In addition to reviewing the construction of an infinite tower of conserved
charges following from the integrability of the model, we described the master sym-
metry for semisymmetric space models and showed that that the model contains an
infinite tower of bonus symmetries. These had been shown to be present in all odd
levels of the Yangian [174]. Here, we have seen that they can indeed be found in all
levels except the level zero, which contains the underlying global symmetry.
The Yangian symmetry of the superspace Wilson loop at strong coupling followed
from extending the analysis of reference [1] to the full superspace appearing in the
description of type IIB superstring theory in AdS5 ˆ S5. We constructed the ex-
pansion of the minimal surface around the boundary curve and derived the level-one
Yangian as well as the level-one bonus symmetry generator from the evaluation of
the corresponding conserved charges. Together with the weak-coupling analysis of
reference [36], this completes the study of the Yangiain symmetry of the Wilson loop
in superspace which is thus established both at weak and at strong coupling. The
comparison with the generators derived there shows that the local term depends on
the coupling constant in a non-trivial way.
There are several interesting directions in which the work described in this thesis
could be extended. A natural question concerns the relation between the master
symmetry and dual (super-)conformal symmetry, which has recently been studied for
minimal surfaces in AdS3 [175]. The latter symmetry can be seen to originate from
the self-T-duality of the (super-)string theory [176–178]. It would thus be interesting
to work out the relation between the T-duality and the master symmetry. Moreover,
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it could be illuminating to discuss the relation between the master symmetry and the
Ba¨cklund transformations considered in the literature on integrable models, cf. e.g.
reference [179].
Another interesting direction concerns the role of the master symmetry within
the symmetry structure of symmetric space models in the case of closed strings. In
this thesis, we have focused on minimal surfaces and only pointed out the differences
that should appear when one works with closed strings. In particular, rather than
the whole monodromy, only its eigenvalues are conserved charges in this case. It is
natural to expect that the master symmetry would similarly act as a raising operator
also on these charges, but this remains to be studied. It would also be interesting to
see whether the presence of the bonus symmetries leads to novel conserved charges in
this case as well.
We have described the master symmetry for symmetric space and principal chiral
models and have seen in chapter 6 that it can also be formulated for semisymmetric
space models. It is not clear, however, that a symmetry of this kind can be constructed
in any integrable theory. To gain further insight into this question, it would be
interesting to study other integrable models such as the (chiral) Gross–Neveu or the
Landau–Lifshitz model. The latter is particularly interesting since it appears on both
sides of the AdS/CFT correspondence [180]. Other interesting cases include the η-
deformation [181] of the AdS5ˆS5-superstring theory or the deformations of simpler,
bosonic theories. The work of reference [182] on q-deformed symmetries for deformed
principal chiral models could be an interesting starting point for such an analysis.
In the application of the symmetries established here to Maldacena–Wilson loops
or Wilson loops in superspace, a pressing question is if and how these symmetries can
be applied in calculations. In order to make progress in this direction, it would be
important to understand the structure of the symmetry invariants in order to elaborate
how the symmetries constrain the functional form of the vacuum expectation value of
the operator.
While the question of the functional dependence on the contour data is certainly
difficult for generic, smooth contours, the constraints should be more transparent in
the case of light-like polygons, where the result only depends on the cusp points or the
conformal cross-ratios formed from them. With the analysis of the four-cusp solution,
we have taken a first step toward studying the master symmetry in the case of light-
like polygons. The analysis of the four-cusp case suggests that the master symmetry
indeed maps light-like polygons to such. However, since all light-like polygons with
four cusps are related to each other by a conformal transformation, the four-cusp case
is too simple to provide an interesting result. The relevant configuration would be
the case of six cusps, where there is a collection of conformally distinct polygons,
which can be described in terms of three conformal cross ratios. Unfortunately, since
a six-cusp solution is not known, we cannot directly calculate the master symmetry
transformation in order to see whether it acts on the cross-ratios in an interesting
way. However, the methods described in reference [183] or the mathematically related
work of reference [184] could help to make progress in this direction.
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Appendix A
Spinor Conventions
In this appendix, we introduce our conventions for spinors in four, six and ten dimen-
sions and provide several technical identities which are helpful for the manipulations
of their indices. The spinor conventions in four dimensions are applied in the super-
space calculations of chapter 7, the conventions for six and ten dimensions are mainly
needed in the discussion of the dimensional reduction from N “ 1 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory in ten dimensions to N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in
four dimensions, which is also used in our discussion of the Maldacena–Wilson loop.
We note that the exposition provided here is based on the discussion given in the au-
thor’s master’s thesis [31], which in turn employed the conventions of references [185]
and [186]. However, the conventions have to be adapted from a mostly minus to a
mostly plus metric and they are thus provided here again.
A.1 Four-dimensional Minkowski Space
We consider Minkowski space with the mostly plus metric η “ diagp´1, 1, 1, 1q and
write Dirac spinors as
Ψ “
ˆ
Ψα
Ψ˜ 9α
˙
.
The spinor indices α and 9α are raised and lowered according to the rules
λα “ εαβλβ , λα “ λβεβα , λ¯ 9α “ ε 9α 9βλ¯ 9β , λ¯ 9α “ λ¯ 9βε 9β 9α , (A.1)
and the epsilon tensors are given by
ε12 “ ε12 “ 1 , ε 91 92 “ ε 91 92 “ ´1 ñ εαβεγβ “ δαγ , ε 9α 9βε 9γ 9β “ δ 9α9γ . (A.2)
Moreover, we note the following conventions for sigma matrices:
pσµq 9αα “ p12, σ⃗q 9αα , psσµqα 9α “ p12,´σ⃗qα 9α ,
pσµνq βα “ i2 psσµσν ´ sσνσµq βα , psσµνq 9α 9β “ i2 pσµsσν ´ σνsσµq 9α 9β . (A.3)
These matrices satisfy the following identities:sσµα 9γ σν 9γβ ` sσνα 9γ σµ 9γβ “ ´2 ηµν δβα , σµ 9αα sσµβ 9β “ ´2 δαβ δ 9α9β ,
σµ 9αγ sσν
γ 9β ` σν 9αγ sσµγ 9β “ ´2 ηµν δ 9α9β , sσµα 9α σν 9αα “ ´2 ηµν , (A.4)
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as well as the trace-identities
1
2
Trpsσµ σν sσρ σκq “ ηµν ηρκ ` ηνρ ηµκ ´ ηµρ ηνκ ´ i ϵµνρκ ,
1
2
Trpσµ sσν σρ sσκq “ ηµν ηρκ ` ηνρ ηµκ ´ ηµρ ηνκ ` i ϵµνρκ . (A.5)
From the identities given above, we can infer that the matrices
γµ “
ˆ
0 sσµ
α 9β
σµ 9αβ 0
˙
, γ5 “ iγ0γ1γ2γ3 “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
, (A.6)
provide a representation of the Clifford algebra in four dimensions, i.e. they satisfy
tγµ, γνu “ ´2ηµν1 . (A.7)
We moreover introduce the charge conjugation matrix Cp1,3q “ iγ2, which satisfies the
identities
C:p1,3qCp1,3q “ 1 , C:p1,3qγµCp1,3q “ ´pγµq˚ . (A.8)
These identities ensure that the Majorana condition
Ψpcq “ Cp1,3qΨ˚ “ Ψ (A.9)
is Lorentz-invariant. For the spinors given in equation (A.1), the Majorana condition
implies Ψ˜ 9α “ pΨαq˚. We note that in four dimensions, the Majorana condition cannot
be enforced for left- or right-handed Weyl spinors, which take the formˆ
Ψα
0
˙
“ PLΨ “ 12
`
1` γ5˘Ψ , ˆ 0
Ψ˜ 9α
˙
“ PRΨ “ 12
`
1´ γ5˘Ψ .
In fact, the Weyl and Majorana conditions are known to be compatible only if the
dimension of the underlying spacetime satisfies d ” 2 pmod 8q.
We assign bispinors to four-vectors and two-tensors by
x 9αα “ σµ 9αα xµ ,
B βα “ Bµν pσµνq βα ,
xα 9α “ sσµα 9α xµ ,
B¯ 9α 9β “ Bµν psσµνq 9α 9β , (A.10)
and note the identities
x 9αα xα 9β “ ´x2 δ 9α9β , xα 9α x 9αβ “ ´x2δβα , xα 9α y 9αα “ ´2xy . (A.11)
In the calculations in chapter 7, we handle many fermionic variables with different
indices and it is convenient to assign canonical index positions so that we can omit
writing out the indices. The canonical index positions are given by:
Θα
A , sΘA 9α for variables conjugate to QAα , sQ 9αA ,
ϑA
α , sϑ 9αA for variables conjugate to SαA , sSA 9α .
Whenever a spinor index is raised or lowered into a different position, we spell out
the indices explicitly. In a matrix product, the indices of bispinors are positioned
accordingly. We provide the following examples for clarity:
tr
`sΘ sϑ` ϑΘ˘ “ sΘA 9αsϑ 9αA ` ϑAαΘαA , “ 9sθπ 9θ 9sθπ‰Aα “ 9sθA 9β π 9ββ 9θβB 9sθB 9γ π 9γα .
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A.2 Six-dimensional Euclidean Space
We consider Euclidean space R6 with the metric δIJ . The gamma matrices for the
six-dimensional Euclidean space can be written as
γˆI “
ˆ
0 ΣI ABsΣIAB 0
˙
, γˆ7 “ i
6ź
I“1
γˆI “
ˆ
14 0
0 ´14
˙
. (A.12)
Here, I runs from 1 to 6 while the upper or lower indices A,B take values in t1, 2, 3, 4u.
The sigma matrices are defined by
pΣ1AB, . . . ,Σ6ABq “ pη1AB, η2AB, η3AB, isη1AB, isη2AB, isη3ABq , (A.13)
psΣ1AB, . . . , sΣ6ABq “ pη1AB, η2AB, η3AB,´isη1AB,´isη2AB,´isη3ABq , (A.14)
where ηi AB and sηi AB denote the ’t Hooft symbols
ηi AB : “ ϵiAB4 ` δiAδ4B ´ δiBδ4A , sηi AB :“ ϵiAB4 ´ δiAδ4B ` δiBδ4A . (A.15)
Here, ϵABCD denotes the four-dimensional epsilon tensor normalized by
ϵ1234 “ ϵ1234 “ 1 .
Note that the sigma matrices are defined antisymmetric. The Clifford algebra relation
γˆI γˆJ ` γˆJ γˆI “ ´2δIJ 1 follows from the relations
ΣI AB sΣJBC ` ΣJ AB sΣIBC “ ´2 δIJ δAC ,sΣIAB ΣJ BC ` sΣJAB ΣI BC “ ´2 δIJ δCA . (A.16)
Proving the above involves a straightforward but lengthy calculation.
Similar to the four-dimensional case, we assign a p4ˆ 4q-matrix to a vector XI by
the prescription
XAB “ 1?
2
ΣI ABXI , sXAB “ 1?2 sΣIABXI . (A.17)
These matrices are related bysXAB “ 12ϵABCDXCD , XAB “ 12ϵABCD sXCD ,
and for the contraction of the SUp4q indices, we note
XAB sYAB “ sXABY AB “ 2XIY I . (A.18)
A.3 Ten-dimensional Minkowski Space
We consider Rp1,9q with the metric ηmn “ diagp´1, 1, . . . , 1q. For the discussion of
the dimensional reduction it is convenient to construct a representation of the ten-
dimensional Clifford algebra from the four- and six-dimensional Dirac matrices intro-
duced above. This can be achieved e.g. by defining
Γm “
#
18 b γµ forM “ µ P t0, 1, 2, 3u
γˆI b γ5 forM “ I ` 3 P t4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9u , Γ
11 “ γˆ7 b γ5 .
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Using the Clifford relations in four and six dimensions, one then shows that the above
matrices satisfy the ten-dimensional Clifford algebra tΓm , Γnu “ ´2 ηmn1. Similarly,
we can write the spinors in C32 » C8 b C4 in the form of a tensors product as
ξ “
ˆ
ξA
ξA
˙
b
ˆ
ξα
ξ˜ 9α
˙
. (A.19)
Note however, that this is not the most general form of an element of C32, as not
every element of a tensor product space can be written as the tensor product of two
vectors. To avoid writing linear combinations of vectors, we will write the spinors in
the following form:
ξ “
´
ξAα , ξ˜
A 9α , ξAα , ξ˜
9α
A
¯T
.
How to multiply the gamma matrices with these spinors can be read off from (A.19)
and from the position of the indices, see reference [31] for explicit formulas.
The ten-dimensional N “ 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory employs Majorana-
Weyl spinors in ten dimensions. A left-handed Weyl spinor satisfies the condition
Γ11ξ “
´
ξAα , ´ξ˜A 9α , ´ξAα , ξ˜ 9αA
¯T “ ξ ,
and thus it has the form
ξ “
´
ξAα , 0 , 0 , ξ˜
9α
A
¯T
.
For the Majorana condition, we employ the charge conjugation matrix
C1, 9 “
ˆ
0 14
14 0
˙
b C1, 3 . (A.20)
A left-handed Majorana-Weyl spinor then satisfies the condition
C1, 9 ξ
˚ “
´
ϵ 9α 9β ξ˜
9β
A , 0 , 0 , ϵ
αβ ξAβ
¯T “ ξ , (A.21)
which imposes the restrictions pξ˜A 9αq˚ “ ξAα and pξAαq˚ “ ξ˜ 9αA. The 32 complex degrees
of freedom of a Dirac spinor in ten dimensions are hence reduced to 16 real degrees
of freedom for a Majorana-Weyl spinor in ten dimensions. The conjugate spinor is as
usual defined by sξ “ ξ:Γ0 and the relations needed for the dimensional reduction can
be obtained from the explicit expressions given above for the Dirac matrices in four,
six and ten dimensions. More details can be found in references [31, 186].
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The Fundamental Representation of
up2, 2|4q
In this appendix, we discuss the fundamental representation of the Lie superalgebra
up2, 2|4q. We introduce a specific set of generators and collect useful formulae for the
calculations of chapters 6 and 7.
Following the conventions established in reference [23], we choose the following
basis elements for the Lie superalgebra up2, 2|4q:¨˝
0 Pµ QA
α
Kµ 0 sSA 9α
Sα
A sQ 9αA RAB ‚˛“
¨˝
0 isσµ 2EαA
iσµ 0 2E 9αA
´2EAα ´2EA 9α 4EAB ´ δAB 14
‚˛ . (B.1)
This equation is to be read as
Pµ “
¨˝
0 isσµ 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
‚˛ (B.2)
and similarly for the other generators. The notation EAB denotes a matrix with entry
1 in the position pA,Bq and all other entries vanishing. The remaining generators of
up2, 2|4q are given by
Mµν “ ´ i
2
¨˝
σµν 0 0
0 sσµν 0
0 0 0
‚˛ , C “ `1
2
ˆ
14 0
0 14
˙
, (B.3)
D “ `1
2
¨˝
12 0 0
0 ´12 0
0 0 0
‚˛ , B “ ´1
2
ˆ
0 0
0 14
˙
. (B.4)
We note that the fermionic generators do not satisfy the reality constraint. They
are constructed in such a way that the linear combinations Θα
AQA
α ` sΘA 9αQ¯ 9αA and
ϑA
αSα
A ` sϑ 9αA sSA 9α are elements of up2, 2|4q, provided thatsΘA 9α “ `ΘαA˘˚ , sϑ 9αA “ pϑAαq˚ , (B.5)
such that Θ and sΘ or ϑ and sϑ form the components of a left- or right-handed ten-
dimensional Majorana–Weyl spinor. The R-symmetry generators RAB do not satisfy
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the reality condition as well, only appropriate linear combinations do. These are found
by constructing a representation of sup4q, which we may e.g. obtain as in reference [48]
from the representation of the SOp5q Clifford algebra, which is given by
γ1 “
ˆ
0 ´iσ2
iσ2 0
˙
, γ2 “
ˆ
0 iσ1
´iσ1 0
˙
, γ3 “
ˆ
0 12
12 0
˙
,
γ4 “
ˆ
0 ´iσ3
iσ3 0
˙
, γ5 “
ˆ
12 0
0 ´12
˙
.
(B.6)
These matrices satisfy the Clifford relation tγr, γsu “ 2 δrs 14 and we employ them to
construct a set of matrices γIJ “ ´γJI , which form a basis of sup4q » sop6q,
γrs “ 1
4
rγr, γss ,
γr6 “ 1
4
“
γr, γ5
‰
,
γr5 “ i
2
γr ,
γ56 “ ´ i
2
γ5 ,
(B.7)
where r, s take values in t1 , . . . , 4u. For these matrices we note the commutation
relations “
γIJ , γKL
‰ “ δIL γJK ` δJK γIL ´ δIK γJL ´ δJL γIK . (B.8)
The sup4q sub-algebra of the superconformal algebra is spanned by the matrices
ΓIJ “
ˆ
0 0
0 γIJ
˙
, (B.9)
which are related to the generators RAB by Γ
IJ “ 1
4
`
γIJ
˘
B
A R
A
B . The use of the
generators RAB is advantageous when calculating commutation relations.
We have picked the above generators in such a way that they satisfy the commu-
tation relations
rTa, Tbs “ f cba Tc “ f cab Tc ,
where f cab denote the structure constants of the generators introduced in section
2.1, rta, tbs “ f cab tc . We collect the commutation relations here once more. The
commutators with the generators M and R only depend on the set of indices and
their position:”
M βα , Jγ
ı
“ 2i δβγ Jα ´ iδβα Jγ ,
”
M βα , J
γ
ı
“ ´2i δγα Jβ ` iδβα Jγ , (B.10)”ĎM 9α 9β , J 9γı “ 2i δ 9γ9β J 9α ´ iδ 9α9β J 9γ , ”ĎM 9α 9β , J 9γı “ ´2i δ 9α9γ J 9β ` iδ 9α9β J 9γ , (B.11)”
RAB , J
C
ı
“ 4 δCB JA ´ δAB JC ,
”
RAB , JC
ı
“ ´4 δAC JB ` δAB JC . (B.12)
The commutators with the dilatation D and hypercharge generator B are specified
by a weight ∆pTaq or a hypercharge hyppTaq,
rD,Tas “ ∆pTaqTa , rB, Tas “ hyppTaqTa .
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The non-vanishing weights or hypercharges of the generators are given by
∆pP q “ 1 ,
∆pKq “ ´1 ,
∆pQ, sQq “ 1
2
,
hyppQ, sSq “ 1
2
,
∆pS, sSq “ ´1
2
,
hypp sQ,Sq “ ´1
2
,
(B.13)
Moreover, we note the following commutation relations:”
Kα 9α , QA
β
ı
“ ´2i δβα sSA 9α , ”Kα 9α , sQ 9βAı “ `2i δ 9β9αSαA ,”
P 9αα , Sβ
A
ı
“ `2i δαβ sQ 9αA , ”P 9αα , sSA 9βı “ ´2i δ 9α9βQAα , (B.14)!
QA
α , sQ 9αB) “ ´2i δBAP 9αα , !SαA , sSB 9α) “ ´2i δABKα 9α .
The remaining non-vanishing commutators are given by”
Pµ , Kν
ı
“ `2ηµν D ´ 2Mµν ,!
QA
α , Sβ
B
)
“ ´2i δBA M αβ ´ δαβ RBA ´ 2 δBA δαβ pD ` Cq ,! sQ 9αA , sSB 9β) “ ´2i δAB ĎM 9α 9β ´ δ 9α9β RAB ` 2 δAB δ 9α9β pD ´ Cq .
(B.15)
The metric Gab “ strpTaTbq on the algebra has the following components:
strpP 9ααKβ 9βq “ ´4 δαβ δ 9α9β ,
strpQAα SβBq “ ´4 δBA δαβ ,
strp sQ 9αA sSB 9βq “ 4 δAB δ 9α9β ,
strpDDq “ 1 ,
strpM βα ,M ϵγ q “ ´4 δβγ δϵα ` 2 δβα δϵγ ,
strpĎM 9α 9β ĎM 9γ9ϵ q “ ´4 δ 9γ9β δ 9α9ϵ ` 2 δ 9α9β δ 9γ9ϵ ,
strpRAB RCDq “ ´16 δAD δCB ` 4 δAB δCD ,
strpB Cq “ 1 .
(B.16)
All other entries are vanishing. We note that the metric Gab satisfies the symmetry
property Gab “ p´1q|a|Gba, where |a| “ degpTaq denotes the Graßmann degree of a
homogeneous basis element, i.e. |a| “ 0 or 1 for an even or odd generator, respectively.
Moreover, we note the identity
str
`
P p2qpRABqP p2qpRCDq
˘ “ str `RABP p2qpRCDq˘
“ ´4KBDKAC ´ 4δAD δCB ` 2δAB δCD , (B.17)
for the projections of the generators RAB .
Let us now work out the projections of the supermatrix generators onto the graded
components. For a general supermatrix
N “
ˆ
m θ
η n
˙
these projections are given explicitly in reference [48],
N p0q“ 1
2
ˆ
m´KmtK´1 0
0 n´KntK´1
˙
, N p2q“ 1
2
ˆ
m`KmtK´1 0
0 n`KntK´1
˙
,
N p1q“ 1
2
ˆ
0 θ ´ iKηtK´1
η ` iKθtK´1 0
˙
, N p3q“ 1
2
ˆ
0 θ ` iKηtK´1
η ´ iKθtK´1 0
˙
.
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Making use of these identities we find the bosonic subspaces to be given by
gp0q “ span ␣Mµν , 12 pPµ ´Kµq ,Γrs,Γr6( ,
gp2q “ span ␣C,D, 1
2
pPµ `Kµq ,Γr5,Γ56
(
.
(B.18)
Here, we have used the property
K pγaqt “ γaK
to find the graded components of the sup4q-subalgebra and we note that the matrices
Γrs and Γr6 form a representation of sop5q.
For the fermionic generators we introduce the notation Ap1q˘p3q “ Ap1q ˘ Ap3q and
note that pQ,S, sQ, sSqp1q`p3q “ pQ,S, sQ, sSq and`
Q αA
˘p1q´p3q “ iKAB ϵαβ S Bβ ,`
S Aα
˘p1q´p3q “ iKAB Q βB ϵβα ,
` sQ 9αA˘p1q´p3q “ ´iKAB sSB 9β ϵ 9β 9α ,`sSA 9α˘p1q´p3q “ ´iKAB ϵ 9α 9β sQ 9βB . (B.19)
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Matrix-valued Differential Forms
We provide a brief overview for the use of g-valued differential forms and derive a
number of helpful formulas for the calculations with these forms. Since the worldsheet
is two-dimensional, we are only considering zero-forms (functions), one-forms and two-
forms.
Two such forms can be combined by using the wedge product ^, which is an
anti-symmetrized tensor product of differentials. However, the anti-symmetry of the
wedge product on the basis one-forms,
dσi ^ dσj “ ´dσj ^ dσi ,
does not carry over to general g-valued one-forms, since the coefficients ωi and ρi do
not commute in general, such that we get the relation
ω ^ ρ` ρ^ ω “ rωi, ρjs dσi ^ dσj . (C.1)
Applying the differential d maps a k-form to a pk` 1q-form and hence the differential
of a two-form vanishes in our case. For a function f or a one-form ω taking values in
g, we note
df “ Bif dσi , dω “ Bj ωi dσj ^ dσi .
In calculating the differential of a product, the order needs to be respected as well.
For two functions L and R taking values in G, we have
d pLωRq “ dL^ ωR ` LdωR ´ Lω ^ dR ,
and in particular, for conjugations with g we find using dg´1 “ ´g´1dg g´1 and
U “ g´1dg
dpgωg´1q “ g pdω ` U ^ ω ` ω ^ Uq g´1. (C.2)
A special situation occurs when the trace allows for cyclic shifts, but the order of the
differential forms has to be respected as well. For this situation, we find the identity
tr prω,Xs ^ ρq “ tr prρj, ωisXq dσi ^ dσj “ ´ tr ppω ^ ρ` ρ^ ωqXq , (C.3)
where X denotes a function taking values in g.
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In the index-free notation of differential forms, the worldsheet metric is incorpo-
rated in the Hodge star operator, which maps a k-form to a p2 ´ kq-form, since we
are working on the two-dimensional worldsheet. We introduce the Hodge star opera-
tor for a general signature of the worldsheet such that the reader can infer how our
discussion of symmetric space models can be adapted to a Minkowskian worldsheet.
The Hodge star operator acts on a one-form as
˚ dσi “a|h|hij ϵjk dσk. (C.4)
Here, we fix the convention ϵτσ “ ϵ12 “ 1 for the Levi-Civita symbol and denoted
h “ detphijq. For zero- and two-forms, we note
˚1 “a|h| pdτ ^ dσq , ˚pdτ ^ dσq “ a|h|
h
. (C.5)
Applying the Hodge star operator twice produces a sign depending on the rank of the
form and the signature of the worldsheet. For a general k-form r, we have
˚ ˚ r “ p´1qkp2´kq signphq r . (C.6)
This is easy to see for zero- or two-forms and follows for one-forms using the identity
ϵik hkl ϵ
lj “ ´hhij
for the worldsheet metric. For moving the Hodge star operator past the wedge prod-
uct, we note the identity
ω ^ ˚ρ “ ´ ˚ ω ^ ρ , (C.7)
where ω and ρ are two general one-forms. The notation using differential forms and
the Hodge star operator is related to index notation by
ω ^ ˚ρ “ pdτ ^ dσqa|h|hijωi ρj , d ˚ ω “ pdτ ^ dσq Bi`a|h|hijωj˘ .
An important aspect in our discussion of symmetric space models is the presence of
flat connections, i.e. one-forms ω satisfying
dω ` ω ^ ω “ 0 . (C.8)
The flatness of ω allows us to solve the differential equation
df “ fω , (C.9)
since we have
0 “ d2f “ dpfωq “ fpdω ` ω ^ ωq “ 0 . (C.10)
The Poincare´ lemma guarantees that a unique solution exists once an initial condition
for f is specified. Here, we apply the lemma on the worldsheet Σ, where we do not
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identify points related by the periodic boundary conditions. The lemma can then be
applied since the worldsheet is star-shaped. With a solution to equation (C.9) given,
we consider gauge transformation f ÞÑ fh. The flat connection associated to f then
transforms as
ω ÞÑ ω1 “ pfhq´1dpfhq “ h´1ωh` h´1dh (C.11)
The transformed connection is flat by construction which can easily be checked by
direct calculation: With r “ dhh´1, we have dr ´ r ^ r “ 0 and hence, using
ω1 “ h´1pω ` rqh,
dω1 ` ω1 ^ ω1 “ h´1 pdω ` dr ´ r ^ pω ` rq ´ pω ` rq ^ r ` pω ` rq ^ pω ` rqqh “ 0 .
The flatness of the transformed connection does not depend on whether we are actually
considering a gauge transformation, i.e. whether h P H, and the transformation (C.11)
is often referred to as a gauge transformation of the connection ω also in this case.
The differential equation (C.9) has a unique solution for any connection if we
restrict to a curve γpsq “ pτpsq, σpsqq. Along the curve, we then have the component
ωs “ ωτ dτ
ds
` ωσ dσ
ds
, (C.12)
and we impose the ordinary differential equation
Bsfpγpsqq “ fpγpsqqωspγpsqq , (C.13)
which has a unique solution given some initial value fpγps0qq. In the case of a flat
connection, the existence of a solution to equation (C.9) implies that the solution
to the above equation becomes path-independent, which is not the case for generic
connections. We can obtain a formal solution by integrating equation (C.13) to get
the integral equation
fpγpsqq “ fpγps0qq `
sż
s0
ds1fpγps1qqωspγps1qq . (C.14)
If we read the above equation as a recursion for fpγpsqq, we obtain the formal solution
fpγpsqq “ fpγps0qq ¨ ÝÑPexp
ˆż s
s0
ds1 ωspγps1qq
˙
. (C.15)
The path-ordered exponential above is obtained from expanding the exponential and
ordering the integrals by putting higher values of s to the right, which we may express
formally as
ÝÑ
P rωsps1qωsps2qs “
#
ωsps1qωsps2q if s1 ă s2 ,
ωsps2qωsps1q if s2 ă s1 . (C.16)
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It is now evident from equation (C.11) that the path-ordered exponential over the
transformed connection is related to the one over the original connection by
ÝÑ
Pexp
ˆż s1
s0
ds ωspγpsqq
˙
“ hpγps0qq´1ÝÑPexp
ˆż s1
s0
ds ω1spγpsqq
˙
hpγps1qq . (C.17)
This can be concluded from the fact that both sides of the equality solve the differential
equation (C.13) for ω1 and reduce to 1 at s1 “ s0.
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Transformation of the Local Term
We prove that the local term
J
p1q
a, lo “ ´
λ
4π2
Lż
0
dσ ξµa pxq
`
9xµ :x2 ` ;xµ
˘
(D.1)
of the bosonic Yangian symmetry generators derived in section 4.4 indeed transforms
as ”
Jp0qa , J
p1q
b, lo
ı
“ f cab Jp1qc, lo . (D.2)
Here, the coefficients ξµa pxq are the conformal Killing vectors introduced in equation
(4.41), for which we found the relations
ξνaBν ξµb ´ ξνb Bν ξµa “ fabc ξµc , Bµξνa ` Bνξµa “ 12 pBρ ξρaq ηµν . (D.3)
The latter relation is known as the conformal Killing equation and for d ą 2, we may
apply it to derive the additional relations
1
4
`
ηµλ Bν ` ηνλ Bµ ´ ηµν Bλ˘ pBκ ξκa q “ BµBν ξλa , BµBνBλ ξκa “ 0 . (D.4)
Moreover, we have fixed the parametrization in equation (D.1) to satisfy 9x2 “ 1,
which implies that 9x ¨ :x “ 0. As before, the use of such a parametrization is indicated
by stating the boundaries 0 and L of the integration domain. In order to derive
the transformation behaviour (D.2), we need to rewrite the local term (D.1) as a
reparametrization invariant curve integral, since the variations typically violate this
constraint.
It is easy to see that the expression given in (D.1) is not reparametrization invari-
ant, since the second and third derivatives transform in the wrong way, for example
we have
B2σxµpσ˜pσqq “ σ˜1pσq:xµpσ˜pσqq ` σ˜2pσq 9xµpσ˜pσqq . (D.5)
Here, the double derivative of the reparametrization function σ˜pσq is not cancelled by
the transformation of the integration measure and hence the above term does not lead
to a reparametrization invariant integral. In order to address this problem, we divide
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derivatives of xµpσq by | 9x| before acting with the next derivative. In this way, higher
derivatives of the reparametrization function do not appear. Based on this idea, we
find the following expression for the local term (D.1),
J
p1q
a, lo “ ´
λ
4π2
ż
dσ ξµa pxq
„
9xµ
ˆ
1
| 9x|Bσ
ˆ
9xµ
| 9x|
˙˙2
` Bσ
ˆ
1
| 9x|Bσ
ˆ
9xµ
| 9x|
˙˙ȷ
. (D.6)
It is a simple exercise to check that the above expression is reparametrization invariant
and reproduces (D.1) for an arc-length parametrization. We can thus compute the
variation of J
p1q
b, lo,
δJ
p1q
b, lo “ ´
λ
4π2
Lż
0
dσ
!
pBρ ξµb q
`
9xµ :x2 ` ;xµ
˘´ Bσ “ξµb `ηµρ :x2 ´ 4 9xµ 9xρ :x2˘‰
` 2 B2σ pξµb 9xµ:xρq ´ Bσ
“pBσ ξµb q :xµ 9xρ ` `B2σ ξµb ˘ pηµρ ´ 9xµ 9xρq‰ )δxρpsq . (D.7)
Note that we have reverted back to an arc-length parametrization after calculating
the variation. Using the above result, one finds”
Jp0qa , J
p1q
b, lo
ı
“
Lż
0
dσ ξρapxq
δJ
p1q
b, lo
δxρpσq
“ ´ λ
4π2
Lż
0
dσ
!
ξρa pBρ ξµb q
`
9xµ :x2 ` ;xµ
˘` pBσ ξρaq ξρb :x2 ` `B3σ ξρa˘ ξρb
` pBσ ξρaq
“´ 4 ξµb 9xµ 9xρ :x2 ´ 2 Bσ pξµb 9xµ:xρq ` pBσ ξµb q :xµ 9xρ ´ `B2σ ξµb ˘ 9xµ 9xρ‰). (D.8)
Due to the use of an arc-length parametrization and the identities (D.4), one finds
that
B3σ ξρa “
`Bλ ξρa˘ ;xλ ` 3 Bσ `Bλ ξρa˘ :xλ “ ´ `Bρ ξλa˘ ;xλ ` 12 pBκ ξκa q ;xρ ` 3 Bσ `Bλ ξρa˘ :xλ .
We can thus rewrite the first line of (D.8) as
Lż
0
dσ pξρaBρ ξµb ´ ξρb Bρ ξµa q
`
9xµ :x2 ` ;xµ
˘` 1
2
ξρb
“ pBκ ξκa q ` 9xρ :x2 ` ;xρ˘` 6 Bσ `Bλ ξρa˘ :xλ‰.
For the commutator (D.2), we thus find”
Jp0qa , J
p1q
b, lo
ı
“ f cab Jp1qc, lo ´
λ
4π2
Rab (D.9)
and still need to show that
Rab “
Lż
0
dσ
!
pBσ ξρaq
“´ 4 ξµb 9xµ 9xρ :x2 ´ 2 Bσ pξµb 9xµ:xρq ` pBσ ξµb q :xµ 9xρ ´ `B2σ ξµb ˘ 9xµ 9xρ‰
`1
2
ξµb
“ pBκ ξκa q ` 9xµ :x2 ` ;xµ˘` 6 Bσ `Bλ ξµa˘ :xλ‰) “ 0 . (D.10)
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We begin by rewriting the terms in the first line. Using the conformal Killing equation,
we find e.g. for the first term
Lż
0
dσ pBσ ξρaq
`
ξµb 9xµ 9xρ :x
2
˘ “ Lż
0
dσ
`Bλ ξρa˘ 9xλ 9xρ ξµb 9xµ:x2 “ 14
Lż
0
dσ pBκ ξκa q ξµb 9xµ :x2 . (D.11)
We can treat two more terms analogously to find
Lż
0
dσ pBσ ξρaq
``B2σ ξµb ˘ 9xµ 9xρ˘ “ 14
Lż
0
dσ pBκ ξκa q
`B2σ ξµb ˘ 9xµ ,
Lż
0
dσ pBσ ξρaq pBσ ξµb q :xµ 9xρ “
1
4
Lż
0
dσ pBκ ξκa q pBσ ξµb q :xµ . (D.12)
The remaining term in the first line is more complicated to rearrange. After integrat-
ing by parts, we have
Lż
0
dσ
`B2σ ξρa˘ :xρ ξµb 9xµ “ Lż
0
dσ
“`Bλξρa˘ :xλ:xρ ` `BκBλξρa˘ 9xκ 9xλ:xρ‰ ξµb 9xµ
“ 1
4
Lż
0
dσ
“pBκ ξκa q :x2 ´ pBρBκξκa q :xρ‰ ξµb 9xµ . (D.13)
We then note that, since Bσ pBρBκξκa q “ 0, we can integrate by parts again to obtain
Lż
0
dσ
`B2σ ξρa˘ :xρ ξµb 9xµ “ 14
Lż
0
dσ pBκ ξκa q
`
ξµb 9xµ:x
2 ´ B2σ pξµb 9xµq
˘
. (D.14)
We have thus rewritten the first line of equation (D.10) as
´1
4
Lż
0
dσ pBκ ξκa q
`
2 ξµb
`
9xµ :x2 ` ;xµ
˘` 3 Bσ ppBσξµb q 9xµq˘ . (D.15)
We then note that using the same reasoning that led us to equation (D.14), we can
rearrange
Lż
0
dσ Bσ
`Bλ ξµa ˘ ξµb :xλ “ 14
Lż
0
dσ pBκ ξκa q Bσ ppBσξµb q 9xµq . (D.16)
Inserting the last two results into (D.10), one indeed finds Rab “ 0 which concludes
the proof.
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Appendix E
Densities of the Yangian Generators
E.1 Level Zero
In this appendix we provide the differential generators japσq obtained from equation
(7.114),
japσq pArenpγqq “ 12 str
`
jτ p0qpσqTa
˘
, (E.1)
which we write out explicitly in the form pµpσq pArenpγqq “ 12 str
`
jτ p0qpσqP µ
˘
and
similarly for all other generators. We use the short-hand notation
Bµ “ δ
δxµpσq , BA
α “ δ
δθαApσq ,
sB 9αA “ δ
δsθA 9αpσq , BI “ δδnIpσq , (E.2)
and note the generators
pµ “ Bµ ,
qA
α “ ´BAα ` isθA 9α B 9αα ,
m βα “ n βα ´ 12 δβα n γγ ,
n βα “ ´2i θαA BAβ ` i xα 9α B 9αβ ,
b “ 1
2
`
θ Bθ ´ sθ sBθ˘ ,
d “ 1
2
`
θ Bθ ` sθ sBθ˘` x ¨ Bx ,sq 9αA “ ´sB 9αA ` iθαA B 9αα ,sm 9α 9β “ sn 9α 9β ´ 12δ 9α9β sn 9γ 9γ ,sn 9α 9β “ 2i sθA 9β sBA 9α ´ i xα 9β B 9αα ,
c “ 0 .
(E.3)
The remaining generators are given by
rAB “ 4
``
γIJ
˘
B
A nIBJ ` sθB 9α sBA 9α ´ θαA BBα˘´ δAB`sθ sBθ ´ θ Bθ˘ ,
sAα “ i x´α 9α sB 9αA ` x`α 9α θbA B 9αβ ´ 4 θαB θβA BBβ ` 4θαB `γIJ˘BA nIBJ ,sA 9α “ ´i x`α 9α BAα ´ x´α 9α sθA 9β B 9βα ´ 4 sθA 9β sθB 9αsB 9βB ` 4`γIJ˘AB sθB 9α nIBJ ,
kα 9α “ i x`α 9β sn 9β 9α ´ ix´β 9α nαβ ´ x`α 9β x´β 9α B 9ββ ´ 8i `θ γIJ sθ˘α 9α nIBJ
(E.4)
Here, we introduced the chiral and anti-chiral coordinates
x`α 9α “ xα 9α ` 2i θαA sθA 9α , x´α 9α “ xα 9α ´ 2i θαA sθA 9α . (E.5)
These generators satisfy the commutation relations given for the superconformal al-
gebra in section 2.1, i.e. we have”
japσq, jbpσ1q
)
“ f cab δpσ ´ σ1q jcpσq . (E.6)
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As pointed out before, the structure constants above are related to the structure
constants f cab of the supermatrix generators introduced in appendix B by the relation
f cab “ f cba “ ´p´1q|a||b|f cab . (E.7)
For the discussion of the level-1 Yangian generators, we also need the components of
the metric on up2, 2|4q for the above generators. In order to obtain these, we con-
struct a basis of matrix generators, which satisfy the above commutation relations, by
manipulating the basis introduced in appendix B. Concretely, we have the assignment
Rpjaq “ Ta “
#
Ta if ∆ P
␣´1,´1
2
, 1
(
,
´Ta if ∆ P
␣
0, 1
2
(
.
(E.8)
In order to see that the basis thus introduced has the structure constants
rTa,Tbs “ f cab Tc , (E.9)
note that the weights are additive in a commutator and that the fermionic generators
have half-integer weights, whereas the bosonic generators have integer weights. It
is then easy to see that all except the odd-odd commutators change their sign, as
equation (E.7) demands. Noting moreover that the metric of two generators is only
non-vanishing if the weights add up to zero,
Gab ‰ 0 ñ ∆a `∆b “ 0 , (E.10)
we observe moreover that the metric Gab “ str pTaTbq is given by
Gab “ Gba “ p´1q|a|Gab . (E.11)
E.2 Level 1
We provide the parts of the level-1 densities defined in equation (7.140),
jp1q 1a T
a“
!
eX¨P`ΘQ`sΘ sQ´πµ
τ 2
Kµ ´ πµ 9πνMµν ` 2i tr
` 9sθπ 9θ˘C¯e´X¨P´ΘQ´sΘ sQ)
p0q
. (E.12)
A direct calculation gives`
pp1q 1
˘µ “ 0 , `qp1q 1˘
A
α “ 2i sΘp2qA 9α π 9αα , `sqp1q 1˘ 9αA “ 2i π 9ααθp2qαA . (E.13)
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For the remaining generators, we have
dp1q 1 “ i tr `sΘp2qπθ ´ sθπΘp2q˘ ,
bp1q 1 “ 2i tr
´sΘp2qπθ ` sθπΘp2q ` 9sθπ 9θ¯ ,`
mp1q 1
˘ β
α
“ 4`θsΘp2q π˘αβ ´ 2 δβα tr `θsΘp2q π˘ ,`
m¯p1q 1
˘ 9α
9β “ ´4
`
πΘp2qsθ˘ 9α 9β ` 2 δ 9α9β tr `πΘp2qsθ˘ ,`
rp1q 1
˘A
B
“ ´8i`sθπΘp2q ` sΘp2qπθ˘BA ` 2i δAB tr `sθπΘp2q ` sΘp2qπθ˘ ,`
sp1q 1
˘
α
A “ `4 ` 9π ´ 2iΘp2qsθ˘ π θ ` 2x´ πΘp2q˘α A ,`
s¯p1q 1
˘
A 9α “ ´
`
4 sθ π ` 9π ` 2i θsΘp2q˘` 2 sΘp2q π x`˘A 9α ,`
kp1q 1
˘
α 9α “ ´4i
`
x` πΘp2qsθ ´ θsΘp2q π x´˘α 9α .
(E.14)
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